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The Mission of AGARD

According to its Charter, the mission of AGARD is to bring together the leading personalities of the NATO nations in the fields
of science and technology relating to aerospace for the following purposes:

- Recommending effective ways for the member nations to use their research and development capabilities for the
common benefit of the NATO community;

- Providing scientific and technical advice and assistance to the Military Committee in the field of aerospace research and
development (with particular regard to its military application);

- Continuously stimulating advances in the aerospace sciences relevant to strengthening the common defence posture;

- Improving the co-operation among member nations in aerospace research and development;

- Exchange of scientific and technical information;

- Providing assistance to member nations for the purpose of increasing their scientific and technical potential;

- Rendering scientific and technical assistance, as requested, to other NATO bodies and to member nations in connection
with research and development problems in the aerospace field.

The highest authority within AGARD is the National Delegates Board consisting of officially appointed senior representatives
from each member nation. The mission of AGARD is carried out through the Panels which are composed of experts appointed
by the National Delegates, the Consultant and Exchange Programme and the Aerospace Applications Studies Programme. The
results of AGARD work are reported to the member nations and the NATO Authorities through the AGARD series of
publications of which this is one.

Participation in AGARD activities is by invitation only and is normally limited to citizens of the NATO nations.
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If Preface

With the ever-increasing trend towards the retention of aircraft in service much longer than originallyplanned, coupled with the
facts that airframe structures are much more precisely optimised and advanced active control systems are common, it is
essential that state-of-the-art fatigue monitoring procedures are used. Information from such systems is vitally important for
efficient cost effective fleet management. Such data are also important to procurement authorities when trying to plan aircraftF replacements.
The Specialists' Meeting on Fatigue Management was very well supported, both in terms of the number of pagers presented and
in terms of the very large attendance. Topics addressed during the presentations covered design philosophies, testing, aircraft
tracking, control of fatigue consumption rates and education. Both deterministic and probabilistic procedures were discussed.

The meeting concluded with a well-attended discussion period. A summary of the issues and recommendations is provided at
the end of the Proceedings.

A.P.Wanl
Chairman
Sub-Committee on Fatigue Management

Pre'face

Etant donne la tenidance de plus en plus marque~e vets le maintien en service des aironefs au-delak des dates lintites initialement
prevues, en plus du fait qu'aujourd'hui les structures des cellules sont optimisees de fa~on plus precise et que les systi~mes i
comimandes actives se sont banalisis, ]a misc en oeuvre des demieres procedures de contr6te de Ia fatigue est desormais
indispensable.

Les informations issues de tela systemes sont d'une importance capitale pour Ia gestiots efficace et rentable de hia flotte aenenne.
De telles donnees sont igalemenit tr~s utlles atix responsables des approvisionnements lots de la planificationt de la
renouvellement de Ia flotte.

La reunion de specialistes sur le contr6le de la fatigue a &6 biess soutenue, tant du point de vue du nombre de communications
presentees que celui de l'assistance. Lea presentations ont porti sur lea philosophies de conception, lea essais, le suiv des
avois, le contr~e des taux de consommation en fatigue et la formation. Lea discussions ont porti aussi bien sur lea proc~dures
detenninistes; que probabilistes.

La reunion a coiiclu par une table ronde qui a rassembl6 un nombre important de participants. Un r~sumE des questions
ddbattues et des recommandations qui ont Mt formaldes ost domnd en annexe aui compte-reusdu de In r~union.

A.P. Wardi
Prdsident du Sous-Comiti
mar I& Gestion de Is Fatigue

S~~~ý4 V_________
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY IN THE ROYAL AIR FORCE

by

Air Commodore T.C. Dvies
Director, Support Management (1) RAF

Ministry of Defence
Lacon House

Theobalds Road
London WCIX 8RY

United Kingdom

Military aircraft are now more likely to be retired when their fatigue lives expire, rather than when they become obsolete. As
aircraft are kept in service much longer than originally envisaged it becomes more difficult to maintain airworthiness. This
presentation gives a brief owrvwew ofthe RA Fs structural integrity organisation, with particular emphasis on fatigue analysis and
fatigue management.

Ladies and Gentlemen, Good Morning. I am Air Specified and built for the Royal Navy it subsequently
Commodore Davies, one of the six Directors of Support entered service with the RAF about 20 years ago. When we
Management in the Royal Air Force. I was particularly finally retire it in a few years time the aircraft will have served
pleased to be asked to speak to you today and to be able to for more than 6 times its originally specified fatigue life. It is
add my own welcome, especially to those delegates who perhaps ironical that the Buccaneer is due to be withdrawn
have travelled from overseas. Looking at your programme from service shortly after it flew in combat for the first time
for the week ahead, I think you will find your visit to Bath with the RAF in the Gulf War recently.
both interesting and rewarding. In these times of stringent Now about the time that the Buccaneer was entering service.
defence budgets it is essential that we NATO allies tailor ouN al oug the time was the ccane, teRAF sered
research and development in the most cost effective manner, although the timing was pure coincidence, the RAF sufferedYou in AGARD) have a vital role to play in achieving ths a spate of fatigue-related accidents to a variety of aircraft

types. A study into aircraft structural integrity was therefore
The subject of your Specialists' Meeting - Aircraft Fatigue commissioned. The study concluded that the day-to-day
- is a typical area of concern which affects us all and it is airworthiness issmes were being quite properly managed by
most certainly an issue in which the RAF is deeply inoved, the appropriate Engineering Authorities - in fact we still
Indeed I feel that it is very appropriate for me to present have a similar support system today. However, the study
today's Keynote Address. Within my organsation sits the identified the need for a separate organisation to look at the
RAFs aircraft structural integrity policy branch and its broader aspects of structural integrity. A new branch was
head, Wing Commander Cunningham, is a member of the b s pects fo structural inity A sewebranc wa
SMP. In addition, I am also responsible for the in-service subsequently formed in the Ministry of Defence and it

currently consists of 6 specialist officers, 3 of whom have ansupport of Tornado, an aircraft with which I have been MSc in Aircraft Design from Cranfleld Institute of
associated for many years. These two aspects of my work Tedmology. In broad terms this branch is charged with
have been brought together in presentation which you will defining and implementing the RAPs structural integrityhedn latan on during the Specialists' Meeting. Thehr ltateron duringt the Specialists Meetinge A he wiU policy, but as you can imagine much detailed work ties
presentation, entitledFatigue Management in the RAF, will behind that all-embracing remit. During the week I know
use the Tornado asan example. Wing Commander Cunningham would be delighted to

Over the next 15 minutes or so would like to describe how elaborate on the work of his branch if you are interested.
the RAF maintains aircraft structural integrity. There is no Some may question the need to lay down a formal policy.
doubt that this is a support area which requires very close After all the RA-'s accident rate compares favourably with
attention. This is particularly so in Britain at the moment, that of its NATO allies and aircraft losses due to fatigue have
wheretheMinistryofDefenceismakingstrenuouseffortsto historically accounted for only 2% of major accidents. I
combine authority and accountability under its New suppose that doesn't sound too bad a record. However, if I
Management Stralg, in sheort we are looking for better put it another way and said that in the last 17 years we have
value for money. I will not dwdl on the routine aircraft lost 5 aircraft due to structural failure the picture is not as
mainteanme issues, most o( you will be familiar with those, rosy. Apart from the unacceptable risk to IN this represents
Instead I will look at our poelies, in particular those for a signiftent capital loss. Add to this the costs of corrosion
fatige malyis and fatue managm t with the cast of rctfication and fatigue remedial packages throughout theSnew cmbatt aircraf inemnoty rtisin it is perhaps no life of an aicraft fleet and yo0u cn see that madmintann

smuprinsn that we teod to keep ancerff a service muds stuctural integrity is an expensive business. Our current
longer thau we originally Watended. Thes days it is ohen policy, then, has 3 aims:
mon c a•st effectiv to upde un airenaAs avionics rather Fi•.. To malnai h Safety.
thus to nowae the whale weapoIN pltorm Usualy
*asfo the Aeat Mis ws from service oaly when the Seeooi. To maintai 2 operat0on10 eCPaplifty
- We expires. The Duceumeer, is a typical example. sd inmmse aircraft availablt
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Thirdly: To minimise life cycle costs, unrelated wing structural failures. You might reasonably ask
So how do we meet those aims in practice'? Clearly there are why the full-scale fatigue test did not predict these failures.
many threats to structural integrity - corrosion, stress Well again with the benefit of hindsight there was a clear link
corrosion, the environment and normal operating hazards between the 2 accidents. The fatigue test load spectrum
are typical examples. However, it is mainly fatigue that we included only symmetric loads on the structure. This was
are concerned with here today. I would venture to suggest realistic for the Buccaneer in maritime use. However, in
that fatigue remains the most significant threat to aircraft RAF service the aircraft was being used in a terrain-hugging
structural integrity and will continue to be so for the overland role which involved aggressive flying, including
foreseeable future. In addition, structural maintenance - combined rolling and pitching manoeuvres. Following the
much of it fatigue-related - represents a large proportion of second Buccaneer crash the Ministry of Defence was
an aircraft's life cycle costs. I would therefore like to describe criticised for failing to exploit available technology in fatigue
how. over the past 20 years or so. our fatigue monitoring monitoring systems. In retrospect. the criticism was well
policy has evolved in response to the threat, founded. In both accidents the fatigue failure occurred
It was back in the 1

9
50s, in the wake of the Comet disasters because the test loads applied were not representative of in-

that the Royal Aerospace Establishment, Farnborough service usage.

introduced a system of fatigue monitoring that eventually I'm pleased to say that we have made significant progress
became known as the safe life philosophy. Most of our over the past 10 years. Having established that test loads
combat aircraft today are still designed to this principle and were unrepresentative, it was a logical step to measure actual
of course it is combat aircraft that give us the most fatigue loads on in-service aircraft and this we have been doing for
problems. The fatigue life of the aircraft is demonstrated by some time through our Operational Loads Measurement. or
the factored results of a full-scale fatigue test specimen. In OLM. programmes. Data from this sort of equipment can be
service, fatigue consumption is derived from a fatigue meter used in 3 ways. Firstly, it can be used to confirm the
and we have a manual recording system based on the Flying assumptions made by the designer. Secondly, when
Log and Fatigue Data Sheet, or Form 725, The F725 substantial discrepancies are apparent we can feed it back
records sortie details such as start up and shutdown masses, into the full-scale fatigue test so that we apply actual loads
fuel received and stores expended. After the sortie the that have been measured in flight. Thirdly, we can use the
fatigue meter readings are entered on the same form. The data to modify the aircraft's fatigue formula in the light of
final step is to turn this data into a Fatigue Index, or Fl. of actual usage. Of course such programmes are not cheap.
damage by means of the fatigue tormula, With this costing many £ millions to set up and run. Nevertheless. at
rudimentary monitoring system we thought we had pretty the moment OLM programmes seem to offer the most cost-
well taken care of fatigue. Needless to say, there is no room effective method of improving our overall fatigue
for complacency in aviation and it was not long before we monitoring and hence our confidence in structural integrity.
were caught out with another series of fatigue-related The RAF is firmlycommitted to OLM and itis now policy to
accidents in the early 1970s. Hindsight is a wonderful thing have such a programme on all new types entering service -
and it was readily apparent that these accidents had a including ghders. Incidentally. my structural integrity
common thread. Aircraft were being used in service in branch writes the detailed Staff Requirements for OLM and
different ways to those assumed by the designer. For also acts as sponsor for the programmes.
example, we lost a Harrier because a flap drive failed and the So having given you a quick resume of how we arrived at
resulting asymmetry put the aircraft into an uncontrollable where we are today, how does our system work in practice?
roll. After the Harrier entered service its pilots found that For example, what do we do with all the fatigue data that we
combat manoeuvrability could be improved dramatically by gather on the F725s? For most of our aircraft, the actual
using the flaps. There was nothing to stop them doing this as computation of Fatigue Index is carried out at the
limiting speeds were not being exceeded. However, no-one Maintenance Analysis and Computing Division, or MACD.
had told the designer, who quite naturally assumed that flaps at RAF Swanton Morley in Norfolk. My policy branch
would be used only for take-off and landing. The flap drive works very closely with MACD in this area and you will hear
system was therefore not designed for the arduous loading of this in more detail during the Specialists' Meeting. Over
cycle it was experiencing and the result was a classic fatigue the past few years we have made excellent progress in
failure, making fatigue data more easily digestible. MACD now
Obviously designers have to make certain assumptions produces a range of colour graphical outputs which are
about how an aircraft will be used in service, but the fatigue much more user friendly than the pages of tabulated data
meter - which is after all only a counting accelerometer - they replaced. Not only do we present historical data, but we
was not providing sufficient feedback on actual usage. The try to produce realistic projections to enable fleet managers
solution adopted was the production of this, the Statement to anticipate future problems.
of Operating Intent, or SOL This document which is written However, in the field of aircraft structural integrity other
by my structural integrity branch, is now a formal Air specialist agencies are involved. As I mentioned earlier, the
Publication and one is produced for every aircraft type. it day-to-day airworthiness issues are handled by the relevant
provides the Design Authority with detailed information on aircraft Engineering Authority, now re-termed Support
how tah aircraft is being used, including all the Authority under our New Management Strategy. However,
representative sorie profiles. Every year the document is the broader policy aspects must involve the aircraft Design
subject to a formal review and naturally this involves us in a thorie te p oy Aerosst ce th btircrent atcloe daloie ithoutairrewcoleages.Authorities, the "oa Aerospace Establishment atclose dialogue with our atr,-rew colleaues. Farnborougj, the aircraft Project Offices in the Ministry of
So 1 years ago. with the SOI and details from the F725 Defence (Procurement Executive) and the Air Staff (who
providing a measure of fatigue damage on a sortie-by-sortie need to be kept aware of any operational implications) as
basis, we had every confidence that fatigue was nicely under well as MACD and my own policy branch. Quite clearly
control. Hoever, in 1980 we aere caugt oM once again these agencies need to be drawn togkter and this we do
when in the space of7 months we lost 2 Buecanees through throuO the medium of the Sructurral lnte y %king
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Group, or SIWG; there is one for each aircraft type. The My second point about the future is one which I hope will
SIWGs meet at least twice per year (more frequently for the give you food for thought: access to the structure. For
troublesome types) and adopt a common agenda, which combat aircraft, access to systems is addressed, with varying
covers in detail all aspects of aircraft structural integrity, degrees of success, during the design phase; however,
Topics considered include corrosion, stress corrosion and structural access is often difficult and frequently expensive.
the effects of any recent modifications on fatigue life or static For example, after the second Buccaneer crash we scrapped
strength. Furthermore, the SIWGs ensure that the SOls are one third of the fleet because the repair scheme was so
kept up to date and they monitor closely the results of OLM difficult and expensive; in addition, we spent around £100
programmes. SIWGs also task the Design Authorities to million repairing the remaining aircraft. With structural
consider Jte effect of any change in aircraft usage on the maintenance accounting for about 20% of an aircraft's
fatigue formula. Each SIWG produces an annual report, overall life cycle costs I believe this is an area which merits
which summarises the main areas of structural integrity further study. There are potentially some very large savings.
activity on its aircraft. These reports, which are widely In theory it is only damage tolerant aircraft which require
circulated, provide our senior officers with an assurancethat inspection to assure structural integrity. However,
aircraft structural integrity is being properly managed. experience has shown that it is naive to expect a fail safe

These days, FH consumption is a major topic for SIWGs to design to last its service life with no significant fatigue

consider. Over the years we have come to realise that fatigue defects. Tornado had a whole series of fatigue remedial

is a financial resource and, just like any other resource, it packages which began very early in its service life and each
must be budgeted to ensure its most cost-effective use. It is of which required masssive stripdown to reach the relevant
not something that can be left until the aircraft approaches items of structure. I am no more confident about future

the end of its life, by then it is far too late. We must start as generations of aircraft. Despite closer attention to R & M

soon as the aircraft enters service and monitor closely aspects in weapons system specifications. basic aircraft mass

fatigue consumption throughout its life. Of course the is still the performance driver and performance is
problem becomes even more acute when our Air Staff paramount. Even with the advent ofadvanced materials and

colleagues decide to run on an aircraft fleet beyond its CAD techniques the pressure is still on to keep the structural
mass to a minimum. Unpredicted, in-service fatigue failuresoriginally specified out-of-service date. The modern

MACD outputs that I described a few moments ago are are therefore here to stay and undoubtedly our successors
proving to be excellent aids for the SIWGs. Using this sort of will still be in the business of unplanned replacement of

structural components. My question to you is this: we spendpresentation we can quickly assess which are the most £ millions on advanced fatigue monitoring systems to aid

fatigue-damaging sorties and how often they are flown. We cost-ffct v a fatigue ma nt tould we be all

can then offer our aircrew colleagues some soundly based cost-effective fatigue management but could we he equally
advice. Indeed we place much emphasis on aircrew or more cost effective if, during the aircraft desigu phase, we

education and with some success. It is worth remembering considered structural access to potentially fatigue-critical
that fatigue is also an aircrew resource. It is the aircrew that

use fatigue, govern its rate of usage and hence determine Injust a few minutes it is very difficult to examine any subject
how long an aircraft will remain in service. Frequent in depth, particularly when it has as many facets as aircraft
dialogue between engineers and operators is therefore vital; structural integrity. Even using fatigue as my theme I have
this is an area that we ignore at our peril. been able only to skate over the surface. No doubt over the

I would now like to turn my thoughts to the future. There is next two days you will be covering the ground in much

no doubt that in recent years the major advances in combat greater detail and I very much look forward to hearing some

aircraft have been driven by the dramatic improvement in of the presentations. Nevertheless, I hope I have been able to
on-board computation. For example, the Tornado give you a flavour of how the RAF considers structural
computer's power has increased by a factor of 8 since the integrity, in particular from a fatigue management point of
aircraft entered service. The way ahead for fatigue view. The subject is just as important to us as it isto the fare-
monitoring systems is clearly to make use of these ADP playing airline passenger, although perhaps somewhat less
facilities. Our first such system is already taking shape - the emotive! Over the years our organisation has evolved to
Fatigue Monitoring and Computing System, or FMCS - for meet the fatigue threat. It would be true to say that we have
the Harrier G117 and we hope EFA will have a comparable made some mistakes and that in the past our system only

system. FMCS will give us an accurate, almost real-time reacted to problems. However, with a specialist policy
output of F1 consumption on a sortie-by-sortie basis using branch dedicated to aircraft structural integrity now firmly
output of-oH conumputin ond hasort-ie-bsortrainge basistm u embedded in the organisation, I believe we are well placed to
its on-board computer and hard-wired strain gauge system. me h uuewt ofdnemeet the future with confidence.
Using electronic data transfer between operating units and
MACD we will be able to present users with processed Ladies and Gentlemen, I very much appreciate being given
fatigue information much more quickly than hitherto, this opportunity to speak to you this morning. Once again,
Although the in-service date for FMCS is still some way off on behalf of all the British panel members, may I welcome
we are already working hard to formulate plans for its you to England and Bath in particular, a delightful city to
introduction. With the mass of data that can be extracted visit in the spring. I hope the British weather is kind to you
from such fatigue monitoring systems it is important to lay this week and that you enjoy your stay. Most importantly, Idown a firm policy for its control and dissemination. Too hope you find the SMP a professional and stimulating forum
much information in the wrong hands could be counter in which to participate. I am sure you will. Ladies and
pruci- ve. Gentlemen, thank you.
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"THE DEVELOPMIUE OF FATIGUE KHAGEKUT REQUIREMENTS AND TECONIOQUS"

A P Ward
Head, Fatigue & Fracture Technology

British Aerospace (Hilitary Aircraft) Ltd
Warton Aerodrome, Preston, PR4 lAX, England

SUMMARY 2). This information was of some
assistance in making fatigue predictions

Fatigue management requirements and but there was also a recognition that
techniques have evolved over a period of better information was necessary. Based
40 years or more. This paper provides an on the knowledge that the wing root
overview of these developments, tended to be the critical area and for

those subsonic aircraft with simple wing
An historical summary is presented planforms, that wing loading and cg
covering the introduction of the acceleration were readily related, the
different monitoring techniques ranging counting accelerometer was developed
from the simple V-g recorder through to (ref. 3). This device was used in
the multi-channel systems with on-board conjunction with height, speed, time and
processing that now exist, weight data in a major programme

commencing in 1951 to gather turbulence
The paper concludes with a summary of the intensity data on a world wide basis
main requirements for modern systems and (ref. 4).
then identifies a number of key issues
that should be addressed during the The widespread use of the counting
course of the Specialists' Meeting. accelerometer, or "fatigue meter",

followed. From 1954 onwards most UK
1. IUI12IUCTIOM military aircraft have been fitted with

the device as have many UK civil
Fatigue management requirements and aircraft.
techniques are fundamental to the
efficient utilisation of modern fleets of In the USA parallel activities were
military aircraft and to the maintenance underway. The Service Loads Recording
of structural integrity. There have been Programme (SLRP), which commenced in 1936
significant advances made in the with the objective of collecting design
techniques available for fatigue information, had Its bias changed in 1958
monitoring and a number of these are towards the collection of fatigue usage
discussed by other authors at this data (ref. 4). Also, in 1954, Skopinski
Specialists' Meeting. et al published their report on the

calibration of strain gauge installations
This paper provides a brief historical for use in load measurement programmes
review of developments in fatigue (ref. 5), these techniques in general
monitoring and then identifies a number still being relevant.
of matters that should be addressed when
designing new systems. In this same period special studies were

initiated to gather fatigue relevant
2. PRI--1960 information for different types of flying

(ref. 6, for example) for those parts of
Over 40 years ago there were no the structure for which cg acceleration
requirements for the collection of data had little relevance. Such data provided
for fatigue monitoring and management damage rates which could be used for
purposes. In the UK studies were monitoring purposes if the mixture of
underway, using V-g recorders, to collect types of flying was known.
data for design purposes for both
military and civil aircraft (refs. 1 and
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An alternative approach was to use Role (i) to establish statistical
Severity Factors. These were theoretical relationships between movement
damage rates for different roles parameters and structural loads
(missions) relative to the design role.
The damage rates were estimated for each (ii) to develop a simple strain recording
type of sortie to be flown by the system
aircraft using assumed sortie profiles
and atmospheric turbulence data, possibly (iii)to establish techniques for fatigue
supplemented by assumptions of typical life monitoring in those NATO
manoeuvres that would occur in the countries where established
sorties. procedures did not exist

3. 1960 - 1970 4. POST 1970

The simplifying assumptions associated A considerable explosion of activity has
with the use of the fatigue meter, and taken place during the last twenty years.
the fact that loads on many parts of the In addition to the use of manoeuvre data
structure could not be related in any way to produce bi-variate tables of fatigue
to cg acceleration, led to the need to relevant parameters similar data are
develop improved methods of fatigue being used to develop parametric methods
monitoring. To record more information of fatigue monitoring. In this case
on a fleetwide basis was a major task aircraft response data are used to
because of airborne recording and determine predictions of loads from
subsequent ground processing demands. parametric equations that have been
The USAF, for example, did record more derived using regression techniques
data in the SLRP on a limited number of (refs. 11, 12 and 13 for example).
development aircraft. These studies
enabled bi-variant tables of fatigue In the UK, for each aircraft type, there
relevant parameters to be produced, from has been a commitment to the use of
which fatigue damage rates could be Operational Load Measurement programmes
predicted. By 1970 the Life History on a limited number of aircraft in the
Recording Programme was introduced (ref. fleet to supplement data obtained from
4) with the objective of using simple fleetwide monitoring systems such
statistical techniques to establish as fatigue meters. The Tornado SUMS
whether changes were occurring relative programme is such an example, this being
to the load spectra generated from the reported at the last AGARD meeting where
SLRP. fatigue monitoring was discussed (Sienna,

Spring 1984) (ref. 14).
In the same period (1960 - 1970) special
fatigue monitoring devices were being At the same meeting it wa- reported that
devised and evaluated (refs. 7, 8 and 9 the USAF would use multi-channel
for example). Such devices were intended parametric recording on some of the F-16
to be installed at the fatigue relevant fleet, supplemented by 100% fit of a
locations on the airframe to measure Leigh Mechanical Strain Recorder (ref.
directly local strain histories which 15). On the other hand the USN planned
could then be converted to fatigue to use parametric data in conjunction
damage. with seven strain gauge channels for 100%

of the fleet of F-I8 aircraft and
In 1968 the NATO Military Committee parametric data with no strain sensors
suggested that "Fatigue load monitoring for 100% of the F-14 fleet (ref. 16).
of tactical aircraft" was a problem that
required studying. A task was placed on In Australia there has been widespread
the SMP who subsequently presented agreed use made of the Aircraft Fatigue Data
conclusions and recommendations (ref. Analysis System (AFDAS) which is a
10). The recommendations were that there multi-channel strain gauge driven system
should be efforts with on-board processing supported by

77'
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subsequent ground analysis. In the UK o With an uncalibrated strain gauge
the Fatigue Monitoring and Computing system what sort or repeatability might
System (FMCS), which is also strain gauge be expected from one aircraft to the
driven has been designed to perform all next?
computations on-board.

o Differences in strain gauge response
5. REQUIJREN S per unit load can exist - are these

important from a fatigue monitoring
For current and future aircraft there viewpoint?
must be more effort to produce on-board
monitoring systems that derive fatigue o What long term reliability (20 to 30
damage at a number of locations on each years) can be expected from a strain
aircraft in the fleet. The primary gauge system?
contenders seem to be:-

o How easy can new monitoring locations
o direct strain monitoring using be accommodated?

uncalibrated strain gauges and
multi-channel recorders and computing o With a parametric system what accuracy
systems might be expected?

o load monitoring using load calibrated o What verification procedure is
strain gauges on a limited number of necessary for any system?
aircraft to supplement and "tune" less
complex systems on the remainder of the o If new monitoring stations are
fleet necessary what effort is involved in

setting-up new parametric equations?
o parametric systems using signals

already available on each aircraft from o A more fundamental question relates to
flignt control, avionics, navigation, the main priority of a fatigue
fuel management and stores management monitoring and fleet management system.
systems For a fleetwide fit should it be to

identify changes of severity of one
The main requirements for a fatigue sortie relative to another with a high
monitoring and management system are:- degree of reliability even though the

absolute accuracy in fatigue damage
"o to ensure that aircraft do not exceed terms is slightly degraded? If so, to

their design life what extent should there be special
studies on a limited number of aircraft

"o to identify the optimum time for the and what would these be?
embodiment of modifications that are
fatigue dependent It is hoped that, at the conclusion of

this Specialists' Meeting, guidance can
"o to control life used in different be provided with regard to all these

sorties and to identify high damage points.
sorties
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LE CCEFFICIENT DE SECURITE EN FATIGUE:
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avant cola examiner les paramnktrcs qui conduisent au
1. INTRODUCTION caracti~r aldatoirc de Ia tenue et fatigue.

La tonue en fatigue d'une structure d'avion ne se laisse que 3. PARAMETRES INFLUANT SUR LA TENUE
tr4s imparfaitemnent aiprdhender par let calculs du EN FATIGUE
concepteur. quill taut sans cease recaler et valider par des
essais. Do Eris nombreux paramitres peuvent influer sur Ia tenue
C'CSt Ia raison daitre des grands essais doe fatigue rdalisds en fatigue d'un 6idment de structure. 11 ext possible d~e Ics

alots que lavion concemni eat ddj'a cotustruit en sdrie et regrouper dans deux ensembles distincts: d'une part ceux-
sosivent mimse ddj'a opirationnel. lids au matdriau ct 'a la technologie (tout ce qui se passe
L'objectif principal d'un tel essai est dc connaitre par avant la livraison doIe avion aux utilisateurs). et d'autre

avarice let defaillances suceptibles d~e se produire. ct doc part ceux lids ka lutilisation opdrationnelle (charges
difinir dea actions priventives ou curatives pour les subies).
avions en service. Les informations fournics par lcessai
portent d'une part sur Ia zone concernde et Ia nature du 3.1 Matirlau et techssologle
dommage. et d'autre part sur le nombre de cycles osi
d'heures de vol & l'apparition du dommage. Les phinom~nes cc cette rubrique font qu'un dicinent de
L'exploitation dle cetse seconde information eat ddlicate structure test6 en laboratoire avec des conditions de

du fait de son caractire fortement aldatoire. chargement parfaitement definies a sine durde de vie
Ccvit I cc problime que nous nous inidressons ici. en aldatoire.

eaaayant do rdpondre it des questions dus type: "quel risque Pour un avion A donn6 nous ddfinissons Ia durde d~e vie
y a-i-il, &laisser voler tel avion x heurca?" oli: "jusquk! NA: nombre t'heures de vol ai ]'apparition du dommage D.
quand laisser voler cot avion avec sin risque d'apparition en supposant que cot avion ait did chargd rigoureusement
d~e tel dlormage infdrieur & 10-x ?". comme la cellule tI'essai de fatigue.
Cette diude conceme done en premier lieu les avions Nous supposerons que la variable aldatoire NA suit une

justifiha sclon le concept de "durde d~e vie sinec (safe-life). loi log-Normalc. c'est-a-dire quc Ia variable X=logN suit
cc qui eat Ie cas de Ia grande majoritd des avions tde sine loi Ntsrmalle (osi loi doe GAUSS). Ceite hypotls~se.
combat actuels. La mithode prisentde pout cependant atre gdndiralement admiac. peut 6tre justifide tle diverses
utiliske en dehors de cc concept; elle pommet en particulier maniares non detailldes ici.
de determiner sine probabilitd d'amorqage d'une fissure.
sine probabilild d~e propagation sur sine longuesir fixde.... 3.2 Utlllsation opdratlonnelle
en fonction des dispersions connites osi estimmes ci des
rdsultats d'essai; elle pout done aire utilisde dans lc cadre La sdvdrit6d tes volt est tras variable: elle depend de Ia
d'une justification en "tolirance asix dommages". - mission effectude. du piloic. tde Ia configuration

d'emport....
2. CADRE DE LEFTUDE POUr quantifier ce phdusomane. sine samte durie de vie

(purement thdoriqsie) d'un avion A cvi definie: PA eat Ie
Considirons un type d'avion dans une utilisation donnde nombre d'heures tde vol i l'apparition du dommage D, en

(par exemple MIRAGE 2000 monoplace en defense supposant que la scule, source d'incertitude dana Ia tenue en
adrienne) dont sin exemplaire en definition sdrie a subi un fatigue suit lide ha lUtilisation opdrationnelle. C'est-h-dire
essai de fatigue. en supposant que. si les charges subies 6taient
Un donsaage D eat apparsi aui cosirs de leasai de fatigue. parfaitement connues. Ia tenue en fatigue naitrait pas de

aprita NE houres de voll simuldes. D peut itre sine rupture, caractire allastoire.
l'initiation drune fisaure, sine fissure de taille donnde.... Ici encore. nous supposerona que Ia variable aldatoime PA
tout type do dommage de fatigue, suit sine Ini log-Normale (I0SPA suit une loi do GAUSS).
NE eat appelt durit de vie de Ia cellule d'esaai (pour le Des justifications pesivent Ztre tenides; elles ne soni paa

dommage D considerd). prdsensdtes ici.
De mimne powursn avbon A en utilisation opirationnelle.

noue appelons, durde de vie do l'avion A (noide QA) Ie 3.3 BlIan

nombre d'heurea de vol de l'avion It lapparition du
donamage D conaideri (en supposant qsiil sois maintensi Dans Ia rdalitd les deux sources dincertitude ci-dessus se
en service asaoz longtempa). combineni. ci Ia durde de vie rdellc d'un avion (apparition
Le coifficiessi do sdesiritd (nott K) a pour r6le dermpacher du donunage D) nest ni NA ni PA; tile esi noid~e QA.

I'apparition de cc domrnsgv; cat objectif sera atteirut si QA 11 eat aisd de montrer quo. si NA et PA suivent (lea lois do
est asupriour I NE/K. Dams Ie cas contraire (QA < NE/K). ill probabilitd log-Normales. il eni eat do manse pour QA.
y aum echee. Lea notations des moyennes et 6cart-types sont d~finies
Le niveas do silcuriti pest atmo quantifid per Ia probabilitd ainsi:

drechee. qui eat Ia probabilitd do l'dvinoment QA < NE/K: Vrale llatN r Moeme Eat/

Pgchec -P(QA <NE/K) (1) log P in
log Q M

Powr calculler cette probabi"id ill nows taut d~terninet lea Les dens prermiares lois sont inddpendantos entre elug.
lois de probattilitd dlea variabiles aldatoimes NE et QA. et

I _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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La troisi~me err tria, proche de Is seconde: elle r6suite de lutilisation opslrationnelle du fait du suivi individuel qui1
I& superposition I celle-ci des phdromn~es aldatoires lid~s perniet de connaitre Ics charges rdelles, subies par chaque
au mat~riau et aux technologies dc fabrication. avion.
Nous pouvont ainsi nous convaincre que les moycimes La forinule (3) nous penner de faire one premnibre
n' et M sont dgales. et que l'6cart-type I se ddduit de c t cc application num~rique: Is littdrature donne gdn1fralement

a' par Is, relation: E= ;+ diyc2t, pour a des valeurs conprises entre 0.1 et 0.35.

Cosr~a~tas s i~nonren S~lSsdcuriti K=3 classiquemcent retenu darts le cas du suivi

4. CALCUL DU NIVEAIJ DE SECURITE indiduel. est pgchec=4.10-
4 h 1,2.10-2.

En l'absence d'l6nsent, perosettan d'appricier Is valeur de
Nous somnies maintenant It m~ime de calculer Ia 0., il convient de prendre Ia valcur conservative de

probabilitd d'dhec. 0.15.Nous rctiendrons donc que le suivi inadividuet par
Ph = P QA <NE/K) calcid dendommiagemnent conduit a air niveau de sicuriti

=p (log QA - logNE < -log K) de 10-2 (probabilit6 que, le dominage h 6ViCTr so produise
La variable aliatoire (log QA - IogNE). somme de deux uunaondn vntalitedvifxe)

variables aliatoires ind6pendantes. suit one loi de Remarque sur la notion d'endommage~nent calcadd
jprobabiliti Normale. de inayenne (M-ns) et d'6cart-type L-endomnmagemcent" r~el est Is grandeur croissante dgale
(1:2 + 62)112 (additivitd des variances). Ia I POUr ia dur6e do vie nsoyerne sous le chargement
Nous en diduisont consid~r4.i Aucune m6thode de calcul no permet d'acc~ddr

loK-M m sfireinent 'a cette grandeur. Nous faisons l'hypothise que
= F I ~ Iendoinmagemrent calcul6 donne l'ersdommagesnent r~el It

£2h ~ = F 2 une constante multiplicative prls. et que lorsque des4 informations font d~faut pour le calcul celui-ci est mend

oiz F err Is tonction de repartition de la loi Norinale de faqon conservative.
Rdduite: 56. CAS DF LABISENCE DE SUIVI

F(x) f e-t"1 /4 2 dt Lorsqu'une structure est justifide "Safe-Life" et que Ia
En utilisant leg relations M=in' et £2 = Cy2 +~ o',2. nous flotte ne fait pas l'objet d'un suivi individuel par calcul

pouvons 6crire: d'endomznageinent. le coefficient de s~curiti adoplA eat
classiquement de 5.

I:[ -rn-loxK (2)] La graphique ci-dessaus donne le niveau do s~cunit6
= F [COrrespondart (Pdchec). en fonction des paramnctres

4202 + W'
2  

Rni=lOmin et '. pour a =0,15.

*K est le coefficient de sicunit6 R,
*m-rn caractirise l'dcart entre l'utiliration simulile enA

Tsai et l'utilisation op~rationnelle rdelle moyenne, 3
.0 caractirive Ia dispersion due ka lelahoration de

I'El1rnont consid~rt (mathriau. technologic, ...).
a 0' c5aact6riSC ]a dispersion do l'utilisation

opdrationnelle.

Dans le cas, Siniral mn. in. 13 ol a' sont inconnus. La ice

relation (2) pout cependant fournir de pr~cieuges 2
informations dims les dit'f6rents cas dc suivi d'une flotte.

S. CAS DU SUIVI INDIVIDUEL PAR CALCUL
WENDOMMAGEMENT

Nous nous plagons ici dans le can oiz lavion A oat iEquipi
d'un enrogistrour de bord porinettant de calculer 1I.1-
Vrl'nommragomosnt dana )a zone 6tudi~e de chacune de ses
houros do vol (vowr rensarque ci-dleasous). 1-
Dana cc ces lasvion cat girt en endommagement: lea 31-

"durdes do vie" no sont peas exptimiseos en heures do vol 1-
mais on endoinmagerentn cutnuld. et comparies A 0-
l'ondonrmagernent do Is collide d'essai do fatigue. La
formula (2) no sepplique, done peas directement. 0. -

L~e calcul do I& probabilitil d'6chec, It partir des 0 0.05T 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0
endommnaoemossts conduit au. rdaultat suivant: I I

MIRAGE 2000 C j MIRAGE V F
MIRAGE Fl C I MIRAGE III E

P~.= F [ -logK / YI2 1 (3) JAGUAR ALPHAIAET "Ecole" FOLM3A

En comperant cc rdsultat avoc, Is formule (2). nous RGEALN

cantatbowna qua lles ternnes on (rn-rn') or 0' ont diaparus:
cola soxpIq~ue po It fait qual ny a plus (rtneertitde site
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Afin de situer Ia zone du graphique suceptible d'6Lre de sdcuril4 rechercht de 10.2. on degrd do confliance, de
concernte, queiqucs exemples tir~s des flottes franqaises 909. et 0 = 0. 15:
tyant fait ou faisant l'objel d'un suivi individuel sont K2dorinds.
Les valcurs calculdes POUr lCS flottes "FOUGA". O
'MIRAGE III EV et "MIRAGE V V* sont peu significatives

car calculies sur un faible nombre d'avions et sur Lune
arnnte sculernent.
Lea valcurs los plus significatives sont celles des f(ones 6 0,20

do Dd6fcnse Adrienne "MIRAGE PU'" et "MIRAGE 20W)'.
et Ia flotte de Is Force Adrienne Tactique "JAGUAR': 0r' 5
est compris dans Is plage 0.05-0,08. 0,15
Pour los avions "ALPHAJET" des Ecoles ]t valleur dc aY'

esL 0,1. de mime que pour les "BREGUET ATLANTIC" de 4 0.10
Ia Marine.
La zone "active' du graphique est done ddlimitide en L= 0.05

abscisse (valeur de (') par I'intervalle [0.05-0.11.3
L'ordonnde Res meaure Ia reprcsentativitd dc lecssai de 0 5 10 15 20 25 n

fatigue: par exemple Rm=2 signifie que le chargement en
essai ost trop peu s6V~re par rapport 'a l'utilisation Nous voyons apparaitre linthect de cette rn~thodc: pour
moyenne de It flotte. d'un facteur 2 sur les durdes de vie 10 'a 20 avions suivis ct un 6cart-typo compris entre 0.05
(siou d'environ 15% sur let, charges appliqui~cs). et 0.1 (cas le plus frijuent. voir §6). Ic coefficient K2 Ctt
Nous pouvons ainsi conclurc que le facteur 5 conduit compris entre 3.2 et 4,3. Ces valeurs, sont ' comparer au

dans le cat gindral i un niveau de sdcutitd (P~chcc) csxfl'tcient 3 du suivi individuel.
equivalent 'A celui obtenu dans le cas du suivi individuel
(10-2). it Ia condition que le chargernent appliqu6 en essai 8. SI PLUSIEURS ESSAIS SONT REALISES
soil iquivalcnt avec une incertitude de 10% aux charges
r~e~lls subies en moycnne par la notne. Un scul essai de fatigue est en gindral rdalist, et un seul

rdsultat est disponible. C'est ce qui a did supposk dans
7. CAS DU SUP/I STATISTIQUE tout cc qui prdc~de.

11 peus cependant arriver quo plusieurs rdsultats, soient
I1 y a suivi statistique lorsqu'une partie de Ia (lotte (n disponibles: si plusieurs essais idontiques ont 6ti

avions) cst A4quip6e d'un systl'ae de suivi permettant un rdalis~s, ou si 1'6prouvette et le chargement prdsentent
calcul d'endomniagetnent (your au §5 let hypoth~ses une syrn~trie. cc qui est frlquent (par exemple derni-
faites sur l'endommagernent calcuk9). voilures droite CL gauche sur on essai densemble).
La majeur pantic de la (lotte n'4tant pas 6quipde. le suivi L'incertitude concernant le rdsultat de 1'essai est alors

se fait en heures de vol. rdduite. cc qui doit permettre de rdduire le ccxfficient de
11 est slors postible dans certains cat de calculer un tOcuritd tout en mainteniant le mime niveau de s~curiti.

coefficient de sdcurit6 K momns plnalisant que 5 et Si n rdsultats d'essai tont disponibles. flout prendront
conduitant au mime niveau dc securitA (10-2) que dans le pour NE (durAic de vie en cassai) Is moyenne Iogarithmique
cat du suivi individuel (cat du §5). de ces n valeurs; I'6cart-type de Iii loi de probabiliti
En effet. lea enregistrernents effectudt sur lea n aviorts Normale suivic par logNE neat plus ay mais WOO

1 . etlas
6quipis, permettent de calculer un icart-type a' et une formule (2) devient:
moyenne rn-rn' ' inldgrer dans ]a formule (2), apris avoir
pris une margo de skcurild du fail du nornbre limitil M.M*rn'-oXK
davions dquipds. P~chec = F[
Lenchainement des calculs W'est pat donni ici; il fail I'+1 (l/5)C12 + a'-2

appel aux loit de STUDENT-FISHER (pour Ia moyenne) ct
de PEARSON (pour Idecart-type). qui quantilient let Pour assurer un mimne niveau de t~curit6 (P4chec
marget de sicurild A prendre en function du nomrnhr n constant). )c cwfficient de sdcutit6 K sera d'aulant plos
d'aviont iquipds et du "degrds do confiance" recherchd. faihle quc n sert grand.
Voici le cdtollat obtenu: Dant Ic cat du suivi individuel. avcc P 6chec 10-2 e1

K =K 1 SK2 avec log K = m - n et 0--0.15, K est donni par Ia courhe suivante:

log K2 = F- I PdcecJ.-20
2 +n On 2fX

2  . an

F-1
I eat It fonction inverse do Iii function F do §4

(foriction de ripartition do lit loi normalo e~ddito).
*~ e esot le niveiast do sdcurit6 cocherchd. 2.5
.n oat le niombris dffavions 6quipds.
anG eat rdcart-typo calesild tat cot n aviona.

m~%eat Is mvoyonno cakut~e star cot n avions. asymptote: K-2,18
t 0 eslecoeflicint do STUDENT-FISHER.

X2es, le coefficient do PEARSON.2 3 4 5

Le determitnation do K2 pout so faire do fagon simpleApi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ euioben pw n iva
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(par raprthK=3).
Pour n-3.lItgainestde 22%. 1-

9. QUEL NIVEAU DE SECURITE EST 001
ACCEPTABLE = 1

Nous none limitons aux ax ions de combat. et
dvidemnment au "temps de pals".
Plaqoms nows dana le rae le plus critique. celul ob leI0c

dommage D considdrd est une rupture soudaine ct
"cazaatrophique" (perte de l'avion). Quelue probabilitd
pent-on accepter pour cat dvhnement? o7=0.1
Dans Is rvlit6, lea causes de perte d'avions de combat

sont cseentiellemcent Ie facteur humain, parfois Is panne
molaur, ct de tempe It mitre un antic problime technique. 10.6.i,.
Lea partes; liter an vicilliasement dtant marginales. Ic 10000 20000 30000 NE

risque dipend pcsa de Ilige die l'avion et de cc fait se mesure
en 10-7 par heure de vol; Ie tans Ic plus souvent reconnu Nuns constatons quc Ic risque eat d'autant plus grand que
pour lea avions de combat est 10-4 par hMure dec vol tun Ie dommage cat apparn tbt en essaiO(iheure de vol eat une
evion perdu pour 10 000 hewrer de vol). Cette valcur cit quantit6 plus "significative").
bien afr &t prendre avec, pr~caution car trb. variable d'une Dims lons Icr car. Ic risque an cowrs die Ia demitre heure dec
fichte A 'aturre, d'un utilisateur It lautre, ... vol Pent tire considdrd cornue acceptable en cotuparaison
En cc qul concerne notre dommage D. sa prohabilizd tin tans de 104 citE plus hauL. Rappelons que nows nous

d'occurence par heure de vol nest pas conatante, mail omspaEdn ccr xrm hI omg
sugmente tout an long de Ia vie de l'avion. Voici conduit i coup sGT a Ia perle de lavion.
l'dvolution obtenue dans Ic car dn suivi individual. pour
ga-O~l at 0,15 at NE=15 000 henres ("durde de vie en 10. FLOTTES FRANCAISES
crsisP):

Les principales flottes franqaises sont snivies en fatigue
P par calcul d'endommagement individual, pour tons lea

103 avions ct touter Icr heures tie vol: MIRAGE 2000.
10- MIRAGE Fl, JAGUAR. ALPHAIET, MIRAGE IV_.

Les antics flottes ont fait l'objet pour Ia plupart de
0.,10 meaures en service pendant plusicurs anndes. et il a Wt

estimd qnnun suivi individual nitait paa ndcersaire.
0.15 Ler avions ernbarquts tnt porte-avion font exception; Ia

raison esrentielle eat qu'un calcul d'endommagement
10-4" ___ fiable ndcessite pour ccx flottes l'enregistsxenent des

l0~ charges rubies an catapultage ct h l'appontage, cc qni
compliquc Ic systimeri i mettre en cenvre. Des Ewides tie
vicillissement de ces flottes sont en cours, aver:
campagnes de mesure en utilisation opdrationnelle.
essais tie fatigue,..
Pour Ics flotter "terrestrer" an contraire, lenregistrement

10-i tin facteur de charge et des infonrmations star Ia durte du vol
le cerburant CL lea charges emportdes. Ia mission
cffcctuhe.... permettent tie faire un calcul
tiendommagement acceptable dans lea zones lea plus
critiques (peaches tie Ia liaison voilurc-fnaelage).
Un systtme de sulvi plus complexe que

10-o6 I'______________ accilttoconmpteur a Ott rtccrnmnent ddvelop$6 (lc
0 5000 10000 15000 HI MICRO-SPEES). ct Eqnapera lea avions MIRAGE 2000-D.

Ce tystkme permet I'enregistrensent de 8 paramoksrea
analogiques (et 8 discrete) ct posalde une logique de
concentration die donndes qni Ini donne sane autonomie

Dana ie cas 01=0,15 l'application du coefficient 3 conduit osqeepwsnecmreenEuvln en u
I on risque an cowrs de Ia dermure heure tie vol (risque accdldrocomptenr. 11 cat Egalemnert utiliat ponctuellmmernt
maximum) de 3.l0-5 (point tie )a conebe carreapondant a pour des caupagnes de ie suw.
NE / 3 -5W0 H). L'applicution d'un coefficient 2 conduit Pour l'avion de combst futur RAPALE Is founction die
Aimn risque, de 1.71w

4
. calcul tientiommageanut sera probablonsent mntgrde -u

Ces rdaultasu dependents doe. 11E t de 0Y; lc graphuque ci- calculateur de bard. Clsaque avion calculmr "Ws as soups
r~el on ltgbrtemcnt dsfffti son endomanagaesuet on

discous donne Is risque au cows de Ia deilenire hevre de vol diffirents, points de Ia structure, en foncuion des
eafflcelat 3 at pour 0-0.1 at 0,15: inastoansane, incidence, kraquago do gouverme .)..
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II. CONCLUSION

Line estimation dss "niveau de adcuritd" correspondant &
un cszfticient de a6eurisd en fasigue est possible de fapen
simple.
La inEtlsode proposde, en permeusni de calculer Ic

ciaffacient de sdcsaritd correapondant & Un objectif donnd
en fOncbOn de Ia snEsbode de suivi. montre en parsiculier
Iint�ret que peut prdaaner Ic suivi staustique dune flotte.

A.scssne undthode de calcul ne doit Evidemment7 conaid&de conune ume r&gle absolue pour fixer lea marges
de �curis6 en fatigue; le calcul ne faiL quapporser un
dldmens de dEcision. Dautres ElEments essentiels
isnexviennent dana Ia dEcision. es en premier lieu lea
contraintea Econosniques et opdrationnelles.
De plus cersaina parans&cres us sont pas pris en compte

par Ia mdthode expoade. Par exemple, Si lessai de fatigue
eat rEalisE avee Un avion retirE du service apr&s dc
noanbreuaea heures de vol. le gain en reprEsensasivitE de
leaaai eat considErable par rapport au cas ou leassi eat
rEalisE avec une cellule neuve (prise en colnpte des
aspects corrosion, dommagea de maintenance.
vieillisaement rEel des auuctures en opEration). La
mddiode us prend p.s non plus en compte lea recalages
posaibles loraque des dommages idensiques apparaissern
en eassi d'une part et en service sur lea avions les plus
igds dautre pan (meaure de Ia reprdsentativitE du
charganens appliquE en eassi dapr&s lea dommages et leur
date d'apparition. estimation dune dispersion sur lea
avions en service, ... ).

La Service Officiel chargE de fixer lea marges de securitd
en fatigue a. cas par cas, & faire un compronsis en fonction
des contrainses ci des informationa dont il dispose.
Pamnija cci informations il eat indispensable que figure
une estimation, m&ne imparfaite. du niveau tie tdcuritd'
correspondent & un �xsfficient.

BjLirm�g:

G.HERNIAUX: Cours de Sististique.
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Prebeoblst Design and Fatie Management as"d on
Probebftfc Fatigue Models with Reliablity Updating.

R. Skjong, G. Sigurdsson and M. K. Nyghrd

Veritas Research, N-1322 Hovik, Norway

ABSTRACT programs and methods for evaluating structural reliability in

The fatigue limit state is the governing limit state for an order to possibly extend the in-service life has to some

aging ai--frame. The trend of operating air-crafts longer extend been initiated by the need in the industry to use
than their originally planned life, calls for extensive testing existing structures longer then their anticipated design life.

and Insportion. Current practice is to base decisions with Similarly, the trend over the past decades has been to
respect to inspections and repair on the durability and dam- operate air-crafts longer than their originally planed life.
age tolerance methodologies. These procedures make little Continuing service requires extensive analysis and testing to
use of probabilistic methods. The paper addresses the same establish airframe inspection and modification action
basic problems based on similar fundamental models. The required to ensure the desired new design life.
formulations are, however, casted into a probabilistic for- The present durability and damage tolerance design
mat. In particular the possibilities of incorporating new in- requirements are based on fatigue crack growth prediction
service information based on e.g. inspection results or load laws subjected to predefined load spectra extracted from
measurements in updating the reliability is discussed and real measured load spectra. The durability and damage
demonstrated. The advantage of this formulation is illus- tolerance requirements assume the existence of a fixed
trated by some examples. Some comments are made on deterministic crack size in the structural details after fabri-
necessary future research that would be necessary to fully cation. The in-service inspection requirements are than
utilize the capabilities of probabilistic methods. established from further assumptions on deterministic crack

growth rates using assumed loads spectra. These spectra
depend to some extent on the utilization of the aircraft to

INTRODUCTION reflect the difference in use of the individual aircrafts. The
The development of the theory of structural reliability has a critical crack size is established deterministically from the
history of some 50 to 60 years. e.g Mayerlt926) proposed design limit stress.
design based on mean and variance of random variables. As an alternative to the above approaches the paper will
Most of the early work in structural reliability appears in address the problem of inspection planning (and possible
retrospect to have been largely ignored by later research tile extension) from a probabilistic viewpoint, see e.g Yang
until Freudenthal(1947) presented the fundamental problems and Manning (1980) (1989). The initial crack sizes and the
of structural reliability of a member under random variable crack growth laws parameters will be modeled as random.
load; his contribution was the first to evoke acceptance an attempt to illustrate the effect of uncertainties in the load
among structural engineers. CorneIl1t967) suggested the spectrum are made. Inspection methods will also be
use of second-momenl format. e.g. mean values, standard modeled with its associated uncertainties in detection
deviations and a measure of dependency. Lind(1973) probabiltles (for no-finda) or sizing uncertainties (when
showed that the Cornell's safety index requirement could be cracks are found). It can thus be demonstrated that proba-
used to derive a set of safety factors on load and resas- billstic methods represent a methodology where alt a•s•acts
lances. This work therefore represents the practical link of of the deterioration process are modeled, and that In-service
structural reliability to practical acceptable methods of Inspection reaults can be accounted for. Trade-off studies
design. Today this is taken to the level of code optimization can therefore be made between all parameters influencing
(Ravtndra and Lind. 1973). Most design codes developed the fatigue reliability of airframes.

today have been through some formal code calibration or

code optimization process, see e.g Txedt et a] (1991). RE.IABILITY METHODS
The development of dedicated software for solving struc- Uncertainties are always the main motivation for inspe,"-
lurat reliability pvotbems seems to have started In 1975, see lions. Uncertainties governing the fatigue limit state sten.a
v 9 Heldor (1979). The pvi edures used were documented in from uncertainties in the load predictions, the response
guideline reports ICEB. 1976. CIRIA. 1977. CSA 1981). anrtysil/modefl, the detail stress analysis and the matrilal
Today several general p•proee s uftu reb"lty saftwe parameters. To treat at uncertainties In a consistent way
products are available, e.g Tvedt (1989). A modern general structural reliability models can be applied, see e.g M&-3,1
purpose structural reliability softwarme Iides a numlbe of st.al.(1986). Thofl-Christensen and Baker (1982). In a stnic-
dedicated analytical and silation methods to effectively lure) reliability formulation the fundamental notion Is th1
calculate the emalil probablbties of structural failure, limit state function (g(x)). the failure criterion. which dhivi
tot with distribution methods to coiculs the full distrf- the set of the random variables a Into the falsure se (gi(t<0)
bution of -g. rsoonse quantitle. Quite gelnral methods and the safe set i(x)>0). see Figure i for ltlustvattion. The
fAr updtine thr reliability basied o In-servce obsate•vail safety Is assured by requiring that the probability content of
a bh, structural pirformince s e inpetions are alo avai- the failure set PF is less than a some given ntuit"r. A
abli. corresponding relability measure is the rettlsblty IXl•.x
iii the marine Industries probabifaic methods are used I .- 4-Pr). Here 4"0 Is the standard normal dItrbufton.
directly both for deign puposes and ilnpectlon piannig. Fast computer programs for calculating Othi probabilty.
And guidelines for use of Oh methoid are developed, see together with a rich variety of Importance se Mad-
Torhaug etal.(l191) and Oifeveln And Median (19t%). In sen(1980), and sensitivity measure are available, e.g. Tvedt
prtiul the methods ha" gelned acceptance during te (I1Wft The parameric senally parameters inludee atich
last few years, e.g In the North See moat offshore Jacket meaes as dAdr, where r can be Any dktIbutn pWN"-
-froam) structuree have their instip o pieno developed on ief of the random variables X (e.g mOan VSv sWnW
.drc use of probabilftic 1 m iwnluding description of deisatlona, conilalliona) or a flitoedsleffillnlaft varlile.
the ta¶orainMW in Mt wienr-suient the gl"a reeponse This is an imfportant propert of Ie First Order Reiebityw
anail"ss the local stesanallyals. the ftigue sbengitx Methods f('o ~ whihae the methods do isericuter WNWp~r
analysis and the uncertainty In ale Inspection results, Alse tace In resourme allocation modele and trd-off ahies.
o.g. MOM and TrhmaW(191), Madsen at al (19N) andMKM a lme.0 %tt67. The Im min impw-,ed trapscU"""-I __ _ _ _.. ..... __ _ _.•:

, : •• ...1,,•••!• .



updtin where the partial derivatives are derived at e = 0. Such
events may represent cracks found and measured at certain

In the same way as the linmit state represeint the failure cr1- times or loads measured during a lime interval. These for-
rei i sapssbilet creprthent bebcalcuated n by as ev0aens.erio itis ossbleto eprsentobsrvaion asevets, mules are easily generalized to updating conditioned on a

represented by. hrfalt0 or h,(xl).O. Such observation may number of observations of < type and a number of observa-
represent inspections where cracks are not found, a Crack is tions of equality type. Theý equality constraints are calcu-
observed or load and response measurements. Tp latedi from the sensitivity factors for Intersections, see

theorenm. see Figures 2 arid 3. In then case of inequality Hohenbichefer and Rackwitz (1988), Ttedt 11989).

events (e.g. no Cracks are detec ted) :'
PPgsl>i/t(slO 

glu ~0 hllŽPlh,lsl'•Ol

*That is the intersection of the "failure- and the "Observation" FORlM
divided by the probability of the 'observation". The numera-
tor are thus calculated as an intersection or parallel system- SORM . ..

Arnd irt the case 0f equality events (e.g. given crack size is u
observed).

P~g~x)I 0 Vt,lx( '-'

Plow-x( 0 fivw 0) (2)

EVE14 A

'0

EVENT 8 b

fti:mapplirif frem baste fesawialteG=0 p. An r3
standaro normal spaceii

Figure 2. First and Second Order Reliability JFORM/SORM)
methods used for reliabilty updating. The probem reduces

Fig 1kx ?vrsifenvigellee' lRoeabevdatt in to calculating reliatbilitlies of Intersections rind in the case
em iitsearialesi Of equa11litY Constraints the Problem reduces to the prob-

* lemn of calculating sensitivities on Inteirsectlone.

Probabillisltic models for durability anatlysi.
Durabrltry mlay be considered as a quantitative measure of
the structures resistance to fatigue cracking under specific
service conditirons. Tti-e durability 0f a Structure is usually
concerned with sub-critical cracks which may cause func-
tional impairment (e.g. luel leakage, linament breakage, loss
of cabin pressure. etci.) and adversely affect the operational

Fgle I, Llstaa9lestlen at iate PC&*t readiness and maintenance repair Costs of airframes. These
frog" cracks are generally smaller than can be found with Non-

Defstructive Inspection INOI) techniques ( e.g. cracks smaller
than 1.27 mm/0.05 In. I; thus the durability life is often con-
sidered to be equivalent to the crack initiation tile.

For aluminum fastener hole Specimens. Subject to a fighter
- r....rplane toad spectra, extensive Iraclografic results indicate

that In thet small crack region, the crack growth equaltion
-~ can be expressed as

dI-

Fro 1141111, 90 ae-dorapan are crack growth parameters. and e.g Yang and
gUAt Donalh(1983). see Figure 40 for illustration. Taking the fog-

arlthmsl on both aides one obtains
Filifer 1: Finfi wi Seeend Order ReA il ity IFORISORSO Y - bU + q ( 4)

'wet-b woolomA Use bast steeftstl apifas bk" 0
N"epe of selasderd Ipse Maate e agpreabellsss teI where

"Sab 0,li fen fet "Wianetabodi Inm e deal"t POWa Wy Y o U - lAglaft). Qt - togO (5)

a lip espamne -In SOAM by a Speend n is serieassee Thed
dseggmvpeler is WAb ledtof RIImeetI& feiwae p-ebI del a-, Itw

ofl lt Inse fade. seet
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Straight lines are ftlted by Maximum likelihood estimates to Example
the individual experimenrts. see Figure 4b. This gives Q and 7h alr sdfndt ewhntecaksz ece hTh faiur ise definedn to, be when them Craatik Siz reahesth

bankad ithengbtrrugaa~ rn ation. 3.in sttsisurtefe aaeesi economic repair limit a.=1.27 mmn. The Initial crack Size dis-
bckardhub estegatlion.d soen statistle feorwh.re aamtr tribution and the distribution of the Crack growth parame-

can husbe etabishd, se eampl beow.ters Q and b are established from the crack growtht data

from the "Fastener Hole Quality" program, Noronha at. at.
(1978). From this reference, the data termed "witl" and

60 wwfp . shown in Figure 4a. have been used to represent the
critical points analyzed. Standard tests gave the best fit by
a Weibull distrinution lii, the initial crack size a. and Normal

%a distribution tor thei crack growth parameters Q and b. see
Figure 5.

WOy..i.-,l= I(XI-exp-Atx--J'; (91

30 with

20with the par3nreters a~foiW(--,'O03239 mm .-r.0.
0
3

24 4 
mm.

01 . see Figure 5. The other two random variables are
:0 defined throLu-.! !he data by

Figure &~ Illustration of reliability updating. By the updating bc-A/0.03 :0.0864) (121
unlikely outcomes are excluded by inclusion of new infor- lb .313
mation. pQb .3(3

These random variables can be used as Input to the dura-
bility limit state giving the reliability index as a function of

3000 time as shown in Figure e. The parametric sensitivity factors
Canl be used as follows;

2500 +.~ 11i~oa~ IP, ('~ r14k)

As shown in Figure 6. for I -. 4100 hours, the reliability is
E I -4.0. The parametric sensitivity factor for the standard
1~2000 deviation of the initial crack size e,s at I =4100 hours. is

1500~ -ii,. 104.25. Assuming that new observations result in
,150 the increase of ,_with 10%, the new reliability at time

f - 4 100 hours, is obtained as
~~11 100i, 4.0-104.25(0.1 - 0.032441 3.66

This shows that alt changes within reasonable limits may be
So0 calculated by hand. This example shows that an increased

k a,,reduces the reliability, which further leads to an earlier
00 4_ ------ ,. *... redquired inspection.

Otr-O lt-x 2Z4 fX.4 4E.4
nlight timne t (Imirr) Probabilistic damage tolerance analysis.

Damage tolerance is concerned with~ the safety and reliaoil-
-ZOn it y of the structure rallier than the economics of its opera-

tion. Damage tolerance life can be thought of as tile of the
Structure fronm Crack initiation until final fracture. In airframe
design, crack initiation, is defined to be the point when the

crack reaches an inspectable crack length, and failure is
2,0 defined to be when the crack reaches the critical crack size

4 Since the cracks of concern in the damage tolerance life are
by definiticr of inspeclable size. inspections during the ser.~-350ovc lf a be used to ensure that the damage tolerance

4 Isoh advantage of being able to quantity the fatigue dam.age accumulation in airframes using fracture mechanics
methodology have reutdin USAF's military specifications
defining durability and damage tolerance requirements In
tavrmg of crack propagation charactertisfca, see I.e. MLVL-A-

-500 83444 (1974), MIL-STD-15030A (1975), MIL-A-88OW81g75),
-Zoo0 -too too0 t.o0 zoo MIL-A-88?9(1975), MPL-A-81`221(19a8). Curaent tattgue

t1x6(6) desig specification requireNs that adverse cracking should
Figuea 4: Daft firom crack growt of farr how %pct not occur within the two lifetlmes of the striramng for sect4-

fled u,11age111 and envirnment. The Initial flaw size easgump-
lions are given In spectflcationa for a deterntnihs~i anatlystsl.

The limit stats functlion for the durability model can now be The Wilherent rfllabilitly, reaufflIng frwmt these requl-amenfts are
eat abished as not known.

g1~a) tf~.a.0 a. -. R(t) 10) MaWu unrerllntlers can be found in the Iithial fatigue quallity
estimates Of the structural material, toad spetctrum vans-

where a. is the econornvc repair lIMM and a (t) can be found lHons, geo0meltric effect. Inaccurate preidiCtioniT Of Crack
by solving Equatlion 3 growth, critical stn resinensity factors and inspection qual-

-10 Al-,, -W Iy. These uncertalnes can be considered in a proballblfellic
ORt) - 00 -06. ) 01b, (7) anlale

sit) - e5pOIQfInfgv)l for fi=1 (a
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10.0

-080

a 8.00

.. 0.60 .a)(a)

S6.00
0.40

'a o 0,2 Werkoll distribution fit a6 4 0 --------
.... Results from back extrapolation Target reliability index 0=4.0

000O 2.00
0.00 0.02 0.10 0.12 0.20

Initial crack size a. (.mm)
....Results fram fitting the data

- Narmal distribution fit, 0.00

toOE+40 IE*3 2E+3 31f+3 4i+3 5E +3
Flight time t (hours)

200100

(040 0 60
. ~a.

0.40

orno I- 2t-4 3e-4 41E-4 5E-4
Parameter V' in the track prop. eq. 0.20 ---- _--

....Reaolts from fitting the data.
- Nrma disttibtotion fit

1 00 0.00 i ,F ,, ...
1 CErOG IE+3 2E+3 3E+3 4E+3 SE+3

Flight time t (hours)

are also the importance factors as given by a FORM.

(C) For details of tihe model, reference is given to John-
~O40 son(1981). The limit slate function is no. expressed as

g020 =lla, - e(N (16)

0-2 cycles. aINI can be estimated as

040 060 080 t,00 1.20 140
po..ramotar 'V in tire -,,k propi a The index , represents the Oh stress cycle a, is the initialFigure 5: Fitted distrIbutijons for theduabieblity models; init. crack size as eslablished/described under the durability

lisat crack size,. a , and crack growth parameiftees 0 and b. analysis. except that it is as found by the regression aria-
Numerous fatigue crack growth models have been prpoe roes at th notime I of the first inspection. i~e f - 4 t00 hours.
in the literature to describe the relationship between thle Conditioned on the POtD in the case oft no crack was found
Crack growth Increment in a stress cycle dafdN and the Further.
stress-intentafty range, AýK. In the present analyses we have ~ x( X,\-a,' secl -a. /2Rw) 118)
chosen the model propoa.Efd by Johnson(1 9811. since this
successfully models crack 1trowth toad interactfion efeis where .1,, Is the stress range and w is the half specimen
due to spectral loading. This model, the socalled Maulti- width. Ri"Is a function of the previous stress and crack
Parameter Yield Zone model, accounts for crack growth propagation histoty. The summation over stress cycles thus
retardation, acceleration and L.ider-load effects. The load starts at the limo of the first Inspection, where a. has beeninteractions are attributed to residual stress intensity dlue to updated conditioned on no Crack found at the Ifirst Inspec-
the plastic deformation ot th crack tip. The model is based tion. At the present stage we have not developed a random
on a slightly modification of the Foirman crack propagation model for the toad spectra. The toads era randomized for
model. see Forman et."1967) and modifications of the Wll- Illustrative purposes by aca., the determwinistic spectra by
lenborg retardation model. see Witlenboeg et.a1 (1971). The a random factor x,. Thus
crack size increment in one stress cycle is oii= 1)

A,=C - (15) x, representsa the uncertainty in translerrinig the wing b"nd
(1 R~

5
) %~%Ing moment to stress at the fastar'ar hole, and V(,jaa Is

wherin-istR5 >l d~tR rrOused in EQuetion 15.whomm,-I a R,- Iand , - atR,"<O.The random varlolses In the model has thus been limItled to;
a,. C. n, X. and st



The limit state is th~ref ore written as 10' -3 ,:6~re i ~.
glal g(N.ac~a0 .C.narx..e) =ac-a(N,ar.C~n.X,.Xd) (20) C 00 - -o3 -.. m1=.02 r3.3

Z' no.5 0~8mmC 0 0 r00.
In the case a crack is not found in an inspection at time N, , -

with a measured load spectra the event margin representing 50
this no-find can be written as

4 h,(x) .= g(N,.a,,oo.a .C.n.o, A.=,l~,x.- (21) 0

where a, 0 is the POD distribution or the distribution of the
smatlest detectable crack size, (see e.g. Yang and
Chen(1984)) and a, a , represents a measured spectrum.
The other variabtes are the same as in the faiture event
represented by g(x). except that the time is the time of "00
inspection N, The conditioned reliability can be catcutated .7

by Equation 1. <0

When cracks are found, they are usuatly measured down to
a certain tolerance. This event can be formulated as

00or
h,(x) =- g(N,.,a.a,.C.n00,.x, =x,),fl(xl=0 (22) 0002 0 4 002-3 a002.3 13- :6CE-4

a, is the measured crack size, which can be modeled as a Fligh 1-o, 1ho.o,j
stochastic variable because of the uncertainty in sizing the Fiue8Cakrotfrdfeenvlesfthinil
crack. The reliability updating can be performed using cigrac ie and thCrack growth pa dffraentvlers.o h nta
Equation 2.crcsieadtecakgotprmtr.

Example
The, load spectrumi used in this example is a deterministic 800
tighter load s~octrum with a peak stress of 234 MPa (34 ksil
(365 different missions. total 400 flight hours and approvi. 700
matids 33330 stress cycles). I.e x, and a, are assuniecl to be
determiinistic. The stochastic variables are assumted being 1600

represented by

ft W, t 56 10 7'. .51 10 -70)

C N14.62610 9.C.O.V-0.1l o400

wiher allunis are2condiioe oncrack increments in.

wihnrmtesa (W10. m.02mm ).seFig- 000 _____
ure T. The critical stress-intensity factor is taken as 0 62-.0 2 0E-3 4ot;-7 62 6ý

(0-2 in.), Crack growth curves, for different values of the
stochast ic variables art shown in Figure 8. Figure 9. Results from the dttrabilty analysis (If < 4100 flight

hours) an h aaetoleawance, snatynise including retll-
billty pdaing ase onno-find it 1. Ipcin

Two different outcomes of the 2. inspection are considered
in the fotlowing:

1) No crackrs detected in 2- Inspection:
The failure probability for t > 7350 flight hours can be cat-

-4CPr P(gfX)l•0W(Wvx 0. hW5)0) (26)

where g~xl and hi, are given In equations 24 anid 25 and

h, .aff=7350.a,.C~n) - apo (27)

The reliability index as a function of the time is shown in
Figure 10. The 3. inspection is at time t 8900 flight hours.

Figure 7: POD - Ditiuli.2) CISlk t5det*c~teIn2.1 'h'ep n &D-0-81nun:
The temnur probabiltty for f > 7350 'ti19M notrs can be cat-Assumning that ino crack is detected in the 1. inspection, cutated as:

I -4 100 hours treskils from the durability analysis) the failure Fr- P(O(x)<O Ihr(5)•. hg(s.)..) (28)
probability can then be Caetuteted Irom equaltion (1)
(nunmber of flightl hours r is now used hisee of number of where g(x) and h, are given in eqtuations 24 and 25 and
stress cycles) h, m Ashe7350*.0CAfl - 8, (29)

Pp- Pi(#W0(h,(*(0) (2) The relIab~ilty index as a function of the tint s Ishifowor In
where FigurelI1 The 3. Inspection Itat linel t7700 Right hours.

gms mA&C - el .0 "C~n) (24)

Sut usin fuerge relewifty If P-4.0 fte 2. inspliection
wfill be req&re a~t tiMt f - 7SM0 avet hours. Thie Milbislilty
Iftdese112a funetlli of ft ie is 81harl~p in Fom -



3-6 it Inspections are performed at times 1", and T2 with no
repair at time T, and repair at T., and T, and T2 fall within

900 Limit state Damage tolerance the damage tolerance life, the safety margin for failure time

700 t>T, is

6 00

5 00 .where a. is the crack size alter repair, modeled as a ran-
dom variable and x,,,,r. .t2) is a measured load spectrum

400 -------------------- ----- 1 from time t, to t2.

The event margin corresponding to the event that a crack is
00 found and repair is performed at the first inspection T, Car.

be formulated as
R = gIN a,,.a .C,nxo,.x, .a iDT)) (3

4Oý 5 05-3 6 OE-3 701:ý3 6 E3 9O- where a,, is the smallest detectable crack Size.

Flighrt timre (hours)

Similarty, the event margin corresponding to the event that
Figure 110 Results from the damage tolerance analysis repair is performed at the 3'rd inspection (time T3) given
(t ?4 100 flight houra*. Includlitg reliability updating bfased onl repair at T, and no repair at T2 is written as
no-find in 1. and 2. Inspectioni. R, ,Nra .G,~l.r.ro5 (T2,7 3)) (34)

tOo L-r Assuming that I Inspections are performed at times T, iE[l .11
Lmtstate Damage tolerance the reliability indes 30 for failure before f is

700 1 (T) =*rpf (35)

600 where, for 0<t<T,

PrFM P(M(0)•O) (36)

,4 00 -- --------- - - - - nfrrtT
300 P(M(Tr,)>0fR<0fri,(0!t)<0

-00 etc. for the paths in Figure 1? of repair realizations, From
this the espected number of repairs can be calculated E)RI.

00--itlci

BRilANCtH 2
000

40: OE 00 D-3 605.-3 700E-3 6 OE-3 vor.-a 11
Flight time fhourrI BRSANC I

its i: lteetalta from the damage tolerance Analysis _
Itt41 00 fligf hoee Wludintxl reliabililty upatiNg ba-e On 0 1
no-_.fWind I. Inapeetleeti and entick is detected in 2- linepec-
tion, e=f=351.8m".0

- BRANCH:1 2'

EiCONOMIC OliStMf LIFET= I Z T 4 ,T
As can be seen from the preceding models the methodology Es t T 3  k T

rTN
described so far can be used for inspection optimization in Figuere 12, Repair r~etalllonst for 000gl 01relemets. 0
the sense that the optimat tiMe to next tnspection which denoates, no repaiir while I denotes repair.
maintains the reliability level can be derived as welt as how
long the llfe can be extended with the atme reliability level. The resource allocation model ia now formulated as
This is thus a highly relevant model for Inspection planningI
when information of fth Airframe inteagrity Is collected minnC(t,q~z) = C,(z),EtC,,fq, (38)
through inspections anid load surveyis.
This model is however. of lesas Interest at the design stage
and when considering economic In-service life extension. + C.EIRI(1 .l l> Tl/l4
The model for such decisions, has to bee Quite different. Al
thle design stage the tradeo-oft study has to be made
between design parameters lio plate and astffeners + ~C(T,).JP,(tT,ltr
thicknesises and the cost of falnspetrons In service. Al the
design stage no in-service Inspection results are available subjected to the reliability constraint .tfý I_.,,, the minimum
and only expectations on irtapectflon results can be calcu- anmaiu tmebwennsctosI,,., th
Waled Thle same considertln ar e valld whe tile Cycle limitations on Inspection Quality -,,<,<,,and the limi-
costs are considered. AN possible results of future fatllons on the design variable , 0 <z,.

dat ,ko el s soil I as fig"), sl r is here the real rate of return and the cost functions are
9. Mdeen W.S~om ~a l19g)~initial Cost C,W?-Ch, + CexlIzv1 (a function of the design

For salmpli, the basic sao"t wa'r"l for the faIg"" sanal- variabl), the Inspection coat C,(q,) which could be a func-
iti deWtoi wS NarIe w (Egqulloits sland 20) tion of the inspection Quality Q,. the repair cost Cp and the

AU g~(s~) ff .AQ )1 (301 cast of aiewrt, Cr.
at The Co.*u vaiables In the optififtillon fomlulelllon for a

oven d l- (9)are ths UPa etft *- 11-0, tv All an
At - #00W)l -UVV.@c.5 7.Cfl.XrA) (31) _4I1huo ~feeq~~, . q) 41 Opefloftl~ me

Wthem dailea" Ilellrtscts altd *jabfty No. riespecoviall. A Opkenga taýfr dolotl M lodiiase DISt wpS e ivthsi
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remains to be performed for airframes, examples from Madsen 04.0.. Krenk. S. and Lind. N.C. (1986) methods of structural1
offshore applications can be found In Striong et.a.(1989). safety. Prentice Hall loc..Englewood Cliffs. New Jersey.

The conclusions from such studies can easily be Madsen. 04... Skiong. R.,Tallirn. A G, arid Kurkernro(198l. F. "Pro-
transformed into op-timum design l ite requirements. since the babilintc' fatigue Crack growth analysis of offshore structurra,. With
total life cycle costs are included in the wnodel. reliability updating through Inspcctionr. SNAME. Arlington. Vayiina.

CONLUSONSMadusen. H.O.(1987). "Omission Sensitivity Factors". Structroal
CONCLSIONSSatety 1987.

"* A probabilistic fatigue crack growth model has been Mayer. MI.. Die Sictrerheit oclr Bauwerke, Springer-Verlag. Borlin.
formulated tith for the durability and the damage 1926.
tolerance litnit stales. Noronha. P J. vi aI. -Faste'ner Hole0 Orally-. Vlos I and If. Ar, luorcc.

"* Methods for reliability updating during in-service has Flrityt Dynamilcs Laboratory. AFFDI -TR-18-209, (1978).

been demonestrated. giving the possibilities ot optimiza- Ranirrdra.M.K. and Lindrd.N C_. Theory o1 Structural Code Oprirriiza.

tion of inspection plans. tronO. Journal of the Srulorral~4 Divisionr. ASCE. Vol.99. 1973. tIII
0 Reliabili

t
y methods provide a rationale for in service

considecptions of an aging airframe. Skjoirg.R.: Lolsbefg. 1. andi Gleson. FR. PirocrredingS to II
Se-irrl ASCIE Stroctures arid Pacrifi RIM Frgrrrecring corivrrss

"r Better uti.2zation of using probabilistic inspection plan- Serl Franrrcisc Hiltonl 8 Towers. CA, 1-5r May. 1989.
Ing will require a random load model based on load Sirjoog.R arid Torrtius. i Rationai Mr'lnods for fatigure liesmoi and
measurements. Inspection Planning of Offshore Structures Speicual Issoe o1 I,

"* The developed models can be used in design to specity 1010of Marine Strructures onl Irlvltabrliy or Malirce stru~ctures.5iI I t(,I

the design life requirement that leads to minimum life Rntlrn.<1olr. Colc. 1 liOl.1I.K and GroI.S rall
cycle costs. Classitication note onf Use of Structural Reliability methods", A.S
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SUMR military and civilian aircraft in ser-
The structural problems experienced by vice, and the growing demand for air
both military and commercial aging air- travel worldwide, the problems of aging
craft are described. The programs that aircraft will continue to increase in
are in place in the US Air Force, the importance. The purpose of this paper is
research that is being performed and the to report on recent and ongoing USAF
facilities that may be used to address research that is applicable to aging
the problem of aging aircraft are identi- aircraft, to demonstrate how the technol-
fied. The use of one research product, ogy can be used to aid in the management
the computer program PROF, describes how of an aging aircraft fleet, and to iden-
current technology can be used to predict tify areas where more research is
damage in aging aircraft structures and required.
the reliability of those structures.
Areas where additional research is re- The problem of aircraft aging can be
quired are identified and conclusions are defined in a number of different ways.
drawn. When addressed from a flight Lours (or

equivalent flight hours) perspective, an
aging aircraft is an aircraft that is

LIST OF SYMBOLS approaching its designed service life in
terms of flight hours. From the stand-

a crack size point of flight cycles, an aging aircraft
ap(TI.) pth percentile of the crack is an aircraft that has sustained a cer-

size distribution at time T. tain percentage of its designed ground-
da/dN crack growth per cycle air-ground cycles (take-offs and land-
f.1,to(a) crack size distribution ings). From a structural damage stand-
after inspection and repair point, an aging aircraft Td be defined
f,,,,. (a) crack size distribution as an aircraft that c-tains multiple
before maintenance site damage (MSD) -aracterized by the
f,(a) equivalent crack repair size link-up of fatigue cracks. Looking at

distribution calendar age alone, an aging aircraft
fT(a) crack size distribution at could be defined as an aircraft that has

any time T been in service for a certain number of
g(Ko) fracture toughness distribu- 'ears, independent of its actual usage.

tion In any event, the criteria that is used
K, fracture toughness to define aircraft dging is relatively
PIx) probability of "x" occurring unimportant. The important issue is that
POD(a) probability of detecting a the structural strength properties of the

crack of size "a" aircraft are decreasing with time and
POF probability of fracture usage and will continue to decrease if no
POF,(T) single flight POF from any action is taken.

element in a single air-
frame at T hours In a general sense, aging aircraft are

POF.(T) single element POF during characterized by the deteriorating
flight at T hours strength properties of the structure, and

POF,(T) single flight POF from any the related problems and increasing costs
element in any airframe in of maintenance that result. Some of these
a fleet at T hours problems are time related, such as corro-

T, reference time sion, which also depends heavily on the
T number of spectrum hours usage environment. Others are usage

stress intensity geometric dependent, such as in fatigue cracking,
correction factor which is naturally caused by the mechani-ca1 loads that are introduced into thestress intensity factor structure. Most often, the damage state
range of an aircraft is the result of both time

AT change in time (spectrum and usage. To maintain structural reli-
hours) ability, steps must be taken toward the

0.1 critical stress prevention, detection, repair and predic-
U maximum stress tion of the initiation and growth of

aircraft structural damage.

Three factors that have an effect on the
1. INTRODUCTION problems associated with aircraft aging

are the usage of the aircraft, the envi-
Aging aircraft is a growing problem in ronment the aircraft is subjected to, and
both military and coemercial aviation, the inspection and maintenance practices
With the economics of keeping current of the maintenance personnel. Depending

_ _ __ __ ___
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on how an aircraft is used, the aircraft tion, and substantiation for future air-
may have an expended life significantly craft. The performance concept of the
different from what is predicted for that ASIP is a time-phased set of required
aircraft at that time. The simple fact actions performed during the life of an
is that aircraft are often not used the aircraft to ensure that the aircraft
way they were intended to be used when operational life is at least equal to its
they were designed and commissioned into design life. The ASIP identifies and
the fleet. The effect is that an air- schedules critical structural tests that
craft that is used harder than expected are required during full scale develop-
will have a higher cumulative equivalent ment of a new aircraft. Thus the need
flight hours than expected. As a result, for structural retrofit of large numbers
that aircraft may have a higher damage of aircraft later in operational commands
state than is predicted, and may have a is minimized. An orderly schedule of
corresponding higher probability of fail- inspections, replacements, or repair
ure. actions is established to maintain the

structural integrity of the airframe.
Depending on where an aircraft is used, The scheduling of these actions is deter-
an aircraft will have corrosion problems mined by damage tolerance and durability
indicative of the environment. This is analyses using the flight loads and in-
most prevalent for military and small spection data associated with i-.ce man-
airline aircraft. Military aircraft that agement.
are stationed near saltwater environments
experience a higher degree of corrosion
than other military aircraft. However, 2.1 Damage Tolerance Analysis
these military aircraft are probably the
most carefully monitored and cared for For every fracture critical location in
aircraft as far as corrosion is con- an airframe, analyses have been performed
cerned. for deterministically predicting the

growth of initial fatigue cracks assumed
Through the requirements of the US Air to exist at these locations. These anal-
Force Aircraft -tructural Integrity Pro- yses require: 1) representative stress
gram (ASIP)I', the inspection of military spectra from which flight by flight
aircraft for structural damage and subse- stress sequences can be derived, 2)
quent repair are routinely performed at stress intensity factor coefficients to
Air Force Air Logistics Centers at pre- account for differences in structural
scribed usage intervals. These intervals detail geometries, and 3) crack growth
occur when an aircraft experiences one rates as a function of stress intensity
half of the number of cycles that it factor. These data items can be used to
takes a crack of a given size assumed to predict crack growth versus time (spec-
be present in the structure to grow to trum hours) relationships in the usage
its critical length. After the aircraft environment. These relationships, when
is inspected, the damage that is detected coupled with the probability of detection
is repaired. The damage state that is (POD) curve for quantifying inspection
assumed to be present in the structure is capability in terms of a reliably detect-
then readjusted to correspond with the ed crack size, em, produce the curves
capability of the inspection technique from which the Air Force damage tolerance
that was used. approach to establishing inspection in-

tervals has been formulated. Inspection
The prevention of structural damage prob- is to be made at no later than half the
ably has the greatest payoff in the area time it will take a crack to grow to its
of corrosion. Generally, all surfaces of critical size. This process is illus-
an aircraft that will come in contact trated in Figure 1.
with the environment are either painted
or otherwise coated with corrosion inhib-
iting materials. Materials that react 2.2 Dr i Analsis
corrosively when they contact each other
are kept from making a good contact. Durability is normally defined in terms
Although these practices greatly decrease of the number of flight hours until
the areas subjected to corrosion damage, cracking in the airframe impairs the
corrosion still occurs due to the wearing function of the structure. In the past,
or cracking of coatings exposing the bare durability has been deterministically
metal to the environment, demonstrated by showing that a crack

representative of the initial quality of
the structure (e.g., 0.127 or 0.254 am

2. off AZRCAfT STRUCTURAL INTSMUX (0.005 or 0.010 inch)) will not grow to a
IP M .AIIJ functional impairment size (e.g., through

the skin thickness or to an uneconomical
The US Air Force established the aircraft repair size) in two design lifetimes. A
Atructural Integrity Itrogram (ASI) in schematic of the deterministic durability
1959. AS!r provides approach is shown in Figure 2.
1) establishing, evaluating and substan-
tiating the structural integrity A stochastic approach to durability has
(strength, rigidity, damage tolerance, recently been developed"'I. In the sto-
and durability) of airframes, 2) the chastic approach, the initial quality of
acquisition, evaluation, and utilization a structural element is characterized in
of operational aircraft usage data for terms of an Aquivalent Initial [law liset
the continual assessment of in-seorvice Jistribution (WIrSD). The 31F18 is ob-
Integrity of Individual aircraft, 3) tained by conducting tests, collecting
provides a basis for detezrining login- data and determining the distribution of
tics and force planning requirements, and times for a crack to reach a given rafer-
4) provides a basis to improve structural ence site in a structural el t sub-
criteria and methods of design, evalee- jected to a specified loading history.
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NON, 4CNT" ClRI m*Nme "113 size distribution at any service time.
Durability is then based on the number of
spectrum hours for low percentiles of
the flaw size distribution to reach the

.4. functional impairment size. A schematic
of the stochastic durability approach is

A shown in Figure 3.

Further research is currently being per-
CRACK -. K formed on the stochastic durability ap-

SEGUNCE RAC SIZ &K proach by the lI ght Dynamics Directorate
of the Wright Laboratory in conjunction
with the Aluminum Company of America

5.--- ~ ~ 4" 4.~(Alcoa). In this research, two different
qualities of 7050 aluminum plate are
being investigated to determine the role
material quality plays in the initial

quality (EIFSD) and thus the durability
time , thec stochastic durability approach
is being evaluated and any needed
improvements will be identified.

CRACK SIZE - o SPECTRUM HOURS

DAMAGE TOLERANCE INSPECTION INTERVALS

W

0

IflC

it T2 T3 - - -
SPECTRUM HOURS

Figure 1. Schemastic of Determ~inistic 4 4
Damage Tolerance Analysis -- . FSD

SERVICE TIME

Figure 3. Stochastic Durability Approsch
FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT

Ed 2.3 [orc Manaemnt.

2 DESIGN SERVICE LIVES The Air Force collects two types of oper-
ational usage data within the ASI? re-

o quirements for Force Management. These
0r are Individual Aircraft Zracking (IAT)

L) and Jtoads/i~nvironment Ipectra lurveyg ~(L/995) data. The IA'? data are poten-
tially useful in risk analyses because

a, they provide a method for correlating the~~ rsults of inspection feedback between
___________________aoircraft of a fleet which may have been

2T. used differently. The L/238 data can be
SERVICE TIME used to verify and update the data of the

magnitude of the stresses that the air-
craft is expected to encounter. The IAT
and L/9S8 data are collected and &*San-

Figure 2. Deterministic Durability Approach bled under the Aircraft A~tructural Inta,-
rity flanagement Information System
(ASIKIB). ASIHIS is responsible for
collecting and editing aircraft in-flight
usage parameters from all 03 Air Force

This distribution of times is known~ as fleets world-wide. The information re-
the Jime Zo Qrack Initiation (TYCZ) dis- sulting from this activity is the basis
tribution. The TCZ distribution is then for AS!? events. Approxismatl 1S per-
stochastically modeled backward ilk time cent of the aircraft in each fleet
to obtain the flaw *si* distribution at (fighter, bomber, Cargo) heve a multi-
time nero (CIFID). The 3urSD is then channel flight recode installed on-
"grown* forward in time (using the am board. in addition, all aitvmft in 0606

stochastic 1oe) to determine the flaw fleets have a normal load ractor L"ti
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accelerometer. The multi-channel flight from this research is targeted for other 7
recorder provides time-histories consist- technical areas, however.
ing of 15 to 24 flight parameters (de-
pending on the aircraft). These parame-
ters include airspeed, altitude, angle of 3.2.1 Smar Structures
attack, three axes' acceleration and
rates, control surface deflection, out- The concept of a smart aerospace struc-
side air temperature, sink speed, and ture is an aircraft that is capable of
fuel flow. The data is categorized by the real-time detection and analysis of
mission type and segment. damage that is present in the aircraft

structure. Continuing research is being
The existence and continuance of ASIP and performed in areas that can have direct
in particular ASIMIS has resulted in a impact on aging aircraft. Acoustic &mis-
large source of information detailing how sion (AE) techniques of determining the
the US Air Force uses and maintains their presence of structural damage are being
aircraft. This information is of great pursued by military and civil aircraft
value to the US Air Force and could be of researchers 11','7. Physical Acoustics
help to the coemarcial carriers in solv- Corporation (PAC) of Princeton, NJ, is
ing their aging aircraft problems, the leader in the field of using AE tech-

niques for both commercial and military
aircraft. For comuercial aircraft, PAC

3. Ui AR FOR OCESOR ADDRSSING haa instrumented a Boeing 720D and a 707.
AGING AIRCRAFT POBLEM Cracks were found on both Boeing aircraft

using the AZ techniques, including cracks
This section gives an overview of the that were missed when inspected 1,000
facilities that the Wright Laboratory has flight hours earlier. The tests on the
to perform testing to address aging air- Boeing aircraft took one hour to perform
craft problems, the applicable research after each aircraft was fitted with the
that has been and is being performed, and AE sensors. The tests were performed on
the analytical tools that are available the ground by pressurizing the cabin up
to address aging aircraft issues, to a gage pressure of 27.6 - 58.6 KPa (4-

8.5 psi).

3.1 Analysis Capability Soecificallv for In the military arena, PAC has a network
AQino A of 28 AE sensors attached to critical

locations of an Air Force F-ill aircraft.
Recent research has been performed to This network of sensors is used as part
specifically investigate the problems of the F-111 structural cold proof test
that aging aircraft experience. Among program that is performed at specific
this research, a computer program named intervals at McClellan AFB. In this
PROF (ilobability Of Fracture)l39 was de- program, each F-ill airframe is cooled to
veloped by the University of Dayton Re- a temperature of -40- C (-40* F) to sig-
search Institute under contract to the US nificantly lower the critical crack size
Air Force. PROF is a VAX-based computer of the high strength steel that is used
program written in FORTRAN. PROF is in critical locations. The sensors then
capable of determining the probability of detect any crack growth that occurs as
fracture of a single aircraft or of any the aircraft structure is statically
aircraft in a fleet that is subjected to loaded. The same system that is used on
a given usage. Inspection capabilities the F-ill is currently being tested on an
and intervals can be manipulated to yield F-15 full scale fatigue article being
the optimum inspection schedule for the tested at the Structures Test Facility at
specific aircraft or the fleet. PROF Wright-Patterson AFB. For the F-15 fa-
accounts for cracking in a metallic air- tigue test, the main areas of interest
craft structure, and accounts for a dis- are the connecting lugs between the wings
tribution of crack sizes that may exist and the fuselage. Data are collected
in a structural detail. PROF does not several times each week from the AZ sen-
account for any corrosion or multiple sors and are reviewed for signs of crack
site damage (interaction) effects, initiation. Any areas that are suspected

of containing cracks are then visually
Another FORTRAN based computer program=41 and ultrasonically inspected.
has been developed which predicts the
corrosion damage at various locations of Research into the use of fiber optic
interest on a US"P C-SA aircraft. This sensors has greatly increased over the
program makes use of environmental fac- last few years. It is theorized that
tors and the amount of time the aircraft fiber optic based sensors will be able to
spent at different Air Force Bases. The yield strain, temperature, pressure, and
program produces recoemended times for structural damage information on a real-
inspection and maintenance based on the time basis. This type of setup would be
time it takes for a crack to grow to half ideal for new aircraft, as the sensors
its critical length, the length of time can be either embedded into the structure
it will take for on alloy to corrode to a or simply attached by so mechanical
depth of 0.0762 me (.003 inch), and the means during aircraft assembly. For
optimum time for the scheduling of the aging aircraft, this type of sensor could
next paint renewal. be attached during a retrofit. In either

event, these sensors would be able to
warn the pilot and maintenance crew of

3.2 2 kiNW& a= A=JoJgf• 1 possible problem areas where maintenance
- h is needed and could give a real-time•.asaseea nt of battle damage.
This section gives an overview of other asemntobtlede"
areas of research that may be applicable The feasibility of using fiber optic
to aging aircraft. The main benefits sensors for *train measurement on air-
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craft has been proven by a number of method is being proposed internationally
tests that were performed in the labora- for the certification of aircraft for
tory and three teats that were performed flight through continuous turbulence.
on the same full scale F-15 fatigue teat The significant deficiency in the present
that is being used for the AN testinglel. gust analysis is the inability to ratio-
All sensors that were used on the F-15 nally include the effects of a highly
fatigue article were tested under both nonlinear flight control system. SDG can
static and dynamic flight spectrum load- fulfill this requirement. In conjunction
ing. The strains recorded using the with this in-house study, Boeing Aircraft
fiber optic sensors matched those that Company is performing a contract to apply
were recorded using conventional electri- SDG to several aircraft. A rigid air-
cal strain gages, thus demonstrating craft analysis will be performed with
their feasibility, pitch and plunge degrees of freedom. The

advantages and disadvantages of the SDG
method will be identified and the merits

3.2.2 Structural Damae Assesset via of the SDG procedure will be compared
Finite Z A with other emerging methods. The Struc-

tures Division has been the lead in the

Vulnerability Analysis of Aerospace US Air Force for many years in the area
Itructures Axposed to Jiasers (VAASEL) is of discrete gusts and turbulence effects
a laser vulnerability analysis code de- on aircraft. In addition to having the
veloped for the Air Force by Northrop recognized experts in this area, this
Corporation. The code is maintained by Division has a large library of reference
the Structures Division of the Flight reports.
Dynamics Directorate, Wright Laboratory
and is available for distribution to
contractors and other government agen- 4. FAILITIES F TSTIN AGING ARCRAFT
cies. This code was developed primarily
to assess the vulnerability and surviv- This section describes the facilities of
ability of aerospace structures subjected the Wright Laboratory that are being used
to laser threats, or that have the potential for use to

address the problems associated with
To assess survivability and vulnerabili- aging aircraft.
ty, VAASEL has been integrated with a
large finite element structural analysis
program named ASTROS (Automated Muctur- 4.1 Structures Test Facillit
al Qptimization Jystem.) ASTROS in basi-
cally used for preliminary design of This facility is part of the Structures
aerospace structures. Both VAASEL and Division, Flight Dynamics Directorate,
ASTROS are compatible with NASTRIN. Wright Laboratory. It provides the Air
VAASKL consists of six independent engi- Force with a unique in-house capability
nearing modules that are linked together for experimentally determining the struc-
by an executive system. This modular tural integrity and reliability of air-
architecture provides VAA8ZL with the craft primary and secondary structural
flexibility to do many types of structur- components and advanced aerospace struc-
al analyses. The structural analysis tural concepts. Emphasis is on implemen-
module is based on the ASTROS structural tation of the "full spectrum" concept by
analysis capabilities that wore modified providing test support to research, ex-
to include material nonlinear analysis. ploratory development, and advanced de-
This module incorporates commonly used velopment.
finite elements such as rods, beans,
quadrilateral membrane, bending and solid The test capability of the facility coy-
elements. The air loads analysis module ere the full spectrum from basic evalua-
assesses the ability of a damaged struc- tion of fracture and fatigue theracteris-
ture to withstand the design flight con- tics of joining techniques through inter-
ditions. An advanced paneling method, mediate scale testing of conceptual
based on the computer program USSMR0, structures and major aircraft subasem-
simulates the aerodynamic loads for all blies to full scale testing of complete
flight regimes. The failure analysis flight vehicles. This testing is accos-
module determines the structural vulnera- plished at cryogenic (-199* C, -324r r),
bility to a given damage level and iden- ambient, and elevated (up to 1,760" C,
tifies iritioal areas of the structure. 3,200" F) temperatures as required by
All possible failure modes are accounted each individual test program. The test-
for and the criteria used to predict ing of composite, metallic, and hybrid
these failures are material dependent. structures are all readily accomplished
Different sets of failure criteria ar by the facility. Test loads simulation
included for omposites, netals and ce- is accomplished by the use of electroni-
ramics. The moduler nature of the VIA•L cally controlled hydraulic power systems.
architecture permits easy code modifica- Hydraulic capability is in excess of
tion to include other user-defined poten- 4,920 liters/minute at 20.68 Me (1,300
tial failure models and criteria. VA&M WN at 3,000 poi). Microcomputers and
is currently designed to run on the microprocessors along with over 150 ena-
VAX/V• operating system. log servo controllers end otaer special

purpOs equipment are used to gemnrate
teat fumctions end control the applica-

3.2.3 go& & tion of loads to the tat struct-.
3lersted teeru•te teetag is aiosm-

The Structures Division of the flight plished by the facility's szeit heating
Dynamtics Directorate baa an on-going frst.- A tOtal clIVi1ty of $0,400 UP
investigation to become foamliar with the Of el0striMl POMM ie OVA5,e fte
gust analysis referred to as the Statie- aot dastAi m within b fAtity. V"

tical fliscorte fast ("a0) method. This rag of tomperatuft ointrol ie rhan
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ambient to 1,760° C (3,200° r) on large cation in the management of US Air ForceSsurface areas. Nuclear effects and other structures. This section describes PROF
special simulation based on flux density and presents an example of its use on a
rather than temperature can also be per- transport/bomber aircraft.
formed.

Measurement data from load cells, strain 5.1 Objective 21 Structural Rk al
gages, deflection transducers, thermo- &it
couples, flux sensors, and other instru-
mentation devices are acquired from test To date, the United States Air Force has
specimens. The data are then condi- applied the durability and damage toler-
tioned, converted from analog to digital ance requirements of MIL-STD-1530A in
form, and processed for real-time evalua- three areas: 1) designing new aircraft,
tion by the Alpha Numeric/Graphic Display 2) evaluating the durability and damage
and for post-test hard copy output. The tolerance characteristics of aircraft
systems that perform these functions which were designed prior to the current
include over 2,000 data channels, five requirements of NIL-STD-1S30&, and
computers, and a number of displays and 3) evaluating structural repairs and
related equipment. modifications. These applications have

used fracture mechanics principles in a
deterministic manner. That is, flaw

4.2 Fgue a Fracture Facility growth was predicted using a fixed poten-
tial flaw size, a fixed da/dN vs AK re-

This facility develops fatigue, crack lationship, and a stress spectrum derived
growth, and structural life prediction from a predicted average usage. While it
methods and experimental data to support was realized that there are many sito-
the USAF Aircraft Structural Integrity chastic elements in the initiation and
Program. The analytical applications and growth of cracks, the applied process was
experimental validation of these methods considered conservative. Initial flaw
are accomplished through direct applica- size assumptions were generally severe,
tion to aircraft structures, including tracking programs accounted for varsa-
involvement in durability and damage tions in usage severity, and inspections
tolerance problems associated with new (if necessary) were scheduled at half the
and existing systems. The developed time required for the specified initial
methods provide a basis for assessing the flaws to grow to a critical size. At the
effect of variables such as material time of the assessments, there was a high
properties, structural configurations, (but unquantified) degree of assurance
usage, and loading environment on the that fatigue failures and widespread
strength and durability of airframe cracking would not occur within the de-
structures. These technologies apply to sign operational lifetime. However, the
the design, development, operation, and realized life of individual airframes is
maintenance of aerospace structures in a seldom equal to the design life. The
safe, effective, and economical manner, retirement age of an aircraft fleet is

determined more by its inherent opera-
tional capability and maintenance costs

4.3 Structural Vibration ZilitZ than by the number of flight hours speci-
fied during conceptual planning. As the

The Structural Vibration Branch of the population of airframe* ages, fatigue
Structures Division performs research to cracks will initiate and grow and all of
develop advanced vibration prediction the stochastic elements which can influ-
methods, control systems to minimize ence the fatigue process will be active.
vibration, and aircraft ground vibration The exact status of fatigue cracks in any
testing techniques. Also, new data ac- specific airframe will be somewhat un-
quisition and analysis instrumentation known even after inspections due to the
and equipment are developed to provide uncertainties of inspection processes.
design data for new systems and rapid In an aging fleet, structural damage is
solutions for existing problems. Data is stochastic in nature.
measured and analysed covering system
ground and flight dynamics phenomena such PROF is a risk analysis computer code
as vibration, noise, flutter, and other whose objective is to stochastically
induced loads. Activities of this branch assess structural integrity. The assess-
have a high potential for application to ment is made in terms of both safety (as
the Aging Aircraft problem. quantified by the probability of fracture

of a population of structural details)
and durability (as quantified by the

5. - MAIM 1WALG M Q[ OYLLIAM expected n er end sizes of the cracks
T3COMUMf requiring repair that will be detected at

an inspection). This characterization of
The existing technology base can be used structural integrity am be applied as an
to address problems of aging aircraft, additional tool in making decisions con-
For example, In managing the airframe cerning the timing of inspection, re-
structures in a fleet of aging aircraft, placement, and retirement maintenance
decisions must be mede concerning the actions. The following paragraphs de-
timing and extent of inspections, re- scribe the methodology that has been
pairs, modificatiloeand life extension implemented in PROF and presents an exam-
options. Tbece are significant safety ple of its potential applicetiem to a
and ooet ramifoition@ of tbee decisions representative scoenrio.
and eeray poesible tool that cAn a"ist
in makin cost effective dciaionse Nuld
be used. The Mhabmbilitp gC armataer
(PAW) risk asi mte Program Was
written to provids each a tool for oli-

-I _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5.2 Ai fore at

Implementing structural risk analyzes D M •

involves compromiasa between the ability
to model reality and the data that in
available to feed analytical models. In
general, the more detail that is required
by the model, the lees reliable the
available data in. Because of the Air- Q
craft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP)
requirements of MIL-STD-1530A, the Air
Force has an extensive data base on each
system for the deterministic evaluation
of structural integrity. Of particular
application to risk analysis are the data SPECTRUM HOURS - T
associated with the damage tolerancel',1 6

1

and durability(""I' analyses that are per- a) Deterministic a versus T
formed for all potential airframe crack-
ing sites and the data associated with
the force management tasks of ASIPI'3

1
.

PROJECTtO CRACK SM CK ISTRASUTIOII

5.3 Aisk Analyis M .thodologa

The risk analyses model (PROF) in appli-
cable to a population of structural ele-
ments which is defined in terms of de- 0
tails which experience essentially equiv- W
alent atreas histories. Because of the
available data, the model was constructed
around the growth of a distribution of
crack sizes as illustrated in Figure 50-

4 1•,"1. The distribution of crack sizes -

to initiate the analysis would be esti-
mated from the best available data. Pn_,i_ . -
These data could be provided by the com-
pilation of information from routine Tn T,
inspections, teardown inspections, equiv- SPECTRUM HOURS - T
alent initial crack size distributions
obtained in a manner previously b) Projections of Crack Size Percentiles
described, or engineering judgement.

5.3.1 g the Crack JIMe Distribu- Figure 4. Crack Size Distribution versus
. Spectrum Hours

There ar two basic crack population
calculations: 1) growing the distribu-tion of cracks from a beginning reference
time to an arbitrary time within a period |

of uninterrupted usage, and 2) quantify-
ing the effect of the inspection and
repair. These calculations are addressed
in the following paragraphs. 0 a- V()

5.3.1.1 9 Population 2N Crack
Sizes ••.•

Given an initial distribution of crack
sins* at a reference time, T., the pro- 4
gram estimates the distribution of crack 0 .T)

sizes at T,-AT flight hours by project-
ing the percentiles of the initial crack
ines distribution using the deterministic " -'I.. AT

crack growth versus flight hours relation FLIGHT HOURS - T
of the damage tolerance analysis. This
calculation is performed in PROF by table
look-up. Figure 5 is a schematic of thin Figure 5. Projection of Percentiles of
process. The analytical formulation of Crack Size Distribution
the process is as follows.

Let %JT,) represent the pth percentile This calculation is repeated for all
of the crack also distributiol at T, Percentiles in the table and defines the
flight bourn, i.e., Pfa < %.(T I - p. crack size distribution.
Let&- (71 represent the a versus T re-
lation (defined for Ff0 by a table of
S(a1,, date peirs). Them the pth per- 5.3.1.2 V1&0 L• 9ft SiaUN M, S1 ,
entlile of the raek sine distribution at

a(ie - irAT in ) ) At a maintenance action, the piV latLem

of details are inspected end all detected

i . . . . . .. . .. ... .. . . .. . . . ... . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
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cracks are repaired. The maintenance the maximum stream encountered in St
action will change the crack size distri- flight will produce a stress intensity
bution. This change is a function of the factor that exceeds the fracture tough-
inspection capability and the quality of noes for a structural detail as shown in
repair am is shown in figure 6. Inspec- Figure 7. This calculation is performed
tion capability is modeled in terms of in two contexts. The single flight P0?
the probability of detection as a func- is the probability of fracture in the
tion of crack size, POD (a) "5. Repair flight given that the detail has riot
quality is expressed in terms of the fractured previously. This number can be
equivalent repair crack mize distribu- compared to other single event types of
t ion, f. Ia) . I f f,,_(a) and f.._ (a) risks, such as the risk of death in an
represent the density function of crack automsobile accident in an hour of driv-
sizes in the population of structural ing. The interval probability in the

pdetails before and after a maintenance probability of fracture at any flight
action, then between the start of an analysis (refer-
ife",(a)=P ,() ence time of zero or after a maintenance

P4a)(2) action) and the number of spectrum hours,
I l- POD (a) I 

4
ftr. (a T. This POF is useful in predicting the

where P is the percentage of cracks that expected fractures in a fleet of aircraft
will be detected in an interval and is required for the

expected costs associated with a mainte-
Pý fPOD(a). - (a (3) nance schedule.

The post maintenance crack size dixtribu-
tion, f*.,_(a), is then projected forward ,,eteae
for the next interval of uninapected aZ
usage. The process is continued for as
many inspection intervals as is desired. t.

150.5

¶0 I I
CRC SIZE - aE CRACK SIZEI aIE-o

www

0r0
o iue7 uniyngSft nTrso

CK Prbabiity f Frctur

>
BER CIN532. il .g RqWJ~Xg

CAKSZ-aCRACK SIZE gie byR's.,,

C.)~ (on, )__V __

Safetygur i. quuatifyieg Sint in Trms ofth ,&-VI
probabiPolaitit of Fracture)amtoth

The eiato forulte cacuatn theailt ptoat
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where toughness. To calculate the contributioni to the total POr from a crack size-

f.(s) th probability density function of fracture toughness pairg n the otal uage
n crack izes at T flight hours; i l of dratue into a ubintervalBi

gt in assirted that the crack simu is!g(K.) w, probability density function of !snentially constant in a subinterval and
the fracture toughness of the the critical stress is calculated for the
meterial; and crack siea of the uubinterval and the

fracture toughness. The didtrtbution of
• (oi(a, fc) Pt tough>nKe / (a)nd , msxinem atresses in p subintprval is

calculated from the distribution of maxi-i.e., the probability the maximum stress mu- stresses in a flight and the proba-

in the flight exceeds the critical stress bility of fracture in a subinterval is
given "a" and th. the probability that the maximum stress

exceeds the critical stress for the sub-
The single elefmnt POl, POFi(T), in in- interval. The POFa fro the subintervals
terpreted ac the probability that one of are combined to obtain the POT to the
the elelents in an airframe with T total usage interval for the initial
equivalent flight hours will experience a crack-fracturo toughness combination.
fracture due to a combination of crack
&2size, fracture toughness, and stress . The interval POF process is implemented
This calculation is based on the assump- mathematically by the equation:

tion that the sise of tha crack in thee
stress raiser of the element and the POP,() = fi us(a)ge gi(Ke)
fracture toughnese are independent. n(7

To calculate the single flight probpbili- "PF(aKi ) dKs da

ty of fracture from any one of the k where
equivalent elements (stress raisers) in a
single airframe at T flight hours, POF.(ij) - probability of fracture at a
POF,(T), it is assumed that the fracture single stress raiser in the
probabilities betwemen elements are inde- Jth usage interval;

penden. Thenf,(a) - probability density function of
POT, (T) - 1 -1[ - POr, (T) I (3) crack sizes at the &tort of the

jth analysis interval;"- k'POF.(T) g (K.) - probability density function of

Similarly, POF,(T), the probability of a critical stress intensity fac
fracture in any of the N airframes in the tore for the structural detail;
fleet as they age through T flight hours,
ia calculated as PF(a, K.) - r - I HST[O¢,(8(Tj),K)] ;

POFr(T) I 1- I1 - POFT(T))" IE)
HAT- probability that the- N*POrf(T) maximum stress in AT flights is

less than the critical stress;
All three of these single flight POFs are
calculated at ten equally spaced incre- ,
sent$ in each usage interval. The re-
sults are printed in a summary output
report. H(o) - Gumbol distribution of max stress

per flight;

5-3.2.2 .,T,,&.tL•B prbblt 21 rrctr a,,(a (Tj)o, K) = Kl, / 'vi 'T• •(a(TI);

Fracture can result during any flight in AT - number of flights in a subinterval;
a usage period and the probability of a
fracture during an entire period is re- Ti, - "AT, i - 1. m.
quired to estimate the expected costs of
a fracture. Since the fracture toughness Since the computation time to implement
of an element does not change from flight Equation (7) is significant and depends
to flight, single flight P0Vs as obtained on the number of subintervaIs, the number
above cannot be combined to obtain inter- of flights allocated to a subinterval is
val POF. The sseumtion of independence a trade-off between accuracy (change of
needed to make this calculation possible crack asie in the subinterval) and com-
is not valid. puter time. Crack growth per flight is

relatively slow over most of the crackwh •ihproach to efthmetin int*an o For sizes in the crack miss distribution andwhich accounts for the costancy of free- long usage intervals imply slow cracktuxe• tougbmss over the interval 35 growth per flight. Therefore, the nuer
formulated as follows: 1) determine the of flights in a subinterval was based on
contribution to the total PC' from each the total time in a usage interval as
possible pairing of ftreats teoghness follows:
and Cook sina at the beginaing of the
usage lntevl, 21(a,5,,) weight eac 0 < a. &AT 1 1,000, AT - 10
co<ntrzmtiom by the probabelity of the 1,000 < mAt • 2,000, AT - 20
creok ise-frU4-Wo toeuoeas omebina- 2,000 < ma ' AT 3,000, AT - 30
tion, fWs) do. gtM) dE.: md 3) m the et 3
wuioted etribetioe evoce all poesibl*i cbiLmtiese of cra siaead fracture

-JL• •.•••: :
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The sensitivity of the interval POr to 
7

this method for determining the number of , ~
flights in a subinterval wasn evaluated.
it was concluded that changes in the

vals would be insignificant. Interval
fracture probabilities for the aircraft
and for the fleet are calculated using
equations analogous to Equations
(5) and (6), respectively.-

CRACK SIZE -a CRACK SIZE - a CRACK( SIZE

5.3.3 Au~oecte Manintenance Cousts

Given the predicted crack size distribu-
tion of an inspect/repair maintenance
action and the POD(a) function at the
time 

T
,, the expected number and sizes of 12EXPECTED MIAINTENANCEthe ~~~ cracks tha wil bedeecedcanbs

calrcula thted wnpricular bee Oete calcu-
caclates .the cuuartielproprto POF cralcks-
thate wilhe detecatied asrapfunion of crck

crack size as

POD (a) - f dfo_ ()6)P (a,) f

The proportion of detected cracks in the ISETO NEVL

arbitrary range defined by As 1  a,., - a, NPCINITRA

is ive byfigure 8. Schematic of Expected Maintenance Costs

P Aa' (a.,1 ) - P (a1) (9)

Expected coats of maintenance are not ______ ___ _____--

calculated in PROF. However, PROF output DATA TYPE FORMAT SOURCE/CXJ5ENT
can be used to estimate the expected____
coateof a maintenance scenario (as de- CEEIA/EC'S

fined by flight hours between inspec- - ~ . i. COC.yA0.~.a

tions, inspection capability, and Fepai DT Domffyis tessxtD ~
quality). If the total population being qxc aaa. 1lttbt~ 1I~tr
modeled comprises k details in each of N -1....e Xeelcitebho C fCrttr
airframes, then the expected number of _________ __________

cracks to be repaired at T, between sizes AIRCr"1CT(AAAE
a, and a,,, is k-N-P A Aa.) . if CA repre-
sents the cost of repairing a crack in Lorations constants ouste~rofon~alysis locations per

size range i, C, represents the coat of a in the float
fracture, and I represents the cost of fo. ?1i. Crack .1-. Giatribtdti- It Start
inspecting each detail, then the expected ofnlyi
costs of fracture and repairs in the 05.TFie T anal.ysis -crack 9CD1'th lit.
usage interval are given by 3 1Ci. eri

h(.) Para te Guoek.D distriboutio. of se. .,r...

E, (C) v POF (T, 1)N -C, =ter. par tiASht -Cfeo ./ 5~~ data or

-kN- N. ( I P(Aa,) . )' (10) .. W_~e of 050 analysis

11"PSECTDOCfIRIPAIR

Summ5ing over usage intervals (maintenance T1, T2,..cnttsrueio n - user defi~ed

periods) yields the total expected main- PDDW. P~restar cusi~titeC iteer..i Poo rut~on

tenance coats. The schematic of Figure 6 C1-n far Icc nict.

illustrates the cost calculations. In fIrl) File craft size distrihotio,, or
this hypothetical example, expected main- r.epired crock sit".
tenance costs were estimated for a range ck Ceeatset Cooke of insec~tion and crack
of inspection intervals. repeb. fee Yeq_ of cta~t ..

Table 1 esumarizes the input data re-
quired by the risk analysis program. Table 1. Summary of PROF? Input Data
Crack size distributions of the cracks
which were detected and repaired are
output immdiately before and after each
mainitenance action. These crack asos of inspections and the cepability of the
distributions can be coupled with cost inspection method. in particular, the
data to obtain expected mainteaflnce cost objectives of the analyses weret 1) to
information. seek the most cost effective inspection

intervals for a population of structural
details, and 2) to determine if it is

5.4 ZinWA ILJgftM cost effective to use a better but so"e
expensive inspection method. The assom-

To illmetrate the spglihotiom of the risk, tions; that there are 75 aircraft is the
analysis Comuter .14s r epreesentatiwe fleet which qeszience the e" eqieted
data for 80 epIft militagy transport/ operatioaial usage and that all of the
bomer ewe" used to evalwatr the timin aircraft hie" Undergoaes saiteneince at a L
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fixed reference number of flight hours R- w. 00um so a

were made. The risk analysis pertains to 7079-16. K. 07 WV. (89 K%4..)

periods of operational usage (or infspec- 0.27 (0.005 .) 0 0

tion or maintenance intervals) after this ER'
reference age. E

X
0.60

5.4.1 BaslineInpu N

The assumed population of structural l.e0•

details comprises rows of fastener holes F
in a fail-safe zone of equivalent stress C-)

experience on the upper rear fuselage. 0.20

figure 9 presents a schematic of the
holes in the region and the geometry
correction for crack growth calculations. 2 0o000
The critical crack size is approximately FLIGHT HOURS
2.50 cm (0.986 inch). Cracks that are
detected before fracture can be repaired
by a patch. The assumption was made that Figure 10. Crack Growth for Projected Usage
each airframe contains 50 separate re- Spectrum
gions such that the repair patch for any
single crack in a region repairs all of
the cracks in the region. However, if
fracture (uncontrolled rapid crack
growth) occurs, the entire panel must be MAX STRESS /FLT - KSI
replaced. The fracture toughness of the 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
7079-T6 aluminum alloy has an average

value of 97.2 Pa F (88.4 KS inch )

with a standard deviation of 4.8 NSa F

(4.4 KSX n )"I.>-,

CRACK SIZE (IN.) .
0.00 0.20 0.40 o 0.6 0.00 4

2.5 .

010.

Z
4 4-10-

0
L.J

1.0 -J 10 .ee.e. FLIGHT BY FLIGHT SPECTRUM
-7 A.176 MPo (25.5 KSI). 8=0.324

0.5 GUMEL DISTRIBUTIoN OF MAX c PER FLIGHT
"W() = ,aH-o-(.-)/]!

AFT FUSELAGE PANEL to 1 05 45 4
A7072-T. K = 97 MPaVm (U I•4n..) MAX STRESS/FLT - MPo

o ~ ~ I 2b ,2,' •

CRACK SIZE (mm) Figure 11. Gumbel Distribution Fit to Maximum
Stress per Flight of Projected Spectrum

Figure 9. Stress Intensity Factor Geometry
Correction for Analysis Region tion fit to the maximum stress per flight

curve of the flight-by-flight stress
spectrum is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10 presents the projection of
crack growth from a flight-by-flight At the start of the analysis (reference
spectrum of planned mission usage for the time of zero), it was assumed that the
fleet. For the visual inspections of the distribution of the largest cracks in
region of interest, the reliably detected each region was described by a Weibull
crack Oise was "eve" to be 5.59 m distribution with a scale parameter of
(0.220 inch). Vnder 08 Air Force guide- 0.151 ms (0.006 inch) and a shape parame-
lines for establishing inspection inter- ter of 0.768. for this distribution, I
vale, subsequent inspectLons would be set in 1,000 of the holes will have cracks
at one half the time required for a crack larger than 1.905 = (0.075 inch) and 3
"of the reliably detectable silso to grow in 10,000 will have cracks larger than
to its critical &is*. Fro the esvmle 2.54 = (0.100 inch). Cracks are
application, the baseline d e tolor- repaired by patches and it is as
anon re-inspection interl was set at that the repair quality of a patch is

7,200 flight hours. The G0i51 dietribu- described by a uniform distribution of
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equivalent crack sizes on the interval 0 70"
to 1.27 m (0 to 0.050 inch). That is, a --J SINGL FUGIT POV
patch replaces the largest crack in the bL o68MUSAGE #TERVAL POF .. "

patched region with an equivalent flaw Z 10-
that is equally likely to be any size C.

between 0 and 1.27 me (0.050 inch). "

Tor the baseline analysis, the reliably
detected crack size of 5.59 m (0.220 Li
inch) is assumed to be the result of a
close visual inspection only. This capa- I.- 4M -, s
bility is interpreted as a 90 percent Q101
detection capability at 5.59 me (0.220 .
inch). Because of the fastener heads, no ix

crack smaller than 2.54 mm (0.100 inch) 0"
could be detected, i.e., POD(a)-0 for L6'.
a . 2.54 -s (0.100 inch). To complete 010,
the definition of the POD(a) function, it
was also assumed that a 3.81 -m (0.150 I
inch) crack would be detected half of the i0-o
time. The cumulative lognormal POD(a) Fn
function that meets these specifications 4 ,0
is shown in Figure 12. Also shown in rO:10-
Figure 12 is the POD(a) function for a 0
potential eddy current inspection system CLIO 8ASEUM4E CONDIONS
with a smaller reliably detected crack
size (to be discussed in Subsection 7200 HOUR INSPECTION

INTERVAL
5.4.3). 10 .. / - TR-

0 10000 20000 30000 40000

CRACK SIZE (in.) SPECTRUM HOURS

'.000. 010 0.15 , . 0) 0 0410 . 045 0: 0 Figure 13. Probability of Panel Fracture in an

S.........Airframe for Baseline Conditions

U .2 .15/ an airframe at any time during the previ-ous usage period. The large changes in

aO.60 single flight probability result from the
00 removal of large cracks at the inspec-

o tion/repair maintenance cycles and the
: growth of the population of cracks during

0.0O the usage periods. PROF does not output
fracture probabilities below 10"0, so

00 smaller POF values are plotted at this

:0.20 value. Since the structure under analy-
sis is fail-safe and the costs are driven
by the fracture probability in the entire

0•0 , usage period and the costs of mainte-
0 A4 Z mhnance, the single flight fracture proba-CRACK SIZE (mm) bilities will not be considered further.

Figure 12. Crack Detection Probabilit. for To investigate the effect of a constant
Competing Inspection Methods usage interval between inspections, a

total analysis period of 36,000 hours was
assumed. Equally spaced inspection in-
tervals were then defined to provide from

Because of the comparative nature of the three to twelve inspections in the 36,000
analysis objectives, inspection and re- hour period. Figure 14 presents the
pair costs need only be specified on a probability of fracture in each interval
relative basis, For baseline analyses, between maintenance (inspection and re-
it was assumed that the cost of the visu- pair) actions for seven of the inspection
al inspection of each region is one unit, intervals. The fracture probabilities
the cost of patching the region is 100 display somewhat similar behavior in the
units, And the cost of replacing a frac- early period during which the upper tail
tured panel is 100,000 units. Expected of the initial crack size distribution
costs for different maintenance scenarios grows to potentially significant sizes.
are normalized in ters of the total Following this initial period, the inter-
expected costs for the baseline inspec- val fracture probabilities tend to stabi-
tion interval (7,200 hours) and inopec- lize at distinct levels; the shorter the
tion capability, inspection interval, the lower the equi-

librium fracture probability.

5.4.2 A I & Because of the equilibrium IO leaels,
the expected costs associated with the

The probability of fracture (PW0) for any possibility of panel fractures at the
one of the 50 panels em a fuselage under longer inspection intervals will be
the badeline oeeditions is presented as a greeter than those of the shorter inter-
function of Fpestr m bear* in Figure 13. vale. On the other hand, the costs anso-
The solid lime repreas• ts the fracture ciated with the ore frequent inspection&
probability daxria a *iaLle flight "Ad may be greator thn the expected oases of
the dashed lie• (cirales) represent the panel fractur. To evaluate the
probability of a fracture in any panel of trade-off, the total expected mainteoance

-i _ _ _ _ _ _ _



asoiated with panel fractures at the 41

S POF BETWEEN INSPECTIONS longer intervals. The equilibrium frac-
Z10.1ture probability for inspection intervals
4 of 4,500 hours and loear produce onlya.. minor additions to the total expected

to -. costs. The costa due to the Inspections

and repairs increase but at a very alight
L'J1O'rate. From a practical viewpoint, any

essentially equivalent expected total

4C T, Toinvestigate the potential for reducing
ttlcosts by extending the timing of

Ltion of initial inspection times and
0 eulrepeat inspection intervals there-

>-IQafte wereanalzed.Table 2 presentsa
t: smmay oftheexpected normalized costsSPECTIONduteato fracture, maintenance, and thea)10iVEVALtotal. As noteu earlier, the expectedI( maintenance costs were approximately

0 10slavo 700 HURS equal for all scenarios considered. Theý Gm OURS expected costs due to panel fracture
6*+"45M OURS varied somewhat depending on the particu-3L01 4000 HOU~RS lar ecombination. It is interesting to3000 OURS note that the minimum expected total cost

:0 was achieved at a 16,000 hour first in-0 10000 20000 3oooo spection followed by 4,000 hour intervals
SPECTRUM HOURS thereafter. The expected cost for thiscombination was slightly less than that

Figure 14. Probability of Panel Fracture in an of inspcting every 4,000 hours.
Airframe Between Inspections for
Selected Inspection Intervals Frt npc~, Fftr ~n~~c oa

tFkalo tfl0r0t Frctr S~ . e oa

CXPCK Epcno CST or aswocniows scams 5143 5143 6.1 24o5 307ANO FUThCIUS Ill 36000 SPETcamuaoun". Qfte6ArltTO a( COST r%05 T50 IM vAM"McIIN6 "Go0 .00o 4a0 24.b 2DA

so c~( Cor Of oacr" 7200 4000 3.5 25.0 20.5EXP~ttlO COSTS Of FRAITUIEAC
- 5PCT OT O ATEAC 400 4600 2.4 25.2 27.6

0 WBoon 5400 8.5 24.1 32.6

o12000 48000 3.5 2.8 2.

tt4 OSO 4550 t.2 24,8 26.0
1000 M 550 8.0 23.s 29.9

L.j 20- 20000 4005 7.9 23.2 31.1

Table 2. Expected Total Fracture and Mantenance
INSPECTION INTERVAL (SPECTRUM HOURS) for 7200 Hour Inspection Intervals

Figure 15. Normalized Expelcted Maintenance Costs
as a Function of inspection Interval

For the assumed conditions, the above
analyses imply that an inspection ached-and fracture cost for each of the inspec- ule with shorter intervals would provide

tion intervals was calculated. These a significant savings in expected frac-
expected coats are presented as a func- ture and maintenance coats over those
tion of inspection interval in Figure 15. determined by the damage tolerance
As noted earlier, the coats are normal- "rule*. Although a minimum was achievedized by the total expected coot for the under the equal interval analysis, oncebaseline inspection interval of 7,200 the inspection interval was sufficiently
hours. (inspection intervals of 9,000 short, the expected costs did not change
and 12,000 hours were also analyzed but significantly. This was true regardless
the expected total Costs were, respec- of the timing of the first Inspection.
tively, 4.1 and 25.0 times greater than This latitude in Setting inspection in-
those of the 7,200 hoiur Increment. These toervaS could be important as the actualintervals were not included in Figure 15 schedule should he determined by cossaid-
so that higher resolution could he shown ering the many different populations offor the shorter intervals.) structural details in an airframe, each

of which may hae" different optimumThe expected total costs decrease with scedles.
inspection interval 1ernm to about a 4,000
hour interval and them tend to increase
slightly. The decreae" is due to the
large decrease In the empected costs
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;5.4.3 Inepgection gj •j~ Analysis 101|
. -- J JPOF BETWEfN INSPECTIONS

It was assumed that the inspection for
z I-'the baseline analysis was a close visual

inspection that is inexpensive to per- C.
form. The question might arise as to 1
whether it would be cost effective to f
perform a more expensive inspection with
an attendant increase in capability. M
Toward this end, it was assumed that an
eddy current (CC) inspection could be I-
used to inspect for cracks in the regions O i0"o
and that the cost of the CC inspection is EX
10 times that of the visual. However, .0
this reduces the reliably detected crack
size to 3.81 - (0.150 inch). Because
the eddy current probe can detect cracks O0 -
under the fastener head, it was assumed >_
that the minimum detectable crack size is I--
1.27 mm (0.050 inch). The 50 percent .._ 10'
detectable crack size was assumed to be 6
1.90 = (0.075 inch). The cumulative <
lognormal POD(a) function that meets a0
these requirements is shown in Figure 12 e

with the POD(a) function of the baseline CLI0-,O GsesAgO = 3.81 mm. 4000 HR
analysis. a Ago = 5.08 mm. 7200 HR

SA90 = 3.81 mm, 7200 HR
The usage interval fracture probabilities 101 1
for the two inspection capabilities for a 0 10000 20000 30000 40000
4,000 hour inspection interval are pre- SPECTRUM HOURS
sented in Figure 16. The eddy current
inspection significantly reduces the
chances of a panel fracture in the 36, 000 Figure 16. Probability of Panel Fracture in an

hour period. When the expected mainte- Airfrrme Between Inspections for
nance costs are considered, however, the Different Methods and Intervals
inspection and repair costs associated
with the eddy current inspection are 2.2
times those of the visual inspection. At
this 4,000 hour inspection interval, the 6. R • HEQOUIRING ADDITIONAL
expected costs due to panel fracture are DEVELOPMINT
small (almost negligible) for both in-
spection methods. However, the better Many areas require additional work to be
•IC) inspection system apparently re- able to better address the problems asso-
quires more cracks to be repaired at each ciated with aging aircraft. Three such
of the inspections and these cracks are areas are the modeling of corrosion in
too small to be an imminent threat to the the structure, the modeling of multiple
panel, site damage, and the advancement of cur-

rent Non-Destructive Inspection (NDI)
When the two inspection capabilities were techniques.
analyzed at the 7,200 hour inspection
interval, the reverse conclusion was Risk analysis methods have been developed
drawn. The chances of panel fracture at to account for populations of single
the longer usage interval was sufficient- flaws in the structure of an aircraft.
ly great that the total expected costs However, risk analysis methods must be
over the 36,000 hour period were signifi- expanded to account for all significant
cantly reduced by repairing the smaller problems that an aging aircraft experi-
cracks. This result was tested for sen- ences, including the effects of corrosion
sitivity to the assumed inspection and and multiple site damage. The analyses
repair costs. The expected total mainte- should also be capable of analyzing
nance costs were obtained for ranges of flight-by-flight and cycle-by-cycle load-
cost per inspection and cost per patch. ing and crack growth.
The expected total costs were still sig-
nificantly less when the CC inspection Corrosion models that exist are very
costs were 50 times greater than those of simplistic in how they model fatigue
the visual inspection and when repair crack growth. Additional research is
costs were 500 times greater than those needed to develop models that more accu-
of the baseline calculations. rately predict the initiation and growth

of cracks that develop from corrosion
No clear conclusion can be drawn on the pitting, and that account for the deteri-
cost effectiveness of the CC inspection orating structural properties due to
system as compared to the visual inspec- corrosion.
tion. When the shorter and more cost
effective intervals of this example are NDI techniques must be advanced to the
used, the visual inspection capability point where they can reliably detect
provides the more economical choice. If flaws that are present under the heads of
the longer damage tolerance defined bolts and rivets and that can detect
inspection inftervl is to be used, the corrosion damage in hidden areas. They
additional costs associated with the eddy must be developed to a point where it is
current inspections would be justified. much less monotonous for the operator to
However, given an inspection interval, operate and determine where a flaw or
the risk analysis program, rarw, can be area under electro-chemical attack may
used to make a cost effective decision, exist,
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A PROBABILISTIC PROCEDURE FOR

AIRCRAFT FLEET MANAGEMENT

by

V. Theriault and A.R.Colle
Bombardier Inc./Canadair
Military Aircraft Division

Montreal International Airport
Cargo Road A-4

Mirabel, Quebec J7N I C7
Canada

ABSTRACT on timely maintenance decisions that
will seek to minimize operational costs

A procedure for determining the while maintaining flight safety. In
probability of structural failure of an that perspective, this paper deals with
airplane at any stage of the operational the possible application of
life in described. This procedure is probabilistic damage tolerance for fleet
based on existing models for management purposes. A brief
representing the size distribution of description is given of a procedure used
pre-service cracks, the distribution of to analyze a fleet of CFll6 aircraft
the maximum service load expected in a from the Canadian Forces. Results are
single flight and the reliability of the presented and discussed in a management
nondestructive method used for context. Special considerations in
inspection. A case study is presented applying the procedure are also
to show how the procedure can help the highlighted.
fleet manager set more realistic
inspection and maintenance schedules and
adopt more appropriate retirement 2.0 METHOD DESCRIPTIO
policies.

The probabilistic method adopted in this
study consists of the following basic

1.0 INTRODUCTION stepss

The flight safety of metallic airframes 1 Determine an equivalent initial flaw
is currently ensured through damage size (EIFS) distribution for each of the
tolerance analysis, based on fracture critical details to be considered.
mechanics concepts. The deterministic
nature of this approach implies that 2o Determine the service crack growth
only average values of the influence curves for propagating the EIFS
parameters combined with a safety factor distributions.
or "worst-bound* values are considered
in the analysis. This sometimes gives 30 Derive the distribution of maximum
unrealistic operational life assessments stress applied at each critical
resulting in overly stringent inspection location.
requirements.

40 Obtain the probability of detection
The probabilistic approach to structural curve(s) representative of the NDI
safety quantitatively assesses the risk technique(s) used in service.
of failure as a function of time by
properly considering the relevant So Calculate the probability of
sources of variability such as the size aircraft failure as a function of flight
of the initial flaws present at the time by combining all critical details
critical locations, the crack and considering the effects of repeat
propagation rate, the service loading inspection.
spectrum, the residual strength and the
crack detection capability of the These steps are only succinctly
nondesLructive inspection system. Such described in the next sections. Further
an arproach provides a more rational and details and complete mathematical
realistic basis on which inspection and developments can be obtained from other
maintenance schedules can be studies describing similar methods
established, at the onset of the [1-41. An existing computer program [41
operational life, am part of a service was used for carrying out the
life extension program (aLU3) or probabilistic analysis. The program was
following a siesian change, modified to yield better accuracy, to

account for the *renal effect* of
The Canadian Forces (CF) are currently inspection, and to incorporate co: bn
supporting full-scale testing, in- statistical functions for representing
service load monitoring and structural the BIFT and maximma stress
modification program with the aim of distributions an well as the log
extending the operational live, of its logistics model for representing
fLing aircraft flets Into the twen inspection reliability.

rst century. This will put emphasis



2.1 1!uivent Initial Flaw Size 2.2 Crack Growth Nester Curve !
Once the BIFS distribution at each

The initial fatigue quality of the critical detail is determined, it is
airframe at each critical structural grown forward using a deterministic
detail considered in the probabilistic master curve, representative of the
crack growth analysis must be first service condition, to obtain the crack
assessed. Prior to service, these size distribution f 0 (a(r)) at any
details already contain flaws of service time v, as depicted in Figure 2.
randomly distributed sizes that are The master curve is defined either from
likely to develop into fatigue cracks available fractographic data or using a
during operation. However, the size of general crack growth analysis software
the initial flaws cannot be economically and must be consistent with the
determined using current NDT methods, derivation procedure for the EIFS
given the high manufacturing quality of distribution [1].
modern aircraft structures. For this
reason, the initial fatigue quality of a
given structural detail is rather CRACK
quantified in terms of an RIFS
statistical distribution. A coamonly
used procedure for deriving the EIFS
distribution is described in [1] and
illustrated in Figure 1. Briefly,
fractographic data either from Elva

laboratory coupon testing or in-service
inspections are used to derive a
distribution of time to crack initiation
(TTCI) for a detectable crack size, a..
The EIFS distribution is then obtained
by back-extrapolating the TTCI
distribution to time zero using a
deterministic crack growth law.
Parameters of the ZIFS distribution can _ o"

be optimized by means of data pooling of TIME

different fractographic data sets.
Thus, an EIFS distribution represents an
artificial distribution of initial flaws Figure 2 - Deterministic Crack Growth
at time zero which corresponds to actual Using the Master Curve
crack sizes at a later time for given Approach
crack growth conditions.

2.3 inspection Reliability

In the deterministic approach to damage
tolerance, an inspection schedule is
prescribed at each critical location to
detect the dominant fatigue crack before

WE T CI it reaches critical size. Periodic
inspections are also required in the
probabilistic approach to keep the
probability of structural failure below

K I an acceptable level. Inspection
reliability must therefore be accounted
for since it affects the crack
distribution at each inspection.

eI A CRAC The effectiveness of an inspection
technique is usually represented in
terms of a probability of detecting a
given size crack. This probability is
strongly dependent on the material, the
inspection technique, the crack location
_ad shape, the critical detail

accessibility and geometry, the ability
and attitude of the inspector, a. well
an the environment in which the
inspection takes place. Experimental

Figure 1 - Derivation of the RIFS program 15-7] have been conducted to
Distribution generate probability of detection (POD)

data for aircraft structures.

In general, the POD curves derived from

---- vv~v -Gev"---
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these data are best represented by the density function.
log logistics or log odds function given
by

Fo (a)- exp(q+6 ln a) (1) 2. t oMuIn"t Fiu

l+esp(a+is ln a)
The variation of the probability of

where the parameters a and 0 can be failure (POF) with time constitutes the
obtained by linear regression. most important result from a

probabilistic damage tolerance analysis.
In general practice, a 950 lower Based on this information, appropriate
confidence limit (CL) on the mean POD actions can be taken to preclude
curve is determined through statistical aircraft fatigue failures that may have
analysis ([8 and used to represent catastrophic consequences.
inspection reliability.

The POP at a given flight can be
In the present methodology, the cracks calculated from the joint probability of
detected during inspection are assumed maximum stress and crack length that are
to be repaired such that the cracked assumed to be independent statistical
details are 'reset" to the initial variables. Thus, the POF for the J'
fatigue quality. Hence, the probability flight at the k'O critical location is
density function of the crack size expressed as
immdiately after inspection at t - x*
becomes f

POFjk" J J (fk(a)JIIk [f(s)]k da ds (4)
f. (a (,z*) ) -P. (,q f& (a (to)) Re

+(1-FD(a))f&(a(T)) (2)

The first part of Equation (2) where fA(a) and fs(s) are the
represented the detected cracks which probability density functions of the
have been repaired with P0 (%), the crack length and maximum stress,
probability of detecting a crack of any respectively, and It is a failure region
size at t-x, given by in the a-s plane defined by the residual

strength curve as shown in Figure 3.
c Hence, the overall probability of

failure after N flights for an aircraft
P. C f.(a(i)) F.(a) da (3) structure containing N critical

locations is given by

The second part represents the V M
undetected cracks with (l-F.(a)) being POp, 1 1 - 1 {l - (1 -( I (1-POF,,)]) (5)
the probability of missing a crack of
size a. The new function fa(•(x*)) is
then grown forward using the master
curve until a subsequent inspection
modifies it.

2.4 azimum stress Distribution

The next step in the methodology
involves the determination of the
probability of exceeding a given stress
at a critical location in a single
flight. A simple procedure proposed in
(93 Is followed herein. First, the
stress exceedance function used to
derive the master curve is factorized to
obtain the number of exceedances per
flight. Next, truncation is carried out

to keep only the maximm stress values
exceeded no more than once per flight.

Finally, an extrapolation is made to the
high loads of rare occurrence by fitting
a statistical function that closely tA r
represent the shape of the tail of the
function defines the caulative

probability of exceeding a given stress Figure 3 - Probability of Failure
in a single flight whose derivative Determination
gives the maximum stress probability
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3.0 PRACTICAL APLICATION

The CF1l fleet of the Canadian Forces
was chosen to asseas the applicebility
of the above probabilistic procedure for
fleet management. Since 1965, the CY116 Table 1 - Mechanical Properties of the
is mainly used as a primary trainer for CFll6 Lower Wing Skin
the CF-1 fighter aircraft. A service Materials
life extension program (SLIP) was
launched with the aim of extending the
operational life of the aircraft from PROPERTIES 7075-T651 7475-T651
4000 hours to 6000 hours. A wing change
after approximately 3000 flying hours Tensile Strengthhas been prescribed as a more economical (MPa) 537.6 538.6
alternative to repairing the fatigue-
corrosion damage occurring on the wing Yield Strength
spars. In addition, a change of (MPa) 482.4 482.4
material from Al 7075-T651 to Al 7475-
T651 was recomended for the lower wing Fracture
skin to improve toughness. However, Toughness (NPa (ra)
some of the new wings will still
incorporate Al 7075 lower skins since - Plain Strain 30.0 45.3
they had already been fabricated before
the material change was adopted. - Plain Stress 67.8 91.4

Only one critical detail was considered
in this analysis, namely, the lower wing
skin radius. A nondestructive
inspection of the radius is currently Since no fractographic data were
carried out using the eddy-current available, the Weibull-compatible
technique. From a damage tolerance distribution was chosen to characterize
viewpoint, the radius is classified as a the initial fatigue quality because of
slow crack growth, damage tolerant its successful application in
critical location, probabilistic durability analysis [2].

The functional form of the distribution
The geometry of the wing skin in the is given by
radius area is shown in Figure 4. The
relevant mechanical properties of
aluminum alloys 7075-T651 and 7475-T651 fa(a(t.)) - a [ln(a./a)/*J-
are given in Table 1. #a

(6)

Sm 0 a2,a-.

Values for the distribution parameters
were taken from [10]s ca-1.823, *-1.455,
&_,-.762 M. A plot of the ZIPS
distribution is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4 - CF1I6 Lower Wing Skin Radius

cRAcK LANMeT -1

Figure 5 - Assued 3quivalent Initial
Flaw Size Distribution

[ i--
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A quarter circular corner crack ws.
assumed to develop at the radius and to r--'r4Rs-W1J
remain quarter circular until thickness7M-.#6I
break-through occurred. From then on, a
through-thickness crack with a straight
crack front was assnumd. The boundary -

correction factor for this crack s
propagation case is shown in Figure 6.
The stress spectrum derived for the
full-scale test on the structure was

* mselected as reprementative of the fleet
average usage an shown in Figure 7.
This information and the material
properties were used am input to a Olt
general purpose, cycle-by-cycle, crack V!
propagation, program [111 to generate
the mastar curves shown in Figure 9.
Crack growth calculations were started
at an initial crack of .05 am. The
curves were extrapolated for smaller o, o .o IC
crack length.HOR

Figure a - Crack Growth Curves for the
Two Lower Wing Skin Materials

The cumulative probability of stressL i exceedance per flight in shown in Figure
9. The curve was extrapolated to
approximately Oxl04 using a three-
parameter Weibull function [123. This
value corresponds to the allowable
maximam load in two design service
lifetimes at a slow crack growth non-
inspectable location, as specified in
MIL-A-17221 [131. The corresponding
maximum stress distribution is shown in
Figure 10.

CRACK LENGTH (moo)

Figure 6 - Boundary Correction Factor
for a Corner Crack/Through
Crack at the lower Wing
Skin Radius

UU
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Figure 9 - Cumulative Maximum Stress.. Distribution
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Figure 10 - Probability Density Function MEAN

of Maximum Stress 90% CONFE

Two POD/CL curves were used In the 0-
analysis for comparison e es. Curve 0 5 10 15 20 26 30
1 shown in Figure 11 was obtained by CRACK LNNNTh(H)
fitting the log logistics model to a set
of inspection data from an experimental
program conducted by the Canadian Figure 12 - Probability of crack
Forces(14] and representative of the Detection - Eddy Current
lover wing skin radius. Curve 2 plotted Inspection from USA? Study
in Figure 12 was derived 1151 by also 115)
making use of the log logistics function
for representing VDI data generated from Finally, the residual strength curve
an extensive research program carried required to define the failure zone and
out by the UlSA (6]. The latter curve hence calculate the probability of
has been used in the past to recommend failure considered is shown in Figures
inspection intervals for several CPIuS 13, for each of the materials
structural details, considered.

.. - --

* .2

0.6

p0-4

/1i

0.3+ ON ".N. N

-tI"Iz_ Figure 13 Residual Strength Curves

01 i ~ _j for the Lower Wing Skin

0 004 1 /a 2 is
CIACS LARWN 4.0 ZE fismo

Figure 11 Probability of Crack "a results pr se ted In this section
Detection at the cil1f are discussed is relative terms mainly
Lower Wig Skin Radiu - because of the assution made on the
Wiy Current ianpection UIPS distributioa and of the omission of
from C? Study f14) the crack growth variability in the

t
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analysis. These two variables were safety. In the present case, an
found to predominantly affect the inspection every 1500 hours after the
probability of failure (16-159. now wing installation seems appropriate

in order to meet the aforementioned
The single flight probability of failure requirements. Similarly, a 500-hour
curves for the no-inspection case are inspection interval is required for Al
shown in Figure 14 for the two materials 7075-T51 as shown in Figure 16.
investigated. This information provides
the fleet manager with the average risk

* of flying an aircraft at every flight.
A meaningful interpretation of the POP
curves requires that an acceptable level
of risk be determined. For a mein
structural Ipart of an aircraft values V
between 10-" and 10-6 for & single flightNUBRONSETN
POP and between 10-' and 10'4 for theNOE20

whole service life have been mentioned 
2 0 013, 9, 20). However, the acceptable 3-Au50

risk level greatly depends on the type =A

of aircraft and mission flown such that "
sound engineering judgment and past 3',,
experience must be used on a case-by- j7

case basis. oj

-~~ Ir'" '

-• o, /
We40 4.0 8.4 .04 70 .0 - 0.

FLYIN HOURS Id

Figure 15 - Influence of Number of
0 .Inspections on the SingleFlight Probability of

29 Failure for Al 7475-T651

Table 2 - Inspection Schedules for the
Lower Wing Skin Radius

WING . lumber of Inspection Time (Hours)
Inspections

Figure 14 - Comparison of Single Flight 1 2 3 4
Failure Probabilities for
the No-Inspection Case 1 5500

If one assumed a target extended life of 2 5000 7000
0000 hours for the structure, Figure 14
shows that, for the required lifetime, 3 4500 6000 7500
both materials gives probabilities of
failure in excess of the acceptable 4 4000 5000 6000 7000
level range previously mentioned. This
obviously suggests that Inspection must
be carried out. On the other hand,
Figure 14 provides jurtification for the
change of the lower wing skin material
since for any probability of failure the
corresponding number of flying hours is
always lower for Al 7075 than for
Al 7475.

The Significant influence of inspection
using POO Curve 1 Is illustrated In
Figure 15 for the 7475-95$1 alinm and
for the inspecties schdejles gives In
Table 2. This information provides the
basis for determining the Inspection
interval that would ensure flight

j
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Figure 16 -Single Flight Failure Figure 17 -Comparison of Cumulative
Probability for A17075- Failure Probabilities for
TGSS Skin Inspected Every the Two Wing Skin
500 Slours Materials vith Inspection

The probabilistic approach also allows
for discrimination between IDI system.
This in illustrated in Figure 18 where

The probability of aircraft failure probabilities of failure using POD Curve
after a given number of flying hours is 1 and POD Curve 2 are compared for the
another piece of relevant information on three-inspection schedule. one may
which to base fleet management observe a three order-of-magnitude
decisions. such information is depicted decrease in probability of failure when
in Figure 17 for the two skin materials EDI System I is used instead of System
with the inspection intervals 2. However, the relatively high POD
recommended above. Again here, the reliability of System I would need to be
fleet manager must decide on an substantiated with in-service inspection
acceptable risk of failure considering data. In any cease, this emphasizes the
the entire life of the aircraft. For importance of experimentally deriving
the maximum acceptable level of 10-' POD curves representative of the
already quoted, Figure 17 shows that the critical structural details and the
Al 7075rwing skin would need a tighter actual inspection conditions.
inspect on schedule whereas the Al 7475
One would satisfy the requiremwent.
owever, in the letter case it might be

advisable to Increase the number of sys
inspections after 7000 hours given the Phe
steepness of curve and if additional hPOD urve I
life extension Is desired. Besides,et
inspection intervsls would need to be
reduced further if other critical e
locations need to be considered.ti

0.5 4.A to a's 7.S i5 .65 "A

FLYING HOURS

Figure iica l nf mmo. of the EDT System
on the Cumulative Failure

Probability

II
advisale to1normn the -mb -of -O....

lnspctlns ater7000houi g~en he % |--o~ctvE=



The above results clearly demonstrate ensure flight safety. The procedure
the usefulness of probabilistic damage should be upgraded to include the
tolerance analysis in helping the fleet variabilities in crack growth rate, load
manager make technical decisions on a spectrum and fracture toughness for more
more rational basis. But, this case accurate probability of failure
study revealed that practical issues predictions. In caem where the key
should be considered before choosing the input distributions are missing because
probabilistic approach. First, the RIPS of a lack of experimental and service
distribution is one of the most data, assumptions can be made and the
influential and most difficult to obtain probabilistic approach can still be used
input data in the probabilistic on a relative basis. This was the case
analysis. The fractographic data base in this study. Carrying out
required for its derivation does not probabilistic damage tolerance analysis
always exist and must be generated from may prove time-consuming and costly, for
numerous representative coupon tests, a large amount of data must be gathered.
Besides, the RIF$ is an artificial However, the analysis may be warranted
concept that must be used within certain considering the even higher cost
constraints (11. Second, neglecting the associated with a deterministic "worst-
crack growth rate distribution, such as case" approach that often results in
in the present case study, may yield unnecessary inspections and repairs.
unconservative results 1101. Stochastic
models 13, I10 exist that account for
the crack propagation scatter but again
these models require that a considerable ACXWONLIENRNTS
amount of experimental data be gathered.
Finally, the fact that several critical The authors wish to thank Mrs. Ann
locations are present in an aircraft Ondrechak for painstakingly typing this
structure further magnifies the amount paper. The contribution of Mr. Yvan
of data required. Hence, a full Francoeur to the computer work is also
probabilistic analysis can become costly gratefully acknowledged.
and before it is carried out a proper
assessment of cost versus benefit should
be made.
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FATIGUE LIFE BEHAVIOUR OF
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

by

W. Brdcker and K. Woithe
IABG

EinsteinstraiSe
8012 Ottobrunn

Germany

SUIART composites show another course. In
Pig.l the fatigue behaviour of these

The general fatigue behaviour of com- two materials is depicted exemplary
posite structures is presented. The for aluminium (3.1354.T3) and a com-
verification and certification philo- posite (Ciba 914C/T300). The curve for
sophy, depending on the special be- the composite shovw the typically
haviour of this material, is shown. On smaller gradient than the metal curve.
this basis a lot of structure tests This means that the CFRP can bear more
vere carried out at IAUC, taking test load cycles to failure at the same
parameters such as damages, environ- stress level than the aluminium. But
mental influence, load conditions etc. on the other hand, this flatter curve
into consideration. The summary of
these tests is presented.

I-

1. INTRODUCTION

To ensure the operating safety of air- *
craft structures, components of air-
craft and even complete airframes have *
to undergo fatigue life tests. Caused
by the fatigue sensitivity of metals, -

this philosophy is undisputed for air- e
frames manufactured of this material. lawj " IASAW IAiSA MOM IJIMM IJISA
Vith composite structures on the other orito ft•k
hand, the necessity of such an experi- FIG.1 Comparison Aluminium / CFRP
mental fatigue life verification is (unnotched)
disputed, because several investiga-
tions show an insensitivity of this leads to a greater sensitivity of the
material to fatigue. Even test results composite against the scattering of
are known, which show an improvement the material, because a small increase
of the composite material through the of the load level leads to high reduc-
applied load cyles and environmental tion of the cycles to failure.
conditions.

The influence of notches in a carbon
But the strength of composite structu- fiber laminate /l/ is shown in Fig.2.
res shows sensitivities on a lot of In this case the notch was an open
other influences, such as for example hole. The static compression strength
environmental conditions, impect dam.- of the composite becomes very such
gas and to on. For the certification reduced by the notch, but in the re-
of composite aircraft the existing gion of 1.06 there is mnerly no more
philoedtied therefore have to be differeace between the notched and the
re-thought and if needed be changed. plain specimen. This is because the

notched specimen is very unsensitive
to fatigue loads and theefore shows a

2. GONE PAM• Wav. U lIE s-n-curve with a very small gradient.

Mhen there are damages in the lami-
Conmpeed with metals, the a-n-curve of nate, the fatigue reaction of the coa-
Compared with metals, tI a "Mal.
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posite is nearly the same as if there more sensitivelly to fatigue loads as
are notches in it. can be seen in Fig. 3. The interlami-

nar shear fatigue stresses, received
_____wivith the short-beam-shear-test /2/,

S. . . .are compared vith the fatigue results
6/1/ of an in-plane tension/tension

test. It can be seen that the fall off
P-6 .of the curve for the out-of-plane

5loaded specimen begins very early and
is much higher than the one of the in-

am P plane loaded specimen. These results
are typical for these loading modes,
although in the diagrams tvo different
materials are depicted.

IAM IAGMd 1A~ h J 41Mu• G IAIO 1AM9I In Fig. 4 the fatigue behaviour of a
or hm, tension/compression strut /3/ is

FIG.2 Influences of Notches and of shovn. The strut vas wound vith carbon
the Stress Ratio R on CFRP /1/ fibers. The load introduction parts

are, as usual, out of metal. In the
Also the influence of the stress ratio static tests and also in the fatigue
'I' on CFRP is to be seen in Fig. 2. tests with high loads the strut failed
'I' is defined as the ratio betveen after relatively few load cycles in
the minimum stress to the maximum the CFRP part. But in the fatigue
stress of the applied fatigue loads, tests with a low stress level, the
S-n-curves for R=-5, this means for CFRP proved to be resistant to the
the compression/tension mode and for fatigue loads and the strut failed in
R=+ 5 , this means the compression/com- the metal part after about tenthousand
pression mode is depicted for the load cycles.
plain and the notched specimen. For
both specimen types, the lifetime of MmamtTNuLOed
the CFRP is reduced significantly more /
by the negative stress ratio, where 50
the applied fatigue stresses have a
change of the sign, than by the Po-
sitive ratio.

The previous diagram. is valid, vhen
the stresses mainly are acting in the 0 i .
plain of the fibers. But when this is 0 CFRPFa•m R.-1
not the case, for example when there
are out-of-plane loads and these
loads therefore have to be taken over a NO NO*
by the matrix, the composite reacts 0 1

FIG.4 Tension-Compression Strut /3/

eW~ Ou"To investigate the influence of coa-
" ..bined load and temperature cycles, we

tested fuselage frame components /41.
The material for the components was
glauufiber epoxy and the componentsmi hod a length of for about 1.2 m.

Ve applied temperature cycles from
,.a ,n tn ,,im~ .M SAMN ,1~ -55C to 720C and at the same time we

cycled the compomnets vith the mecha-
FZ0.3 Imflumene of Out-Of-P lam nical loads of a fatigue life spec-

loed. /1/ /2/ trum. The initial static strength and

A
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FIG.S Influence of Combined Load- and Temperature-Cycles
Residual Strength Tests at 720C after 3*30.000 Flight Hours /4/

the residual strength af~ter 3*30,000 cycles to failure (for example out-
simulated flight hours was investi- of-plane loads).
gated. We tested unconditioned (as
received) and conditioned (at 45*C - Damages, holes
and 85% relative humidity) components. Damages and holes reduce the static
The results are shown in Fig. 5. strength of laminates significantly,

but with fatigue loads this strength
There were no significant differences does not become reduced much more.
between the fatigue tests carried out
at room temperature and those carried -The fiber and matrix types
out vith temperature cycles, because For example glass fibers react more
this difference was within the scat- sensitively to fatigue loads than
tering of the test results. Even a re- do carbon fibers.
duction of the initial static strength
through the fatigue loads could not be -The laminate type
recogniced. 901 layers react more sensitively to

fatigue loads than 0' layers, where
Taking into consideration all these the loads could be transferred by the
results, it could be said generally, fibers.
that the s-n-curwes of composites and
therefore the fatigue behawiour of -The structure
this material basically is determined Naturally there is an Influence of
by the following factors: the design on the fatigue behaviour

of the structure. But unfortunately
- The stress ratio R It is not possible to give a general
A change of the sign of the applied statement, whether a structure type
stresses leads to a higher gradient is sensitive to fatigue loads or
of the s-n-curve and thus leads to not. And because a very,very large
a lover number of cycles to failure. number of structure configurations

are possible, this point Is a very
- The load direction uncertain with regard to the fatigue

Stresse which act not mainly in the behaviour.
fiber direction reduce the number of '

• ):i~i~iiilz:ii~iL~i:•i••!!,!i•:::i~j



3. REQUIRIMUES FOR FATIGUE shown in Fig. 6.
VERIFICATIONS The loading spectrum, which is to

be used for the tests, is to be
For the certification of composite defined (for example standard
aircraft structures the military and spectrum, randomised spectrum,
the civil authorities require experi- flight-by-flight spectrum).
mental fatigue verifications. Mode and The test program. (sequence of
extent of these verifications have to testing, static tests with strain
be fixed specifically for each project and deformation measurements, re-
und depend upon sidual strength test, inspections
- the design philosophy (for example etc.).

fail safe or safe life) • The influence of the environmental
- the experience with similar struc- conditions (temperature, humidity)

tures, received from tests and also may be examined on the fatigue
from service test component itself or with cou-

- and of the general experience of the pon tests.
company which developed the air- - The definition of the damage tole-
craft. rance program. is to be fixed. To

prove manufacturing defects and im-
Official requirements like for example pact damages, the location, the type
the 'Federal Aviation Regulations' and the number of these damages has
(FAR) /5/ and additional specifica- to be agreed. Concerning the impact
tions like the 'Advisory Circular No. damages the impact energy is to be
20-107 A' /6/ of the Federal Aviation fixed.
Administration (FAA) only give general
guidelines. 

R
The nature and the extent of the fa-

tigue tests for the certification have
to be fixed in technical negotiations
between the authorities and the manu- M
facturer on the basis of a proposal
from the aircraft company (see also
Tab. 1 to Tab. 3).

These fixings for the certification

fatigue test have to contain the fol- F.G.6 Correlation Between Life Fac-
lowing definitions: tor, Load Factor and Scattering
- The definition of the test specimen,

this means whether a full scale test
is to be done or whether a component 4 FATIGUE LIFE VERIFICATIONS OF FRP
test is sufficient. AIRFRAMES

- The definition of the test para-
meters In the recent years a lot of FRP air-

Because the s-n-curves of fiber craft structures have been developed
reinforced plastics show, compared and tested and many of these structu-
with metals, a flatter course (see res are already flying.
Fig. 1), a greater scattering for
the lifetime of composites has to In the tables 1 to 3 an overview of
be taken into account. The life fatigue tests on composite structure
factor, this means the safety fac- parts and the fatigue results are
tor for the lifetime simulation, shown. It can be seen, that at most
normally is between 2 and 4. This of these composite structures no fa-
factor depends upon the used load tigue damages occured.
factor. For the fatigue life tests
of the general aviation, the load For example, the fatigue tests with
spectrum usually is increased by the SEASTAR wing, ALPHA-JET hori-
the load factor 1.1. The general zontal tail and of the TORNADO main
correlation between life factor, landing gear door are presented in
load factor and scattering is the following.
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Tab. 3 Owervew of Fatgue Tests on Composite Structure Parts performed
at MBB and Dornter (Civil Application)

4.1 FATIGUE LIFE TEST WITH T• E SEASTAR simulating the engine thrust and mass
vim load, vere directly connected to an

engine dummy structure. To simulate
A fatigue certification test vas car- the maximum service temperature of
ried out at IABG vith a ving of the 72*C for the static tests, an isola-
SEASTAR CD02, a tvo engine aircraft. tion chamber was erected around the

wing. The heat vas produced by elec-
The schematic test set up is shown in tric air heaters.
Fig. 7. The wing vas fixed at the test
support in the inverted flight posi- In accordance vith the certification
tion vith.the original strut support. requirements of the authorities (LBA
For the simulation of the flight loads and FAA). the folloving qualification
6 hydraulic jacks vere used. The ten- steps vere performed:
sion and compression loads vere intro- - While manufacturing the ving, some
duced by loading trees and contour manufacturing defects (weak bonds)
boards into the specimen. Tvo jacks, vere artificially produced. The

eatii Chamber Loadin-Tree

Jack Jack laack

Jackk

FIG.7 Schematic Test Set Up of Seastar CD02 Wing Test
(mounted in inverted flight position)
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front spar and the main spar became ÷70*C for the static tests. The heat
damaged by impacts. van produced by an electric air heater

- The finished wing ams inflicted vith and the cold by a cooling unit.
impact damages.

- Static tests at room temperature and
720C up to limit load J-1.0 (for
strain gauge and deflection measure-
ment and qualification of the manu-
facturing defects and impact dama- W IS.•-,T

ges).
- Simulation of tvo lives, each of it

with 30,000 flight hours. These
tests were carried out at room ter- MO 2 I
perature. The loads were increased !
by a loadfactor of 1.13.

- Static test at room temperature up
to limit load J=1.0 (for strain
gauge and deflection measurement and
qualification of the manufacturing
defects and impact damages).

- Static test at room temperature up FIG.8 Test Set Up of the Alpha Jet
to ultimate load J=1.5. CFRP Horizontal Tail

- Residual strength test at 720C.
The following qualification steps were

The SEASTAR wing passed this certifi- performed in accordance with the au-
cation tests succesfully /6/: thorities:-
- After simulation of the 2 lives no - Static test at room temperature

propagation of the inflicted damages (specimen as received) up to 125%
could be identified. Also no addi- limit load.
tional defects could be detected. - Static test at -55*C (specimen as

- The residual strength test was suc- received) up to 115Z limit load.
cessful up to 2,25 (225% limit load) - Conditioning of the specimen (12

Because the test component was not moisture content).
conditioned with moisture, this test - Static test at 70*C (conditioned
result still has to be corrected by a specimen) up to 115Z limit load.
factor considerin6 the moisture in- - Simulation of 20,000 flight hours
fluence. This influence was determined at room temperature.
by coupon tests. - Static functional test at room tem-

perature, -55*C and 700C up to limit
load •

4.2 FATIGUE LIV TST I THE ALPHA- - Reconditioning of the horizontal
JET UOM ZONTAL TAIL tail (1Z moisture content).

- Residual strength test at 500C at
The CFRP-horizontal tail of the Alpha- the conditioned specimen.
Jet was tested at IABG inla certifi-
cation fatigue test. With the Alpha Jet horizontal tail

the following results /7/ were re-
Fig. 8 shows the schematic test set ceived:
up. The horizontal tail was fixed at - During the fatigue test a number of
the original support fitting by struts the countersunk holes in the leading
in the inverted flight position. For and trailing edge box got delami-
the simulation of the flight loads 4 nations (see Fig. 9). But these
hydraulic jacks were used. The tension damages proved to be uncritical for
and compression loads erae introduced the fatigue test. Nevertheless these
into the specimen by loading trees and delaminations were repaired by bon-
pads, which were bonded on the upper ding potted metal washers into the
side of the horizontal tail. An iso- countersunk holes before the start
lation chamber was erected arround of the residual strength test.
the horizontal tail to simulate the - The residual strength test van suc-
required temperatures of -55"C and cessful up to 1,65 (165Z limit load).
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FIG.9 Example for the Delaminations in the Countersunk Holes of the Alpha-Jet
Horizontal Tail

4.3 FATIGUE LIFE TESTS WITH THE CFRP temperature cycles between room
TORNADO MAIN LANDING GEAR DOOR temperature and 100C and by humidi-

ty (for about 85X r.h.). During the
Fatigue tests with two Tornado main test the gear door was opened and
landing gear doors, manufactured of closed. Four lifes were simulated,
graphite/epoxy, have been carried out each of them with 4,000 flights.
at IABG. - Residual strength test with both

doors at I006C.
The test was set up in the way that
the door could be representative
loaded as well in the closed as in the
opened position (see Fig. 10). A
hydraulic Jack was used for the loa-
ding. The tests were carried out in an
isolation chamber to simulate the en-
vironmental conditions (humidity and
temperatures between room temperature
and 1000C).

Two main landing gear doors have been
tested under fatigue loads, one with a
repaired and the other with an unre-
paired impact damage. Corresponding to

the certification requirements of the FIG.10 Test Set Up of the Tornado
authorities, the following test steps Mean Landing Gear door
were performed.
- Introducing of an impact damage into In these tests the following results

both doors. were obtained:
- Repaire of the impact damage of one - During the fatigue test no growth of

door. the impact damage.
- Moisture conditioning of both speci- - No damages at all, also not in the

men at 70"C/852r.h. repair.
- Static tests with both specimen at - The residual strength of both doors

room temperature and at 1000C up to was 2.1 (210Z limit load).
limit load. A third Tornado mean landing door,

- Fatigue test with both doors. The which yas statically tested, shoved
load cycles became superimposed by the sam safety factor. Thus it can be

V.
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concluded that the fatigue loadings manufacturing and material variety
had no influence on the strength of and it is always possible that one
this component. of these parameters proves to be

critical on fatigue.

5. SUSIY OF TOE IAUG-ZIEPZRICES - Structure anomalies and design mis-
FRiM TM FATIGUELIFE TESTS ON( C( O- takes can never be excluded.
SITE STERUMMS UP TO NOV ANCD CLJ-
SIoS - The introduction of new design and

manufacturing philosophies and
- If the calculation of the structure technics bring new risks, which can-

is perfect and when the structure not be estimated without tests.
reaches in a static test the ulti-
mate load without any problems, then Nevertheless the mode and the exten-
this structure shows also a good fa- sion of the fatigue tests always have
tigue life behaviour. Under this to be adjusted according to the exten-
prerequisite no fatigue damages ded and improved expertise. We see
occur vithout of small local and un- here the following possibilities:
critical damages, mostly caused by
the load introductions and the bea- - Fever fatigue tests with large com-
ring application (vhich cannot be ponents may be carried out, for
always representative) of the test example
sample. no fatigue tests with movable sur-

faces like rudders and flaps, etc.
When the strains in the structure reduction of the fatigue tests
are within the alloyed region, the with the empenages (horizontal
damage tolerance behaviour of the stabilizer and fin), when the same
structure normally is uncritical, design and material was experimen-
this means that no damage growth tally verified with a wing or with
occurs. other empenages.

- A negative influence of the environ- The main focus should be put on fa-
mental conditions (temperature, hu- tigue tests with subcomponents or
midity) on the fatigue life beha- critical structure areas. In this
viour could not be recognized. way normally the number of the speci-

men is increased and thus it is pos-
But in spite of these good experiences sible to create statistics. These
with composite structures in lifetime subcomponents may be
tests, we think that also in the fu- wing-fuselage-connection
ture it cannot be done without fatigue load introductions in high loaded
tests because: structures

other critical structure areas
- In many cases there are still combi- such ascross section change, pa-

nations of metals and composites in nels with big open holes, high
the structure, and it is possible, stress areas etc.
that this structure then failes by
fatigue loads in the metal part. - Simple tests without the simulation

of environmental influences.
- The metal fasteners in bolted or

riveted joints may become critical, - Short test times by using the load/
also bonded joints (shear stresses). life factor assessement.

- Out-of-plane fatigue loads often
proof to be very critical for com-
posites. To detect these loads in a
theoretical way is nearly not possi-
ble or very costly.

- There is a very, very wide design,

i,

L .. . .. . . .. .. .. ... .. . . . . . . . .. .
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SUNIART The combined effect of changes in
roles/missions and in-service refinements

This paper describes the parametric to the control algorithms to gain optimum
approach being pursued for the development performance, can invalidate the
of the test spectrum for the CF-18 center engineering data originally used to
fuselage. The paper provides an overview establish the static, fatigue and damage
of the F/A-18 International Follow-On tolerance response of the aircraft.
Structural Test Program (IFOSTP) with
emphasis on spectrum development. The Another important variable is pilot
specific technical elements of the technique. DFCS offer the pilot increased
spectrum development task are introduced manoeuvrability that fighter pilots are
and detailed information is provided on quick to discover and use. The frequent
the CF-18 usage monitoring system, the use of high angle of attack manoeuvres by
approach to usage processing and the the CF-18 and F-16 aircraft are examples
sanoeuvre identification methodology which of this increased manoeuvrability. These
is forming the basis of the parametric techniques, while effective from a
approach to CF-18 spectrum development. A performance viewpoint, can introduce new
specific example of the manoeuvre load cases or increased frequency of
identification process is provided and assumed load cases, to the detriment of
recommendations for future monitoring the structure.
systems are offered.

Aircraft usage monitoring has also
matured. Sophisticated multi-channel

BACKGROUND recorders are able to capture time-based
strain reversals, accelerometer peaks and

With respect to aircraft structural valleys, control positions, and aircraft
design, there has been an explosion of configuration and flight condition
technology. More flexible design parameters. These latter systems are
requirements, for example, the USAF Nil fundamental to the maintenance of an
Prime approach [1], allow advantage to be effective fleet tracking program for
taken of new developments in materials, modern aircraft with DFCS. The
manufacturing processes, control systems sophistication of these systems and the
and structural optimization techniques. large amount of data arising from even one

flying hour raises new technical issues.
Integration of new software systems Data handling, cataloguing and storage are

[2], which allow a multi-disciplinary expensive and time consuming. Data errors
approach to structural optimization, has can be subtle and require elegant
resulted in improvements in aircraft validation techniques which add to the
performance and reductions in production general costs associated with data
costs. Sensitivity analyses are tracking. Maintenance of transducers,
performed as part of this process, strain gauges, and the hardware and
however, the risk of increased sensitivity software of the system itself is an
to structural damage if the aircraft is additional burden to the field operators.
operated off-design remains.

There are also challenges from the
This situation is exacerbated for viewpoint of spectrum development.

aircraft with digital flight control Several issues must be addressed in
systems (DFCS), particularly fighter developing spectra from this data.
aircraft. The local stress histories at Generation of usage statistics in tabular
critical areas of these aircraft are or graphical form is relatively
dependent not only on the role/mission straightforward, particularly if the data
similitude to design but also on the is analyzed and collated as it arrives at
assumptions with respect to points-in-the- the data processing facility. These
sky (PITS) at which manoeuvres are flown statistics provide an excellent summary of
end the control algorithms used by the usage and allow direct qualitative and
aircraft to fly theme manoeuvres. While quantitative comparisons to the design
the pilot command and the rigid body assumptions. The amount of data is
motion of the aircraft may be essentially voluminous, for example, each CF-18 yields
identical for the same manoeuvre flown at about 25 Megabytes of usage data per year.
two disparate PITS, the flight computer Typically, after initial analysis, the
decides the most optimum control motions data from an individual aircraft is stored
to accomplish the manoeuvre. An example to some mams storage device such as tape.
is a roll at low dynamic pressure which Therefore, if some aspect of usage is to
has a high aileron input and the same be investigated that is not a part of the
manoeuvre at high dynamic preesure which general data reduction and collation
may be accomplished predsminantly by process, it is a time consuming process to
differential amg g control movements, identify the data sample to be
The resulting strees/strain distributions investigated, re-establish access to it.
are quite different, verify that all requested data has been
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retrieved and perform the analysis. This The Aeronautical Research Laboratory

issue is becoming less of a constraint as in Australia is responsible for the
computer hardware and software systems development of an aft fuselage and
improve. empennage spectrum and the accomplishment

of an aft fuselage and empennage test. It
The greatest challenge is in deriving Is planned to apply dynamic loads and

a representative sequential usage manoeuvre loads simultaneously. The test
spectrum. Depending on the data is further complicated by a marked shift
collection philosophy adopted for a in the dynamic spectrum as a result of the
particular monitoring system, the installation of a fence on the leading
derivation process say be based on the edge extension (LEX fence) that will
direct strain/loads monitoring of critical necessitate a spectrum change during the
areas or on the interpretation of test.
sequential flight control and response
data [31. Both approaches have their In Canada, Bombardier Inc. will be
philosophical advantages and their performing a center fuselage test using a
technical disadvantages. Direct spectrum developed by the Institute for
monitoring of strains automatically Aerospace Research (formerly the National
adjusts for changes in role and Aeronautical Establishment) of the
configuration. It provides a direct National Research Council. It is planned
indication of the stress sequence for the that the Institute for Aerospace Research
critical area in question and allows the (IAR) will develop the spectrum and
most accurate derivation of its usage. conduct a wing test.
Disadvantages include the difficulty in
extrapolating the data to determine stress This paper will focus on the approach
histories in alternate areas, the used by the IAR to define the center
serviceability and stability of the strain fuselage test spectrum.
gauges, and the requirement to calibrate
the system.

Parametric monitoring offers the GmNERAL APPROAci TO CY-18 SPECTRUM
advantage of allowing the loads sequence DZVBLOPXvXI- Calf= FUsAE
to be calculated for any location in the
structure. In practice, this is an
extremely difficult task and requires The CF-18 aircraft has a digital
knowledge of external aerodynamic flight control system designed to maximize
distributions, inertial distributions, the performance and maintain stability. It
motion of the aircraft and the control has some "carefree manoeuvering" features
surface inputs that caused this motion. that inhibit overstressing the aircraft.With this knowledge, external load The primary flight controls consist of
distributions in toerg of bending l oaentd ailerons, horizontal stabilators, rudders

shears and torques are derived that can be and leading and trailing edge flaps. The

used to calculate stress histories at control system takes inputs from the pilot
.This is a daunting task, and from sensors measuring selected

critical areas, daircraft parameters and then initiates the

In practice, a hybrid system which most appropriate control surface movements
uses both strain data and aircraft to respond to the pilot's demands and
parameters is recommended. This allows :still maintain stability. As discussed,

closed loop approach to be used in that his means that at different PITS, the
there is some matching of strain histories same manoeuvre may be accomplished by
with actual aircraft manoeuvrsno for the different control movements. This results
wirst actuoalh aircraft mantcing ofo ath l in different external aerodynamic loadfirst approach and some matching of actual distributions which in turn means
and calculated strain histories for the diffrent in tributins

latter. In addition, to simplify the different internal loads distributions.

analytical requirements associated with Each CF-Is aircraft is equipped with
the parametric approach, it is possible to a MacntenanC Signal Data Recording System
associate systematic parameter variations a Kaneac Ti a s ata co rdingosywit dfind anouves.Inthis way the or NSDRS. This system continuously
with defined manoeuvrs. in thsamples and records flight, engine and
process of parametric analysis can be systems parameters as well as s"ven strain

reduced to the identification and channels on a magnetic tape cartridge.
characterization of manoeuvres and the For most aircraft parameters of interest,
stress derivation process can be directed the recording rate is once per second.
towards these specific manoeuvres. This The limited strain data and the difficulty
is the approach adopted for the CF-18 in developing relevant transfer functions
spectrum developsment task for the center negated full reliance on a direct
fuselage. monitoring approach for the center

fuselage and wing spectrum development.
Instead, a hybrid parametric approach was

170011 ViesI-@ adopted which makes extensive use of the
aircraft flight parameter data and

The Canadian Forces ('C) and t available strain data to identify
Royal Australian Air Pores (IAh) are manoeuvree. This approach encountered
pursuing joint follow-on structural test some difficulties because of the low
programs of the F/A is Nornmt aircraft sampling rates for ma parameters. For
141. This Program, formally called te example, roll rate is measured only once
International Follow-On Structural Test per second and roll accelerations are not
Program MOM), ws establishme after measured at all. To reduce the task to
joint review of MK and u C fleet use" sanagable dimensions, it was decided that
statistics and an evaluetion of themap proimately 300 bous of M data

atistics against the couliancs testing representative of CF/IRA? operations would
'gand analyies rrried by the be aentod to aa ilee parametricSownu -m. analysis and this data I , m1 woul be
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identified by reference to general fleet strain were found for the same symmetrical
statistics. "g" manoeuvre at different speeds and

altitudes due to the DFCS response to
The spectrum development program is variationa in speed and altitude (6].

discretized into the major elements shown Since RAAF usage must also be considered
in Table 1 [5]. in developing the spectrum, a second goal

of this activity was to compare the
operating procedures and mission codes
used by the CP and RhAF and develop a

B • normalized mission code system that can beD.A Usage Processing used for direct comparison ofD.B Data s alysis and Review, mission/role/manoeuvre distributions [7].

Qualitative.C uaitatAnyis aThe most technically innovativeD.C Data Analysis and Review, activity is the development of methods forQuantitative '
D.D Ground Loads Analysis and manoeuvre identification. This work in

Review being done under the Data Analysis andRe Review, Quantitative task. The object of
Distributions this task is to quantitatively identify

D.F Spectrum Generation and rank the fatigue damaging manoeuvres
D.G Spectrum Sensitivity Studies flown by the CF-18 and the RAAF F/A 18.

It consists of a series of interrelated
Table 1: Task Breakdown work packages that will lead to a

capability of performing parametric
analyses of the 300 hour MSDRI data bases
identified under the Usage Processing
task. The objectives of these analyses

The Usage Processing Task encompasses: are to isolate and count damaging
manoeuvres and to categorize them with
respect to specific parameters such as

i) the development of read, points-in-the-sky and configuration.
check and analysis
capabilities for MSDRS There are two prime activities:
data;

ii) the identification of the i) the development of the
most appropriate criteria capability to isolate
for evaluating the wing and selected manoeuvres from
center fuselage usage; the NSDRS tape records; and

iii) the generation of CF fleet
statistics for wing and ii) the use of this capability
center fuselage; and on the selected HEMSD

iv) the generation of CF fleet records.
statistics for the aft
fuselage and empennage. The final product is the identification of

the critical manoeuvres and a listing of
these manoeuvres in an order of occurence
for test spectrum development. It should

Finally, approximately 300 hours of 3SDRS be noted that a conservative approach will
data whose general statistics are be taken in that even comparatively low
representative of the type of operations damage manceuvres will be considered since
the CF fleet managers wish to be final selection of truncation and clippinglevels will occur under a separate taskrepresented by the IFOSTP test, will be known as spectrum Sensitivity studies. A
selected for parametric enalysis. The detailed description and preliminary
RAAF will provide a similar data base results obtained from this work form the
representative of their operation, basis of this paper.

Under the task, Data Analysis and Ground manoeuvres (which include
Review, Qualitative, a qualitative review ground and taxi loads as well as landing
, of CF-la and RAAF F/Al usage wa. and takeoff loads) are being considered
initiated. The purpose of this review separately under the Ground Loads,
was to develop an understanding of the Analysis and Review task. The NSMSSsquadron operating techniques and the system does offer some data that allows
pilot procedures that may have an effect the general description of landings in
on the interpretation of the numerical terme of sink speeds and lending
data from the SDRS. All operating configuration, but these data do not
squadrons in Canada and Australia were directly relate to a loads sequence for
surveyed and detailed interviews of the undercarriage. No information is
squadron pilots were carried out. ouing available on ground handling loads.
the information from the interviews and Current efforts are directed towards the
the fleet/squadron statistics from the collection of data from flight test
contractor D5 date reduction, a programs in Australia and Canada. Thequalitative indication of manesuvre/ output of this activity will be the
mission frequencies and distributions was identification of critical are"asnd
developed and used to provide a ground manoeuvre cases for consideration
preliminary estimate of the most fatigu in the development of the test spectrum.
dm pging erating onaditions. fTe maI
specific conclusion Ws the confirmation The tasks described thus far will
that the PITS at which a manoesuvre is lead to the identification of menoeuvres
flown has a significant effoet on CF-lI and the order in which they oomr for each
loads. Wide variations in peak wing root mission. There is a reqeirement to
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translate these Manoeuvres into sequential that several messages may be triggered by
balanced loads conditions in terms of the same event such as a landing. If this
bending moments, shears and torques from happens, there is a hierarchy for defining
which the test rig can be designed. This the recording sequence. Data can be lost
work, identified as Internal and External if the number of messages stacked exceeds
Loads Distributions, is the responsibility the buffer size). The flight incident
of Bombardier Inc. To accomplish this record (Code 46) is written every second,
task, inertial and aerodynamic loading, whilst the continuity message (Code 120)
including the effect of control movements, that contains the state of the weight-on-
must be determined for each critical wheels switch, is recorded every five
manoeuvre. Where possible, existing data minutes and at take-off and landing. A
from the design iterations will be used. list of codes that are pertinent to the
The other sources of data that will be CF-18 fatigue load spectrum development is
used include flight test data given in Table 2. All recorded data are
(manufacturer, RAAF, and CF), wind tunnel time related.
data, and aerodynamic analyses. This is a
complicated, expensive and time consuming
task and efforts are being directed to
defining criteria for the grouping of like R DZSORITXON

manouevres and reducing the number of CODE
manoeuvres that must be analyzed. An 4 Fatigue Monitoring -

important consideration in this grouping Weapons inventory
study is the control law boundaries from 21 Recorder Initialization
the DFCS because of their affect the 22 Recorder Summary Message
strain distributions. 31 Engine Data Life Cycles

46 Flight Incident Records
The final tasks are Spectrum 47 Fatigue Landing

Generation and Spectrum Sensitivity 48 Fatigue Monitoring
Studies. The Spectrum Generation task Initialization
will finalize the order of missions and 49 to 62 Fatigue Sensor Peaks and
the order of manoeuvres within each Valleys
mission. The actual order of flights and 65 configuration Message
missions from the MSDRS representative 120 Continuity Data
data base will form the basis of the
spectrum. The purpose of the Spectrum Table 2: MSDRS codes used for usage
Sensitivity studies task is to carry out processing and manoeuvre
parametric sensitivity studies of the CF, identification.
RAAF and the final test spectra. These
studies include both analytical modeling The MSDRS records used for usage
and coupon tests. Issues to be processing are Codes 4, 46, 47 and 49 to
investigated include truncation and 62. The parameters of interest are given
clipping levels, cycle class/manoeuvre in Tables 3, 4, and 5.
elimination, requirement for marker
blocks, and sensitivity to changes in
stress level. Tests using the
manufacturers design fatigue test spectrum Parameter Frequency(Eu)
will be performed as a baseline for 1
comparison. Pressure altitude 1

The test and analysis methodologies Roll rate I
determined during this Task will form the Angle of attack I
basis of the follow-on Crack Growth Longitudinal stick position 1

Methodology work that will investigate Lateral stick position 1

other issues such as sensitivity of Rudder pedal position I
fracture analyses to variations in mission Normal acceleration 1
mix aend PITS distributions. Fuel quantity 0.2

Control surface positions 0.2

Table 3: Flight Incident Parameter
CI-18 hIMUTZMA 814MMv- D&T9 mISORI List.
STITUN

The HSORS was developed by McAir to
provide fatigue usage, flight incident
records, engine usage data and associated Normal acceleration *
maintenance data. The system is used on Forward fuselage strain *
the AV-8B and EA-6B, as well as the F/A- Wing root strain
18. Components of the system comprise an Wing fold strain *
on-board processor and a data recorder Left stabilator strain a
that writes to a magnetic tape cartridge. Right stabilator strain *
A ground station is used to strip the data Left fin root strain a
from the cartridges end make it available Right fin root strain 5
for engineering use. Fuel quantity

TAS
various parameters are rouped Altitude

together in NESE messages and identified Roll rate
by record codes. These messages are
recorded when triggere by an exceedene *Fatigue Sensor Triggered
of a threshold on selected channels. The Parameters recorded on every peak
fatigu Code 49 is triggered when the valley of thse parameters
normal aceleration reeches a peak or
valley. Other cod"e are triggered by Table 4: Fatigue Sensor Triggered
engine events or "eaons release. (Note Parameter List.



Max. nz *The raw MSDRS data for each of the
aircraft weight thirty-two aircraft selected was processed
Max. vertical velocity * at IAR to give four data files for each
First weight-on-wheels flight. Two of these files contained the
Max nzW flight incident records, one the fatigue

code output and the fourth a summary of
the stores carried/released and the
landing parameters. These four files are

*These parameters are the maximum the basic input for all the IAR developed
values in the 2.05 seconds before usage processing and manoeuvre
weight-on-wheels, identification software.r Table 5: Landing Parameter List.

The usage analysis of these aircraft
included generating nz exceedance tables,

SUSAGe PRDCSSBBIG TASK. PITS tables, strain gauge peak-valleySTtables and roll rate exceedance tables
MSDRS data reductution of the CF-l8 grouped by IFOSTP mission code.

Statistics for squadrons and the fleet arefleet is carried out by Bombardier Inc. obtained by summing the individual
using the Structural Life Monitoring aircraft tables. Initial examination of
Program (SLMP). This system takes KSDRS the strain gauge peak valley tables
files as input and performs data quality indicated that sose aircraft had
checks before outputting quarterly reports unserviceable gauges. These aircraft
on fleet statistics. The IAR used the would not be included in the final
Fatigue Life Expended Indices (FLEI) from database for manoeuvre identification.
the SIMP reports to select a sample of the

fleet on which a more detailed usage The baseline usage for spectrum
analysis is currently being carried out. development, most likely from the squadron
This sample is made up of data from four with the worst average usage, will be
aircraft from each CF squadron, two with selected by studying the nz, and roll
"average" usage and two with "severe" exceedances whilst ensuring that the
usage based on the squadron mean FLEI mission mix is similar to the balance of
rate. This will provide an indication of the fleet. It should be noted that while
the variability of the usage across each each CF squadron has either air defence
squadron. Other criteria considered in or strike as their prime task, each
the selection were: maintains currency in the non-prime task

and therefore all squadrons fly all
i) a dual seat aircraft was to be missions. An additional ten aircraft

included in each of the average from the baseline squadron will be chosen
pairs for the predominantly to form the data base from which the final
"single seat" squadrons and a selection of missions will be made. The
single in 410 squadron (the aim was to get a block of flights, not
OTC); necessarily all by the same aircraft, that

is representative in terms of stores
ii) each aircraft was required to configurations and mission mix.

have been in the squadron for
the whole of the sample period;

iii) the aircraft used for flight PARANTRIC APPROACH TO MAXORUVRE
test were not included; IDURTIFICRTION

iv) the aircraft were not to have The CF-18 MSDRS recorder offers
received special fatigue life aircraft parameter and fatigue data that
management procedures; can be combined in a time ordered

sequence. With reference to this data
v) the squadron must have been file, manoeuvres are defined as having

established at least 6 months occurred when significant parameters
prior to the sample period, exceed defined threshold values. A series

As discussed, the aim of the Usage of standard manoeuvres are defined based
Processing Task is to develop an KSDRS on common descriptions used by the
database of approximately 300 hours of design/manufacturer and operator

flying (250 sorties) representative of the communities. A "Non Standard" series of

usage severity the CF and RAAF want manoeuvres has been added to handle linked
simulated on the test. Three hundred manoeuvres. A description of each

hours is the typical annual cycle for the variation has been prepared to enable each

CF-18 and is also consistent with the manoeuvre to be characterized 18). Also,
simulation models which use the SDRS

block size used by the manufacturer's full flight incident data file as input, have
scale test. Separate data bases bend_ eoeolo avsa
representative of usage prior to and after n developed to allow a visual

the fitment of leading edge extension presentation of a flight for detailed

(LSX) fences are required. Figure 1 examination of manoeuvres. Table 6 lists
illustrates the methodology being used to the manoeuvre types required to describe

Identify the data base(s) necessary for the usage of the CF-I.
the parametric analyses.

£
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CF Aft Fuselage tEJ
Usage to be sent
to ARL

Fuselage Database

Figure 1 Data Processing Task
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Nane Description Content
Turn Linked roll, pull, Roll Cycle, Manoeuvres may be characterized by

opposite roll g cycle, describing the sequence and magnitude of
roll cycle significant parameters, such as roll rate

Pull and g level. For example, a symmetrical
kFrom "I to g peak, g cycle pull will involve some minimum start g

back to "ig (ie. near 1g), a g peak (over a defined
Push From -1g to g min, g cycle threshold value), followed by a minimum

back to "lg end g (again near lg). Roll rate will be

Rolling Pull and roll roll cycle insignificant throughout the manoeuvre.
Rollin (u aroll withrg(tioal) cye Another common basic manoeuvre is a turn.

rolliwith ), The aircraft is rolled and checked as the
roll with g, g rises to a peak value. The peak is held
roll cycle as long as desired. The g drops down from
(optional) its peak as the aircraft is rolled back to

Roll Start then stop roll cycle level. Both roll rates and g peak must be
roll over the appointed threshold values.

Non Standard Types A two part approach is used to
identify manoeuvres. First, the data is

Name Desoriptions Content scanned and screened to identify time
Extended Pull with more repeated g slices in which manoeuvres are ngtt
Pull than one g peak cycles occurring. This is done by identifying

the time slices when the roll rate is nearAOA AOA alone above no siqnifi- zero, the angle of attack (AOA) is below
Excursion threshold cance for 10 degrees and the g is approximately 1.

center fuse- All other time slices contain some sort of
lage fatigue manoeuvre. To eliminate insignificant

Roll Roll same direc- repeated roll manoeuvres, threshold (or dead) bands are
Sequence tion with changing cycles established around the zero roll rate and

rates lg levels. If the parameters are within
these bands, no manoeuvre significant for

Rolling & Linked rolling and roll cycles fatigue is occurring. Current bands are 0
Pulling pulling, no roll + g cycles +/-20 deg/sec and lg +/-lg for roll and g

w/g repeated respectively. These values are very lowand will be revised upwards as more
Roll Roll with g, more roll cycles analyses and coupon tests are carried out.
with g than one g peak or with g

more than one roll cycle, A logic process is used to set a flag
rate peak optional roll whenever g, roll rate, and/or AOA exceed

cycling, g the defined thresholds. Thus, individual
cycles roll cycles, g cycles or AOA cycles will

Roll then Roll linked with roll cycle, be identified if they rise above, then
Pull pull g cycle fall below the threshold values while the

other parameters remain within the
Pull then Pull linked to g cycle, thresholds. With the active time slices
Roll roll roll cycle identified, the second pert of the process

begins. Each time slice is evaluated by
Table 6: Nanoeuvre Categories testing for g ranges, noting roll

directions, calculating roll-through
and Description angles, the sequence of roll rate and g

peaks and valleys. Manoeuvres are
Within the automated process, additional identified by comparing the observed data
description is added to the identification against the predefined manoeuvre
report to flag unusual events such as characteristics. Data required to
abrupt manoeuvres, high angles of attack, completely describe the manoeuvre is sent
and/or unusual changes in speed or to an output file. Figure 2 presents an
altitude over the course of a manoeuvre. overview of the identification logic.

Detailed review of NSDRS data and Rate of change of g and roll
coincident flight test data has shown that acceleration are calculated by
most of the non-standard fighter differentiating the g and roll traces
manoeuvres typical of air combat respectively. With the low recording rate
manoeuvring and ground attacks are for these parameters, this differentiation
combinations of the basic elements of the can be very inaccurate if only the
standard sanoeuvres. For example, a discreet data points from the KSDRS are
typical basic fighter manoeuvre such as an used. Comparison to detailed flight test
Immelmann repositioning turn involves a data has shown that the slope of the
symmetric pull to the vertical, an aileron straight line joining two discrete data
roll on the way up, a pull to level flight points can underestimate the rate of
and a 180 degree roll back to wings level change of g and roll accelerations by a
and upright. The goal of this work is to factor of three. Results of this
define basic manoeuvre elements and to derivation can be improved by performing a
discretize the manoeuvres from the cubic spline fit [9] of the initial g and
representative data base into Combinations roll traces before derivation. This
of these basic elements. This grouping is procedure has been successfully applied,
vital to the economic determination of the and comparisons between p3S8 and detailed
balanced loads conditions and to the flight test data show a maximam
definition of a realistic number of load discrepancy of 38% and an average
lines for the test control system. discrepancy of within 104 of actual values
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MANOEUVRE
DESCRIPTIONS

Nos Stand.rd
1, AOA IQ.. AOA gicursion
,,niftcant? YES

NO 1, -11 $lead, Roil
I and 2 1 in one d.reCIM ?

YES YES

Non Stondard
NO NO RsIll"s;

Iý the t, here 1ý the sym
a 2reli rate .. Iy -e k peak 7 Peak Positive?

dell/m ? Yes YES YES

5yalmotrical

NO NO NO Push

odrdYES
Iligh AGA?

Hilgh AOA

Non ;mdlild
NO fttuded Put%

Is roil ve
2 0 deg/See 11 Ihele -alY

ýhýle it 3 YES ene It peak,

NO NO
lligh AOA?

Hl It AOA

NO

A 'e the,, roll 1, there
t'j elt of opposite R.9n nly one Turn

before .. d after YES It peak 7 YES
the 9 Peak I

No

NO Are there -RW fligh AOA?
roll rate :no NO

It Pe k I - - - - D

NO (". Stond9rd
YES k1lollist and Py

P... or Poll 0 n Rollth::

Figure 2 Manoeuvre identification Logic
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and time of occurrence. Fortunately for The pattern is clearly illustrated in
the derivation of the roll acceleration Figure 3. This displays some of the

values, extra roll rate data is often significant parameter traces for the 12
recorded at times of roll initiation and seconds over which this manoeuvre occurs.
roll check as the trigger values The initial roll-in is seen on the roll
associated with the strain gauges on the rate trace, the negative value
aft fuselage are exceeded. This improves corresponding to a roll to the left. The
the roll rate splining process, roll rate is checked back to about zero,
particularly in the time frame of most as simultaneously the g begins to rise
interest, and therefore improves the (see the Nz trace). The pilot has banked
accuracy of the derived roll acceleration, his aircraft, and is now pulling the g.

In this ACM manoeuvre, as the pilot held
the pull, he allowed the speed to bleed

MANObUVRE DESCRIPTION down by 125 knots and the AOA to rise to
about 25 degrees. After holding the g for

The goal of the manoeuvre description several seconds, he released back pressure
is to convey the information necessary to on the stick and rolled out back to the
determine the significant aerodynamic and right, as seen on the roll trace.
inertial loads on the test article. For
each identified manoeuvre, this includes Table 8 shows the Flight Incidence
the following: data that was recorded once per second by

the MSDRS system during the manoeuvre.
- Manoeuvre type Table 9 shows the Fatigue Triggered data
- configuration that was recorded upon strain reversals
- Fuel Quantity and upon g peaks and valleys over the
- Point-in-the-sky (altitude and course of the manoeuvre. This data is

speed) sampled at a rate of 20 Hz, and thus the
- Roll data - peak rates minimum step between data points is .05

- peak accelerations sec. There is also some duplication as
- roll-through angles different gauges reach peak or valley
- roll directions strains simultaneously. There were 16
- roll with g data unique lines of data recorded for this

- g data manoeuvre, out of 24 triggered.
- g peaks and valleys
- g onset (max rate of change Table 10 presents a summary file

of g) pulling the Flight Incidence and unique
- AOA data Fatigue Triggered data together. It is
- Stick positions upon this data that the manoeuvre
- extremes of position identification routine (Figure 2) is
- lateral and longitudinal applied. The fatigue triggered data

includes only time, Nz and roll rate
Table 7: Manoeuvre categorization information. There is no roll

Information acceleration or rate of change of g
information recorded. The values shown

To quantify fleet usage. a set of are derived by differentiating a curve fit

representative MSDRS files will be to the data points by a cubic spline
scanned. The significant data listed interpolation routine (9]. The routine
above will recorded for every manoeuvre, selected does not produce spurious
Using the mission type identification inflection points or overshoots; it merely
codes assigned to each file, a database on fits the existing data with a smooth
each mission type will be prepared. The curve.
different missions will be assembled into
a sequence of approximately 250 missions Table 11 presents the detailed
representing about 300 hours of flight. version of the manoeuvre identification
This data base will be used to determine output for this manoeuvre. The header
the load sequence applied to the test contains a summary of the pertinent
article, information required to define, in this

case, a turn. The start and end times are
listed , as are the initial g valley,
maximum g peak and final g valley. The

EXAMPLE OF MAOIOUVRS IDENTIFICATIOM roll-in information includes the maximum
- 6.75 g Turn initiation acceleration, maximum roll rate

and maximum check acceleration. The same
This example of a high-g turn is information is provided for the roll-out

taken from early in a CF ACM mission. The at the end of the turn. Bank angles are
manoeuvre identification process first calculated by integrating the roll trace.
eliminates the inactive part of the flight What follows the header is a time-
by determining periods of g, roll and/or sequenced list of all relevant parameters.
high AOA activity. In this case, a roll Only extreme values (turning points) are
precedes a g excursion which is followed listed, in addition to the initial and
by another roll opposite in direction to final parameter values (in this came at
the initial roll. This is the typical 1368.05 and 1380.0 seconds from take-off
sequence expected for a turn. At no point respectively). All the parameters are run
is there a significant roll rate (>20 through a rise-fall routine to eliminate
deg/sec) while g is over 3, which is the insignificant fluctuations. This detailed
current transition point to the "roll with list also includes AOA data and stick
g" manoeuvre description. Nevertheless, position extremes. Point-in-the-sky
the initial roll-in, pull and final roll- information is recorded. Similar lists of
out are seen as "linked" since the finish relevant data are derived for each of theSof the roll-in overlaps the start of the other sanoeuvre typos discussed earlier.
pull, and the roll-out begins before the
pull is completed.
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NZ -09=1130.09 430 477 88/ 5/12 IRS -Ggomtua.., 430 477 W/ 5-t2

ROLL RATE -8G908I38.EO9 430 177 081 5/12 AWTI1L8E -988m18138.EO9 430 477 8O/ S/12

M R STRAIN -G.090813S.E.9 130 477 88/ 5/12 -TM -G909 I•38.EOg 430 477 Be/ S,12

3

Figure 3 6.75g Turn Manoeuvre
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Ilft ItS ALT AD& LONOSlr 12 LATSIX ROLL SNDOT KOLLDOT IUDDER
1320.00 392 17408 1.4 -0.2 0.07 -0.1 -8 -3.1 121 01308.02 731306.06 391 1740: 1.4 -0.2 0.77 -0.1 -4 0.1 20 0

S1300.90 -221320.00 32 2 17408 1.4 -0.1 0.99 -0.3 -7 0.3 -23 0

1369.60 -71
1370.00 400 17408 1.4 1.0 1.37 -0.6 -60 0.8 -2 6
1370.56 74
1371.00 400 17920 2.8 2.3 3.98 -0.4 -8 2.4 17 a
1371.36 14
1372.00 384 17920 9.8 2.7 6.97 -0.3 -8 1.4 19 4
1372.06 70
1372.16 381 17920 10.2 2.8 6.63 -0.3 0 0.7 2 4
1372.26 -64
1372.36 378 17920 10.6 2.6 6.89 -0.2 -7 0.4 4 4
1372.60 6
1372.76 372 17920 12.0 3.0 6.04 0.0 -5 0.2 4 6
1372.86 4
1373.00 388 17920 12.7 3.1 8.09 0.1 -4 0.1 3 7
1373.26 -6
1373.46 381 17920 14.0 3.5 6.06 0.2 -5 0.1 5 7
1373.60 20
1374.00 362 17920 16.6 4.0 6.34 0.3 4 0.2 13 7
1374.06 12
1374.66 339 18942 21.2 2.9 8.32 0.6 8 0.3 0 a
1274.80 -65
1376.00 329 194560 26.3 1.8 8.69 0.8 -12 0.8 -3 6
1376.05 28
1375.16 324 19302 26.6 1.7 6.76 0.6 -9 0.7 -4 4
1376.20 -14
1376.26 322 19200 26.6 1.6 6.76 0.6 -10 -0.7 2 3
1375.36 4
1375.46 317 16996 26.1 1.4 6.67 0.6 -9 -1.1 7 2
1376.60 10
1375.65 314 16892 24.9 1.3 6.44 0.4 -0 -1.9 6 1
1376.67 16
1376.85 312 18700 24.6 1.2 6.23 0.4 -8 -2.0 29 1
1375.70 291376.75 310 18608 24.0 1.1 6.03 0.3 -6 -2.1 29 01376.60 

291375.86 307 18656 23.6 1.0 6.78 0.3 -2 -2.6 29 0
1376.87 26
1376.96 306 16483 22.8 0.9 6.49 0.3 -1 -3.3 24 0
1375.97 16
1376.00 304 16432 22.6 0.9 4.36 0.3 4 -2.8 8 0
1370.06 7
1377.00 280 17406 16.6 -0.1 2.98 1.3 4 -0.1 -4 1
1377.1S -11
1377.36 276 17332 13.0 -0.3 2.99 1.3 1 -0.6 -2 1
1377.70 136
1378.00 280 17406 8.4 -0.2 1.80 1.1 80 -0.6 4 1
1376.15 -501376.26 262 17408 6.9 -0.1 2.04 0.9 61 -0.6 -18 2
1378.55 261370.86 266 17408 4.0 0.3 1.31 0.5 S7 0.2 -34 7
1378.10 -222
1371.00 288 17408 4.2 0.4 1.37 0.4 26 0.2 -102 9
1370.05 -95
1230.00 296 17408 4.2 0.4 1.49 0.2 0 0.0 64 4

Tae 10 Compoe ftPlt buedsneLWdlg OM
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16A3615R Typo Tinl DATA spEan DATA ALT OATA I DATA &OL-IN DATA 601.1-OUT DATA

4.754 TOll START T115'34.06 AT 301 ITS. 274061T START G= 0.77 ADUIT(rNIT)- -71. IMO(INIT)- 13S.
Sam0 ROLL LIST R53 TIU- 1 360.00 AT 260 TSY. 1710811 FlAK G. 0.71 is HAS . -00. HE III - 60.

2.4 O'$=C DVRATIDB. 11.01*?AID AVG33.111610f.rT SOD 6- 1.31 RD011c3E1)- 74. IDOT(CIDK)= -223.

lOLL-I1l BASE -86. lOLL-DOT SANK 37.
31om AoA $I=1 VARIATION - ITS. KIWS LIS5 O 111117100 -IITO 212-1. 7217

faOll 111631 0513 MAISIDII - 4000 LO.35

11151 -1346.09 9 SlUS? - 0.T1 I
TINS =1360.04 H111631 ADA - t.4 US8
TIM1 :2369.00 ROLL ACCILEDATxCNFM, ;,,,,26. 011/SIC'2
111 13400 lOU.s KATE pull * -. 0/SIC
T~lln .2166:.0 RA01IKE" LATERAL STICK DBYL.. -0.1 INCuS
TIRl .1160.06 HIM1311 LOIGITBITIAL STICE DalL.. -0.2 1OCRE5
TINE .1368.09 6111606 10001 PEDAL rOICE - 0.0 POUNDS

AT FOIlT 1n TOl 515. ALT *17400 FT SPU11- 301111 SPOTS WIT I 0.77

TIN1 :S1 e .096.1 DOLL ACCIDLIATION WALLET -71. OlA/SSC'2
TINS .37.0 IO. a Am UT ALLE? = - 0. DEE/SIC
TIMl -t370.0 NO 131000 LATERAL! STICKO 035... -0.1 "11951

&I POINT IN 11 SRI% ALT t 14.00 IT SPEED 400 KNOWS %113% 0 =1.3T

TIRE 1I370.61 ROLL ACCELERATION PEAK 1 4. 011/11C-2
TIll 1371.00 RAIIlIl 313603 PFOAL FORCE - 6.0 POUNDS

AT POINT1 IN 131 SEY! ALT *17020 PT SPEND 400 KNOTS WITH 0 3.08

TNl :2371.05 ROLL ACCELIKATION VALLI? * 14. ONG/51C12
Til .272.01 lOLL ACCELERATION FEAR 70. DSC/5EC,2
TIll '1372.11 ROLL lATE Putl = 0. 309/SEC

AT POINT 11T32 SET: ALT *17620 rT SPEE13. 02 1NOS017 11 0 - 1.03

Till :,13r2.26 ROLL ACC91LE6ATIOI VALLEY -64. 010/UC12
Trms 1372.36 ROLL RATl SALLC! - -7. 005/mI

AT 0010? 10 Ill Sort Il . 15120 IT Spa13 - 370 RIMT SITE 09 - 1.0

TINE -1373.80 ROLL ACCELERIATION PEAN . 20. DS/01C,2
Till -1374.00 5111101 LOOI1TUDIIAL $TICK DIM1-. 4.0 INCHES

AT FOIST IS THE SEY! ALT . 17620 IT SPAED *132 KNOTS WITH 9 6.34

11ME .1174.11 ROLL KATE PZAK - 6. Doa/SlC
AT1p P101 10 TEE SEI: ALT tR1142 TV SPIED 3 310 1NOTS WITS 6 0.32

TIll =1374.80 ROLL ACCKLIERATOW VALLEY -06, DU/1EC'2
It"1 .131U.0t. WDU. liTE SlkLm - - 12. 0141/SIC

AT POINT IN Ill SKI? ALT *10646 FT Spa=D - 328 EIOSlITE 116 m 6.16

TIll .1171.01 10ULL ICCILIKITION Poll 26. b10/SIC*2

1115 .27116MAION ADA = 21.1 Ogg
AT POINT IN TER SKY: ALT *10202 FT SPIED 324 SE01S 01TS 0 = 0.71

TI1 .1302 ROLL ACCELERATION SALLET -14. DE6/SRC'2
TINl =7.7 IIINE R 11001 P13AL FDIC% - 0.0 POUDOS

At POINT INIn3 SKI: ALT *16609 FT SpaED - 320 KN01S SITE 0 6.01

TIll -1375.66 ROLL ACCWLE7IATIOI PEAK 26. 099/5%C-2
AT POINT 1N 131 SET: ALT 1 0619 FT SlERD - 207 KN011 WITH3 6 1.76

TIll .1377-16 ROLL ACCELERATION SALLEY -11. EIX/11C'2

""151 :??7.36 6*11101 LAT2IAL STICK DSPL.- 1.3 INCaES
11IR3 .177.1 ED111600I LOWIITIDII6L STICK DORL. -0.1 131315

AT FO0ST11 RS At l i, ALT *17322 FT Span3 273 KNOTS WIS13 2.60

TIll T1377.70 ROL. ACCELERATION PEAK 13Il. MIE/5C'2
TIME = 1 37.00 MOLL 1613 PEAK - 00. 0116/SEC

AT FOIST It TOO SET-. ALT IT" 6740 SPIED) 3920 KIM1 013IT 9 1.00

11151 .2170.1ý1 300.1 CCULEATIO6 WALLET - -60. M0/S3612
TIMl -1379.26 ROLL EATS SALLE? - St. 318/SIC

AT F01ST ItIn litSE: ALT 0 3400 FT SPEED *33 12 0 R 113 SIT 2.04

TINl .:137.55 00L. ACCEI..1ATIOR PFEAR 26. Dgg/gtC,2
11=30 576.6 6 VALLEY - 1.11 6
TIE .19170.06 AOL1 RATE FIAH - 17. 316/SIC

AT POINT INI= 100SET ALT - 27406 fT 11013 - 200 KNOTS 3113 9 1.31

11R:15.18.17.90 6011. ACCILIRATITIDE E -6..1 -220. 106/6612
1101 .19,000 w1115m1W001 - 4.2 M6
1215 .2130 6*IS Wlml L80111011AL 11113 OWL. 0 .4 INCUBI
11151 .12731.00 MAXIMUM *DBMS3 PAL PORl .3P00

A1 Pat$? INIMTF"E? ALT * 740P SPIED - M1 ROTS 01136 4 - .17

11151 '"10.0,s 301.1 CC. .OlT0 Pass * 14 DES/EtC 2
T1ED :1300.00MU R AL TZ 51111? - 0. MISPS
TIM AD .2100 W101W LAT=A STICK am 1.. 0.2 131Ws
110 -2009.00 NTISW S006ON PMAL I11 .6P03

A? PUNT13 II T SET! ALT - S4011 reT 0"IED -0 ENDl R1pm 6m 4 -. 49

Tais I I eflk-e ~ig wwoUuiasm *md -&AVg Tsmi



NKhMOUVYR DISTRIBUTIONS By HISTION TIVX These include:

Typical flights representative of the a) no angular acceleration data;
IFOSTP mission categories have been b) no useful yaw information (only
subjected to the manoeuvre identification very crude yaw rate data is
process. Table 12 provides the breakdown available);
of manoeuvres by mission type. The most c) low sampling rate of 1/sec is

:frequent manoeuvre for all mission types inadequate for some abrupt

is the roll. Typically 60-65% of the (rapid) manoeuvres;
manoeuvres are standard rolls. This may d) landing information does not
be partially explained by the use of wing allow determination of sink
flashes and wing rocking for communicating speed at touchdown;
intent between aircraft during formation a) parametric system data not
flying under radio restrictions. More recorded for strain reversals.
likely, it is the result of the very low
roll rate threshold (20 deg/sec) used for
these early results. The roll is a
manoeuvre that is sensitive to the PITS at
which it is flown and it Is also the ACONOW!LRDGMENTS
manoeuvre that the CF-18 MSDRS system is
most restricted in quantifying since roll This work has been performed under a
accelerations are not recorded and roll Statement of Agreement between the
velocities are recorded only once per Institute of Aerospace Research of the
second. National Research Council of Canada and

the Canadian Department of National
Based on the limited data analyses Defence. The project is partially funded

done to date, 80-85% of the manoeuvres can by DND Financial Encumbrance 846588FAHRA
be identified as standard. It is expected and by the IAR Structures, Structural
that refinement of the current Dynamics and Acoustics Program.
discrimination boundaries will lead to
even more manoeuvres being categorized as
standard, thus reducing the number of RZFERENCKS
unique cases that must be considered for
the balanced load calculations. 1. United States Air Force Military

Specification Mil-A-87221 General
Specification for Aircraft Structures,

CONCLUSIONS 28 February 1985

2. V.B. Venkayya, New Software Systems
A parametric based approach to for Multidisciplinary Optimization,

spectrum development for the CF-18 Presentation to The Technical Cooperation
International Follow-On Structural Test Program HTP-S Structures and Dynamics
Program has been introduced. Manoeuvre Panel, September 1990
classification and identification
methodologies using the CF-18 NSDRS data 3. D.M. Holford and J.R. Sturgeon,
files have been developed that allow the Operational Loads Measurement: A
sequential identification of structurally Philosophy and Its Implementation,
damaging manoeuvres. Presented at the AGARD Structures and

Materials Panel Specialists Meeting,
Advanced aircraft with DFCS require Siena, Italy 1984

innovative techniques in developing usage
spectra. In particular, the sensitivity 4. F/A-18 International Follow-On
of the aircraft control laws to the PITS Structural Test Program, Program
at which manoeuvres are flown has Definition Document, October 1988
introduced new variaales that must be
considered when developing local stress 5. D.L. Simpson, Spectrum Development
histories. Plan - Center Fuselage, CF-18

International Follow-On Structural Test
Multi-channel computer based data Program, IAR

monitoring systems are vital to the LTR-ST-1734, December 1989
development of relevant usage statistics
on these aircraft. At an early stage in 6. D. Zavitz and D.L. Simpson, CF-18
development of the data collection International Follow-on Structural Test
philosophy, the data reduction philosophy Program: Critical Manoeuvre Definition,
must be considered. This data reduction IAR LTR-ST-1763, April 1990
philosophy must address both the selection
and generation of fleet usage statistics 7. D. Zavitz and D.L. Simpson, CF-18
and the generation of local stress International Follow-On Structural Test
histories to support analyses and tests. Program, Standard Mission Code System, IAR
Reference to this data reduction LTR-ST-1738, August 1990
philosophy will assist in the
determination of the number and type of 6. D. Zavitz, CF-18 International
data channels, the frequency of recording Follow-on Structural Test Program:
and the determination of the data Manoeuvre Identification, IAR LTR-ST-1784,
collation and storage formats. To be published.

Specific limitations, with respect to 9. INSL Inc., User's Manual - Math
the parametric approach adopted for Library FORTRAM Subroutines for
spectrum development, of the m system Mathematical Applications, Version 1.0,
used in the CF-la have been identified. April 1987.ii"
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FATIGUE TESTING AND TEAR DOWN OPERATIONS ON AIRBUS A320
FORWARD FUSELAGE

by

R.Boeetsh and J.Y.Iemiuf
Airoslpaiale

Direction des Usines de Toulouse
B.P. 3153

31060 Toulouse Cedex 03
France

SUMMARY Structural fatigue and damage tolerance
certification and design concept are governed by

The structural design substantation of commercial JAR25 (FAR25) regulations, chapter 25.571 and
transport airplane is provided by full static and subsequent advisory circulars.
fatigue analyses supported by testing of complete
primary structures. In the framework of airplane certification, full
The fatigue and damage tolerance testing on full scale fatigue tests are stongly recommended (JAR
scale specimen representative of production 25.571).
airplane and de tearudown inspections pe at
the end of the test permit to collect a lot of Main objectives of fatigue testing is to early
informations. identify weak points in the primary structure and
Main objectives of fatigue tests are on one hand, to hence to quickly define corrective actions to
early identify weak points in primary structure and eliminate them and finally to check that the design
to quickly define corrective actions on in-service objectives are met to fulfil the requirements
and production airplanes, on the other hand to concerning the structural life of the airplane in
check the efficiency of the inspection methods, to commercial service.
validate the calculation methods, to justify Fatigue testing followed by tear down inspections
allowable damage (scratches/dents) and typical also enable the structural inspection programnme to
repairs of structural repair manual, to study the be readjusted by taking into account the mnesured
propagation of artificial damages which are crack propagation rates, fail-safe behaviour and
introduced during the test. The aim of tear down crack history.
inspections is to verify and validate the inspection
methods applied during the test on assembled 2 - PHILOSOPHY
structure and in addition to find hidden cracks with
special non destructive inspection methods. The fatigue and damage tolerance testing on full
Furthermore from fatigue testing followed by tear scale specimen representative of production
down, we are expecting to find areas where there airplane and the tear down operations performed
is a risk of wide spread fatigue damage and to at the end of the test permit to collect a lot of
perform dma tolerance assessment on the basisons.
of re alistic cracking scenarios.

Finally, findings are analysed for revision of MAIN OBJECTIVES OF FULL SCALEestablished maintenance tasks in the maintenance

review board document and repercussions on FATIG SING ARE O
design. - Early identify weak points in primary snructure.

1 - INTRODUCTION - Quickly define correctives actions on in serviceand prdcto akplane
The philosophy on which the smtctural design of

a commercial airplane is based on. takes into - Check and validate the inspection methods.
acomat die airlines imuest in three major fields:

d- Validate the calculation methds IW in the.
- Sa fety. h o e o kof c t i oi r and m a inteance

- Long service.ts.
- Study the propagation of artificial damages

- Low cos. which wze introduced during the tet on major
structural components and support the crack
propagaio anayse.
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- Justify allowable damages (scratches / dents) -ALM
and typical repairs of structural repair manual
(S.R.M.) in different locations at the beginning The aim is to perform 120 000 simulated flights
of the test. corresponding to 2.5 lives

(fatigue life design aim: 48 000 flights).
-Furthermore, expect from fatigue testing
followed by tear down, to find areas where Testing is realized in two main phases:
there is a risk of wide spread fatigue damage
(multiple site damage and multiple element Phase I: up to 60 000 simulated flights.
damage) and perform damage tolerance Phase 2 : from 60 000 simulated flights to testing
assessment on the basis of realistic cracking completion, introduction of artificial damages and
scenarios, repairs.

MAIN OBJECTIS OF TEAR DOWN The test schedule given below shows the dead
OPERATI S ARE TO: lines of fatigue and damage tolerance testing, tear

down results and analysis, maintenance review
- Confirm findings and determine the real value of board revision, in the framework of airplane

crack length found during fatigue testing. certification.

- Find hidden cracks on full scale specimen and MNNW Un•tE trst schedub
develop new non-destructive inspection _M 1 M
procedures. ,_

- Find small cracks in a specific area (multiple site
and/or multiple element damage succeptibility).

- Verify and validate the inspection methods
performed during the test. Tun, ,

- Investigate minimum detectable crack length

provided by selected inspection method, and to .
correlate it with the fractographic results. I d

The use of tear down results permit to confirm
fatigue and damage tolerance analyses, to justify - LQ& PCRM
the selection of structural significant items
(SSI's), to revise the established maintenance These tests are performed according to the "flight
tasks in the maintenance review board document by flight" procedure, which has been recognized
0M.R.B) and to evaluate repereussions on design. for some years to be the most suitable procedure

for simulating the loads encountered by airplane
3 - A320 : FULL SCALE FATIGUE in service.

TESTS The typical mission to be considered for defining

-GENERAL the ground, air and pressiued load spectra is
described below.This mission also provides the

- Five major full scale fatigue tests have been occurences of gust for one flight and the
carried out on the Airbus A320: ocurences of loads on the gound for one flight."c Frwrd fuselgon This must be taken into accoum when defining the
"• WFionrnr fuselage cumulative frequency distribution.

"• Rear fuselage
"* Horizotal stabilime
"* Vertical stabilize

A multi-section testing permits a faster execution of
the programme and a fewer compromises in the
load spectum~
Additionnal component fatigue tests have been _..

carried oat on pylon, rear pressure bulkhead.
slats. engase m s and anding ger (nose and" "-.--
main gem).1 1- 11] lr11 IIIIII

- ,
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propose 8tys of flighsdsinzdmor
The ~ ~ ~ ~~ esrb foloin nlwcatdsrbsteslce 3 sub-
'Me ollwingflo chrt dscrbesthe eleted types P to k, to describe the environment on the

procedure for developping the loading pround. Finally the fatigue tesn loading sequence
programmes of A320 major fatigue tests. is built, considering the following major points:

*the number of flight types (AP to HR)

DESIGN MISSIONS the number of flights in a block
-the sequence of loads in one block

~ the sequence of flights ina block
FLIGH SIEMEN RESULTS

The inspections are performed by the test
STATISTICS DESIGN LOAD SPECTRA laboratory or the manufacturer, responsible -of die

test process according to an inspection
programmne which defines:

TIGEST SODAPECTRA: the areas to be inspected,
HIGHET LOD AMPITUD inspection methods,

NUMBER OF ~SPCTRUM classes and levels of inspections.

When a damage is found, the following
informations are given in a damage documernaton

FLIGT BLCKSsheet:

I -_ -- -dmgdpart decito
FLIGT TYES* coniponenr manufactnure responsible

-precise area and the applied inspection method
(visual, NDT...)

FATIGUE TEST LOADIN - dratwing number
SIGUENCE- damage extent

- nunberof Simulated flights
. -seci daue
- sketches and/or photos of the damaged area
- possible causes of the damage given by the test

laboratory
To respect as far as possible the definition of the reus ftlercussiorts
loading spectrum, the test philosophy takes into - damag time history
account the following basi assumptions: - sums office comments about the damage causes

and proposed repercussion on production and in
-T'he choice of the size of the blocks is based on service airplanes.

the wish to exclude load values that ane too Mcfrcgrapi expertises wre required to have
close to the static sizing limit loads from the a thorouigh knowledge of the causes and the
loading spectrum, since dima loads maty stop characteristics of the damages( crack propagation
damage initiation or propagation by retadaiaon curve, initiation date). 160 findings (fatigue
effects. damages) have been found usp to the end of fatigue

tests. The majority of findings are minor and
-The average number of gust cycles and gpound found on secondary Structure or on non-safety
load cycles per flight are voluntarily limited in related items.
order to get a convenient testing duration.

The early findings on primary smwcare, have
*These omission levels are justified elsewhere by been corrected before the firs airplane delivery.

separate tests intended wo quantify the effect of Late findings may lead to in-service and
the omission Of small Cycles On fatgue lives prJA cIo modifications, or inspections.
and crack propa-atio, or by the applicationt of

The number of ty"flights fo buialn up the At the end of wthesrea, a final inspection Is
sequence can be come at will -by example we perform by the test laboratory according to the
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basic inspection programme, then the full scale - the design office to improve design of new
specimen is cut out if necessary for airplanes,
transportation. The AEROSPATIALE parts are
stocked in a specific building in Blagnac, called - the stress office for in-service repercussions,
"Hall tear-down". maintenance tasks revision, supplementary

inspection programme,We are expecting from the tear down operations :
- non destructive inspection specialists to verify

- To verify and to validate the inspection methods the efficiency of inspection procedures.
applied during the test on assembled structure,

4 - FULL SCALE FATIGUE TEST:
- To find hidden cracks with special non- FORWARD FUSELAGE

destructive inspection methods,

- To find areas where there is a risk of wide 4.1 General

spread fatigue damage, This test called EFI (essai de fatigue n0 1) is a part
- To confmir findings and estimated crack lengths, of the major fatigue tests carried out on the AirbusTo onfrm indng an esimaedcrak lngts, A320.

-To validate and to improve the fatigue and crack The loads applied during the test include:
propagation models.

The tear down inspection plan is established by - take off, landing, taxiing

the stress office and is proposing the following - cabine pressure

inspection tasks:

120 000 simulated flights corresponding to 2.5- In assembled condition, visual 'inspections of lives have been performed during the test.
damages or defects, followed by special
detailed inspections (non-destructive inspection DEFINITION OF TEST SPECIMEN
methods selected : ultrasonic, eddy curmnt,
Xray...). The specimen called EF1 consists of the fuselage

- In disassembled condition into detail parts, the nose sections to 14 fron frame 1 to frame 35.
same inspection levels are performed, visual The specimen rear part which is reinforced
research followed by special detailed between frames 33 ar-1 35, carries a '"T" section
inspection, circumferential fitting providing a bolted

- Microfractographic expertises are performed in connection with the jig.

case of request from the stress office, for the Sections 11 to 14 primary structure is equipped
determination of the crack propagation curve with:
and the initiation date.

At least. a report including inspections results and - 2 LHiRH front passenger doors,
photographic shots taken during the tear down is - a simplified on boord st door,

editd. -the RAII cargo door,
edited. - all flight compartment/cabin/forward cargo
The major infomntions contained are: compartment floor support structure up to frameTliemajo inormaionsconaine we35,

sketcnes. references of drawings, 4 cabin windows,
n- skc•, t-fe inspection dresult, - all flight compartment windshields,

-nonidsrutiv examinations, - all windshields are fitted with their heating

"crack propagation curves and initiation date, eleme-nt network,

- causes of damages. - a dummy nose lnding gear.

All damages are introduced in a computer data TEST SRP-

bank, which summarizes all the informations Tbe loading of the specimen is carried out
gained. through the following devices on the fuselage:

loading jacks, loading tames of the cabin floor and
The daft bank is used by: the pressurization is achieved through the test jig.
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The ground loads are applied to the nose landing 2) one test block of 4 800 flights (start with type
gear by three jacks. HR and end with type HR)

3) The sequence of cycles in one flight has the
following restrictions

4.2 Test load spectrum - the order of gust is randomized,
- all ground load cycles start with a

According to the procedure followed for downwards taxi bump load.
developping the loading programmes of A320 - all gust load cycles start with an upgust load,
major fatigue tests, the test philosophy and the - an up gust is always followed by a
basic assumptions amr: downgust.

4) For the distribution of flight types within
- as the forward fuselage fatigue life design aim one block of 4 800 flights, the rough flights

is 48 000 flights, the test has to cover 120 000 AR to DR am positioned based on an "equally"
simulated flights, applied in identical blocks of spaced distribution and the smooth flights EP
4 800 flights. 25 blocks in all have been applied to HR are positionned by a random number
to the specimen. generation programme.

-the average number of gust cycles per flight has 5) The cabine pressure differential loads have
been limited to seven in order to get a been linearly applied to the specimen for
convenient testinq duration. The result is that mission segments between climb and descent
the cumulative distribution for one life time with a maximum at cruise (AP = 556 mb).
(48 000 flights) of gust loads has been limited
to 48 000 x 7 - 336 000 cycles. 4.3 Findings (fatigue damages)

The number of typical flights for building up the During the full scale fatigue test, inspections of
block of 4 800 flights has been choosen at will : the specimen are performed, according to an
for the forward fuselage test, 8 types of flights, inspection programme which defines classes and
called A to H, to describe the airborne levels of inspections for the whole structure.
environment and 3 sub-types P, Q and R, to
describe the environment on the ground. The results of inspections are cecorded and each

detected damage is the subject of a damage
The occurencies of the different typical flights per documentation sheet which details the damage and
block of 4 800 flights with the ground load flight defines the repair or modification to be embodied
load combinations ame shown in the following on in service or production airplanes.
table : 21 types of flights in ill ranging from the
most severe flight AR to stardard flights HP, HQ At the end of the test, 31 findings have been
and HR. discovered. (2 under tear down inspections )

- 6 findings treated in the maintenance review
board revision,-9 minor findings,

T•d W - I finding leading to retrofit beoeairplane
delivery ,

.L 46 - 13 findings leading to 10 service bulletins.

- IS S ,4.4 Damage tolerance tests

After having performed 60 000 simulated flights
on the specimen, crack propagation tests have
been carried out on specially selected areas of the
smucture by the introduction of artificial damages.

Finally the average number of cycles per flight is
22, and the average number for an airplane life is The objectives ar to
1.056 000 cycles. - obtain da&6 to subsantiate the analysis
A conservative value of 2 % of the flights is - obtain dam to confirm inspection intervals of the

considered as training flights. umaitenance review boad document

Briefly, the test loading pwgru conside the The flow chart hereafter presents the damage

following mam ponts : tlrne tes s.
1) 21 flight types AR to HR habendefbnd
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4.5 Tear down operations

An overall tear down inspection is performed after
the end of the test. The tear down results and
analysis are in progress, the target for completion
is scheduled for end of 1993.

For section 11/12, 63 structural sub-assemblies
will be reviewed for visual inspections.

SECTION 13/14 STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLY
For section 13/14, 31 structural sub-assemblies
will be reviewed for visual inspections.

5 CONCLUSION

For new design, the AEROSPATIALE policy is
to perform fatigue testing on full scale specimen
representative of production airplane with
subsequent tear down operations.

Indeed, fatigue testing is the privilegiate way:

- To substantiate fatigue and damage tolerance
analyses ( for instance to improve the maintenance
programme based on real findings ).
- To quickly define the corrective actions on the
fleet.

6- ANNEXES

j t
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PROPOSAL FOR THE NEW FATIGUE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

FOR THE AMX

by

RAindileandT.Glacobbe
ALENIA

Gruppo Aerej Difesa
Corso Marche 41

10146 Torino
Italy

1. SUNNARY

The structural monitoring systems produced by ALENIA forItalian Air Force are briefly presented and discussed.From the previous experience a new proposal for AMXaircraft monitoring arised and is showed in thepresent paper. The proposed system is based mainly on inflight recording of strain gauges measurements with, inaddition, storage of some flight parameters for special
investigations or semplified back-up analysis in case of
failures of the main system.
Elaboration methods to be used both on board and onground are described.
Measurements on static and fatigue tests on ground werestudied for a correct tuning of the system.

ABBREVIATIONS LIST

D.A.U. Data Acquisition Unit

E.F.H. Equivalent Flight Hours ( Damage x Fatigue Life )

F.M.S. Fatigue Maintenance System

G.S. Ground Station

L.S.I. Load Severity Index ( L.F.H. / FLOWN HOURS

P.G.S. Portable Ground Station

S.R.M. Simplified Recovery Monitoring

U.D.M. Unit Damage Matrix

W.A.F.T. Whole Aircraft Fatigue Test

s.g. mtrain gauges



2. BACKGROUND

For several years Italian Air Force decided to monitor the structural fatigue
consumption of the fleet in order to optimize the management of the aircraft and
to have a correct visibility of the fatigue status of the airframes.
It was noted that a monitoring based on mean data of the entire fleet cannot be
considered sufficently useful because of the different utilizations of the single
aircraft; consequently an individual fatigue monitoring was chosen as a correct
method to obtain informations on the life of aircraft.
Until about 10 years ago the aircraft monitoring were based on fatigue meter
readings, practically simply comparing the service g spectrum with the design
one; of course this method had two defects:

- it does not permit to take into account a lot of parameters that modify the
loads on the structure (e.g. Mach, altitude, movable surfaces .... ).

- it does not permit to monitor at all the items not g-related as fin and
stabilizer.

So, also in consequence of the improvements in technology, at the beginning of
the service life of Tornado aircraft a program to design a new monitoring system
started. This systemthat is now operating in Italy,is based on the recording of
many flight parameters: the time histories of the parameters are stored on a tape
cassette on board, at the end of the flight the cassette is removed and processed
by a ground station where loads and then stresses are calculated from the
recorded parameters, a "rain flow" analysis is performed and finally a fatigue
life consumption is obtained by means of the usual relative Miner rule referred
to the fatigue test results. The calculations are performed for 21 locations (10
right hand, 10 left hand, plus a "dummy" component) from whose it is possible to
deduce the fatigue consumption of the entire structure.

The project was successful against the main design targets i.e.:indivual tracking
of each plane and fatigue evaluation of all the main parts of the aircraft,
nevertheless the development of the system showed that many problems arised to
convert parameters into loads because of the great amount of data to be stored
and then processed,and the great complexity of the computer program that required
also a powerful hardware in order to reduce the elaboration time.
So for the new maintenance system for AMX aircraft it was proposed to improve the
performaces by the adoption of strain gauges that are now much more reliable
than 15 years ago, and the use of solid state memories with on board calculation
capabilities.

3. SYSTEM PHILOSOSOPHY

The proposed system is based on an integrated use of strain gauges and a limited
numbers of flight parameters.
The "main" monitoring activity is demanded to the strain gauges readings to be
elaborated on board by "rain flow" counting method in order to obtain the fatigue
stress cycles; these will be converted by means of proper fatigue S/N curves into
damages.
Moreover a limited number of flight parameters are recorded when a significant
variation on Nz occurs; this will permit to perform a recovery monitoring
evaluation if a failure on an unacceptable number of strain gauges lines occurs;
in addition some special investigation ( e.g. roll rate spectra ) will be
possible .
The data will be stored in a solid state memory on board, milked on ground and
then transferred to a ground station for further elaborations and analysis in
order to decide the proper maintenance actions.

4. NONITORED LOCATIONS

It is clear that the greater the number of monitored locations the better the
knowledge of the fatigue situation of the entire structure; nevertheless the
number of str .n gaujges to be fitted (and consequently the number of monitored
locations) ms.t match the availability of input channels in the on board
electronic equipments, taking into account that the system will monitor engine
and systems also.

The best compromise chosen and proposed foresees the installation of 12 strain
gauges able to monitor the main parts of the aircraft (i.e. wing, front, central
and rear fusalgse, empennages).
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The detail of the location is the following (See also fig.l) I
1 Wing rear spar near win& root L.H.

2 Wing front spar near wing root L.H.

3 Wing rear spar between I/B and 0/B pylon L.H.

4 Wing central fitting frame L.H.

5 Fuselage upper longeron near cabin

6 Fuselage upper jongeron near front joint

7 Fuselage upper longeron near rear joint

8 Rear fin attachment

9 Front fin attachment

10 Stabllize? spigot L.H.

11 Stabilizer spigot R.H.

12 Wing rear spar near wing root R.H.

Straingauges 1 to 3 permit to monitor the wing and indirectly the front and rear
fitting frames.
The strain gauge 4 monitor the fuselage central fitting frame and indirectly the
central part of the wing root.

Strain gauge 5 is useful to monitor the fatigue consumption due both to the front
fuselage loads and cabin pressurization cycles because the longeron on which the
strain gauge is fitted is sensible to the cabin pressurisation.
Strain gauges 6 and 7 monitor the front/central and central/rear fuselage
connections respectively.
Strain gauges 8 to 11 monitor the empennages and contain an intrinsic fail safe
concept because the monitoring remain possible even if a strain gauge line fails.
Strain gauge 12 is useful to have an evaluation of the possible different fatigue
consumption between left and right hand parts.
The locations above are chosen to obtain the best compromise between good
accesability during retrofit installation and closeness to the expected
'critical' points.

Moreover the recorded flight parameters (i.e. Nz, Mach, altitude, roll rate,
mass, store configuration) will permit to monitor, if necessary, g loaded parts
like wings and fuselage.

5. DATA PROCISSING

5.1 Data processing on board

Strain gauges:

The strain gauges will be read basically with a sampling rate of 16Hz; the
possibility to increase the sampling rate on 1 or 2 strain gauges will be added
in order to monitor possible buffet phenomena.
The e.g. signals will be processed by the on board computer to identify the
turning points of the time histories and then processed with the 'rain flow'
counting method. The number of occurrences of the identified cycles will be
stored in 30x30 matrices with rowes and columns Identifying alternate strems and
ratios respectively.

Since the 'rain flow' algorithm does not ensure to reduce to cycles the entire
time history of flight, the remaining part of this (turning point only) will be
stored in proper memories and will be added to the next stress sequence in the
next flight.
At the end of the flight, the matrices calculated during the flight will be
summed to others representing the entire life of the aircraft.
Both kind of matrices will be multiplied by same dimensions matrices containing
the damages of each kind of cycle (.D.M.) obtaining the damage cumulated in the
last flight and in the entire life of the plane.
Fia.2 contains a schematic view of the Strain gauges process.
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Parameters:

As anticipated in previous paragraph the parameters are used only to have some
information about the flig'it and to be able to perform a semplified recovery
monitoring (S.R.M.) in case of failure of the s.g. lines.
The first utilization is not strictly a subject of this memo and must be
discussed in detail with the customer.
About the S.R.M. the Nz will be used as guide parameter. It will be continuously
recorded with the normal sampling rate of 16 Hz and processed in order to
identify the turning points of its time history with a filter to avoid to take
into account variations less than 0.5 g. When a turning point will be identified
the Nz value will be memorized together with the values of other considered
parameters present at that moment ( Mach, roll rate ... ); so at the end of the
flight a list of istants with the corresponding values of parameters will be
available.
Fig.3 contains a schematic view of the process.
Moreover some parameters are analyzed only to verify that certain flight
envelopes were not exceeded; if this occurs the relevant data and time are stored
in a dedicated memory location.
The mission time, (From power on to power off conditions on M.R. equipment ), and
the flight time (From take-off to landing), are also recorded.

5.2 Data processing on ground (see also fig. 4)

The data stored on board will be transferred by milking on ground in a portable
equipment (P.G.S.). This P.G.S. will be able to check immediately if some
flight envelope was exceeded in order to give the possibility to the ground crew
to decide if the aircraft can return immediately to fly or some
maintenance/verification action must be done (GO - NO GO check); if requested the
P.G.S. can also show the residual life of the monitored component with minimum
residual life and its fatigue consumption in the last flight. These data,
espressed in Equivalent Flight Hours, are simply calculated multiplying the
cumulated damage by the life of the item (obtained by W.A.F.T. or theoretical
analysis). Then the P.G.S. can transfer the data to the fixed Ground Station.
The G.S. will perform the following jobs:

a) Check of data recorded on board to verify their validity

b) Possible correction of the on board calculated damages of the flight,
taking into account (if significant) the residual part of stress history
not converted Into cycles by "rain flow" alghoritm. This computation is of
course useful only for statistical analysis and to compare severity of
different kinds of mission

c) Storage of data in a proper file to track the entire life of each plane of
the fleet

d) Semplified Recovery Monitoring by means of recorded parameters and simple

theoretical equations if necessary.
Parameters and simple theoretical equations will be used also to help the
interpolation of e.g. data when only some a.g. line fails.

e) Display of results both in written and graphic form.
Ouptuts in written form will be equal to outputs used for Tornado
Maintenance Recorder (see fig.5 to 7).

f) Statistic evaluation of fatigue consumption of the fleet and linkage with
other maintenance systems of the Air Force to optimize maintenance
activities.

6. CALIBRATION OF TUB SYSTNE

From a schematic point of view 3 Kinds of calibratIons/verifications are
necessary in order to ensure a correct working of the system based on strain
gauges:

a) Calibration of the stress level read by the e.g. fitted in a certain
position against the stress present in the "critical" points.

b) Verification of what the a.g. are actually reading, that is different for
each aircraft because of possible differences in the installation and in
the individual characteristics of each e.g. and associated wire lines

c) Verification of the status of the e.g. lines during the service time
against possible modification of measurement characteristics (e.g. shift
of the aero).

(II

-1



About point a) an "ad hoc" instrumentation was installed on W.A.F.T.in order to

aet stress levels both in points expected to be significant for monitoring and in
5 points candidate to be fitted with e.g. on Service aircraft. The location to be
monitored in service are 10 (2 e.g. are used as spare, or to monitor asimmetric
behaviours) but on W.A.F.T. 50 dedicated s.g. were fitted, this should guaranty
to have sufficient informations also if other monitored locations must be chosen.
From these strain gauges a complete stress history during W.A.F.T. will be
obtained too and these data will be used to tune the calculation of damage for
service aircraft (Relative Miner rule).
In order to get the actual measurement characteristics of the system installed on
each aircraft it is foreseen the construction and the use of a rig able to apply
simple known loads to an aircraft after the installation of the monitoring
system. Each aircraft will be loaded by this rig and all relevant characteristics
measured and stored in the on board computer in order to have all the data
referred to a standard (e.g. stresses measured during ground tests).
To check the status of s.g. during service, the "check of the zero" (actually
check of reference point) will be performed automatically before each flight:
when the monitoring system is switched on it identifies the configuration,
measures streasem and assumes the corresponding values as reference.
In addition the possibility of "random" checks in flight will be implemented.
30 flight conditions (defined in terms of Nz, Mach, Altitude, mass etc.) will be
stored together with the associated stresses in the monitored locations; when the
aircraft will pass for one of these conditions (the verification is made with
the monitored parameters) the stresses read by s.g. will be compared with the
stored ones; if the difference exceedes a prefixed percentage, correlated with
the uncertanties given by the limited number of parameters used to identify the
flight condition, it means that something is wrong and consequentely a warning is
given and the supposed wrong measurements are stored in the computer memory for a
detailed analysis on ground.

CONCLUSIONS

Starting from the assumption to monitor individually each aircraft of the
fleet (with clear benefits for the management/utilization) the proposed F.M.S.
supplies a system with several advantages on previous ones:

- Great accuracy in stresses and consequentely in fatigue evaluation for the

entire mission (from power on to power off)

- Relatively simple calculation alghoritms

- Complete indipendance from store configuration

- Minimum requirements of ground operations

- Auto - test facilities

- Simple recovery system and sufficient redundancy in monitored points

- Possibility to take into account directely buffet phenomena

- Very small elaboration time on ground with main informations immediately
available after the flight if requested

- Complete commonality of outputs with previous monitoring systems

- Possibility of link with other computerized maintenance systems of the Air
Force.

Z*

S ..... L
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DURABILITY AND DAMAGE TOLERANCE TESTING AND I
FATIGUE LIFE MANAGEMENT:

A CF-1 EXPERIENCE

by

Major M.S. VZe and Major WA. Madley
Directorate Aerospace Support Engineering

National Defence Headquarters
MGen IL Pearkes Building

Ottawa, Ontario
Canada KIA 0K2

The CF-18 multi-role fighter entered service in the Canadian Forces (CF)
in 1982. Since then, 138 of these aircraft have been delivered and are
operating out of seven squadron located in Canada and in Europe. Each aircraft
is equipped with a multi-channel data acquisition system which records a number
of parameters including measured strains, engine data, and various flight
incident data. The analysis of this recorded data has enabled the CF to very
closely monitor aircraft usage and the rate at which each individual aircraft

4 accumulates fatigue damage. Early in 1986, in-service analysis of CF-18 fleet
usage indicated that the aircraft were being operated in a significantly
different manner than assumed for design, and that severity of the usage
approached or exceeded the spectrum used for certification testing.
Furthermore, the CF-las were accumulating fat!gue at a higher rate than expected
which lead to concern about the potential for the airframe to reach its required
life expectancy to the year 2003.

To ensure that the maximum economic life of the CF-18 fleet is achieved,
the CF have implemented an aggressive Fatigue Life Management Programme (FLMP)
and are proceeding with full scale Durability and Damage Tolerance Testing
(DADTT) activities. The test is a joint Canadian and Australian venture usually
referred to as the International Follow-On Structural Test Programme (IFOSTP).
This paper describes the development of various components of the FUIP,
including the aircrew fatigue awareness programs., CF-18 Individual Aircraft
Tracking (IAT) activities, the development and implementation of fatigue damage
control measures, and lessons learned from the management of the FLMP. The CF-
18 DADTT philosophy, methodology and management approach adopted by Canada as
well as the requirements that warrant-d the test will also be discussed.

1.0 INTWODOCIOE

The CF-18 was designed to a United States Navy (USN) specification [1]
that follows a safe life philosophy. The USN required the F/A-18 airframe
service life of 6,000 Flight Hours (FH) to be demonstrated by successful
completion, without major failure, of 12,000 Spectrum Flight Hours (SFH) of full
scale fatigue testing to a "severe" usage spectrum. In general, the use of a
severe spectrum (normally 2 or 3 standard deviations from the mean) and a
scatter factor of two provides a confidence level on safe life similar to that
of the US"F and RAF which are currently applying a scatter factor from 3 to 5
to full scale test result [2]. The USY establishes the safe life of a fracture
critical component by defining a period during which a crack is assumed to
initiate to a nominal size of 0.01 inches, and the remainder of the component
life is expended in crack growth. The Canadian Forces (CF) have implemented a
different airworthiness policy which follows a durability and damage tolerance
philosophy. Safety of flight is ensured through the implementation of Non-
Destructive Inspection (MDI) performed at appropriate intervals. However, the
design philosophy of the CF-18 has made it difficult to apply the durability and
damage tolerance philosophy to most fracture critical components on the CF-18
due to the inaccessibility of critical areas, small flaw sizes involved, and
rapid crack growth from detection lJmits (typically of the order of 1,000 SFH
for the Flight Station (FI) 488 wing carry through bulkhead [3]). Therefore,
the CF intends to operate the CF-10 as a safe life aircraft, however, the safe
life will he re-evaluated based on the results of further testing.

U~rly in 1906, In-servioe anlysis of CF fleet us•ge indicated that the

Ct-ie airoflft weoe being aperated in a significantly different meanner that
* ~assumed for design, and that "everity of the -sa-e approached or exceeded the

spectrum ose for certification testing. Figure (1) shows normal acceleration
exceedence curves for bath CF-1l fighter and trainer sir•.aft compared to the
test crum. fte curves clearly indicate the increased severity of CF usage,
with the average load exceedarce frequency data exceeding the test spectrum
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consistently up to the 6 to 7 G range. it was also noted from yearly fleet
statistics, that the fatigue damage rate had been steadily increasing since the
aircraft entered into service. Although the escalation in usage severity could
be attributed to increasing aircrew experience in flying the aircraft, it is
believed that the implementation of a G-limiter in later version of the Flight
Control Computer (FCC) software in the mid $O's (which provided aircrew with a
care free manoeuvring capability) was also a contributing factor. Table (1)
provides a summary of the CF-18 fleet fatigue severity relative to the test
spectrum since 1984 with its peak values reached in 1988.

Usage data also indicated that areas of the flight envelope where the
aircraft was being operated were different from those assumed in testing. The
manufacturer's full scale test was based on a three Point-In-The-Sky (PITS)
distribution in which maximum aircraft loading on critical aircraft components
was deemed to occurred. Table (2) and (3) show the assumed distribution of time
spent in the different PITS in comparison to the CF fleet usage. As indicated
the differences are significant, the full scale test being unrepresentative of
the CF distributions. These differences in PITS distribution may have a major
impact on structural life predictions for an aircraft like the CF-18 which makes
extensive use of digital flight controls. Mach, altitude, dynamic pressure and
rate parameters strongly influence control surface scheduling, which in turn
have a major impact on aircraft load distribution.

Furthermore, there are concerns over the structural configuration of the
tested airframe. As certification testing progressed and failures were
encountered, configuration changes were introduced on the production line or
proposed as fleet retrofit to improve the fatigue characteristics of deficient
components. A number of these structural improvements to fracture critical
components were certified based on analysis or limited coupon testing only and
never subjected to full scale testing to a representative CF spectrum. It is
expected that these modifications will enhance the fatigue characteristics of
the fleet aircraft, however life improvements cannot be accurately quantified
without proper full scale testing.

As a result of these uncertainties the CF is currently applying a scatter
factor of three to the manufacturer's full scale test result. Consequently the
CF-1 safe life has been reduced to the equivalent of 4,000 hours. The reduced
certified life and the increasing usage severity have raised concerns regarding
thb potential for the CF-18 aircraft to reach its required life expectancy to
the year 2003. In order to resolve this serious fleet management problem, the
CF implemented an aggressive Fatigue Life Management Programme (FIMP) to
minimize fatigue damage accrual and decided in 1989 to proceed with follow-on
full scale testing of the CF-l8 airframe to establish its safe life under a
representative spectrum. Full programme go-ahead was provided in February 1990.
The following sections will discuss the planned full scale testing activities
and the ongoing fatigue life management programme.

3.0 CF-18 DURIMILITY AND D11610 TOLZIM TIMING

3.1 Overview

The CF have established an airworthiness policy that is based on the
implementation of an Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) for each
aircraft type in service. The Canadian ASIPs (4] are based principally on the
USAF specification with some flexibility in the degree of application to each
aircraft type to reflect the various fleet's pedigrees. The structural
integrity management is based on the characterization of the Durability and
Damage Tolerance (DAST) features of the aircraft. The aspect of durability
relates to fatigue damage accumulation and crack initiation time. The damage
tolerance approach is concerned with the performance of the structure when a
flaw is present in the material. Consequently follow-on structural testing of
the CF-18 will take the form of a DAD? test. It is realised however that full
application of the D5UT principle. may not be possible because of the safe life
philosophy adopted during the design of the CF-iS. The CF-1i DADTT is being
conducted as a collaborative effort between Canada and Australia who share the
same structural integrity concerns regarding a reduced certified life and hiqh
rate of fatigue accrual. This joint programme is usually referred to as the
International Follow-On Structural Test Programme (IFOS'P). Within the
programme Canada will be responsible for testing the centre fuselage and wing
structures while Australia will be testing the aft fuselage and empennage
structure. Tib aft fuselage fatigue damage is due to manoeuvre loads and
dynamic loads induced by LIZ vortices, while the centr* fuselage and wing damae"
is mainly dominated by man•wvre loads. The requirement to realistically
simulate the eennage buffet loads e-vircommt leads to this division of
responsibilities. Te collaborative nature of the test prog•rm. offera major
advent"s in terms of test sehedule, by enabling parallel testing; project
cost, by otfring most sharin; and refuod tedical risk, by the sLaring of
corporate saprienos gained in previous tests unlertkakes by both partnber. In
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Canada the test effort has been distributed between industry and government
laboratories while overall project management and technical direction remains
a Canadian Forces responsibility. The Institute for Aerospace Research of the
National Research Council located in Ottawa has been assigned the responsibility
for spectrum development tasks, conduct of the wing DAMTT, and wind tunneltesting activities in support of the loads derivation. Bombardier Inc, Military

I Aircraft Division located in Mirabel, Quebec is responsible for conduct of thecentre fuselage testing and derivation of the test loading. Figure (2) shows

the Canadian project organixation chart and assigned responsibilities.

3. 2 Test Objectives

The objectives of the F/A-18 IFOSTP as determined by the project partners
are to:

determine the safe life of fracture critical structures;
determine the economic life of the aircraft structure;
where possible, obtain crack growth data to support application of a
DADT approach;

- validate existing repairs and structural modifications and determine
future modification requirements; and

- complete sufficient testing by 1994, to facilitate preliminary life
cycle management decisions.

The first four test objectives are relevant to the engineering features
of the full scale test while the last objective has been established in response
to fleet management concerns. For the Canadian fleet, 1994 corresponds to the
date at which several of CF aircraft will be reaching their safe life of 4,000
hours. It is therefore imperative for fleet management that this milestone be
acheived in order to avoid having aircraft restrained from flying while awaiting
test results.

3.3 Test spectrum

The load spectra to be applied to the each test must be representative
of both CF and RAAF in-service usage [5). The test spectrum should simulate an
average usage in preference to a severe one. Such test conditions have the
advantages of leading to representative failure sites and crack growth rates.
Fortunately, in-service operation of the F/A-18 is quite similar in both
countries and it is expected that the final test spectra will be highly
representative of in-service usage, enabling accurate test interpretation.
Figure (3) compares N. exceedance curves for both RAAF and CF fighter aircraft.

For any aircraft type, the task of developing a test spectrum is a
complex undertaking that requires indepth knowledge of past in-service
operation, careful consideration of future roles, and a good insight on the
projected maintenance plan. For the F/A-1 this task is further complicated by
the fact that dynamic loading plays a major role in the aft fuselage fatigue
damage, and that both fleets have been subjected to large variations in usage
severity aince their entry in service. For the aft fuselage the problem is
further aggravated by the implementation of the IEX fence modification which has
significantly reduced the magnitude of dynamic loading. As a result of the
large amount of damage accumulated prior to LZX fence incorporation it is likely
that the aft fuselage spectra will be composed of two different load sequences:
one representing pre-LIX loading and a second representing post-LaX loading.
For the centre fuselage case the test spectrum will be composed of an
appropriate mix of early, current and possible future usage. The wing test will
follow a similar philosophy and way include -090 form of dynamic loading
sirulating for the outer wing structure. Test spectra will be developed to
achieve the maximm coverage to the fleet.

Mnother problem related to the development of the CF-18 spectrum is the
complexity of calculating external balance loads. The Flight Control Comuter
(FCC) algorithm and control surface schedwling results in the load distribution
over the entire aircraft being strongly influenced by rate parameters, Mach, and
altitude variables which makes traditional methods of load scaling highly
Inaccurate.

To alleviate this problem, the determination of the aircraft load
diatributione will rely heavily on flight test. In addition an engineering
development progras hes been initiated in Canada as pert of the IFOBST to
develop a F/A-i8 analytical load derivation capability. All the Ied models
developed will be validated using existing flifht test loads. Wa aercdysaic
pressure distributioms validated using wind time Mmswur•.ts. The load
modelling use an ,reelatic app (6 ad includies proper 0000ideration of
the control ourface detlect•iof as P2091 in the FC (aaeroervwolasticity).

A __,
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typically been hindered by the lack of a comprehensive fleet usage data base.
Usage analysis relied heavily on pilot interviews, mission profile analysis, and
data processing of limited accelerometer (mainly iz) data. For the CF-lB, a
very large data base has beeni generated using fight data collated by the
Maintenance Signal Data Recording System (MSDRS). Approximately 80% of all
flight data has been captured since the aircraft entered service. For IFOSTP
the problem has become one of data management and processing, requiring careful
selection of representative smaples of in-service data in order to make usage
characterization possible within engineering resources, and cost and schedule
constraints.

3.4 ?*st Philosophy

Full scale fatigue tests are usually cycled until either predefined goals
for certification are achieved, or the airframe economic life is reached.
Previous F/A-18 testing was conducted with the former approach in that the
aircraft were certified to a specified design lifetime without attempting to
define an economic life limit for the airframe. Moreover, the transition from
the USN fatigue and fracture criteria to a damage tolerance approach may prove
to be difficult according to a study conducted by the manufacturer for the CF-18
ASIP (7]. A modified damage tolerance procedure will therefore be adopted for
the CF-18 DADTT to determine the economic life. The following aims will be
pursued:

a. identify and confirm crack initiation sites. This can only be
achieved if the duration of the durability test is such that natural
cracking occurs at critical locations. Data regarding the site,
sequence, and extent of cracking is invaluable and is as important
as component to the data obtained from deliberately induced flaws;

b. confirm crack growth predictions to define in-service inspection
interval and methods;

c. determine the modifications and repairs that will be necessary and
evaluate their cost effectiveness. Airworthy repairs will be
applied t, the test article to the maximum extent possible; and

d. the previous safe life limit of the airframe will be extended to
determine its economic life. Test life time will be based on
considering potential service life extension up to 8,000 hours and
estimated life expectancy to the year 2007.

To meet these objectives for the CF-18, defects must be found while they
are very small and corrective action must be underway before the residual
strength of affected components become critical. To satisfy this requirement
it is intended to make extensive use of on-line damage monitoring devices.
These devices will make use of Acoustic Emission Monitoring (AEM) principles to
detect crack initiation, or for known critical areas alternating Current
Potential Drop (ACPD) to monitor crack growth. CF experience using AEM during
the CF-116 Full Scale DADTT has demonstrated that this approach is highly
successful in detecting and monitoring small flaws over a large area of
structure (8]. In addition, research programmes with Canadian Industry and
Universities are underway to develop new crack detection/growth sensors based
on ACPD technique and strain sensing devices using fibre optic sensors (Figure
2).

It is currently planned to carry out durability testing for three
lifetimes to 24,000 SF1 under a representative spectrum followed by damage
tolerance testing to determine the maximum econcomic life. However, a change
in the current scatter factor of three may be necessary to determine a safe life
of the structure because it is likely that the test spectrum will be
representative of average usage. The CF considers that the approach presented
above would provide an optimum balance between test cost, duration and returns.

3.9 Test poiem

An overview of the F/A-18 production lot for both RAAF and CF fleet
effectivity is presented at Figure (4). The most desirable source for a test
article has been determined to be a structural configuration representative of
a Lot VIII aircraft. The CF intends to retire a service aircraft to be used for
the center fuselage test article. A suitable Lot VIII airframe has been
identified by considering suitability to the required configuration, in-service
usage, and completeness of the MSPtS strain history. The test airframe selected
has accumulated approximately 680 flying hours and has been subjected to a
service load histo"y which is repreeemtetive of the average for CF-18 fighter
aircraft. The complete aircraft will be used for test purposes with the
exception of the owter wing which will be replaced by dummy loading structure.
Figure (5) shows the center fuselage test saction. The wing test will be
conducted as a stand alone test to enable concurrent testing with the centre
fuselage. At this time it is not known if the wing testing will be conducted
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using a wing root reaction fixture or a complete centre fuselage to act as
transition structure. A wing with no previous service history has beenI
identified for wing testing purpofes.

The collaborative nature of this test has necessitated the establishment
of joint repair policy with RAAF with respect to the treatment and disposition
of all real or simulated structural damage in the test article. The joint repair
policy and will address:

- the design and implementation of simulated damage;
- the design, manufacture and installation of appropriate airworthy

repairs;
- implementation of fleet repair or fatigue improvement retrofits; and
- the removal of repairs for damage tolerance and residual strengthj 3.6 testing.

3.6 Test schedule

The logistic issues and future plans for a mid-life update programme has
require that sufficient testing be completed on the test sections (centre
fuselage, wing and aft fuselage) by late in 1994. Previous experience with full
scale tests has shown that schedule requirements are difficult to achieve
because of the problems in estimating the repair requirement. However, for
planning purposes a ratio of 25% to 75% has been estimated to evaluate the
percentage of test running and down time. At this time it is anticipated that
active casting will be carried out using three work shifts five days a week.

4.0 TUB C0-18 FATIGUE LiNE NRmmIAAENZT PltOGUoAmE

4.1 Background

Historically, it has been difficult to accurately determine the amount
of fatigue damage an individual airframe has accumulated because of the lack of
a loads monitoring system on fleet aircraft. Typically, a life limit for a
given fleet of aircraft would be established based on a single fatigue test
which was usually carried out during initial production, or sometimes a follow-
on post production test. This life limit was often expressed in flight hours
and did not account for differences in how each individual aircraft had been
utilized.

The monitoring of individual aircraft loads history and the subsequent
processing of this data to determine the amount of fatigue damage accumulated
allows the fleet manager to track usage and fatigue damage of every aircraft in
his fleet. The ultimate goal of a Fatigue Life Management Programme (FLMP) is
to control aircraft usage and fatigue damage accumulation such that the economic
life of the fleet is maximized while maintaining operational effectiveness. The
fatigue management of an aircraft fleet is a complex process dependent upon many
parameters such as the availability of accurate aircraft fatigue damage and
usage data, understanding of the mission profiles and mission requirements,
aircrew awareness and understanding of fatigue related problems, and the ability
and desire of the operational community to implement fatigue damage control
measures.

The fatigue life management process can be grouped into three basic
activities; fatigue awareness, usage characterization, and guidance and control.
Fatigue awareness is achieved through briefings, videos, training, and various
fleet management documents. Usage characterization is achieved through the
gathering and processing of aircraft usage data in a timely and accurate manner.
Through the use of the processed fatigue data, fleet managers are able to
monitor and control the future usage of the fleet to ensure the life of each
aircraft is maximized.

The processing of the CF-i8 in-flight recorded data started when the
aircraft entered service in 1982. To address the problem of increasing fatigue
dasage accrual and to ensure that the maximum life of the entire fleet was
achieved, the CF began addressing fatigue management issues in 1966 and formally
introduced a Fatigue Life Management Proqremme in early 1989. The CF-18 FLMP
allows aircraft managers at both fleet and squadron levels to better manage CF-
16 usage.

4.2 Blemeats of Fatigue management

The three elements of the CF-18 nfl are fatigue awareness, usage
characterization and guidance and control. All these elements are essential to
a successful programs and each are dependent upon one another. The
relationship between these elements is shown in Figure (6).

..7I



4.2.1 Fatigue awareness

The objective is to provide operators, and to a leaser extent maintenance
personnel, with a basic understanding of the causes and consequences of fatigue.
Beginning ivn early 1988 the CF-1:8 operational colmmuity at all levels were givenbriefings on CF-18 fatigue related problems. To provide a more structured

approach, fatigue awareness training is provided during primary and advanced
flight training. A video entitled NFatigue - what's the Difference" was
produced and is shown regularly at each of the squadrons. Similarly various
documents and articles addressing, in simple terms, fatigue related issues have
been distributed to the operational community. Fatigue awareness is very
important element to a successful FL[P because it is the aircraft operator who
ultimately has direct control over the amount of fatigue damage that occurs
during a given flight.

4.2.2 Usage Characterization

Usage characterization is the gathering, processing, interpretation and
analysis of the in-flight recorded data. This element is fundamental to the
FUIP because accurate and current aircraft usage data must be made available to
the fleet and squadron managers. Furthermore, these data must be presented in
a condensed, simple, easily understood (e.g. "user friendly") format or the data
will not be fully utilized or may even be ignored. The gathering and processing
of the recorded data forms part of the Aircraft Structural Integrity Program
(ASIP) which defines the management of the aircraft's structural integrity using
Individual Aircraft Tracking (IAT) activities for accurate fleet fatigue
monitoring. Every CF-l8 is equipped with a sophisticated usage tracking system
called the Maintenance Signal Data Recording System (MSDRS). Figure (7) shows
the various components of the tracking system and the types of data that are
recorded. The data collected is processed through a computer code called the
CF-18 Structural Life Monitoring Program (SLaP) located at the CF-18 System
Engineering Support Contractor (SESC), Canadair.

In addition to a number of flight and engine parameters, the MSDRS
monitors, at 10 H. frequency, the sequential occurrences of the strain sensor
readings and records the strain peaks and valleys for the seven locations shown
in Figure(s). The strain sensors are specific to a material and are installed
by the manufacturer during production. The locations of the sensors were
selected by the manufacturer based on the criticality of the structure, its
accessibility and the degree of protection from accidental damage. There is a
primary and a backup sensor at each location although only one sensor is
connected. Should the active sensor fail, the alternate one must be manually
connected.

The direct measurement of strain allows an accurate determination of the
stress at a given location. Homen, the fatigue calculation can be based on the
actual stresses experienced during flight. This methodology is discussed in
detail in the subsequent paragraphs. Use of direct strain measurement
inehrently acounts for airspeed, altitude, weight, stores configuration and c
of g variation within a flight. However, the accuracy of the fatigue
calculation is dependent upon the reliability and proper installation of the
strain sensor system.

4.2.3 Guidance sad Control

The objective of this FLNP element is to control the fatigue damage
accumulation through the use of various measures, based on the information
provided by the SLU. For this essential element to be successful, it must be
managed by the operational community. Damage control measures are discussed in
detail in the subsequent paragraphs.

4.3 Data smmling and Report Geeoration

Every CF-18 is equipped with a cassette recorder where all the data
collated by the MSDES via the mission computer are stored. When the cassette
is full, or when the data is required, it is removed from the aircraft and
stripped at en Integrated Ground Data Station (1406). An Aircraft Data File
(ADF) is created which contains all of the cassette data plus an information
header. Figure 9 gives a graphic representation of the data flow from aircraft
to base.

A limited fatigue analysis ode and report generation capability, which
is called the Fatigue Life Information and Evaluation System (FLIRS), has been
Installed at eah of the Cl-18 Wain Operating Raeme (NOD). The FLUZS can
provide, on demand, relative fatigue damage severity information on Individual
squadron aircraft using a menu driven software pecks". The system enables the
beae to carry out a limited fatigue dema"e calculation which can be used for
assessing the severity of individual flights. A statistical average for each
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mission and for each squadron has been determined (and is constantly updated)
and serves as a measure of the relative severity of a given flight or mission
profile. The FLIES provides current processed fatigue information as rapidly
as possible making it a valuable fatigue management tool at the operating base.

The Aircraft Data Files (ADF) are sent from each of the CF-18 MOBs to the
System Engineering Support Contractor (SESC) for archiving and subsequent
processing through the Structural Life Monitoring Programme (SLNP). Various
fatigue reports are generated from the SIMP, including:

a.Monthly Reno: This operational level report provides cumulative
fatigue damage information on individual squadron aircraft. The
information includes mission severity figures, individual aircraft
fatigue damage, strain sensor status tables and aircraft fatigue
damag•a trends in terms of the monthly and cumulative historical
damage rates. Most of the information is provided in a graphical
format to simplify the interpretation;

b. Ouarterly Reoort: This command level report provides cumulative
fatigue damage information on individual aircraft squadron, and
fleet trends. In addition, the report provides VGH data, 'N
exceedance curves, angle of attack (AOA) data and average weight
statistics;

c. Annual Report: This is an engineering level report which provides
very comprehensive fatigue data, VGH, weight, N, exceedances and AOA
data. This report is reviewed by the engineering staff to ensure
there are no unusual trends that may not be obvious on the more
limited monthly and quarterly reports, and

d. Special Reports: Canadair also produces specialized reports for
specific requests and is capable of accessing any of the historical
HSORS data as required. For example, during our involvement in the
Middle East each aircraft involved in the operations were
independantly tracked to monitor the severity of usage during the
deployment period.

Figure (10) provides a graphic representation of the data handling

process at SESC.

4.4 Data Processing Nethodol"y - CI-16 8B85, Canmdair

The SUIP is a complex computer program which uses KSDRS data to produce
the various fatigue reports previously discussed. The SLUP expresses damage
accumulation in terms of fatigue life expended (FLE) and the FLE rate, which is
the first derivative of the FLE curve expressed in FLE per 1000 flying hours.
The FLE represents the amount of fatigue damage an individual airframe has
accumulated as a fraction of the total life of 6,000 flying hours representative
of the design usage spectrum. This linear relationship was established using
the information collected during the F/A-18 full scale fatigue test conducted
by the manufacturer. However, because of differences between the design test
spectrum and CF in-service usage, and differences between the test article
configuration and CF-18 fleet configuration, the CF currently applies a scatter
factor of 3 to the manufacturer test which results in a safe life corresponding
to a FLE of 0.667 at aircraft retirement.

Reference [9] provides a detailed explanation of the methodology for the
calculation of the FLE values. However, it is useful to briefly discuss the
general principles involved to provide some insight into the significance of the
FLE. For the purpose of the fatigue calculations, crack initiation was defined
as formation of a crack of 0.01 inches. These cracks usually originate at
locations of tensile stress concentrations where the material yield strength is
exceeded when high load magnitudes are encountered in-service. From the in-
flight WSDRS recorded strain peaks and valleys, a representive loading spectrum
is generated, and by using the material stress-strain relationship, the
corresponding stress spectrum is obtained.

To increase the accuracy of the damage calculations, there must be some
method of accounting for local plastic deformation which will occur around areas
of high stress concentration such as bolt or rivet holes. These areas are
considered material notches for the purpose of analysis. At the root of the
notches, where the material has deformed plastically because of some overload
conditions, there is a larye volume of unyielded material surrounding the
yielded area. During unloading, this large volume of unyielded material induces
residual compression stresses which retards the crack growth. However, these
residual coupressive stresses can be reduced, eliminated or even form a tensile
residual stress if revermed loading takes place and causes local yielding in
compression. To obtain the notch stress spectrum from the stress spectrum

A1
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Neuber's rule is applied. Figure (11) shows the concept of the determination
of the crack initiation life once the notch stress spectrum is obtained. The
hysteresis curve, which is unique to each material is used to find the
equivalent strain. The use of the curve accounts for how an aircraft has flown
in the past with respect to the application of high stresses which may have lead
to local yielding. The equivalent strains are used to obtain the amount of
damage per cycle. The linear suem of this damage per cycle (application of
Miner's rule) gives the crack initiation life. The FLE is expressed as the
total damage accumulation to date divided by the total structural fatigue damage
required to initiate a 0.01 inch crack under the design loading spectrum.

After initiation, the remaining life of a crack is used up through crack
growth. It is possible to analytically predict the crack growth phase by use
of one of a number of crack growth models. Currently the SUIP does not
calculate the crack growth based on the JSDRS data, however it is intended to
incorporate a crack growth prediction model into the SIMP at some point in the
future. Improvements to the FLP calculations are also expected to occurr
concurrent to the full scale test activities.

4.S Fatigue Damage control Measurese

The oF-18 PIMP has received excellent support from the operational
community. It was recognized by senior Air Force officers that unless some form
of guidance and control was implemented, the CF-18 would not achieve its
intended service life. Beginning in March 1989, formal guidance and control
measures were put in place. Typical measures include a reduction of mission
severity, control of the aircraft configuration, rotation of aircraft between
squadrons, optimization of mission profiles to limit the fatigue damage incurred
and various other measures. Some measures which have been implemented include:

mission Severity Reduction: Figure (12) shows the relative fatigue
severity of specific missions within a squadron. Steps are taken to
reduce the severity of certain mission by reducing high "G"
manoeuvres which where not required by the nature of the operation.
This figure is also used at squadron level to facilitate the
aircraft utilization scheduling such that aircraft with high
accumulated damage are used for less damaging missions;

b. Aircraft Configuration Control: Figure (13) shows the effect that
aircraft configuration has on the amount of fatigue damage that is
being accumulated. It has highlighted the need to carefully manage
the aircraft configuration during squadron training. For example,
the CF-la are no longer permitted to fly with a centreline fuel tank
unless specifically required by operations. As indicated, this
configuration is the most damaging and was used constantly prior to
the implementation of the 8LMP; and

c. Individual Aircraft Fattcna Dasaae Control: Figure (14) shows the
status of each individual squadron aircraft in terms of its wing
root FLE and its current flying hours. The lines on the figure
define a Fatigue Usage Managemant Envelope where aircraft should be
contained in the middle Fyellow

5 
zone. Each aircraft is represented

by a black square and the small lines give the FLU rate at which
that aircraft flew during the previous month. This figure is
updated monthly, and allows each squadron to manipulate individual
aircraft by using them in either high or low severity missions
depending on their cumulative FLE and current FLE rate.

The reduction of fatigue damage accumulation is a very high priority
issue within the CF. Progress briefings are held periodically at very senior
levels. The Vice Chief of Defence Staff (VCWs), the Deputy Chief of Defence
Staff (DCDS), Corander Air Com•nd and Commander Fighter Group are all briefed
on a regular basis by the Air Operations staff (assisted by the Air Engineering
staff). Each Squadron Commander is held responsible (and accountable) for the
performance of his squadron in terms of fatigue damago accumulation. There are
junior officers at each squadron appointed as FINP representatives in oce there
are questions or problems.

The CF-l FLMP was introduced in January 1988 with the commencement of
fatigue awareness briefings and information packages. Fatigue control measures
were formally introduced in Suvb 19S9 to oincide with the upgraded fatigue
tracking software (SUMP and FLItS). The fatigue damage rate for the fleet has
been reduced by approximately 24% since the Introduction of the fatigue damsge
control measures. Fig•re (15) shos the incremental nLa rate, which is an

j indication of the severity of flight for a specific period of time plotted
against cale•der date. The camtinums downward trend can be seen. (There are,

SO
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as would be expected, some anomalies to the trend such as the rate for the
second quarter of 1990. Detailed review of the data during that quarter
revealed that the high FIE rate was primarily attributable to an annual air
combat exercise held in April/may, and increased training in the operational
training squadron. The third quarter data shows that the rate of fatigue damage
accumulation is continuing to decrease. ) Calender fluctuation in the fatigue
damage trends are inevitable but can be minimized by processing data on a
regular basis (in the case of the CF, monthly and quarterly) and ensuring that
the processed data is fed beck to the operational community. Figure (16) gives
the monthly data from a squadron involved in this annual April/Nay exercise and
shows the effect that a single calender event can have on fatigue damage
accumulation.

Fatigue damage is the primary indicator for determining the life of an
airplane. Hence, any reduction in the rate at which an airframe or fleet
accumulates fatigue damage (which is the objective of a FERP) will result in an
extension in the life of that fleet. Figure (17) shows the percentage fleet
size as a function of time (in years) and demonstrates the effect that damage
trends have on fleet attrition. It shows that because of the implementation of
the CF-18 FLNP, the life expectancy of the CF-18 fleet has been greatly
increased. In fact, each airframe in the fleet has already gaind two years of
further operation. The resulting cost benefits are substantial and easily
justify the expense involved in establishing the FLUP.

5.0 LUSOUS IahMD

5.1 Cl-18 DAMT

From a fleet management viewpoint it is too early in the F/A-18 IFOSTP
to derive any meaningful lessons learned at this time. Nevertheless, project
planning and scheduling activities have highlighted the difficulties of project
management, of joint internationnal venture and the significant level of effort
required for the coordination of the engineering activities between the project
partners.

5.2 CF-18 7lul

The CF-18 FILP has evolved over the last several years as the users have
become more familiar with the mechanisms of the programme. As with any complex,
software based programme, there have been significant growing paint and several
lessons learned. Many of the lessons learned are unique to the CF-18 FUIP and
the fatigue tracking system it is based upon (the SLMP/NSDRS), however many are
common to any fatigue management programme. The following paragraphs discuss
some of the lessons learned through the implementation of the CF-la FLmP.

a. AccuracvlRsliabilitv of S2rain _SRuemant

The use of measured strains in the fatigue damage calculation
greatly improves accuracy because aircraft perameters such as
weight, configuration, velocity, altitude and others are inherently
taken into account. However, the accuracy of the strain measurement
is very important. The strain sensors on the CF-18 were installed
at time of manufacture were never calibrated because the
manufacturer determined it was not required. It has recently been
discovered that the wing root recorded strain measurement for a
reference manoeuvre differs from aircraft to aircraft as a result of
strain gauge drift. Thes differences in actual strain readings
lead to inaccuracies in the fatigue damage calculation. The problem
is being resolved by carrying-out in-flight calibration runs to
provide a scaling factor for the measured strain. The historical
data for all aircraft will be reprocessed to determine an accurate
FLE. These are expensive and time consuming tasks, and highlight
the requirement for ensuring the strain measuring device is accurate
and calibrated an a regular basis. Howvier, the calibration process
can be reduced to the performanca of a few reference manoeuvres ari
easily performed during maintenance test flights.

Furthermore, the reliability of the strain asnenr must be high.
Failure of a strain sensor introduce fill-in algorithms which give
an estimate of the damage incurred during the period the strain
sensor was not functioning. This damage fill-in is based on other
recorded aircraft perameters and, in the case of the CF-la, is very
cons•rvative. Therefore, far an extended p•eriod of damage fill-in
the FIX will be artifically inflated. This is very costly because
an inflated FIX can mean an aVerag aircraft Will be removed from
=sOrvIce prematurely. hee aocurte PI" fill-in 1glorithmi are being

deised as pert of the SIM3 accuracy improvememlt.

. ..es.
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b. Air O9=rationSl Involvemmnt

An effective FIMP must have support from the operational oemmnity
at all levels. While the engineering community provides the fatigue
damage information and strives to make it as accurate as possible,
it is the operational oinunity that must use this data to make the
r FL4Prectivo. In the came of the CF-1S, the control and
implash atian of the FUl rests with the Director of Air Operations
and Training. They have initiated changes to standard aircraft
configurations, to certain mission profiles and to the operational
training syllabus in an effort to reduce the rate at which the
squadrons and fleet aircraft accumulate damage.

c * Timely and Acu~nrate Fatiem Dname Imwtein

For a FUIP to function, accurate dama" reports mest be provided in
a timely manner. It is of little uee to provide accurate fatigue

rprstwelve months after the reprting period. To control the
fatigue d accumulation effectively, the fatigue reports for a
given period must be produce and issued quickly to provide feedback
on the effect of any fatigue reduction or of any role changes that
may have occurred. The reporting period must be sufficiently
frequent to identify calender trends and allow the manipulation of
individual aircraft if required to reduce the fatigue accumulation
rate. In the case of the CF-lS, monthly reports which detail
individual aircraft and squadron trends are provided. They are
distributed within 45 days of the end of the reportin period.
Quarterly reports are provided which detail squadron and fleet
trends. These reports are typically distributed within 60 days of
the end of the reporting period. Finally, annual engineering
reports which provide very detailed information on all aircraft are
issued within 120 days of the end of the reporting period. To
provide an even quicker feedback, a base level fatigue
processinq/reporting system has been installed at each base. This
system is capable of providing relative fatigue damage trends for
individual aircraft or squadron on demand. The data will typically
be no more than 7 days old. This base level systems provides very
rapid feedback on the severity of individual missions. For example,
the effect of a fatigue reduction measures, such a change in
configuration, can be easily determined.

d. Fatigue Damaaa Data Presentation

For the fatigue damage reports to be of use, the data must be
presented in a relatively simple manner. The CF-18 FPIM reports
provide most data in a graphical format. It was found that squadron
and fleet aircraft managere did not have enough time to sort through
tables of data looking for trends or even individual aircraft
fatigue damage information. The graphic presentation is extremely
effective for highlighting problem aircraft or identifying squadrons
that have not managed their fatigue damage accumulation properly.

a.* TImnimetion of Patiaue amn- e Contol Wenmuras

The implementation of formal fatigue damage control measures ensures
that steps are taken to reduce the rate of fatigue damage
accunulation. The CT-18 FUP COMMnced vith the introduction of the
fatigue &awan element. Some success was initially achieved as
personnel gained an appreciation for the causes end consequences of
fa •damage. Nowever, it was found that as time progressed, the
initial gains wer lost and the severity of flying began to
increase. This highlighted the need to have on-going fatigue
awareness activities at all levels from primary flying training to

senior ma t. it also demonstrated the requirement to
intd formal fatigue reduction measure.. The introduction
of thane formal fatigue control measures has resulted in a
significant downward trend. When steady-state is achieved and if
further reductions are still required, then it Would be necessary to
introe more severe control measures such as bging the FIS
cownsption hy squadron.

The CF-1 1W bha been very OeffetiV in reducing the acaulatiOn of
fatigue dMg in th fleet. Tbe has been flexible to aapt
to the variau demands of U fleet s e aircraft msnieerm for specific
usage InfOrmatidin. Me feedbak of data to the Operational *=Malty has helped
to easre that Otops are t*ak to propely SNeg the iivi•deal aircraft withi

a squadron.

I-i"a
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6.0 CO1LU8IONU

The full-scale testing of the F/A-18 is a major programme in both Canada
and Australia which utilizes extensive engineering and financial resources.
However, this investment is more than justified in light of the returns offered
by the continued airworthiness of the airframe and by the determination of its
maximum economic life to support life extension activities.

The objective of the CF-18 FILP is to ensure that the maximum life of the
airframe is achieved by controlling the aircraft fatigue damage accumulation
while maintaining operational effectiveness. To accomplish this objective the
CF have implemented a programme which includes on-going fatigue awareness
training, the gathering and processing of fatigue usage data, and the
controlling of the fatigue accumulation rate for individual aircraft. The
success of the programe is demonstrated by the 24 percent reduction in the FLE
rate which has been achieved.

The success of the CF-la FLMP can be, in part, attributed to:

a. The participation and support of the CF-18 operational community at
all levels. It is the responsibility of the engineers to provide
accurate and current aircraft fatigue damage data, but final
responsibility must rest with the operators;

b. Individual Aircraft Tracking (IAT). The ability to track via the
MSDRS the fatigue accumulation on every aircraft in the fleet has
enabled the CF to manage the fatigue lives of each individual
airframe;

c. The Structural Life Monitoring Program (SLMP). This fatigue
processing system provides accurate and timely reports. Reports are
produced monthly, quarterly and annually and, because of the
graphical format, are easily interpreted by all users; and

d. The base level Fatigue Life Information and Evaluation System
(FLIES). This fatigue data processing/reporting system provides
very current (less than 7 days old) fatigue damage severity data on
a flight-by-flight basis. This system provides a rapid feedback to
squadron and Air Command on the effect of any changes to the
aircraft usage or configuration.
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Figure 6 Elements of Fatigue Management
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cr-is FLEET ATTRHTI0 PfROJECTIONS (190)
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FlownER T f 6LEE
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1985 .092

1986 .120

1987 .130

1988 .150 120 .139
1989 .120 .100 .116

88808804808097W & m & *8 W We,~7 8 1990 .105 .109 .109

CAL 0YEAR
Table I CF-18 Usage Severity to Test

Figure 17 Fleet Attrition Trends Spectrum
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THE G-222 AIRCRAFT INDIVIDUAL TRACKING PROGRAMME

A.Minuto, A.Apicella
AERITALIA GAT, DITN/AFAN

Vials dell'Aeronautica, 80038 Pomigliano d'Arco, Naples (ITALY)

A.Lanciotti, L.Lazzeri
Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Pisa

Via Diotisalvi 2, 56126 Pisa (ITALY)

ABSTRACT The first flight of the first prototype
took place in July 1970. The second

The G-222 is a transport aircraft designed prototype sade its first flight one year
about 20 years ago; from the fatigue point later. The results of the flight testing of
of view the design is of the conventional the two airplanes contributed to the final
"Safe Life" kind, verified by means of a assessment of the AMI Technical Specifica-
full scale test. The aircraft was equipped tion, that was issued in 1973.
with a counting accelerometer, whose re- On December 1975 the first G-222 production
cordings have been used, together with the model took off and began its flight test
pilot-compiled forms, for the evaluation of program; three other airplanes were exten-
life consumption. sively tested at the AMI Experimental
In recent years, following the Damage Tol- Research Center to check systems reliabili-
erance evs'uation of the structure, a dif- ty and to acquire operational and logistic
ferent approach has been developed for experience. Special attention was paid to
fatigue damage monitoring: the same input ground-flight tests to evaluate the loads
data are used for the prediction of crack due to taxi and take-off runs on semi-pre-
growth. The main drawback of this approach pared runways. All tests were satisfactori-
is the lack of information about the se- ly completed in the first half of 1978.
quence of load application, so that only About 100 airplanes have been produced up
non-interactive models can be properly to now.The fleet has now accumulated about
used. 120000 flight hours (4000 FHs for the
For this reason, AERITALIA decided to im- oldest aircraft).
prove the quality of inflight recorded
parameters in order to get more information Four typical missions were used in the de-
about the actual usage, while also taking sign of the aircraft, fig. 2:
the sequence of load application into
account. - Basic mission
The main lines of this activity, which is Distance 1000 Km (2 flights, return
started now, are described and discussed, without refuelling)

Cruise Altitude 300 m
1. INTRODUCTION Take Off Weight 22360 Kg

The G-222 is a medium transport aircraft - Heavy mission
designed by AERITALIA to meet the Italian Distance 1800 Km
Military Air Force (AMI) utilization re- Cruise Altitude 4500 m
quirements, in order to replace the C-119 Take Off Weight 25560 Kg
and to integrate the C-130 in the AMI
transport system. - Max Payload mission
Taking the expected usage, described in the Distance 550 Km
AlI Technical Specification, into account, Cruise Altitude 6000 m
the fatigue strength of the G-222 airframe Take off Weight 26500 Kg
has been evaluated by theoretical analysis
using the traditional Miner approach and by - Ferry mission
full scale fatigue testing. The low number Distance 4500 Km
of failures that took place during the full Cruise Altitude 7600 m
scale fatigue test, and their low relevance Take Off Weight 25100 Kq
for the safety of the flight, prove the
satisfactory fatigue strength of the G-222 The mixing of the fore-mentioned missions
structure. in the design spectrum is as follows:
To improve the Structural Maintenance Plan
(SMP) and for possible future applications - Basic Mission: 2022 missions (4044
of this aircraft, AERITALIA decided to de- flights) equivalent to 7000 FHs
velop an Individual Aircraft Tracking (IAT) - Heavy Mission: 1742 flights equivalent to
program, in order to verify the actual 9000 FHs
utilization and to update the SMP, if there - Max Payload Mission: 1915 flights equiva-
is no agreement with the basic utilization, lent to 3000 FHs
This activity is still in progress. - Ferry Mission: 87 flights equivalent to

1000 pHs
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE G-222

Typical missions and versions are:
The G-222 is a transport aircraft, fig. 1,
powered by two turboprop engines, optimised - Paratroop dropping mission (40 paratroop-
for smdium payloads on medium ranges. It era)
possesses a very high volume/payload ratio - Troop transport mission (44 fully equip-
and is able to operate in a variety of pod troops)
roles; it is capable of operatin from - Materials transport mission (Max payload
smi-pregred runways. 9000 Ng)



- Materials airdropping mission (Max single age Tolerance verification of aircraft
load 5000 Kg) structures designed according to previous

- Fire-fighting version (Retardant max 6800 rules, AERITALIA decided to carry out such
Kg) an evaluation for the G-222 aircraft. The

main purpose of this activity was the qual-
About 50 G-222s were bought by ANI while ification of the structure in order to
the others were sold abroad. guarantee higher safety margins against

undetected or accidental structural damage;
3. FATIGUE DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION in some cases the Structural Maintenance

Plan was reviewed and updated.
The G-222 has been designed in accordance The activity, carried out using mainly
with the "Safe Life" design concept; the analytical tools, demonstrated the high
life goal was 20000 FHs, with a scatter structural capability of the aircraft. The
factor of 2.5. Full scale testing was analytical Damage Tolerance verification is
carried out to demonstrate a 50000 FHs still in progress and experimental verifi-
fatigue life under AMI utilization, fig. 3. cation is planned to cover those areas in
The test article was a complete airframe which this will be considered necessary due
structure with the exception of: to narrow safety margins.
- Landing gears
- Control surfaces Fig 6 shows a typical result of Damage
- Horizontal tail Tolerance assessment; the item is the link
which have been tested separately, connecting the center wing section to the

fuselage, which has been verified as a slow
The fatigue load spectra for full scale crack growth element.
fatigue testing were derived from the G-222
mission profiles, from ESDU 69023 (Vertical 4. SERVICE LOAD ASSESSMENT
and Lateral Gust Spectrum) and from MIL
Specifications: MIL-A-8866 (Manoeuver Spec- As explained above, the G-222 was designed
trum), MIL-A-8866 B (Taxi Spectrum and about 20 years ago and, in accordance with
Landing Spectrum). The taxi spectrum was the monitoring philosophy of those years,
modified to take into account ground opera- it was equipped with a fatigue load meter,
tions from semi-prepared runways. In order fig. 7. This instrument (counting acceler-
to reduce test time and costs, a truncation ometer) is mainly used to analyze the
level and an omission level were applied to utilization of the aircraft. The readings
the load spectra: of the fatigue meter are collected in a
- Truncation: the load levels occurring "Flying Log and Fatigue Data Sheet", fig.
more rarely than 10 times in the life were 8, together with the main information
not applied; this is "an arbitrary choice regarding the flight such as:
but it still seems to be a reasonable one", - Weights of the aircraft (Total weight,
/l/. fuel, stores carried, air-delivered
- Omission: the load levels less than 22% stores)
of the mean load for vertical loads and - Number of landings
less than 14% of the maximum alternate load - Times (Duration of the flight, time below
for lateral loads were not applied. The 1500 ft, time with flaps down)
level for the omission of vertical loads - Average Height (Cruise, below 1500 ft)
was the same as the TWIST sequence, /2/. - Presence of turbulence

- Flight type (Training, long range trans-
The four typical missions give rise to 13 port, short range transport, air deliv-
different flight types when different gust ery, etc.)
loads are taken into account. As an exam-
ple, fig. 4 shows the exceedance curves for This information was used to evaluate the
the cruise segment of the 'Heavy' mission; life consumption of the aircraft by a
in accordance with the TWIST philosophy, methodology based on the original Safe Life
the same shape of the exceedance curves has design of the aircraft (Miner rule). The
been assumed for the different flights, accuracy of these evaluations is limited by
which are characterized by different levels the quality of the input data. The counting
of severity. Flight A is the quietest, D is accelerometer can be used to evaluate the
the most turbulence-disturbed. The continu- fatigue life consumption of those compo-
ous exceedance curve was discretised in nents of the aircraft whose loads are
five (or six in other cases) load steps. closely correlated to normal acceleration,
The taxi load spectrum is considerably less mainly the wing and the fuselage. The G-222
severe and therefore it has been decided to is a rather stiff aircraft, so these evalu-
approximate it by means of only one step. atione can be carried out with sufficient
Loads in each flight segment were organized accuracy by meane of simple linear transfer
in a Low-High-Low sequence; fig. 5 shows a functions. For those components in which
typical flight. The 13 flight types were life consumption does not depend on normal
grouped in a block corresponding to 2000 acceleration, the damage is evaluated on
FMH on the basis of the flight mixing pre- the basis of a "dumy" flight reconstructed
viously described. This block, corre- by using the input data of the current
spending to 1/10 of the operative life of flight.
the aircraft, wae applied 25 times in the
full scale fatigue test, /3/. Fig. 9 shows an example of fleet management

based on a population of five airplanes;
No significant structural failures were ob- every 200 Flq the fatigue damage accu-
served during the inspections planned for mulated is updated and compared with the
"the full scale fatigue test with the sole reference damage, which I* evaluated in the
exception of the cargo door hooks, which full scale fatigue test sequence. Conge-
required a small modification introduced in quently, the aircraft are rotated in dif-
retrofit in all the aircraft. forent roles in order to have a homogeneous

life consumption.
In more recent years, following the effort
made by many manufacturers concerning Dan- Following Damage Tolerance verification.

-#,,'
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the procedure for life consumption evalu- on to linear crack growth analysis based on
ation was improved: the information of the the same input data, and then to crack
counting accelerometer and of the Flying growth analysis which takes load sequence
Log is used to reconstitute the load effects into account, based on a largersequence of each flight in the Structural number of recorded parameters.Significant Items which are used as control The development of this methodology, whose
points. Then crack propagation is evaluated definition has not yet been concluded, has
for these Items by using a simple linear been considered necessary to improve safety
algorithm, as the counting accelerometer in utilization of the aircraft, to reduce
cannot give information on the load maintenance costs and to comply with modern
sequence. airworthiness requirements, which put

greater enphasis on the control of theThe main drawback of this procedure is the crack growth process. Anyhow, the simple
low quality of the input data and the lack IAT methodology currently applied is
of information on load sequence. For these justified by the fatigue soundness of the
reasons, AERITALIA decided to improve the design, which has been confirmed by the
amount and the quality of the input data results both of the full scale fatigue test
for the evaluation of life consumption. and of subsequent damage tolerance
This objective will be reached by in- analysis; beside, it must be borne in mind
stalling a digital flight recorder; log- that the principal customer, ANI, utilizes
forms and counting accelerometers will be the airplane in a quite homogeneous manner,
maintained. The aim of this operation is fully consistent with the design spectrum.
the improvement of safety in aircraft usage
and the reduction of maintenance costs. 6. REFERENCES

Several parameters will be automatically /1/ J. Schijve -The Significance of Flight-
recorded, such as: Simulation Fatigue Test- in "Durability and
- Height Damage Tolerance in Aircraft Design",
- Indicated airspeed Proceedings of the 13th ICAF symposium,
- Vertical and lateral load factors EXAS Publ., 1985.
- Power setting
- Aircraft pitch angular speed and accel- /2/ J.5. De Jonge, D. Schutz, H. Lowak, J.

eration Schijve - A Standardized Load Sequence for
- Elevators deflection Flight Simulation on Transport Aircraft- Flaps deflection Wing Structures- Amsterdam, NLR TR 73029,
- Dynamic pressure 1973.
- Mach number
- Fuel weight /3/ A. Del Core, G. Terracciano -
- Incidence angle Definition of Loading Sequence for Full

Scale Fatigue Test- Ist Conference of thewhile the following data will be manually Italian Association on Aeronautical
recorded together with information on Fatigue, Turin, 22-23 February 1971.
inspections, repairs, part replacement and
component interchange which may affect the
predicted structural damage status on a
particular aircraft:

- Date of flight
- Aircraft Serial Number
- Base Code
- Accumulated flight hours
- Progressive mission number
- Mission code
- Take-off weight
- Stores carried
- Air-delivered stores
- Flight duration
- Number of landings

These data will be analyzed by a computer
program to check their validity and consis-
tency. For the valid set of parameters,
time-history will be reconstituted and
utilized for crack growth analysis accord-
ing to an interactive model (generalized
Willenborg). The results of this analysis
will update the data bank used for the
management and possible rotation of the
airplanes of the float.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The availability of more modern and
powerful instruments for flight data
recordings makes it possible to manage a
fleet by means of nore coplex and reliable
methodologies.
The paper has shown, in the case of G-222
aircraft, how the Individual AircraftTrackin methodology has evolved, startingfrom Miner rule calculations based on

counting accelerometer reeding*, and going



(28,70 ml 94.16 ft t 1
14.75 m (4,75 miJU
15.58 fl 15,58 ft

Fig. 1 -Three views of G 222 aircraft.

TYPICAL TRANSPORT MISSIONS

Take off weight = 58 400 (bs.
(26 500 Kg)

Reserve fuel 10% of initial fuel

OPTIMUM ALTITUDE
AND CRUI0E SPEED

UNLOADING AND

297 fl.0i. 540 D.Im1. 972 n.m1. 2429 fl.mi
(550 KIN-) 11000 M.) (1100 MR. 1 4500 NO.)

Fig. 2 -The four typical MiSaioma of G 222 aircraft.
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Fig. 3 -G 222 full scale fatigue testing.
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Lock Threshold
0.05 0.5
0,45 0.3 5.000,
0.75 0.3
1.25 0.3
1.55 0'3
1.95 05
2.35 0.8
2.65 0.9

Fig. 7 - Fatigue meter installed on G 222
aircraft (Negretti & Zambra). 870
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LOAD NIONI'MUNG OF F-16 A/5 AMICRAFT OF 71HE
RNMAF Wfll A SMART ELECIRONIC DEVICE

by

DJ.Spik&Jout
National Acroepace Laboratory

P.O. Box 90502
1006 Bid Amastenlan

Thke Netherlands

Sin"e the introduction of the P-16 weapon systan in the RJIUAF, load monitoring has been carried outr
with a Mechanical Strain Recorder (OR~) to each aircraft and a flight Loads Recorder (FLZ) in am
sixth of the fleor.
From 1990 on, theee recorders haes been replaced by instrumentation which is capable of recording
peaks and troughe in the signal of a straingege at the location of the liSR. Thise new instrumentation
has beem nsmtalled In three aircraft per squadron. The result is a calculated severity per mission
type per squedron. By ueing the mission type mixture, the severity per base, squadron or tail numbder
can be established. Inspection wschmes * based on the recently developed Fleat Structural Maintenence
Plan for the DMR", can be changed accordingly.
Mission type end take of f configuration for each flight is availeble from the debriefing form.
Resides the single channel measurements.* supporting measurements with more channels hawe been carried
out. In this way it wee checked whether the load severity for the liSR location can be used for other
etructural locatione.

1. MIGNmIMU

Since 1979 I1-16 A/B aircraft are flying in the NIIIA, replacing the 1-104 G and NI-S aircraft. In
1991 the last squadron will be equipped with this aircraft. At the time of the introduction of the
1-16 weapon systee. inspection intervals were besed on damage tolerance end durability calculations
using the design spectrum. Fro, the start on. it was foraeesn to supply each operator with an M~dghd
Floot Structural Maintenance Plan (FSHP). For this reason, a nlight Loade Recorder (FYU) was installed
in each sixth aircraft. In this way, three years of actual RuAM and 32AUja environment data of each
operator beams available for the update of the FOMP. For the KINA? It was for the fftst time that
aircraft ware equipped with load monitoring inatrrintnation free the moment of Introduction of the
aircraft. To the USA an updated version of the Full was presented in 1906. for the RILA? the first
pert of th updated FSHP becae available in 1989, rreference 1. It is expected that in 1991 the Last
parts of the FOMP will be ready fer publication. In the case of the D131A? the update wee made In the
framwork of the so-called XPFAIASIP program which started around 1964. In this program for the
Rurepean Participating Air Forces also use bee been mode of the results reached in the USAF progrnm.

Also from the Introduction, of the aircraft in the NINA? inventory, each F-16 was equipped with the
Leigh Mechanical Strain Recorder (M0t) In order to carry out Individual Airplane Tracking (IAT). The
OR records by =mean of a ecratch on a metallic tape a strain which is proportional to the wing root

beadin mea. In the present paper It will be discuseed shy the DWILA? hae decided to build out the
PTA an MOR Instrumentation emd replace It by a swrt electronic device In a laimied Imemer of
aircraft.
A description will be given of the set-up, of the data collecting procedure end of the actions taken to
ensure the quality of the accumulated data.
Attention will be given to the calculation of the *demnp, in ter" of crack growth, of the recorded
lead seqencwes. ftemlee of the data recorded and subsequent Analysis resulte, of the data base will be
dowun tn the -x chapter.
In One loee chapter semething will be told sbeet supporting melti-cheml measauremnts, in which
besides vertical esoeleratiam, and wing raer beading &train also a strain at a different structural
location bee been receegdd.

Am omtlemed befere. the Ieed Scattering of the IP-16 was origimally planned to wake ume of Pit and OR
Intruementation. Prooeeeimg me mieius afth d eog-edo' data were to be performed in the USA. After
abot 5 ymews of eperationam eseegding the Am still had Mea received bask an results. In fact It

appeared that at cha time down was me sftml contract to ewadyse th data.
Nmomavr, at temsn time the NOW? did experience Is service crecdo at a total o~r f 91i0mthears
which sugested a owae severe uWe man loeding eawiroemat than the USAF. Also there wes onc oorn
Withi" the on"Abothut th aeweriry of air "I"pa flying. It Wae decided to equip ems aircraft with a
simple, atralagsgm instumenataion. The shoesins wemade for a full stwaiagp bridge at doe Iecatia. of
the MOR. In this VW it ema possible to dogee reaults ef the" measurements with the reeulta of
the MS Reasrdiag of the ? MW en ther airtmeea (esme PS )

mmebsend F - PS10ihBWOOad0 iflcniinngO oevaWb- n

400" fr - of a dasimfoAMljsb i memo f strf a td Fig. usettpeC FAG e so a
anoft *mo~m with otaireratt.
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Ink 1985 two more aircraft got provisione for inetallation of a Spectrapot device. The intention was to
measure with two aircraft end have one aircraft for spare.
Also at tha second F-16 air base, which became operational in 1965, three aircraft received Provisions
for a Spectrapot instrumentation. From earlier load measurements with F- 104 aircraft a large
difference in ueage and loading experience bad been observed between the two air bases. The RMSAl
wanted to know if this was aleo the case for F-16 aircraft. Besides, at the second baoe a new version
of the F-16 aircraft, namely block 15 instead of block 10, was introduced. One of the larger
differences between these versions is a larger horizontal tail on the block 15 version.
In 1963 the photo reconnaissance squadron and a first equadron at a third air base converted to F-16
aircraft and again Spectrapot Instrumentation was built in.
In the meantime, FIA recorders were already built out when the analysis of the batch of flights
recorded till that moment started at General Dynamics In order to develop an updated version of the
ISIS? for the BMLA. Based on earlier load monitoring programs, reference 2, and the results of the
Spectrapot measaurements #*far, the 53161 was of the opinion that the differences in usage and loading
experience betwee aircraft in the mas squadron were not large enough to make individual aircraft
monitoring resulting in a different maintenance schedule for each aircraft a necessity.
In addition, the reliability of the BES1, Its accuracy end the experiences with data processing And
data analysis were such that the La~Al decided in 1939 to use only Spectrepot instrumentation for the
lo*d monitoring of its F-16 fleet from Januaery 1.* 1990. The temiber of Spectrapot's amwa increased to
three per squadron with five aircraft per squadron having provisions for the Instrumentation. In this
way the instrumentation can be put in another aircraft in case of long term maintenance or
modification of the aircraft.
In total 0 squadrons are now equipped with the Spectrapot instrumentation. Since the start of the
program in 1984 new versions of the Spectrapet instrumentation became available with larger memories,
batter resolution, real time clock etc. Such a new version of the Spectrapot, gSpoctrapor-

4
C,. is used

for most if the Instrumented aircraft,* see figure 2.

Goal of the Iced monitoring program is to keep track of possible changes in uaggg and 12adLag
anrlxnSj during operational flights of the 33161. Inspection Intervals may be adapted If the change
with respect to the x~j2ggg usage and loading environment is too large. For the reference the
operational flying till about 1985 has been taken. This is also the basis for the updated ISIS? for the
RMTA which is In use from the beginning of this year.

The load monitoring of Y-16 aircraft of the 31616 Is carried out on a samle of the fleet, namely on
three aircraft per squadron. Recorded are a sequence of peaks and troughs in the signal of a
straingage bridge at the original location of the MMS. This location is on one of the major carry
through bulkheads of the F.16 airframe. The signal Is representative for the wing root beanding moment.
which Is a good measure for the loading experience of wing and Centre section of the fuselage.
The choice boas been made for a full four gag bridge in order to hae" a large signal and to have
temperature compensation. The gages have en electrical resistance of 350 a and a gage length of 6 me.
They have been meanufactured by 1261 (TYPR FCL-6-350.23).
On the signal en analog filtering is performed by the Spectrepot instrumentation, using a -3 dB point
at 20 ftz. In addition, a rang filter of about four percent of the full measuring range is used for
the Spectrapot-AC, (about 7 percent fer th Spectrapot- lC).
Further, a time mark is set after each half minute interval. (I win for the Ipectrapot-1C).

Rntensive On! tests hae" been carried out on the Spectrepot instrumentation to chock on emission and
susceptibility. It Is very important to coke sure that the Instrumentation is not susceptible for on!.
Because of the data reduction to peake end troughs it is In general impossible to tall from the
results whether a peak Is a result of a real looadin of the structure or of EaI.

In order to be able to coca"e the reewlts of the Speotrepet measurements with thoe" of the NOR, the
calibration of testraingege bridge was carried out by compating the recorded sequences of BUM and
Spectrapot of the saem flights, for examles se figures 3 eid 4. In bath signals the eom. large.
load cycles were taken and subsequently a *MR p strain" per Spectrapot-IC cout was derived. It is
plasIe to repeat this calibration for the Spectraept-AC. With the larger reselution the accuracy of
the calibration can be Improved.
In eddition, It wee fees&d in a recent investigation, referem=e 3, that the accuracy of the BUS Is not
toe good. Three different BU's were used In this test. The output of the MR's were coopare with the

mee-urI stranse of strainpgage en the em red on think to BULS w ere Installed. Is a fatigue
testing meebine, a few Ised eyelea were applied. ame result dud skew a large differec in the output
of the Wase if eaepared with the awerape strain of the straingegee. mociety 2. 7 mad 14 percent
mmlle~rfSoB it is inecssary to calibate doe Isdlvidal MOR. which will be used for th calibration ef
the straeSup bridge.

in flows I toe locations for the earainpgeg bei" awe ohm.
At an stz- of the cmmuning peoepam a location MUi wW banana the attemb points of the US wm
choenm. 9094y, this an bosme aw Slommnie frm One ml Dyinaics thaft do gsment to don setads

do boa1ad wa sMU. Onoem, an straw mm ac iuthW the OUM&Ip Varie aft to be
ewgmmtoly 35 poerso Usp than tha m mesiowa "ft do US.

It Mo i m A@U eaI, mmf wif th alapW. It hu a se rain A~dstibutame ceastheo Usesaleso a n
US. to bamI 1b "Wapu ams. plesed go astee "aset so do" Jash. wON" can "Puns by
jeea what do womy"06 at so aircraft as maek i b oaon P ge lamw me mouraed with a Seaw
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cell between the top of the Jack and the wing. In thi way loads up to 6500 lb could be applied at
each win tip giving about 23 percent of limit load in toese of wing root bending mosent,. "as
referenc 3.

Figure 5 shows the strain distribution in the bulkhead. It was found that the straingLge bridge used
In the load monitoring program wee located in an area with a large strain gradient as a result of the
tromsveres flange. For practical reasons it is advisable to use an area with a more uniform strain
distribution. In this way, mall differences in the exact location of the straingags bridge between
different aircraft still give the same output. As a result a new location for the strainge-e bridge
was chosen. Next, the *old" and the "new" bridge were placed on the test aircraft and a factor between
the output of beth bridges was established.

3.2 ust haondlin

Management of the load monitoring program for the F-16 aircraft of the MUA" is carried out by NVI. In
each squadron an officer is responsible for changing the solid state memories at a 25 hours interval,

(one week for Spectrapot-IC), and if necessary replace the Spectrapot to another aircraft with
*provisions for*.Besides the load data on the solid state memory, for each recorded fltsht a debriefing form has to be

completed by the. crewchief and the pilot, see table 1. In this way, additional information about the
flight becomes available, ,such as:

Administrative data.
Take off store configuration.
Nission type, including aems information about mission content.

Table 2 gives the mission type description as used in this program for the REIAF. The definition of
those mission types have been determined in close cooperation with pilots. It may be clear that
completion of the debriefing from is essential for the program. This means that such attention has to
be given to this aspect. Close cooperation between I1LAP personnel at the air base and NU personal is
very important.
In figure 6 the data flow in the load monitoring program is given. As can be soon, the results are
stored in the -- __ at bas.

Dedicated software programs have been written to analyse the data stored in the data base. Selections
of groups of flights can be easily made. For example: per squadron, tailo. time interval, mission
type and combinations of these item. For each selection a table is made as given in table 3. In the
next chapter more will be told about the quantities ICSI on SCSI as used in table 3.

each half year. a review of the recorded data is presented in a standardimed "half yearly survey
report'. For this report selections are mads for "all R3IAF" and per squadron. In each case for throe
time intervals. namely: last balf year, last year and last three years.
For the sam *elections an overview per mission type and aircraft type is given of the distribution of
configuration classes.
Here, semething has to be told about the "configuration class".
The F-16 Is flown in a wide variety of store/fuel configurations. In fact a few hundred different
configurations hae been experienced sofer. In order to present the configuration usage a set of ten
different "configuration classes have" been defined on the basis of a calculated wing root bending
moment per a at take off.
In the calculation the influence on the wing root bending moient of the additional messes of the
stares and of the increase of the lift force on the wing am a result of the increase of the take off
weight are taken into account.

In addition to the -half yearly survey reports" to the RNlE , the F-16 fatigue data bae is used for
sore detailed analysis in ad hoc projects.

4. CA1t1AY• • "U."• M 1L1•m

A few years &Vo NMA dvoleoped the so-called 'Crack Severity Index*. CSI, cootpt for quantification of
the damge of recorded stress spectra in toem of crack reth potential. refereece 4.
In earlier onoitoring program (P-104 0, 11-5 A/&) the "severity*" of recorded Iead spectra used to be
quantified in term of a "Load Severity Index", LI. which wsa calculated on the basis of a biner type
fatigue life oeleulation. It wee felt that for the F-16, an aircraft which is desiLnod according to
the 1noage Tolersoe" concept, a more modern mthod had to be used based en crack srowh potential.
The CSI coneopt va devoloped usain recorded Iod eaquences of the I-16 loed monitoring program. It is
Important to resaise that the malealated C9 value ts a ulatu dm•a figore for a speucfic lseats
snd loading spectrum.
In the developnet of o CSl method use m asode of the latest emoepto with regard to reaok growet
prodietim, ienluding creek elsmre med associated erack greoth retaRdatiem. n lanmprtt quantity Is
the miaem eesok sopeig streae. In the C51 snept thUs spent leval Is a functiom of the miima

Foe validatida a do• Cot uasomp tags tons• en sift8l side crack"d boeo spasom b bo

oclaried ou. retewoeo a idrtme .I table 4 dfidmee 7 o 1teln awmo aiiresults we giemu. Umm %mte" sequence in a bac of MW fl t I at mem air bern. Derived
•- "tMe • eboo noe no do, varl•iatos LOW (S18ts appear la order of Isxssn Mt8 per
' ~~flW4J), UWL (d Uong RMe), "amd "on (eyelas below stress oeng em level deleted), *Tmauetair

(ttenatian of 13 per me We to 15e r a) w (flIt8e with 3=1 > 1.73 deleted), *KiW
(fliaes with =e < 1.ty delete").

m I e (es) is mo with mroedSq ad m•is-im mie xe from a sees"i 7-1 air bee., mely
elkel aft. to tale 4 the qmatitioe SCI and PI ae used foer o do arm&

Pe apetnua. AN mad bedem, use Is sodsi n the CS! ealslatiom of m ewan sm
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opening level which depends on the spectrum shape under consideration. Of course, the batch of flights
for which the averae stress opening level is calculated has to be sufficiently large. It was decided
that at least a batch of 100 flights ti needed for calculation of the average stress opening level.
This result in called the SCSI value (for *spectrum" CS). For calculation of the CSI value for a
smaller batch of flights or for individual flights the average stress opening level of a reference
batch of 88 F-16 flights, recorded In 1985 at two air baaes, is used. This gives the PCSI value (for
*neminal' CSI). In figure 9 a comparison Is made between the results of the fatigue tests and the CSI
calculation results for SCSI and MCSI. From this figure it is concluded that the CSI concept is a
reasonably reliable tool for quantification of relative severties for this type of manoeuvre
dominated spectra. As may be expected the results for the NCSI calculation are slightly leas accurate
than the results for the SCSI calculation.
Interesting to observe is that the influence of extreme sequencing of flights in the batch of
200 flights is rather limited.
Oission of load cycles below the stress opening level has no result on the fatigue test results, as
was expected.

5. RESULTS O1 YES LOhfl Nonm5rLglucP05

In this chapter only a few examples are given of the results with can be made available from the
fatisus data base.
In the half yearly report to the RNWLF more or less the raw data are presented. The most important
question is: Is there a significant change in the CSI value per squadron as a result of changes in
usage and/or loading envirorment?
If so. the half yearly report offors the possibility to A certain extent to find out what the reasons
are. Rore detailed analysis can be dna by NSi using the complete data base.
In figure 10 seem typical examples of different mission types are given. Of course there is a large
scatter in the mission content of flights having the same mission type. In figure 11 the resulting"average' spectra for two mission types are given. It is interesting to see that there is distinct
difference between the same mission type flown at the two air bases. Differences in take off store
configurations, figure 12, and in geografic location of the air basis explain these results.
In combination with a different mission mixture at those air bases, the total load spectrum is also
different and consequently the overall CSI-value. Figure 8 shown a severity ratio of 1.32 per flight
between the crack growth potential at Leeuwarden air bass and the one at Volkel air base. By the way,
the FSNP for the MNLAN takes these differences into account.

For a load monitoring program it is essential that new trends in the usage and loading environment are
found. In recent years attention has been given to the flying by the SHIA in Coose Say (Canada) and
to Air Display flying, figure 13. If aircraft fly these mission types for longer periods of time
exclusively, a correction to the Inspection scheme may be necessary.
In figure 14 variation over the years of the severity per mission type is given for 323 squadron at
Leeuardeon air base. Also a comparison with the 311 sqn at Volkel air base is made.
In table 5 the overall result in SCSI value for 323 squadron is shown.
A substantial increase of the SCSI value has been experienced over the years. It may be noticed that
the way of operation in 1985 has been taken as the reference basis for the FSHP of the IAN.

A. -JT~~iE 5105fl

Sofar a description of the standard load monitoring program, in which only oae channel is recorded,
has boen given. However, most aircraft are equipped with a 4 channel version of the Spectrapot
Instruentation. This opens interesting possibilities to carry out adhoc measurements with other

parmters. In this way vertical acceleration, a etraingage In t aft fuselage and the engine 311
hae boon or are being recorded in addition to the straingage at the HU location.
The large advantage Is that the data handling is already taken care off in a standardized procedure.
Cowling with other data in the F.16 fatinum data ba" is relatively simple. In figure 15 for a large
nimber of flights of all mission types the relation between strain at the M location end the
vertical acceleration is given. This figure illustrates the fact that for this type of highly
meuwmmrable aircraft meauring of strain in stad of vertical acceleration is a good choice if a
location can be fml where the strain history is representative for the loading of the most critical
patns of the airfram. This is the case for the F-16 aircraft.

In aother measuring program a straLngage bridge in the-aft fuselage at bulkhead FS 479.55 was
recorded. Purpose of this investigation was to check how well the results for the ME location cauld
be used far prediction of the damage at another structural location. In the initwidwal aircraft
tracking (IAT) program it is assumed that the HER data can be used as on indication for the overall
load experience of the aircraft.
In the prePaM it was found that this is only tr if the mission mixture does not change
signifianItly. In flwr XE it is sown thaot the leads at HER location and aft fuselage location mre a
fusetio of t usae of elevator and rudder and else depuedant of airspeed. In other an this is
mission dependent. In figur 17 the ratios of S values are given for the mat sevter MW mission
types far NOR lecation and aft fuselage. For mamsle the SCSI value for teACT mission typ Is larger
ta the m for *all* flights for the M location. Nwevr, for the aft felige the de is far
male. In this c•ae the SCI fot t h leoation andereetimste the rdimge for the other locatime. Far
the Isilon e I thi is tthe etr way 1Imd.

i

-- 4I • I
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In this paper the loamonitoring of F-16 aircraft of the RNAF using a simple electronic device has
been described. The RNLAF contracted the National Aerospace Laboratory MIA in the Netherlands for
definition and implementation of the instrumentation.
The data collecting on a routine basis is carried out by NUR and two tises per year a survey data
report is sent to the USIAW.
REsential for this program Li that only a sample of the aircraft is equipped with the instrumentation.
On the other hand much additional information is collected from the debriefing forms.
As a result, an adequate and flexible load monitoring system for the F-16 aircraft of the RNIAF is now
in full operation as a replacement of older FIR and KSR equipment.
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TABLE 1
Debriefing form

• F-16 WING STRAIN MONITORING

11-02-1981

1 GROUND PERSONNEL

SQUADRON LOCATION TAKE OFF LANDING TYPE OF AIRCRAFT

322 306 LEEUWARDEN [F~16-A
323 311 VOLKEL F16-B
313 312 TWENTHE RF-16
315 314 GILZE RIJEN ............

3 16 .........................

DATE L I AIRCRAFTNR TOTAL HOURS BEFORE FLIGHT

MEMORY NR FLIGHT SEQUENCE NR ON MEMORY

EXTERNAL STORES CONFIGURATION BEFORE FLIGHT

WINGTIP 1 9 OUTBOARD 2 8 OUTBOARD 3 7 INBOARD 4 6 CENTERLINE 5

launcher empty empty empty empty
aim 9 u.w launcher pylon only pylon only rack/adaptor
dummy aim 9 ter dry 370 dry 300S................... . . ................... suu 20 1/2 full 370 full 3D0

................... . ................... ver full 370 ecm podS................... . . ..................... ................................... recce pod

iP ILOT

FLIGHT DURATION T/O TIME MAX. HUD G

POSITION IN FORMATION FLIGHT LEAOER1 WINGMAN -

I BASIC MISSION TYPE **CROSS ONE* SEE BACK SIDE
RANGE IAGNAV ACT PI CAP DART GF IF RECCEJ

NUMBER OF PASSES
LEVEL 4; 15° LOFT

if RANGE .- GUNNERY __>!5°

I AGNAVI BOMBING

if I ACT j - NUMBER OF SETUPS

if I CAP I - NUMBER OF INTERCEPTS [•j

if I DART I - NUMBER OF PASSES

if ADDITION TO BASIC MISION TYPE

ACT C] P, C] ORA C3 NAV [] CAP ............

REM A RKS: ................................................................

&L
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TABLE 2
Overview mission types

MISSION CODE J MISSION TYPE DESCRIPTION

AIR/GROUND RANGE WEAPONS DELIVERY FOR TRAINING, UTILIZING TRAINING

ORDNANCE (BOMBS, ROCKETS, GUNS), INCLUDING

EVASIVE ACTIONS (AIR/AIR AND AIR/GROUND).

PLEASE INDICATE UNDER REMARKS IF LIFE BOMBS WERE

USED.

AGNAV LOW LEVEL NAVIGATION TRAINING, INCLUDING ONE OR

MORE SIMULATED GROUND ATTACKS, EVASIVE ACTIONS
(AIR/AIR AND AIR/GROUND).

AIR/AIR ACT AIR COMBAT MANOEUVRING, SELF DEFENSE, DOGFIGHT.

PI INTERCEPTS FOLLOWED BY AIR COMBAT MANOEUVRING.

CAP COMBAT AIR PATROL.

DART AIR TO AIR FIRING ON A DART TARGET.

GENERAL GF GENERAL FLYING (AIRCRAFT FAMILIARISATION IN

SAFE HANDLING AND OPERATION). THIS CODE ALSO
INCLUDES CONVERSION, TRANSITION, FCF AND ECF.

IF INSTRUMENT FLYING IN REAL OR SIMULATED IFR

CONDITIONS. THIS CODE ALSO INCLUDES LONG RANGE

FERRY- AND NIGHT FLIGHTS.

RECCE VISUAL/PHOTO RECONNAISSANCE.

ILt
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TABLE 3
Review of recorded load data

Example table "Review of Recorded Load Data"

mission-/ or. of ave. flight TO WEIGHT LOAD EXPERIENCE crack

aircraft- flights duration ave. stdev. NCSI SCSI op. level

type (0r) (Ib) (1b) per flight stdev. per flighi st.dev. (MPa)
I . f

I I I

range I I
act

all

Table repeated:

F-16A - per squadron and all RNLAF

F-16B - last half year

- last year
BL-10 - last 3 years

BL-15

cr.o.l. = calculated crack opening level
NCSI = calculated with a fixed cr.o.l

SCSI = cr.oJ. calculated for batch

TABLE 4
Validation of CSI concept

loading sequence type of average flight average number relative NCSI SCSI
(block of 200 crack duration (hr) of flights severity per per
200 flights) in test in test flight flight

BASIC (LW 85) through 1.08 6407 1.00* 1.00* 1.00*
thickness

LOHI 1.08 6486 0.99 1.00 1.00

HILO 1.08 7048 0.91 1.00 1.00

OMISSION 1.08 6383 1.00 1.00 1.00

TRUNCATED 1.08 5161 1.24 0.99 1.08

LOW 1.08 10434 0.61 0.50 0.55

HIGH 1.02 3522 1.82 1.90 1.77

LW BASIC (85) corner 1.08 9713 1.00* 1.00* 1.00*

VK BASIC (85) 1.12 12834 0.76 0.57 0.74

relative severity with respect to "basic"

TABLE 5
Example of SCSI change in time

323 sqn. I An

SCSI flight crack
per per duration opening
flight hour level

(hr) (ilPa)

1985 1.25 1.12 1.12 41.36
1989 1.61 1.66 0.97 43.29

. 1985 is basis for M RKWA1

* SCSI my be used for adaption of inspection
intervals

t
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Fig. I Location of straingage bridges on FS 325.8 bulkhead
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AIRCRAFT TR&CKING FOR BUXI3M PATIO=

R. Neunaber
Industrieanlagen Betriebogesellachaft

Einsteinstra e, 8012 Ottobrunn
Germany

SmmmY 1. introduction

Aircraft tracking is carried out Development specifications for mili-
for flight safety reasons, but with tary A/C generally require a fatigue
an increasing tendency also for test of the entire airframe, or at
economic reasons. With the latter least its principal components, as
aspect the cost-to-performance ra- proof of structural integrity. Alt-
tio becomes more and more important. hough test speeds allow the simula-
To take care of both, for the WS tion of a large number of daily
Tornado the parametric data acquisi- flights, several years are necessary
tion of the crash recorder was for the completion of the fatigue
extended to a multi-level tracking test, allowing for interruptions for
concept composed of the sectors repair, modification and inspection.

Thus, for reasons of time and money
- Temporary Aircraft Tracking series production of A/C begins be-
- Selected Aircraft Tracking fore all results of the fatigue
- Individual Aircraft Tracking tests on the various FCAs are known

and the necessary modifications
The key eleaents of flight monito- made. Individual batches therefore
ring are the flight recorders that still have structural FCAs, albeit
are distributed throughout all squa- with decreasing frequency, whose
drons on a statistically representa- inherent fatigue life in all
tive basis and that register opera- probability will not last throughout
ting data for Selected Aircraft the planned operational usage.
Tracking. In the Temporary Aircraft
Tracking sector, the recorder Hence necessity to retrofit and re-
parameter set also contains strain pair structural components is
gauges in the various fatigue criti- unquestionable. The question is,
cal areas. Cyclical reading of these which A/C requires which repair, and
strain gauges ensures that any when. There are several reasons as-
faults are revealed in the parame- king this question, for example:
tric algoritlmus.

- restrictions on operational usage
Individual Aircraft Tracking is car- for unmodified structures
rned out on the basis of a reduced and
pilot parameter set.The data trans- - cost-effective modification
fer from the aircraft to the evalua-
tion centre for this task was In order to answer these questions
converted from manual registration satisfactorily, it is necessary to
to electronic data processing, know the fatigue life ratio of the
increasing the data processing capa- operational stress spetrum on FCAB
city and at the urn time signifi- to the stress spectrum in the fati-
cantly improving data quality. que test, i.e. how many operation

flight hours are equivalent to a
List of Abbreviations simulated flight hour in the test.

Depending on the structural point in
A/C Aircraft question, such spectra comparisons
FCA Fatigue Critical Area range from
FPS Full Pazelter Set
IAT Individal Aircraft Tracking - either higher or lower
OM)S onboeard Life Monitoring operational stress spectrum

systm compared to the test
PPS Pilot Parameter got to
""RP Recorder Parameter Set - the stress spectrum simulated in
SAT Selected Aircraft Tracking the test not being representative
TAT Teorary Aircraft Tracking in detail for operational usage.
WS Weapon System
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Thus, it is both useful and essen- - running costs for data evaluation
tial for the A/C user to have an and report preparation
instrument, which answers the com-
plex questions mentioned above and Taking the point of view that a num-
enables necessary activities to be ber of FCAs must be monitored rather
planned. This task is dealt with by than the entire A/C, the question of
the 'Aircraft Tracking for Structu- optimisation of the procedure must
ral Fatigue' (Fig. 1). be related to the individual FCAs

themselves. The complexity of pre-
The following explanations will pro- sent-day weapon systems demands a
vide more details about the scope of wide-range tracking concept, which
this task, taking as an example the can also react as flexibly as possi-
procedure utilized for the WS TOR- ble to the problems of material
NADO. preservation.

2. Concept for aircraft Tra g 2.1 Tracking Zllmsnts (Fig. 2)

The tracking concept of the WS TOR-
Fatigue Life Monitoring is not used NADO is divided into the three sec-
exclusively for events related to tors :
flight safety, but is used - Individual Aircraft Tracking
increasingly as a cost-effective - Selected Aircraft Tracking
means of material conservation. The - Temporary Aircraft Tracking
value of this monitcring system thus Monitoring is based essentially on
varies by the ratio of its perfor- flight parameters, which are avai-
mance, including such aspects as lable on the existing data acquisi-

tion unit of the crash recorder.
- number and importance of FCAs Those parameters relevant to struc-
- precision of damage calculation tural monitoring are collected in

per FCA the RPS and registered by a flight
- scope of application for all PCAs recorder. The FPS is an extension of

of the A/C structure the RPS and is geerated through
to its costs, which include differentiations and conversions of

several parameters. It contains allinvestment coats for data essential influening variables for
acquisition and processing mechanical *train (e.g.
systems

1 I _
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Fig. TORNADO. AiulTrcdfgt Concept (GW)

accelerations, weight ... ). To re- sampling rate restrictions only one
duce the expense of data acquisition FCA can be monitored in addition to
for each individual A/C, an additio- the flight parameters for each air-
nal severely reduced PPS was defi- craft.The strain gauges are evalua-
ned, containing only the essential ted by regression techniques to pro-
parameters for stress on the most duce a realistic correlation between
vital FCAB. This IAT parameter set operational strain on the structure
is registered by means of a coun- and the flight parameters that cause
ter.(Fig. 3). it. As the strain/parameter correla-

tion is only partially deterministic
The flight recorders are distributed because of the limited parameter
on a statistically representative sets, it is cyclically repeated
basis throughout the individual within the TAT segment for the same
squadrons and register the flight- FCA on several A/C. Hence, mismat-
parameter spectrum of selected air- ches in the parameter algorithms,
craft. The key monitoring elements due to alterations in the A/C confi-
are, however, the strain gauges in gurations and in the operational
the various FCAs. Due to overall missions are covered simultaneously.

Pi f btMTi

-& H
ki
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2.2 Temporazy Aircraft Tracking areas monitored, in this case it
(Fig. 4) remains uncertain, after completion

of the fatigue test, whether the
TAT draws on strain gauges, which loads simulated in the test are
are recorded together with the RPS actually representative of
in order to achieve simultaneous operational loads. The analysis is
acquisition. The RPS is then based on the fatigue life of the
extended to the FPS (Para. 2.1). complete subassembly and not that of
Task 1: a single, local FCA.
>Strain Based Damage Calculation<
Direct conversion of the measured
strain history into a frequency of 2.3 Selected Aircraft Tracking
occurrence matrix and calculation of (Fig. 5)
the accumulated damage.The validity
is restricted to the A/C observed Derivation of the FPS takes place
throughout the measuring period, analog to TAT, although, unlike TAT,

the recordings do not contain strain
Task 2: gauge parameters. Thu generation of
>FPS/Stress Correlation< the appropriate stress patterns for
Correlation of the FPS with the all FCAs is carried out via the
stress at FCAs obtained from local FPS/Stress Regression Table (Task 2
strain measurement. The regression in TAT).
extends to a representative number
of flights (>100) for a specific Task 4:
A/C configuration and is repeated >Flight Hour-Related Damage<:
cyclically. Conversion of the strain history

calculated into a frequency of
Task 3: occurrence matrix and based on the
>PPS/Stress Correlation< calculation of accumulated damage.
Correlation of the Pilot Parameters The fixation of the safe damage rate
utilized for IAT with stress at per flight hour is calculated on a
FCAs, calculated from the measured statistical basis for each squadron.
local strain. The regression
extends, as in Task 2, over a - Task 5:
representative sample. >Usage Spectra Survey<

The frequency of occurrence matrices
An example of Task 1 of current obtained analog to Task 4 for
interest is the acquisition of data selected parameters and stresses ere
on operational strain on the stored as a basis for the evaluation
components of the aircraft, which so of further correlated components and
far have shown no defects in the structural areas.
fatigue test. In contrast to the

.1i
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-Task 6: be individually monitored with
>Damage comparison of Parameter reference to a specific FCA. This
Sets< necessarily occurs when the IAT
The first step simulates IAT, where pilot parameters are blind to the
a stress spectrum is generated with stress variation of the FCA. In this
the PPS/Stress Regression Table. In case the scatter of damage is lower,
the second step for the same data when related to the total flight
sequence a stress frequency of hours compared to the damage
occurrence matrix is generated with calculated with the pilot
the FPS/Stress Regression Table. In parameters.
the third step the resulting damages
are compared at individual stress
levels. Out of that procedure the 2.4 Individual Aircraft Tracking
modified S/N data set is generated (Fig. 6)
in order to make the FPS knowledge
available for the individual From the conceptual point of view,
aircraft. the IAT permits optimum utilization
Task 4 corresponds to the classic of the inherent structural life.This
form of SAT, i.e. if the A/C cannot naturally presupposes that

T40-8

WAmT
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Fig7: TORNADO, Loca Strin Concept

appropriate sensors (pilot are defined for the acquisition
parameters) exist in the individual of flight parameters.
A/C for the acquisition of stress
data.The pilot parameter signals 3.1.1 strain Gauge for TAT
acquired by IAT are converted via
the appropriate stress regression The process of application of strain
table (Task 3 in TAT) into PCA gauges can be divided into the
stress spectra and transformed into following two groups:
the individual damage index via the a) calibrated Loads
modified S/N data set (Task 6 in This evaluation method requires a
SAT). The accumulated damage (D) is series of calibration tests to
the sum of the individual damage produce the coefficients for the
indices (di). determination of the loads from

strain gauge outputs.
Because of the extent of the

3. Data Acquisition Concept calibration, this procedure is
only used with TORNADO in

3.1 Transducer isolated cases, e.g. load
measurements in control rods.

The wide range of problems of b) Local Strain
material preservation in a modern Effective use of these
weapon system requires transducers transducers require prior in-
for the precise acquisition of depth Imowledge of the strain
stress progression at any structural distribution around the aircraft
point. In general, the two types of fatigue critical locations. This
transducers, Strain Gauge and Flight is necessary to define a suitable
Parameter, have been proved to be measurement location from which
applicable, the strain can be scaled to
In the WS TORNADO, both types of represent the stress at the
transducer are installed side by fatigue critical location.
side.
a) Strain gauges Monitoring of the TORNADO's FCAs is

Within a cost-effective overall based essentially on the local
concept the strain gaeges are strain concept as key element. For
essentially only used for, this a suitable local strain
regression to the flight measurement location was qualified
parameters. for every FCA within the Major

b) Flight parameter Aircraft Fatigue Test (MAFT). This
Corresponding to the monitoring means, the algorithm between stress
concept the two data sets in FChs and local strain at the
- RPS for SAT measurement location has been
and derived (Fig. 7).
- PPS for IAT

msllS mm s I " Ilw'amm i• . .. ' j"
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This algorithm enables as directly For high frquency analyses in Task 1
as possible a comparison of critical an additional measurement computer
area stresses between the may be fitted, which allows for
test article and the service sampling rates up to 500 samples
aircraft. The local strain per second on both channels.
measurement location was selected
with particular attention to its 3.1.2 Recorder Permter Bet
accessibility on the aircraft in
operation. The flight recorders are distributed

according to statistical
considerations throughout the entire

In accordance with conceptual fleet and therefore permit a
requirements, only selected A/C are representative overview of the A/Cs'
equipped with strain gauges, in operational usage. In calculating
order to correlate the local strain critical area stresses based on the
with the flight parameters.Based on recorder parameters particular care
that, a strain gauged aircraft is must be taken that:
dedicated to a specific FCA and due a) all parameters, which influence
to the symmetric design of the the stress of the FCA in question
aircraft the left and right hand FCA are included in the parameter
is equipped with a strain gauge.This set, and
symmetrical strain recording enables b) an adequate sampling rate has
a scatter evaluation and on-line been provided
data checks.For the strain gauge c) a suitable concept for
data acqusition 2 strain channels conversion of parameter signals
are incorporated in the RPS. This to stress histories exists.
allows for simultaneous recording of The latter demand is fulfilled
strain and parameter (Fig. 8). within the Fps/stress correlation

(Task 2 in TAT), which
a) Primary strain gauge simltaneously indicates, whether

This signal is evaluated for the any flight parameters essential in
parameter/stress regression. It the calculation of stress are
is sampled at a rate of 16 per lacking. Should this be the case,
second. only a strain-based damage

calculation (Task I in TAT) is
b) Secondary strain gauge possible.

This signal is used for scatter
and drift aalyses atA es led at Since for cost reasons, not every
a rate of 4 per second. aircraft will be equired with a

Flight Recorder, landi•ial aircraft
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monitoring takes place on the basis hour-related monitoring takes place
of a limited PPS. (Task 4 in SAT).

3.1.3 Pilot Parameter Bet for ZAT 3.2 Recorder and Data Trarsfer
(Fig. 9) (11g. 10)

Because of the position on the 3.2.1 Flight Recorder for M1T and
center fuselage and inner wing of TAT
the main FCAs in the TORNADO (Ref.
1), NZ*W was defined as the pilot In SAT and TAT data registration a
parameter for individual A/C. digital recorder with magnetic tape
From the flight parameters cassette is used. The parameter and

strain gauge signals are recorded- stores configuration and continuously, and only periods
- Fuel Remaining without any significant change in
the A/C Weight (W) is continuously signal are condensed by reference to
calculated and multiplied by the parameters. Thus, for following
- Normal Acceleration (Nz) evaluations the complete signal
to give a continuous Nz*W history, content is available.
The range-filtered history is than
counted for the number of level one cassette has adequate capacity
crossing* of pro-defined Nz*W for data from 15 to 20 flight hours.
levels. The recorded cassettes are sent

directly by the squadron to the
The counting procedure is that of structural life evaluation centre.
Peak and Trough with the additional
feature that at the point of level
crossing, the flight parameter 3.2.2 Comnter for rAT
values
- Stores Configuration The onboard data processing for IAT
- Wing SOwep Angle end takes place within the Data
- Flap/Slat Position Acquisition Unit (DAU). The Nz*W
are also acquired. The reading is spectra collected in the DAU are
then stored according to the transferred each working day to the
constellation of these parameters. OLMOS Ground Station (OGS) by means

of a Hand Held Terminal (HHT) and
The correlation of the pilot stored temporarily related to
parameters with the FCA stress takes individual aircraft.
place within the PPS/strees
correlation (Task 3 in TAT). If an At predetemined intervals, the data
inadequate correlation is present, aez transferred to the central

the critical aa Is not aoutored couter establietot via direct
within TAT. In tMt case flight data link. There the data are

1

,. ;1) ;&'
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assembled on the main frame conputer For future aircraft tracking the
and sent every month on magnetic TORNADO experiene has shown that
tape to the structural life a) a sampling rate of 16 per second
evaluation centre, is a minimum requirement for

operational strain measurements
Because of the extensive data at the center fuselage and the
acquisition involved in IAT, the inner~ wing
procedure described above was b) a sufficient measurement at the
optimised for efficient data outer wing, fin, taileron,
transfer. Moreover, high- qulality control surface, or landing gear
data are obtained by means of the requires a higher sampling rate
transfer's full adaption to depending on the location
electronic data processing, i.e. c) parametric equations f or the
errors caused by manual interference individual monitoring (IAT) of
are eliminated, structural areas listed under b)

may be difficult to define
d) the data acquisition for IAT can

be further optimized by on-board4. Comolusia00 data processing.

For the WS TORNADO, the molti-level
process of aircraft tracking, 5. Beezeaoe
consisting of the element

- Temporary Aircraft Tracking (13 Fraas, P. and GOilner, A.:
- Selected Aircraft Tracking "Tornado Structural Fatigue
- Individual Aircraft Tracking Life Assessment of the Germanhas proved its worth as a cost- Airforce
effective method. Errors are presented at the 72nd AGARD
revealed by means of cyclical Structures and Materials
repetition of correlations between Panel, Specialists' Meeting on
strain and paramters in the routine Fatigue Management, 29. April

operation. 1991 in Bath, united

operat in.hKinod

Within the IAT syste, theelectronic data processing
aetible data trmainer frem A/C to
the structural life evaluation

centre has also acieve good
. reaults. Apart frem the capacity ofevoluati co a mct.ih larger quantity of

oedata, atjor srs in data quality
agaop st taet of eina dataerocessng m ahieve d.
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AIRCRAFT TRACKING
OPTIMIZATION OF PARAMETERS SELECTION

by
R.J. CAZES and P. DEFOSSE

DASSAULT-AVIATION
(Structure Division)

78 quai Marcel Dassault
92214 SAINT-CLOUD - FRANCE

SUMMARY 1- THE AIMS

Any appropriate structural The purpose of the study is to
maintenance plan, based on a Safe-Life or define a principle for the measurement of
a Damage Tolerance concept, is in close loadings acting on primary structural
relation with the accuracy of in-service elements using a limited number of flight
loads identification, parameters ; from this it will be possible

to :
The development of multichannel - detect possible overstress incidents,

devices with integrated capabilities for with a view to carrying out post-flight
in-flight pre-processing allows to get checks,
in-service data and flight results about - replan maintenance programmes to improve
any critical part of the equipped flight safety and ensure the longest
aircraft, but with sometimes such an possible structural life,
amount of computations that the "should-be - build up statistics of actual
simple" in flight processing has to be operational profiles to confirm or
transferred toward a ground facility, up-date the database used for

calculation.
In order to reduce the volume of

data for calculations (and their cost of Research into in-flight loads must
acquisition), we studied the relative therefore
influence of the various flight parameters
considered during the static and fatigue - reveal any local or general overshooting
design of an aircraft, of theoretical limits ; great accuracy

is not needed, but results must be
The calculated stresses and loads reliable,

have been compared to their very same - record any subsequent load peaks (Fmin,
counterparts measured in flight. Their Fmax) with the greatest accuracy
effects on fatigue values have been achievable within reason, to enable a
quantified. This study has been performed damage computation (crack initiation and
for the MIRAGE 2000 aircraft tracking and propagation).
in service loads identification.

In-flight pre-processing of this
data requires :

- continuous recording of flight
parameters and derivatives for study and
possible analysis before the next
fli'7t,

- storage of general statistical data
(Markov Matrices, fatigue spectra) for
regular recovery of information.

OBJECTIVES FOR IN-SERVICE USE

TABLE 1
•'--I Flight parameters

Structural response F(t)

"Static" Computation "Fatigue" Computation Sttitics"

Comparison with Fatigue index Parameters
Sallowed loads Dage index Matrice

Spectra

Post-flight Periodical checks
data reading

Immediate checks Maintenance U-aeo
following overstress schedul I bases for

Calculation

_____-.
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2 - MODELLING OF STRUCTURAL RESPONSE The Electric Flight Control System

functions have been specified to ensure
2.1 - The structural response that calculated structural limits are

computation model not exceeded (*). without any
degradation of performance of handling

For each manoeuvre, identified qualities, by the definition of, in
from aircraft control surface particular, maximum control surface
deflections and attitudes, flight deflections at all points of the
mechanics equations can be used to envelope (see fig. 3).
balance aerodynamic effects againste
inertia forces. ) the system is designed for frequent

excursions to the normal -g- limit
Using a finite element modelling (9g). but the pilot can exceed this

technique, local structural stress (to 10.5g) by applying extra force
response is deduced for unitary to the control stick up over the
aerodynamic and mass effects leading control elastic limit stop.
to the development of a response grid
--•FI•q for different Mach and altitude 2.3 - Structure sizing
flight conditions and aircraft
configurations (see Fig. 1). The presented model permits t

calculation of structural responseThe theoretical local response
Fit) in a given manoeuvre is obtained, - for static strength, using unusual
with interpolation within the unitary -step- type manoeuvres as required by
grid, by linear combination using the design standards (see fig. 4) or
parameters characterising the higher loadings where demanded in the
manoeuvre, contract (in sideslip for example),

- for fatigue resistance, starting fromIn-flight calculation of discrete planned operational use conditions
results, for the updating of standard manoeuvres are repeated in
theoretical calculated aerodynamic different flight configurations.
effects, is achieved using linear
regression techniques during The dominant criterium (static or
manoeuvres specific to the area being fatigue) varies between different
studied. parts of the structure. This is

illustrated in Fig, 5a for the main
The degree of correlation obtained sizing elements.

in each area tested is confirmed by
comparison with measurements taken in Comparative results are shown
flight (see figure 2). hereunder in Table 2 for the main

structural components in terms of
2.2 - Flight Control System structural margins.

Capabilities

The Mirage 2000 has electrically
signalled controls whose transfer
functions:

pilot inputs 9---b control deflections

ensure full control to the aircraft
throughout the flight envelope.

TABLE 2

STATIC FATIGUE

Stress/Load Input Margin Margin
(1) (2)

Wing root
- Main attachment pull-up . roll 10 % (Vp) 0 %
- Rear attachment reversed pull-up 30 % 100 7

UiJersurface skin pull-up + roll 30 % 10 7

Fin root

7Winattachment reversed roll manoeuvre 50 % 100 %
- Rear fuselage sideslip/lateral gust 30 % 100 %

Margins are established using comparison between
(1) Sizing stress and maximum stress expected in flight (x 1.5 at extreme load)
(2) Sizing stress allowed per g and in flight calculated stress per g

(ON) Critical zone which can be inspected and repaired.

I
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3 - ANALYSIS OF NANOKUVRES 3.2 - Linked effects

All flight manoeuvres are The use of this type of basic
considered to result from pitch, roll balanced manoeuvre has the advantage of
and yaw inp, ts, and their respective integrating coupling effects (such as
trim forces. roll induced yaw) and the non-

linearities of certain values (such as
3.1 - The aircraft in balance the shift of the wing centre of lift

with incidence).
The principles used are described

below : These basic inputs are defined by
- in itch : normal acceleration nz calculation of inertial and aerodynamic

eu Ilts from two effects forces equilibrium coefficients. If one
- stabilized pull-up (nal) : this of them is known, the others can be

normal acceleration corresponds to deduced proportionately.
the trimmed lift effect resulting
from aircraft incidence (at a 4
given Mach/altitude and
loading/aerodynamic configuration)

- dynamic pull-up (nim) : this normal
acceleration results from the pitch Mach/Zp
instantaneous deflection of the roll stores configuration
elevons, balanced by inertia yaw fuel configuration
forces, mainly q (pitch -F
acceleration).

- in roll : asymmetric deflection of
thFe-ee-vons produces a rolling moment manoeuvreiparameters Qi
which is balanced : (deflection, inertia)
- at roll initiation (p = 0), by

inertia forces proportional to p
(roll acceleration),

- at a stable roll rate (g = 0) by forces equilib
aerodynamic forces proportional to c i
p (roll rate).

- in aw : lateral acceleration (ny)
resuTs from sideslip effect balanced |structural response
by a rudder deflection. Yaw
equilibrium is achieved through the I
balance of two effects:

sideslip
rudder deflection
balanced by inertia ny, b.r When applied to the structural

model, the stress responses to each
Note : Asymmetric elevon deflection basic balanced input take account of

also produces aerodynamic the associated flight parameters
effects on the fin whose described in the Table 3.
intensity is significantly
depending with aircraft Notations : see at the bottom of
incidence. These effects are figure 1.
compensated by a rudder
deflection (Electric Flight
Control System function).

TABLE 3

basic I'put Aerodynamic effect Countered by
(at given Mach/Zp) - Inertia

- Aerodynamics

Pull-up nzTitiflized O((incidence)

pull-up Jm (pitch)
(n,(

* dynamic pull-up sm = om - Sm 4 n
(nim) 2 1 ',

Roll
r-oll initiation $1 (eleons) • (p - 0)

(in rudder deflection)

* stabilized roll p1 p (0 0)
(in rudder deflection)

siesipa n -0 y;

. redder deflectiom n a - 0

-W

-iA
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3.3 - Structural Loads and Stresses 4.2 - Principles adopted for the
selection of manoeuvre parametersThe study is carried out using

stresses generated by loadings Theoretical calculations give a
representative of the behaviour of grid of structural responses to unit
major structural zones, with inputs in pitch, roll and yaw inputs as a
pitch, roll and/or yaw. These stresses, function of flight conditions and
limited in number, (see fig. 5b) enable aircraft mass and CG.
the analysis of Coefficients for inputs involved
- the vital wing/fuselage and in the manoeuvre are defined starting

fin/fuselage attachments, with a root parameter (see Table 3) for
- structural zones identified as each unit input and followed by

"Vcit•i-a1 using strength margin interpolation using the structural
criteria, response grid.

The Table 4 reveals the influence The choice of these main basic
of different starting conditions parameters depends on the ease of

mi-, (mi, 61, B, )n and inputs on measurement : conditions imposed
structural stress levels. The effect of (usually through cost considerations)
an angle change 0.1i is estimated at are as follows
determinant envelope analysis points as
percentage of corresponding limit - no sensors dedicated to load
stress (see fig. 6). measurement (is no additional

incidence probe, yaw vane or roll
4 - FLIGHT PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION rate gyro),

- no access to the information on the
4.1 - Basic Parameters data bus (most data is obtained by

derivation from the input to the
These are those from which can be crash recorder).

derived, at any given moment :
The choice of root parameter for

- the flight point (Mach number, the definition of the manoeuvre balance
altitude) will depend on the relative accuracy

- aircraft mass (forces and moments of (and cost) of recording the various
inertia), parameters and will be either

aerodynamic (control position...) or
They are obtained from inertial (normal acceleration...) as

shown in Table 4.
- static pressure
- dynamic pressure Validation of the results
- fuel used and external stores, obtained, to meet the aims set out in

paragraph I, is carried out by
correlation against values obtained
from theoretical calculations or from
measurement.

TABLE 4

Structural response to a 0.10 angle change

WING FIN
(M = 0.9/Z - 0) (M = 0.9/30000 ft)

I of Limit Load Pitch Roll Yaw/Roll

04 1 4n

Wing Root
sending moment 1.5 0.2 It 0.1 %
Rear attachment load - 1.4 % 0.1 1

I Span (Stresses)
LPI x direction - 0.7 %

y direction 1.6 % -

LP2 x direction - 1.0 %

y direction 1.8 % 1.3 % 1.0 %

Fin bending 0.4 % 0.5 % 0.2 %

Manoeuvre balance
nz q ny ny

Primary effect (0.15 g) (0.2 red/" (0.3 rad/s )

Secondary effect n Jm p =0
( 0.01)

j -

i'~
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4.3 - Parameters selected and Comparative results for the wingcorrelations root, in proportion to the magnitude

of the selected parameters, are
Parameters selected, taking into presented in the diagram at Figure 6.

account the notes above, are presented
in Table 5. They involve some This diagram shows the main
approximations whose influence on the representative parameters concerning
results is quantified using ratio -C-, the studied areas through the loading
here called the correlation ratio response magnitude due to each type of

manoeuvre.
"C- - results obtained/results

expected. 4.3.2 - Fatigue results
(Damage assessment)

4.3.1 - -Static- results
(Detection of limits being exceeded) The study is run using results from

a series of about 50 flights with
The study is carried out starting recording of all relevant parameters

with the theoretical structural (see Table 3) and direct measurement i
response to critical inputs for of local stress levels, representative
static strength sizing. of structural loadings.

The correlation ratio is The correlation ratio is estimated
in terms of calculated damage, using

C - computed load / forecast the Miner's law
theoretical load

A) starting with the local stress
measured in flight

TABLE 5 B) starting with the theoretical
calculated stress

C) starting from the parameter
INPUT CORRELATION selection (see Table 5)"C"

Results obtained at design critical
Stabilized pull-up nz points (for the wing these are the

root bending moment and skin stress at
- Wing root half span) are as follows

bending moment 1.0 <Cc 1.05
*span (LPI) - TABLE 6

y direction 0.9 (C< 1.1

Dynamic pull-up $m (') CALCULATION
PARAMETERS

Pull-up + roll nz 4$1 (A) (B) (C)

Wing Stress measured X
- Z C31 attachment 1.0 <C< 1.1 in flight
- * span (LP2) :

x direction 1.0 <Cc 1.25 Mach/Zp
Mass values X X

Yaw . Roll £i + external
ny, In loads

Fin root (55) 0.75 <C- 1.25
nz X X

(5) When the transfer functions provided Incidence X -
by the Electrically Flight Control Pitch angle 4 X XSystem are taken into account, Roll angle $1 X x
simulations of reversed pull-up
manoeuvres show that the reverse Roll rate Xcontrol deflections are significantly q, B, Sn, ny X -
less than was initially assumed when

sizing. The limit case becomes normal Wing root (Mx) 0.92 1.0 0.94"g" (with roll). j' span ( ry) - 1.0 1.04
(55) As mentioned in para 3.2, effects on (Ref.)

fin and rudder as significantly
influenced by incidence. The 25 % DAMAGE CORRELATION
correlation error results from a
simplifying linearisation of these
effects at average values. As the
loads obtained in flight do not
exceed 50 % of the calculated limit
figures, the effects were not
examined in great detail in flight.

'--4
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5 - CONCLUSIONS - DATA COLLECTION IN
FLIGHT

Follow-up of structural damage on Recording of roll rate (p) is
Mirage 2000 aircraft is carried out essential for the specific study of any
starting with the matching of loads structural zone where this parameter
recorded in flight to critical defines the sizing (roll rate is usually
structural components. less constricting than roll acceleration).

Setting-up difficulties for data
collection and flight parameter Finally, it must be emphasised that
processing necessitated an in-depth any study of the fin needs two further
preliminary study with the aim of parameters
reducing the number of useable
parameters without losing sight of Lateral acceleration
the aims of the exercise (detection Rudder deflection
of incidents where calculated stress
limits were exceeded, assessment of If no historic flight test results of
local damage for the maintenance non-linear effects on the fin are
programme). available, particular those, caused by

aircraft incidence the study can be
The techniques adopted, and their carried out with strain gauges.

main results correlated in flight,
have shown that these aims have been
satisfactorily achieved, when taking While the importance of the
in account the structural sizing structural sizing of the aircraft must be
margins, using the following five noted when parameter selection criteria
analogue and one digital parameters are being considered, these principles

have been applied, in their entirety, to
Mach another delta-winged aircraft without
Altitude revealing any reason to question the

5 Normal acceleration - 1 fuel validity of the fundamental results of
Pitch attitude consumption this study.
Roll attitude

REFERENCES :

Conference Proceedings

* PETIAU C. et DE LAVIGNE M., "Analyse a6roelastique et identification des charges en
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FLOW DIAGRAMM OF LOADISTRESS CALCULATION 1-
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IN FLIGHT ACTUAL LOADS
(a/c with external 20001 tank)

g-aour [roll man rolling pull upmaoue
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I~ tilme
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Leads correlation (11 flown hour)

Station load analysis
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P -IC DESIGN CONDITIONS
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FIN LOAD ANALYSIS

! IYAW MANOEUVREI

FIN LOAD ANALYSIS MANOEUVRE DEFLECTIONS

Fin areas (Mach 0,9/Z = 0)structural limits

Normalized Normalizedrudder deflection parameter

1.0

r / ~Normal ized Tm
sideslip angle

-1.0

Cockpit pedal + Sideslip angle

X Yaw acceleration

A Rudder deflection
[ROLL MAN1,EUVREI

FIN LOAD ANALYSIS Manoeuvre normalized parameter
(Mach 0,9/Z = 25000 ft)

Normalized Normalized
rudder deflection parameter

-, A Normalized Time
S~ sideslip

deflection

Instant A Instant B +. Sideslip angle

tAx Yaw acceleration
A Rudder deflection

-Roll deflection
Rear view Rear view

At Equivalent fin load due to roll effect

Figw-e 4
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14-12 STATIC and FATIGUE ANALYSIS RESULTS -

(in service Aircraft monitoring study)

7 Locations for Analysis

I -WING ROOT ( roonmhwr)
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Structural response for 0.10 deflection maneuver.
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0 Angle of attack
0 Pitching deflection
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THE OPERAT1ONAL WAADS MON~rORING SVSrM, OLMS: ]

by
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0. SUMMARY The advantage of direct load and/or stress

measurem nt ytems isathatvthe loadospec-The preservation of the damage tolerance tr in al cmonet a re available and
qualities ensures the safe operation of the srvice experiences ofsthe aircraft
aircraft lifelong. For this purpose and the are impled drect. Th disadvantages are

at

fassessment of fatigue life consumption dif- the limited endurance of the strain gauges
feet methods have been developed to moni- and the enormous effort in installation.

tor the service experiences. Nowadays main- calibration and maintenance during the
ly two kinds of monitoring systems which aircraft service lifelong. A third possi-
are different in the philosophy exists. bility to monitor the service experiences

is to combine the advantages of both sv-
First, the parametric system which records stems: this leads to the idea of OLMS
and processes only aircraft mission parame- 11,2,1.
ters and second, the direct load/and or

s tresas measurement system using strain gau- New civil transport aircraft see Fig. 1
ges.* The Main advnae ad di sadvantages equipped with Electronic Flight Control
of both system are discused. A third pos- aystess IEFCS) allow access to the comple-
sibility to monitor the service experiences te digital information about all its ope-
of aircraft is to combine the advantages of rating conditions. Since load relevant
both systems: this leads to the idea of parameters like accelerations, control
DIMS. deflections etc. can be received from so-

phisticated avionic and control systems it
In this contribution the advanced operatio- is logical to use this information as in-
nal loads monitoring system OLMS, for a put data for load calculations by means of
transport aircraft, is presented. Detailed appropriate mathematical models for an
descriptions are given concerning philoso- operational loads monitoring system. OLMS
phy and realisation. is suc h an advanced loads monitoring sy-

s tem and is under development for A320. It
OLMS represents the o-. board equipment for will become the basis for an Airframe Con-
the prespected Airframe Condition Monitor- dition Monitoring Procedure IACMP), with
ing Procedure (ACMP) which takes care of the main aim to perform structural inspec-
damage tolerance qualities and which will tions on condition, see Fig. 2.
increase the efficiency of structural in-
spections. The OLMS as presented in this
contribution is adaptable to all transport
and combat aircraft with EFCS.

The verification has been performed on theB
test aircraft by means of strain gauge mea-
surements Inethis contribution tdetoailed
daecription is given. Results ofpathe M h-
computer simulation program as well as re-
sults of the flight test verification are
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION 
FG ~ MPF

Nowadays there exist mainly two kinds of
systems to monitor the service experiences
of aircraft for the preservation of the
damage tolerance qualities and for the
assessment of fatigue life consumptions.

First the parametric systems which issC C MA
only records aircraft mission parameters
and second the direct load and/or stress -....
msesurement systems using strain gauges. N lt
The advantage of parametric systems is that
aircraft mission parsmeters mostly are ro re
available fromavionic and control systems
and therefore no additional transducers are
necessary.

2 • \1--
The disadvantage is that the derivation of it i
operational loads from aircraft mission an l
data after its processing is difficult or ap mat
impossible when the parameiters are avail-
able only in form of cudmulative frequency
distributions and not in form of load time t ion 2 Aon conSito 110 MWh f?.
histories. T LSaOfrL AiW

cotrbuio i aapabe o lltrns2r
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An essential of every monitoring device to ii- i ==1 t
record the in-service experiences are the a a-----"

input data. From the airlines point of view ----.. . ....-----
it is not acceptable to have additional e...............
sensors and wiring because of extra weight - -------- -------- --.-... .

. I " . . ___. . . . . ..! .. . . . .. . . . .- -------.... 
..........

and maintenance. These penalties can only -,.--,., - -------------------

be avoided when taking data already avail- a ... .,,...-. ,

able from sophisticated avionic and control -....
systems. ----------....-

-- a - -- -- - -- - - --- -- -- -- - -- ---- - -- - -

2. OBJECTIVES OF LOAD MONITORING SYSTEMS - - - -.a•- .• -----
- -a ---. -.-.• - -..... .....- - , -

The realisation of OLMS including ACHP will a1 - . ..... ,----- --.. ...

lead to the following advantages: a"_ ----- . . a.-- .- a-a-

,-7 .. .. .% .- . ;.......... .. --- ..... .... . . . . ..

An increased efficiency of structural a a -. ' ..

inspections because the inspection'"",I-aa..." a

thresholds and intervals can be related a,,,"--a" ... .. ... a •... . . .; "• ' • --..., t. o a, . . . . . . . .

to the actual loads experienced in ser- - ----------- ,- .------- ----'-- --*..................--
vice. ' .....- ............--i---;-;;--T ..-.... .......- •---- .............................

- AC.P will settle the problem of ageing ;----;--.-------;-"----a.......... ----------

aircraft operated beyond the designed ....... . ........ ... ... a-------- a------- ................
l ife t ime. _----------------- -------

A l l i n v e s t i g a t i o n s r e q u i r e d b y t h e a i r - -- . . . .. . . . .. ... . .. . . a ..-- -.-. -. .'- a

worthiness authorities can be performed - .... I. .... . a
more efficiently with increased reliabi- -,la. . a. . .. a... - - - - - - -

lity and more economically ................. '.'.................. . .
.. ... ....... ....... -.................... . .. ...._ ..na....a

- ACMP will contribute important benefits
to maintain the damage tolerance quali- FIG. 4 01M CALCULAM LOADS'
ties dairing the whole service life time
of the aircraft. 3.2 Functions

3. ARCHITECTURE AND WORKING PRINCIPLE Four major functions are integrated in the
OLNS:

3.1 Description
O Data acquisition

Loads on different components and sections The handling of the parameters necessary
of the A/C see Fig. 3 will be calculated for the load calculation "nd the determi-
using load relevant parameters and approp- nation of mission profile data will be
riate mathematical models. An important carried out in this function. The parame-
item is that for these sections also cali- ters are available on the Data Acquisition
brated strain gauge installations for load Module via ARINC 429 system bus with ap-
measturements were available. Consequently propriate update rates, see Fig. 5. These
it was possible to compare calculated and data will be transmitted to the OLMS Data
measured loads. In addition mission para- Processing Unit to perform load calcula-
meters will be recorded for the description tions and collection of mission profile
of the mission profiles flown. Fig. 4 shows data.
the loads, parameters and control deflec-
tions to be calculated and recorded. I

In this f.nction loads will be calculated,

oDsiot profile data determined and col-

lected. As an appropriate update rate for
the load calculation 50 spa has been cho-
sen. Equations of motion have been estab-
lished containing load relevant parameters
connected with aerodynamic coefficients.
dynamic pressure etc., see the example for
the calculation of the wing shear force on

Fig. f.
The aerodynamic coefficients depending on
mach number (MI) and dynamic pressure IPrem rame sm -- rool tacken first from wind tunnel tests have

0010" fto" tI S Tobeen verified by results of FTI-measure-

FIW3 MNAN COMPOH3( MR FE MGAVGM ments. The coefficients are stored in its
own - /P -grid. Between the grid points a

AI A M AND LOW C11 linear Interpolation will be performed.

"Agwofs bappsmomnplS-14.
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MASS UHECE$ The data acquisition, data processing as

well as the data reduction will be per-
formed on-line and in real time during

WSMI -(WMII+FUELIXVRT.-U+ flight. The working principle is shown on
Fig. 8, the flow chart of the OLHS proces-

Asing is represented on Fig. 9.

AERODYN. INFLUENCESLOAD (g~atj•$.jnrj

WSAI - S. Pd. ( + CS9. AOA) + RELEVANT WC I LEVEA AD
PFANAETZES PAYLOAD

(C2+C3.AOA+ROLRv! (C30)) +

AlLRC32) + RHSPL3(C34) + RHSPLS(C36)] C7 T!1
WS1 - WSM + WSA, + TRANSPERrUNCTION MATHEDIATICAL MODE

LOAD CALCULATION
PIG. S LOAD EQUATION POM WING SHEAR RIS 10/11 O

EON WOARD

Data reduction DATA SEDUCTION ON LINE
The calculated load tise histories of a ,MI IN SEAL TIME
total of 43 different quantities will be
analysed in this function by means of the LOAD SPCTR
two-parametric statistical counting method
"Range Pair Range" ( 3 i1. The principle of
this counting method is shown on Fig. 7. FIG. OLMS WORKING vcNrPnE

o Special functions
Since there are no specific parameters
which indicate the "Health of the Struc- 3.3 Hard- and software developments
ture" directly the following measures were
chosen as an indicator for inspections on Due to the fact that for the verification
event: of OLMS during flight tests no extreme

weight restriction was required a real
- Overweight landing time Micro Vax computer including an ARINC
- Hard landing 429 Interface Unit has been chosen as
- Limit load exceedence hardware tool.

It is intended for the serial solution of The software development was harmonized to
OLMS to incorporate on request the possibi- this special computer. All OLMS functions
lity to trigger special reports after event have been programmed in F77 and later
or landing. translated into PASCAL Inecessary for ELN

operating system). By means of the whole

Ssoftware tool complete recalculations of
0•ong. po'r cossnt' crtermo loads have been performed in the LAB.

2The ronqe ofr P2-P3 one P3-P2

o' counted p P 3.4 OLNS - prototype
P2-. lo PS. Pt and Pt. . P2P3 For development and verification purposes

a special prototype has been designed and

N The r- pdgtrP2-P3 onP3 -P2 installed in the test aircraft No. 1, see
, P3 M Fig. 10. It includes a real time Micro Vax

:7 coonts equipped with an ELN operating system"N-2 P2.Ploed P3.PledPo4.P2 which is combined with an interface unit

Por N for data acquisition. The data acquisition
P4 unit receives, identifies and accosodates

2 the data from the different A/C systems
2 'EXmoin. for further processing in the Micro Vax

*5n9 55i Tong.PP computer. Details of the prototype con-
S= 3 csuni tains Fig. 11. The prototype is the basic

tool for the flight test verfication of
OLNS. To allow a flight phase related load

SPhase Ps.ose calculation and storage the information
In psw• cae-Qo-C4 ecnted from the Flight Warning Computer IFWCI has

hrwnyes, ce0nte-dG1s'C .-- oh . (n-G been used, see Fig. 12.

to 1ý1

12,

1!

.o~1 go 0,,,•

a

PIG. r CRIPPIor C COUNTING METHOD ---

; .e -v
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4. VERIFICATION 4.3 Quality of recalculated load&

The principle procedure of the verification The accuracy of the recalculated loads as
is shown on Fig. 13 12,41. required depends on the accuracy for

fatigue assessments. It is obvious, that
The following questions concerning the ye- a total agreement is not possible since
rification of OLMS have been investigated: there is no absolute quality to compare.

The desired quality to be achieved is
- System interference given by the number of clasues counted in
- Real time behaviour the data reduction.
- Quality of recalculated loads
- Quality of reduced data A total accuracy between 3 and 5% seems to
- Appropriate capacity of the memory be sufficient. The SO classes chosen for

the data reduction allow a ± 1% discrimi-
4.1 System interference nation (2% total) related to the total

range (limit load or region of operation).
With the selected OLtS prototype the Hence all further work concerning accuracy
question concerning system interference can of the recalculation is valuated on this
not be answered totally. The investigation fact.
was reduced to check that no impact is
possible from the OLMS unit to other A/C The verification of the load recalculation
systems and to meet the requirements for includes the steps:
secondary systems under development condi-
tions. - Comparison of recalculated loads

and measured quantities

rra t- Check of the measurement quality
SDA 

- Adaptation and improvement of the

recalculation software

The main flight quantities such as alti-
tude speed, machnumber, rates, accelera-
tion were regarded as accurate and a com-

COMPARISON parison between received OLNS data and
LOAD o mnn quantities of the data acquisition system
SLom has been performed. Anemometry data such
-- Fcn1 as incidence and angle of sideslip have
WTATIUWAL AAfLYm been checked and corrected during the

flight test phase. The quality and re-
peatability can be regarded as sufficient.

ADUnAsnhswrr OfAn important item is the verification ofcAISUIUC lthe load calculation algorithmen itself.

Thorough checks and comparisons with mea-
sured loads were necessary.

P10.13 WRI~qACAION OPOPERATIONAL The load measurements in the test aircraft
LOAD MONIWTONB SYEtM were realised by calibrated strain gauge

installations as it is state of the art
5 1. During the flight test phase of the

aircraft the principle errors of the mea-
4.2 Real time behaviour surement have been recognised as

The implementation of the OLMS hard- and - Long term drifts
software in the test aircraft revealed that
the prototype was able to realise an update - Residual thermal drifts
rate of 50 aps for all OLKS functions (data
acquisition, data processing, data reduc- - Calibration effects
tion) with the required number of quanti-
ties to be determined (loads and mission - Offsets
data).

- Problems of repeatability
It is necessary to remark that the first
function: data acquisition has a constant All those findings have been considered
computing time while the second step: data during the verification work.
processing has a constant block time for An other major item to solve was the
any of the 50 time steps. For the third treatment and correction of the data in-
step: data reduction the elapsed time va- corporated in the eLMS software.
ries depending on the flight stages and the
dynamic behaviour of the calculated load These data were:
time histories. - Geometrical/configuration data

Altogether the conclusion can be drawn that - Mass data
the comuter power of a Micro Vax combined
with a real time operatiag system (ELM) is - Thrust models
sufficleat for this task.

- Atmosphseic data

- Aerodynamic data



During the verification phase the geometri- Another important item is the treatment of
cal and configuration data from the test special load shares which cannot be calcu-
A/C have been used. Prior to in-service lated directly using the data from the
operation possible changes and modifica- different data buses. One of these is
tions have to be considered. As an example represented by the incremental loads due
a modification of the slat/flap angle can to the different structural modes. In many
be cited (depending on engines). cases the load shares are below the

threshold given by the counted classes but
Concerning the mass data the components a very thorough investigation has been ap-
leading to the OWE are incorporated in the plied in order to qualify these influen-
OLMS software. In order to cope with the ces. As an example the load increments due
different mass distributions the possible to the first wing bending mode during
loadings of the A/C are incorporated using ground operation and during flight are not
the loading plan number and fuel state da- negligible.
ta, respectively. The discrete loads from
the landing gear Iderived from the weight Due to the lack of input date, no discrete
and c/g position of the A/C) also are in- algorithm is available, a transfer func-
cluded. tion has been used and the coefficients

are adapted until the residual error is
For the thrust model the data for the suppressed below the given threshold.
actual engine are considered. To cope with During flight the results are satisfactory
the different engine types the thrust mo- but for ground operation it is intended to
dels of all selected engines are included incorporate the landing gear into the load
and will be activated by the A/C identifi- monitoring activities when in connection
cation number, with the A320 Weight and Balance System

(WBS) proper landing gear sensors will be
Atmospheric data are calculated by the norm available.
atmosphere using the normal temperature
distribution under ISO-conditions.

4.4 Quality of reduced data
The adaptation of the aerodynamic data
which are stored as grid points represen- The data reduction that means the statis-
ting different mach numbers and dynamic tical analysis of the calculated load time
pressures is very complicated. These values histories by means of the Range Pair Range
have bean taken from the aerodynamic data counting method - was the last step of
bank and are results of wind tunnel tests the verification.
and calculations. It is well known that
those numbers do not represent the real The quality has been checked by compari-
data related to the full scale A/C in all sons of counting results determined from
cases due to different reasons: OLMS calculation and flight load measure-

ments. It is self evident that a good
- Windtunnel errors agreement in the load time histories also

lead to a good agreement in the counting
- Model accuracy and model laws results. Incorporated in the check was

also the correct function of the OLMS lo-
- Calculation problems gic, the automatic switch over to speci-

fied memories when flight phases are
For the verification of the loads compre- changing.
hensive investigations have been carried
out during the development test phase of
the A/C. 4.5 Appropriate capacity of data memory

The method applied for this task was a so- The decision which date should be stored
called output error procedure using maximum in the OLNS memory has been made on the
likelihood algorithmen with and without basis of the later usage for fatigue as-
Kalman-Filter technique 1 6 s. messments. For this task a not so frequent

retrieval of data seeas to be sensible in
For these investigations maneuvers have order to reduce the workload.
been used to check the handling qualities,
dynamic load maneuvers but also special On the other hand a more frequent readout
stochastic inputs of the controls tmulti will help to find and adjust trends of the
step) 1 7 }. A/C usage and can also indicate possible

malfunctions of the system. As a good com-
A main problem to solve was created by the promise a regular data retrieval at a time
fuselage loads because the FTl-measurement of 2000 flights was chosen. For a short
loads were influenced by the cabin haule transport this means a time interval
differential pressure. between 6 and 12 months.

The major item which has been investigated On this basis the memory has been
was to ensure the full repeatability during designed. As mentioned above the test OLNS
all flights. Therefore some modifications is equipped with a disk and tape system
have been implemented into the OLMS soft- for data storage. The serial system will
ware. have a fixed memory ISEPRON} for final

data storage. Nevertheless all respective
investigations have been made to optimize
a memory for the planned serial system.
From the different loadings including the

countings in different flight phases, see
Fig.12, a memory of about 60 K-words is
n essary.
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For the other items whc ae toobe MAIwNODrAZAUNK
stored for every flght a memory of 32 K-
wo rds is necessary. With a 4 byte word and0 5 1
a back up for modifications, additions and Chsp
possible delayed data retrieval a 0.5fMbyte meoyis fullytsufficient. Forsthe77 Iii
task ofague investigation there is no

need to store additional data. --

4.6 Results
mIn VIPt VALIAM1iODTf In this chapter results of the OLMS-veri-

fication will be presented. In total
10 FTI-flights ( 15 FH ) have been

j ~~investigated. L~

An example for the identification of

measured and recalculated horizontal and *

vertical tailplane loads shows Fig.14. For -r1s16.
this verification an output error identi-
fication procedure, the maximum likelihood

mehdhs ben sd. After identification FIGAiS COMPARISON OF MEASURED ANDthe measued andu re.aculated tailpiane RECALCULATED FIN SHEAR LOADS

0 +5, 1 a ~ . l. 1 ~ IIG,

4-ý

.02 320 1 1

P10.14 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED
LOAD SUEFORE (LEFT) AND AFTIER (RIGHT)
INDNsIICTON

4.6.1 Maneuvers

A comparison of FYI-measured and OLNS -_ 1--- -- T

calculated fin shear loads during a multi- I q _ fstp maneuver represents Fig.15. The shear *I A 4_ ý ---Fý4t
loadsa have been calculated fis using co- 1 I; :ý= lefficient othe aero data bank an secon
FT validated fdata. Theo difference in the A

load time hisatories are very small.

Fig.16 shows comparisons of OLUS P10.16 COMPARISON OF OLMS.-CALCULATED AND
calculated and FTI-measured loads during FTI-MASUfhD LOADS DURIN VERTICAL
vertical and lateral maneuvers for load AND LATERAL MAMNEUER
quantities of the wing and the horizontal
as well as vertical tailplane. The

accordance in the load time histories is of For not clean configuration some investi-
good qualiy gations have been performed to obtain the

calculation in accordance with the
A comparison of OLMS-calculated and FTI- measurement. Especially during flap/slat
measured aileron hingemoments during a mul- retraction to clean configuration and vice
tistep maneuver is represented on versa dnifferences; have occured on the
Fig.17. The calculated aileron hinge- shear and bendin wing loads in the sec-
momenta reflect the measurement with best tions rib 1/2 and rib 10/11. This diffe-
accordance. rences were caused by unbalanced aero data

fields. Hence the whole aerodynamic data
field for not clean configuration has been
harmonized And represented in dependance
of the slat/flap angle. Examples of the
final results shows F16.18 for different
take off configurations.
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4 CULCULAMIN

I F10,19 WING- OOT BENDING DURING A WHIOLE FLIGHT

TSE C)

P10.17 COMPARISON OP O4.S-CALCUI.ATED AND
PFn-MEASURED AILERON HINGINOMENTS
DURING A MULTISTEP MANEUVER

0 1a.a.. mom

1003*1- * CLevel0 I
I;I: -

F10,18 COMPARISON OF Owe-CALCOULATED AND
Ff -MEASURED LOAM DURING DIFFERENT l 1.
TAME OFF CONVIIGURIATIONS

4.6.2 Whole flights
P1G.2 FREGUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE WING-ROOT01

in the following results of OLMS-@EDN NI AVO FWT
recalic ulated loads compared with FTI- NDGDUNGAWOEPIH
measured loads of a whole flight will be
presentedaforuthea ain A/C components
1wing, rear fuselage, hori zontal- and
v~rtical tajilpanel. The results are pre-
sentedsinufo rm of load time histories as
well a cumu lative frequency distributions
on Fig.19 to Fig.31.
Altogether the results indicate a good

a greement between load calculation and
measurement.

Hence the feasibility is demonstrated for
load calculations.
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P10.24 FREQUENCY DISTRIS4TIONS OF THE
-REMAPUSELIEASENDING (111Z)

DURING A WHOL.E FLIGHT
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PIG2 PREQINCY MMoui~0,6 o MU 1G2 REAR FtNSEIGE 9ENDNG (mo
WING 0NDINa OuTUS ENGINE OURMI A WHOLE PLIGHT
DURING A WHOL.E PLGTý
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117
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P1G.26 FREQUENCY OISTRNIUTIONS OF THE P10.2 FREQUENCY DISTRIDTIONS OF
REAR FUSEL.AGE BENDING (M3Y) THE HORIZONTAL TAILPLANE SHEAR
DURING A WHOLE PLIGHT DURING A WHOLE PLIGHT

a .7 7~V i~

- .z!

P10.27 HONUXhI. TAILpLAJE SHEAR PIGS VERTICAL TASIPLAISWIIN
DURING A WHLEX FLIGHT DUIMEG A WHOLE FIGHTI
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FIG.30 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF FIG.32 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF
ThE VERTICAL TAILPI.AE SENDING THE RUDDER I4INGEMOMENT
DURING A WHOLE FLIGHT DURING A WHOLE FLIGHT

5.SERIAL SOLUTION

I t How the panned serial device of 01245
1 could be alrchitectured is shown on Fig.33.

' A ____Important items concerning the specific&-
E -IET-T lo ton of the OLHS-LRU are:

Small dimensions
(~not sore than 3 MCU I

Small weight

fless than 4 kg

* Power consumption of 50 watt

* Total memory of 0.5 Mbyte

P10.31 RUDDERIINGEOUENT . Data retrieval after 2000

DURING A WHOLE FL.IGHT flights

* Monitoring indication
I for example load monitoring
running and load monitoring
disturbed by LED'm )

* It should be intended to
incorporate the landing gear
completely into the OLMS when in
connection with the development
of the A32U) Weight and Balance

"Systjem IWBSI proper landing gear
sensors will be available.

AL.- ----
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this contribution the development and
realisation of the OLMS-prototype, the• Aa't" MOO !methods of the verification and validation

have been described in form of a feasibi-
lity investigation. The feasibility that
matical models combined with load relevant

3.W Iparameters and aero data with a high mea-

9sure of accuracy compared to FTI-load mea-
surement data has been demonstrated.

In some cases the verification was very
FIG.33 EXAMPLE FOR THE OLMS HARDWARE difficult since the FTI-measurement was

INTEGRATION (SERIAL DEVICE) affected by long term influences:

for example:
6. IMPACT OF OLMS / ACMP ON THE A/C

Inspection Programm Temperature drifts (fuselage strain
gauge bridges).

Up to now inspection threshold and inter-
vals have to be fixed bv fatigue calcula- Influence of cabin differential
tions and test results under predicted pressure (fuselage strain gauge
loads for all aircraft of a fleet and inde- bridges).
pendent of the actual load experiences du-
ring service. These results represent the Influence of different fuel tank
essential part in the Maintenance Review pressure conditions (wing strain
Board (MRB). Experiences by a fleet lead gauge bridges).
program possible allow revisions of the
inspection schedule. Strain gauges failed (vertical

tailplane)
The following part desribes how the inspec-
tion procedure could be changed and In some cases it could be shown that the
improved by means of the ACMP, see Fig.2. recalculation of loads leads to better
The main aim of ACMP is to perform inspec- results than the FTI-measurement
tion on condition. That means that the in- (fuselage).
spection schedule will be influenced by the
actual load experiences of individual air- For future flight test investigations and
craft. The loads data, prerequestion for parameter identifications some experiences
this task will be provided by the OLMS- have been gathered.
"unit,

For example the need:
Dturing the ground based procedure CARE
fatique data necessary for the adjustment I. To take complete flights into con-
of the structural inspection program, will sideration (long term effects)
he established. This will be done by two
different programs, ALHP and SIAP. 2. To check the strain gauge installation

in the wing area (influence by dif-
In the first step the actual in service ferent fuel tank pressure conditions)
load spectra and mission data will be
collected and analysed. The loads will be In relation to the progress of OLMS the
compared with the predicted loads and following is worth to be proposed:
information about the confidence belt will
he provided, the loads will finally be The verification results as presented
presented in a Loads- and Mission Report. in this report shall be regarded as

basic data for the development of the
In the second step investigations aimed on eLMS serial device.
the revision of the inspection program
(MRB-revision) will be carried out. In the future the verification should
Starting from the load- and mission be started together with the flight
report, the initial data for the SIAP will test investigation of the A/C
be prepared i.e. derivation of stress spec- concerned. This is very important
tra for SSI's, crack propagation calcula- because multiple work can be avoided
tion, fatigue life estimation and consump- and also different flight test and
tion. Based on these results actions have verification related tasks could be
to be initiated concerning inspection better timed and coordinated.
threshold and -interval, The results will Furthermore the disadvantages of
he presented in a structural repercussion strain gauge failures can be
report for the different A/C components. prevented.
The primary results will be summarized in a
synoptical report for the airlines. Creation of a so called MINI-OLMS

tailored for better realisation possi-
bilities. This implies good chances for
extent application. For example selec-
ted quantities to be monitored or a
further choice of them:
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1. Loads 1 8 1 H.-J. Meyer, V. Ladda
The Operational Load Monitoring

- Wing root bending System (OLMS-
- Horizontal tailplane bending ICAF-Symposium, Jerusalem 1989
- Vertical tailplane bending
- Rear fuselage bending 1 9 I H.-J. Meyer, V. Ladda
- Rudder hinge moments Lebensdaueriberwachung =it OLMS

DGLR Jahrestagung, Hamburg 1989
2. Load parameters

- Load factors n,, n,, n,
- Gust velocities

3. Mission data and parameters

- Weight, altitude, speed, c/g
position, payload, fuel,
flight duration and number of
flights.

- Flap/slat extension vers.speed
- Position of rudder, aileron,

elevator and stabilizer.

4. Special events

- Hard landing detection (sinking
speed)

- Overweight landing detection
- Limit load exeedances
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

AILR Aileron position

ALT Altitude

AOA Incidence

B Side slip angle

CG c/g Position

C8... C36 Aerodynamic coefficients

ELEV Elevator position

G Earth gravity

GW Gross weight

LATG Lateral acceleration

Mb Bending moment

MN Mach number

Mt Torsion moment

Pd Dynamic pressure

Py Side load

PTCA Pitch acceleration

RALT Radio altitude

RHSPL Right hand spoiler position

ROLA Roll acceleration

ROLR Roll rate

RUDD Rudder position

Sz Shear force

S Wing area

STAB Stabilizer position

TAS True airspeed

VRTG Vertical acceleration

WMI Related wing mass

WSA1 Wing shear force due to aerodynamic influences

WSM1 Wing shear force due to masses influences

XWQPI Leverarm due to pitch acceleration

YAW Yaw acceleration

YWPP Leverarm due to roll acceleration

1.
1;
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LIFE MANAGEMENT APPROACH FOR USAF AIRCRAFT

John W. Lincoln
ASD/ENFS

Wright-Patterson AFB, ON 45433-6503
USA

SUMMARY

The USAF Aircraft Structural Integrity Program, that traces its origin to 8-47
failures in 1958, was established based on the recognition that repeated loads were a
threat to the safety of operational aircraft. Later, it was recognized that
manufacturing and in-service damage also had the potential to degrade their safety.
This threat has been successfully controlled through the adoption of the damage
tolerance approach in 1975. This approach, also referred to as "retirement for cause,"
is used as a basis for an inspection/modification program to maintain safety throughout
the life of the aircraft. However, when the aircraft structure has degraded to the
point that multiple site damage has occurred, then the inspection program that was
developed for the pristine structure needs to be changed. It is the purpose of this
paper to review the occurrences of multiple site damage on USAF aircraft and how this
has influenced their lives. This will be done through the experiences derived from the
KC-135, C-5 and C-141 aircraft.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) was initiated in 1958 by the United
States Air Force in response to fatigue failures on 8-47 aircraft which occurred at
that time (1). The original version of the ASIP was based on the fact that repeated
loads were s threat to the safety of aircraft. Prior to this time, aircraft were
generally designed based on static strength considerations only, and the factor of
safety was supposed to account for deterioration from usage and quality problems in
addition to loading uncertainties and material strength. The original ASIP used the
"safe life" approach, which was a reliability based method, for design to preclude
failure from repeated loadings. It became evident in the sixties that the original
version of the ASIP was inadequate since this approach did not preclude fatigue
cracking problems and that aircraft designed and qualified by this approach suffered
premature failures in service aircraft. There were many aircraft in this category, but
the one that was used to highlight the shortcomings of the safe life approach was the
F-Ill. One of these aircraft in December of 1969 suffered a catastrophic failure with
only 100 flight hours after the fleet had been qualified for 4000 hours. The F-1ll and
other service aircraft failures resulted in costly redesign and modification programs.
The failure of the safe life approach was partially attributed to the fact that it did
not adequately account for damage in the structure derived from the manufacturing
process or from in-service maintenance of the aircraft. This deficiency motivated the
USAF to adopt the damage tolerance approach. After this approach was applied to the
design of the 8-1 bomber and to the modification of the C-5 and F-4 aircraft, it was
formally established in MIL-STD-1530A dated December of 1975. Since that time, all of
the major weapons in the USAF have had their Force Structural Maintenance Plans (i.e.,
the how, when and where to inspect or modify the aircraft to maintain their safe and
economical operation) updated by the damage tolerance approach. The applications of
the damage tolerance approach are documented in Reference 2.

When the USAF damage tolerance requirements were drafted in the early seventies and
released in NIL-A-83444, dated 2 July 1974, they included the application of damage
tolerance to monolithic structures through the slow crack growth requirements. In
addition, they addressed fail safe structure through the fail safe and crack arrest
requirements. Through experience from observation of the results of teardown
inspections of in-service aircraft, the drafters of MIL-A-83444 recognized the need to
consider the preexisting flaws in secondary members after the failure of a primary
member. Also, from examination of teardown inspections they saw the need to establish
the size of these flaws based on whether or not there was a significant likelihood of
damage in the secondary structure from a machining operation in the primary structure.
When this likelihood was high the structure was called dependent. When this likelihood
was low the structure was called independent. Therefore, the fail safe structure
requirements in MIL-A-83444 recognised that there was a potential for the loss of fail
safety due to multiple site damage and the application of these requirements in a new
aircraft should mitigate this problem. The basic concepts for damage tolerance design
that would alleviate the potential for multiple site damage are now incorporated in the
guidance in AFGS-87221A which replaced NIL-A-83444.

There are, however, many aircraft in the USAF inventory that were not originally
designed to the USAF damage tolerance requirements. These aircraft have been assessed
against the alow crack provisions of the damage tolerance requirements and for each of
them a "Force Structural Maintenance Plan" has been developed that defines how, when
and where inspections and modifications must be made to maintain flight safety. The
slow crack growth approach for achieving damage tolerance is shown in Figure 1. The
time from either the initial flaw or an M0I detectable flaw to critical crack sise is
called the safety limit. Inspections are recommended at one-half of the safety limit.

The fail safe approach for achieving damage tolerance is shown in Figure 2. It is noted
that the process of inspections for the broken member continues until the onset of
multiple site damage. At this point the structure must be modified to eliminate this
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condition. Although an USAF aircraft has been qualified to the fail safe guidance in
AFGS-87221A, the USAF wants to maintain the fail safety that was initially incorporated
in the designa of large aircraft such as the KC-135, C-5 and C-141. To accomplish
this, steps have had to be taken to recognize the potential for the degradation of fail
safety because of the occurrence of multiple site damage. It is the purpose of this

paper to review the structural programs on these aircraft to determine if they can be
used to provide guidance on future activities to prevent in-service failures.

2. THE KC-135 AIRCRAFT

The KC-135, a tanker aircraft that followed the KC-97, was designed to refuel the B-52
fleet. The prototype designated as the 367-80 was developed by the Boeing Company with
their own funds and the USAF ordered limited production in 1954. The KC-135 was
derived from the -80 design. The Boeing 707 and 720 were also derived from the -80
design as shown in Figure 3. The first flight of a KC-135 occurred 31 August 1956.
Five other configurations of this aircraft were delivered before production was
terminated in 1965 after 820 aircraft had been manufactured. A total of 37 different
designations of the -135 aircraft now exist. Based on the strength to weight ratios
for various aluminum alloys, as shown in Figure 4, a decision was made to use 7178-T6
on the lower wing skin, A fatal defect of this material is shown in Figure 5. This
figure shows how poorly this alloy compares with 2024-T3 with respect to limit load
critical crack length divided by weight. The decision by the USAF to procure a large
number of KC-135 aircraft was excellent. The decision to use 7178-T6 for the lower
wing skins resulted in a very costly modification program to remove this material from
this part of the aircraft.

The KC-135 was designed with a flight hour goal of 10,000 hours. Later, in 1962, the
USAF made a decision to perform a fatigue test to better quantify the expected life.
This test was conducted to failure for fifty-five thousand test hours of a 5.1 hour
tanker mission. Based on this test, it was believed that a service life of 13,000
hours could be achieved if certain modifications were performed. These modifications
consisted of reworking approximately 2000 fastener holes.

Contradictory to the 1962 fatigue test results, the KC-135 aircraft experienced service
problems early in its life. The 7178-T6 lower wing skins were designed with stresses
approximately fifty percent higher than the 707 aircraft which had the higher toughness
2024-T3 alloy for the lower wing skins. The comparison of the one g stresses for the
RC-135 and the 707 are shown in Figure 6. Consequently, aircraft operating between
1,800 and 5,000 flight hours had experienced fourteen cases of unstable cracking in the
lower wing skins. In all there have been approximately thirty cases on unstable
cracking in the range of 1,800 to 17,000 flight hours. The longest of these cracks was
approximately 1.1 meters.

In addition to these problems, by 1968, it had become evident that a service life of
13,000 hours would not be adequate for this aircraft. Therefore, in 1972, another
fatigue test was performed to determine the actions required to extend the life beyond
13,000 flight hours. This test was significantly more sophisticated than the earlier
1962 test and was more representative of actual force usage. One of the main
differences was in the application of high loads. The 1962 test included an
application of ninety percent of limit load every 200 flights. The 1972 test included
the application of sixty-two percent of limit load every 200 flights. Because of the
retardation effect of the ninety percent limit load application, the 1972 test
exhibited earlier and more widespread cracking than exhibited by the 1962 test. In
fact, 367 cracks were found in the 1962 test article and 1060 cracks were found in the
1972 test article. Rowever, as with the 1962 test, there was poor correlation in time
when the cracks occurred on the fatigue test article and when they occurred in service.
The 1972 test article failed catastrophically at 55,500 cyclic test hours. Based on
the result of the 1972 test, the USAF determined that the KC-135 wing lower surface
would need to be replaced at 13,000 equivalent tanker hours. The results of this test
also alerted them to the possibility that the fail safety of the wing structure could
be degraded by the presence of multiple site damage.

Since some aircraft were near or already over the threshold of the 13,000 hour
limitation, a decision was made to replace the lower wing surface on these aircraft.
Further, since the only available design at that time was the original 7178-T6 wing, it
was used for the replacement. This was done for twenty-nine wings. This replacement
was questionable because it was accomplished with the same brittle material. However,
it is likely that it did enhance the safety of the aircraft and also provided wings for
teardown inspections.

The teardown inspection* of six wings removed for a wing skin replacement served as the
basis for an assessment of the influence of crack pairs in the structure. A crack pair
was defined as a primary and secondary crack located such that an unstable primary
crack could cause the secondary crack to go unstable and therefore precipitate
catastrophic failure of the wing. In other words, the assessment was made for the
purpose of determining the degradation of the fail safety of the wing because of
multiple site damage. Finite element analyses of the wing have shown that
approximately twenty fastener holes are subjected to significeantly higher stresses in
the event of failed skin element. If there was a crack of one millimeter in one of
these fastener holes thee the residual strength would have been reduced to a level
considerably below limit load. A risk analysis for the wing was conducted by 1.
Meadows from the Oklahoma Air Logistics Center located at Tinker Air Force Bass. The
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data base included 2d5 cracks, each of which were 1.27 millimeters or longer in length.
Also. 29 crack pairs ware found which for the purpoes of this study were defined as
1.27 millimeters in length for the primary crack and 0.254 millimeters in length for
the secondary crack. * eadows used the most critical crack pair from each aircraft for
his evaluation. The results of thia examination showed that the mean time for a crack
pair to develop was 10,709 to 15,441 flight hours with ninety five percent confidence.
Based on these results, Meadows performed & risk assessment and found that by the time
the fleet of aircraft had reached a life of 13,000 flight hours, he expected, at best,
one loss and, at worst, fourteen losses. This is shown in Figure 7. Re also concluded
that the degradation of fail safety started at about 11,000 flight hours.

Another teardown inspection of an aircraft with 11,558 flight hours indicated multiple
crack alignment at the Wing Station 360 splice. Based on this result, this splice,
which is a known area of high stress, would have failed catastrophically with the
application of seventy percent of limit load. In December of 1976, a VC-135B was in
the depot for reskinning when it was found that the rear spar chord in the center
section was severed and there were adjacent wing skin cracks. This aircraft had 12,400
flight hours. Further teardown inspections of wings that had been in service 8,000 to
10,000 hours revealed that there were aircraft in the fleet that were exhibiting more
multiple site damage than that found in the population examined by Meadows.
Consequently, the recommendation was made that the reskinning should take place between
8,000 and 9,000 flight hours and restrictions should be placed on aircraft that were
operating above 8,500 flight hours. The reskin was successfully performed without lose
of an aircraft.

3. THE C-5A AIRCRAFT

The USAF signed a contract with Lockheed for the C-5A aircraft in December of 1965.
The first delivery was made in December of 1969 and the last of eighty one aircraft was
delivered in May of 1973. The wing construction was based on the C-141 design with

multiple panels connected by spanwise splices to achieve fail safety. However, the C-5
was not planned to be certified fail safe by the FAA as was done for the C-141. The
panels were manufactured from 7075-T6511 extrusions with integral stiffeners and beam
caps. Design service life goals for the aircraft were 30,000 flight hours, 12,000
landings and a total of 5950 pressure cycles. In mid 1966 an over specification
weight was identified by the USAF and as a result a comprehensive weight reduction
program was undertaken. A significant portion of the weight reduction was achieved by
removal of wing structural weight.

By the end of 1971, it was evident that the wing in the major fatigue test article
(X998), was in a state of general cracking, and would not meet its objective of 120,000
cyclic test hours to demonstrate a safe life for the aircraft of 30,000 flight hours.
Cyclic testing of the wing was terminated after 24,000 simulated flight hours because
it was in a state of general cracking. Fuselage testing on that specimen continued to
45,000 hours and 1 ,960 pressure cycles. In 1972, a damage tolerance assessment of the
wing structure was made and from these results a safety limit of 8,000 Representative
Mission Profile (RMP) was established on 15 January 1975. The safety limit, which is
defined as the time in flight hours from an initial flaw to critical, was the life of
the wing structure since the small critical crack site precluded an inspection to
extend its life. This was a significant event in that damage tolerance criteria was
used to establish the life of a noninspectable structure. Prior to this time the safe
life approach had been used for this purpose.

In 1973, there was a concern about the loss of fail safety because of cracking in the
wing. This concern was partially based on the observation of the nature of the
cracking in the full-scale fatigue test article. It was found that cracking that
occurred in the spanuise splices often developed in a hole common to a fastener. This
observation was the motivation for the "dependent damage" requirement written in
MIL-A-83444. Another reason for the concern is that nonlinear finite element analyses
performed for the case of a broken panel showed that there were many fastener holes in

* the adjacent panel subjected to a stress that approached ultimate for the material.
Approximately fifty to sixty fastener holes were in this category. Consequently, a
small crack of the order of one millimeter in one of these holes could cause
catastrophic failure. However, the crack data base for determination of the statistics
of the crack population did not exist at that time and the subject was not pursued.

Another damage tolerance assessment of the C-5 wing was initiated in September of 1977
to reevaluate all actions necessary for the protection of structural safety until the
wing could be modified. As a part of the effort of the 1977 assessment, a wing was
torn down that had been on am operational aircraft (Lockheed number 66-0214). This
aircraft had accumulated approximately 6700 BMP flight hours. The teerdown inspection
was performed on the left wing Including the entire center section. A total of 44,641
fastener boles ware examined in detail. This inspection revealed 1361 cracks of which
931 were considered significant. There was extensive mechanical damage in
approximately twelve percent of the boles and in approximately thirteen perceet of the
holes the Taper-Lok fasteser interference was below minimum. This teerdown inspection
showed that the existence of a *rogne" flaw in the C-5 fleet was likely. The results
from the teardown inspection *are extensive enough such that they could be used to
assess the risk of failure of the intact structure from fatigue cracking and also could
be used to assess the degradation of fail safety from this cracking.

A risk assessment was made to determine the failure probabilities for two eases. The

-4
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first Cs.. was for the situation where the aircraft was assumed to have a failed panel.
This assessment as made to evaluate the loss of fail safety in the structure due to
cracking in the adjacent panels. The risk of catastrophic failure for this situation
is shown in Figure 8. The second case was for the situation where the structure was
assumed to be intact. The assessment for the latter case was aimed at providing an
upper bound on the number of hours that the aircraft could be flown before the wing
modification would be required. The associated risk for the intact structure is shown
in Figure 9. One input to the risk assessment ia the probability distribution function
for stresses, at a given wing location, associated with a single flight. This
distribution function is known quite accurately from the many hours of recorded flight
data. Another input to the crack length distribution function. This was derived from
the cracks found in the teardown inspection of aircraft number 68-0214. The observed
cracks constituted a sample from which an estimate of the parent population was
derived. A sample of this is shown in Figure 10. The Veibull, log normal and Gumbel's
extreme value distributions were used for the parent populations. There was no
significant difference# in the calculated risk observed among these distributions. An
estimate of the equivalent initial flaw population for the C-SA spanwise splices is
shown in Figure 11. The studies performed during the 1977 damage tolerance assessment
provided the crack growth rate function and the critical crack size dependency on
stress. The analysis determines the single flight probability of failure. For the
case relating to fail safety (i.e. the broken panel), the United States Air Force
Scientific Advisory Board (SAN) in September of 1977 endorsed the following statement
regarding fail safety: "If a structural member fails for whatever reason, then the risk
of catastrophic structural failure on a single flight of no more than one in ten
thoussnd is acceptable." The calculations showed that et 7100 RNP flight hours the
single flight probability of failure was in fact one in 500. The failure probability
of one in ten thousand was reached at sppproximately 4300 RNP flight hours. After a
deliberation, the SAD judged this to be acceptable. The usage of the C-5A operstional
aircraft was carefully monitored until the wing box change was accomplished. Although
wing cracks were found by the inspection program that was imposed by the 1977 damage
tolerance assessment, there were no aircraft lost because of this problem.

The new C-5 wing box was designed with a stringent one g stress and fatigue
requirement in addition to a damage tolerance requirement that precluded the need for
inspections in its 30,000 life. The damage tolerance requirement meant the safety
limit on the wing was 60.000 hours based on initial flaws from NIL-A-83444. The wing
was fatigue tested for 105,000 hours with a representative flight by flight spectrum
with little evidence of degradation. It is not likely that this wing will suffer from
multiple site damage during its design life.

4. The C-141 Aircraft

A recent assessment of the C-141 utilized some of the knowledge gained from the work
done on the KC-135 and the C-S. The C-141 became operational in the USAF in 1964. It
was originally designed and qualified for a life of 30,000 flight hours. In 1974 a
damage tolerance assessment was initiated to determine if the life of the structure was
sdequate to justify stretching the fuselage to obtain an increase in cargo volume
capacity. This assessment evaluated the entire structure end examined the fatigue test
program that was still being accomplished on a full-scale fatigue test article that was
a complete fuselage with wings, pylons and a vertical tail. This fatigue test article,
called Specimen A, had accumulated at that time 90,000 cyclic test hours with a block
loading sequence of a spectrum that had since been shown to be not representative of
operational aircraft usage. Crack growth tests from small flaws were used to develop
ratios of lives from the Specimen A testing and from current usage with a
flight-by-flight spectrum. From these ratios, which were developed for various
locations on the aircraft, it was determined that the C-141 should be able to achieve a
life of 45,000 hosrs. On this basis, a decision was made to stretch the aircraft.

The question now is: "could the life of the C-141 be extended beyond 45,000 hours?" At
the time of the original damage tolerance assessment, it was judged that Specimen A was
not its economic life. Is fsct, this article was tested to a total of 118,468
cyclic ctst hours with the spectrum changed to the then current usage and the sequence
wys changed to flight-by-flight. There was a partial teardown inspection program on
the fatigue test article, complimented by an extensive nondestructive inspections. The
crack size distribution from these inspectious is shown in Figure 9. It was found that
the crack growth from a 0.127 millimeter corner flaw matches the 41 millimeter crack
found in Specimen A. From sa examination of the C-SA initial crack distribution in
Figure 9, the expected crack sise for a probability of 1/6000 is just slightly larger
than 0.127 millimeters. This indicates that the C-SA imitial crack distribution is
reaseonable for the C-141. As with the C-5A, a loss of a panel will cause a large
numbar of fastener holes (approximately fifty) in the adjacent panels to have high

stresses. These stresses are high enough such that a crack of approimnately one
millimeter located is this high stress field could propagate rapidly and cause
cstsstrophic failure of the aircraft. This conditios is estimated to exist with a one
in tam tbousand probability of occurrence st approximately 45,000 flight hours.
Therefore, flight beyond 45,000 hoars could not be accomplished with the desired level
of safety.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The three aircraft discussed above have several features in common. First, it was
found that fail safety was jeeperdised with a relstively small population of cracks.
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"This nay not be true in all cases. For example. an Avro 748 operating in Argentina had
T failure due to multiple site damage on 14 April 1976 [31. In this instance the"aircraft was able to sustain damage in numerous fastener holes at a rib location before
the wing oparerted in flight. Also, since the stress is significantly elevated

subsequent to a failure of a structural member, the sizes of the cracks in this
population are such that it is unlikely that they would be found unless a specialized
nondestructive inspection procedure was used. Therefore, it is prudent for the
structural analyst to make a judgement during the design process on the extent of
cracking that would degrade safety. The second feature is that a combination of
fatigue test article and operational aircraft teardown inspections were adequate to
identify this problem end permit remedial actions to take place before an aircraft was
lost. It is not likely that nondestructive inspections of operational aircraft would
have been useful to determine the actions needed to solve these problems because of the
requirement for the detection of small flaws. Another feature is that the assessment
of risk of failure was a useful tool in the assessment of the severity of the
situation. In the case of the KC-135, the risk assessment focused management attention

on the problem. This precipitated a series of actions that ultimately lead to thei decision on the timing for reskinning the wings. In the case of the C-IA, the

potential for multiple site damage degrading the fail safety of the wing did not change
the timing for the wing box replacement, although it did make the pilots *,are that the
wings on these aircraft in late life were not the same as they were when new. For the

C-141, the flight hours for the threshold for multiple site damage has been
established, This result and other issues relative to the structural integrity of this
aircraft will be the basis for USAF management to make their decision on the future of

this system.

In summary, it has been shown that multiple site damage can play a major role in thelife management program for wing structures in addition to other components of an

aircraft. For en aircraft where the maintenance of fail safety is vital to the
operational safety of the aircraft then it is essential that there be an assessment of
the timing of the loss of fail safety from multiple site damage.
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BASED ON TEARDOWN INSPECTION OF A/C 68-0214
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LARGE AREA QNDE INSPECTION FOR AIRFRAME INTEGRITY

William P.Winfree
Joseph S. Heyman

NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton. Virginia, 23665, USA

SUMMARY improve safety of the aircraft by increasing
the reliability of the inspection while

Quantitative Nondestructive Evaluation reducing its cost. These new systems typically
(QNDE) technology is being developed to incor rate large area scans to develop a
provide new options for cost effective .lobal image of the integrity of the airframe.
inspection of airframes. An R&D effort based ?n parallel to.the development otthese
on five NDE technologies is addressing systems, a scteoce base is under development
questions of structura bonding assessment, to assist in the interpretation of the
corrosion detection, multisite damage measurements and reduce human factor
detection, and fatigue characterization. The fluctuations in inspection integrity. A second
research/applicatioas are being conducted by advantage of imaging technologies is a
prioritizefocussing and stagg o the significant reduction in inspection cost.
following technologies: 1) Thermal NDE 2)
Ultrasonic NDE, 3)-Coherent optical NDi, 4) At NASA Langley Research Center, 5Magnetic imaging NDE, 5) Radographic A AALnlyRsac etr
Me c i Ph different technologies are bei;,g considered
NDE. for inspection of aging aircraft fuselages.

While these technologies offer
This paper focuses on the most recent complementary information, their integration
applicsPions of thermal NDE technology to into a total inspection package will result in a
large area inspection of lap-joint and stiffener system for aircraft integrity woich is reater
bonds. The approach is based on pulsed n the sum of the parts. The pursu
radiant heating of the airframe and technologies in order of staging are thermal,
measurement of the surface temperature of the ultrasonic, coherent optical ma netic
structure with an infrared imager. Several imaging, and radiographic N mDE.ach of these
advantages of the technique are that it is technologies provides information for
noncontacting, inspects one square meter area inspection of aging aircraft and assessment of
in a period ofless than 2 minutes and has no structural integrity.
difficulty inspecting typical curvatures of the
fuselage. Numerical moCels of heat flow in Typical of these systems is thermal NDE.
these geometries are used to determine Recently developed real time image
appropriate techniques (or reduction of the processors have already been used to
infrared images thereby delineating regions of significantly improve the signal-to-noise ratio
disbonds. These models are also used to in thermographic images. These image
determine the optimum heatin$ and processors also enable the digitization of the
measurement times for maximizing the time evolution of the surface temperature of a
contrast between bonded and unbonded structure. These digitized records can he
structures. Good agreement is found between processed using phyrsical models of heat flow
these results and experimental measurements to extract quantitative structural integrity
and a comparison of the two are presented. information from systematic noise sources
Also presented are results of measurements on such as camera artifacts or uneven heating
samples with fabricated defects which show effects.
the technique is able to clearly indicate
regions of disbonds. Measurements on an These advances are coupled with the inherent
airframe also clearly image subsurface advantages of thermography detection.
structure. Thermography is noncontacting and able to

inspected a lageo area in a short period of
time. Thermography has successfullySdemonstrated detection of disbonds in
laminated structures, which makes it a good

The recent inflight structural failure of an candidate for inspection of bonds ia airframe
Aloha Boeing 737 has increased the lap joints. !t is therefore an appropriate
awareness of the need for better NDE lapnjois fo is airrafe anapeonriTe
techniques for characterization of commercial technOlogy for agvlo aircraft las stem. This
airframnes. Current techniques are typically Paper reportsLangl developmcenterOfa system at
single point measurements, with correlative r an'he ResechiCn for
relationships developed between probe thermograp Ic inspection of lap joints.
outputs &adcharacteristic defects. The techniqre presented for the detection of
Interpretation of such data ane typicall lap joint disonds utilizes quartz lamps to
subjective, relying principally oi the saill of lheat die frot surface of t u ize joiq t and to
the inspector. As a result of the monotonous iefrad imt er to imace its thermal roi ont se.
nature of the measurement and the unlikely A imare yim•ge toimageisa ddthem l tr e
occurrence of a defect, this type of testing is thee , poeos. The time-d divatives of tzese
also very susceptible to operator fatigue. images are calculated to enhance the conutrt
New NDE technologies are being developed to between bonded and uubunded regions of thelap joint. To quantitatively compare the
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results in a difference in temperature between
SAMPLE the lap joint regions and regions adjacent to it

due to the increased heat capacity of the lap
joint. For early times, the lap joint is modeled
as a three layer system with an adhesive layer
bounded by two other layers of identical
material. Initially, the temperature of the
system is assumed at equilibrium and a flux is
applied to the surface of one of the layers.
The time dependence of the temperature is
determined using a numerically invertedLaplace transf~orm technique. The thermal
properties of the adherents and adhesives are
chosen to correspond to the properties of
aluminum and a typical epoxy, respectively.
The thermal conductivity used for the
aluminum is 0.48 cal/(sec cm OK) and for the

oxy is 0.00041 cal, ?. The
thiicknesses of the aluminum and epoxy are
0.101 cm and 0.013 cm.

The time dependence of the temperature of the
heated surface is shown in figure 3. Also

Figure 1. Infrared Measurement System shown as a comparison, is the time
ditterent time derivative images, contrast is dependence of temperature for both a single

be a function of the moments of the layer of aluminum (0.101 cm thick) and a
defined togr a for tionded tegions and double thickness of aluminum (0.202 cmhistograms for the bonded regions andthick). The input flux is assumed to be 0.0166
unbonded regions of the images. Comparison thck) which is am sured value for1a
of the bonded-unbonded contrast for different watt/cm2 which is a measured value for a
heating times has made it possible to establish typical configuration of the measurement
the optimum parameters to maximize the system. As can be seen from figure 3, after the
probability of detection of a disbond. layers achieve an equilibrium thermal flow

condition, the bonded structure increases in
temperature at a rate which is approximately

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND 1/2 the rate of a single layer of aluminum for
P the one dimensional case.

A schematic of the measurement system is As beating progresses, the temperature
shown in figure 1. Two banks of tubular difference between the bonded and the
quartz lamps (4000 Watts each) were used to unbonded regions results in heat flowing from
heat the front surface of the sample, shown in the unbonded to the bonded regions. This
figure 1. An infrared imager consisting of a lateral heat flow reaches an equilibrium state
single liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe detector in aperiod of time dependent on the shape of
(8 - 12 ;am) was used to measure the infrared the isbond, with smaller disbonds obtaining
radiation (thermal response) from the surface an equilibrium sooner than the larger
of the sample during and after the application disbonds. After lateral equilibrium is reached,
of heat. The video output of the imager was
digitized and averaged by an image processor.
The averaged images were obtained for twelve
different time periods, six during heat
application and six during cool down, with a
constant time interval between averages. A
microcomputer controlled the image processor DI[N,
and the application of heat. The twelve
images were then transferred to the
microcomputer and stored for later analysis.

A typical sample is shown in figure 2,. LAP
consisting of two sheets of aluminum, bonded o 7.6 cm
with a three inch overlap usingha room cure
epoxy. The dimensions of the sheets are 123.8
cm by 61 cm and 0.102 cm thick. Disbonds
were created by inserting pull tabs (.013 cm
thick) of different dimensions into the bonded
region before curing. After curing., thesepull
tabs are then removed to leave voids in the
bond.

Figure 2. Typical la? joint sample with

Insights into the basis of the technique are delaminations of 2.5, 3.8 and 5.1 cm in
obtained by considering a one dimensional width.
model. The application of heat to a lap joint

I---
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Figure 4. Typical temperature image from Figure 5. Typical time derivative of
simulation of lap joint with disbonds.
Regions of disbonds are superimposed on g

images.
the temperature of the entire sample increases the size and shape of the disbond. Therefore
at a fixed rate. accurate modelling of the technique requires
When the heat source is removed, the process three dimensional simulations of the system.
reverses itself. After a short period of-time, These simulations can be used to optimize the
there is lateral heat flow from the bonded technique and determine its limits. Also, the
region, with its larger heat capacity, to the simulations are available for comparison of
unbonded region. The removal of a heat flux different data analysis methods using
is modeled as the continuation of the initial controlled conditions and variations in a
flux and with the addition of a new sink of manner which is often difficult to reproduce
magnitude equal to the initial flux. If the in the laboratory. In this study, the
lateral heat flow has reached an equilibrium simulations yield an optimum heatini time for
from the initial flux, then variations in the a particular size and shape defect which can
rate of change in the temperature are due to be utilized as a guideline for experimental
the application of this sink plus the procedures.
convection losses. Since the addition of these
two heat sinks is greater than the initial flux A typical lap joint is represented in figure 2.
into the sample, the greatest variation in the The sample consists of two thin sheets of
time derivative of the temperature follows the aluminum bonded together. The layers are
removal of the heat source. then riveted together. For the region of

overlap, the heat capacity is twice the heat
KRE~ DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION capacity of the region where there is only one

layer of aluminum (neglecting the heat
F _T.CHNIOI.E capacity of the epoxy, which is 4% of bonded

structure). If a disbond is present between the
The limits of the technique are determine by two sheets of aluminum, a thermal contrast

due to the disbond must be differentiated from
the contrast due to the variations in heat
capacity across the sample.

10 Simulations varying heating time and
0 dlai magnitude of both the flux heating input and

* * epqoxya&I the free convection coolin~g components
d " indicate that it is very difficult to detect a

partial disbond in a simple unprocessed
6 thermal image. A typical thermal image with

gaussian noise levels added is shown in figure
4 4. Minor variations in image due to the

4 09 disbond are seen. The simulation model,
however, reveals that instead of lookiq at

2 temperature, observing the time derivative of
the temperature more clearly identifies
disbonas. An image of the time derivative of

0 • the temperature at-the end of the beating pulse
0 I 2 3 4 5 is shown in figure 5 with the disbond clearly

flTmI(M ) visible.

Figure 3. Time evolution of temperature for To determine the limits of the technique.
al l1yer(al), double layer(al al) and several simulations were run with decreasing
aluminum epoxy aluminum layers(al epoxy disbond sizes down to 2.54 cm wide. While
al). the 2.54 cm disbond appears visible In the

L-
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time derivative image, the addition of V2
gau3ssan noise to the ter rature distribution
makes detection of a 2.0rcm disband w-l.17 - (4).
difficult as is seen in figure 5. The optimum
heating time determined from simula ton data regions of the image indicates the contrast
for this size defect is approximately 24 sec of between the different regions. For this work
beating. the contrast between the bOnded and

unbonded regions is defined as
DATAXANALYSIS
Since the numerical modeling indicates that conrast = 2 1pu'P9 (5),

the time derivative of the temperature results Wu* we
in tn increased contrast between the bonded
and disbanded regions, a technique was where p. and !• are the peaks of the
sought for taking the time derivative of the adNaetepaso h
infrared images. To increase the signal to histograms of the unbonded and bonded
noise ratio in the time derivative, a time regions, resp ctively, as approximated fromnois raio n th ti e a rivu ive a imeequation (4 ) and w . and w b are the w idth s of

series of images is used in the calculation. ean a
The time varying infrared images are fit, the histograms of the unbonded and bonded
point by point with a second order regions, respectively, as alproximate from
polynomial. Thie time derivative is obtained equation (T). -The contrast notween bonded
by taking the derivative of the polynomial. In and unbonded regions is determined for each
this effort, the twelve images are divided into image to establish the best heating time and
two time series, the first six and last six value for j in equation (1).
corresponding to beat application and post
heat application, respectively. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The resulting images are viewed to determine Selected time derivative images of thermal
the resolved area of the disband. To facilitate data acquisition are shown in figure 6. These
the analysis of the images, histograms are are calculated from infrared images obtained
taken for the different regions on the images usial the sample shown in figure-2 and heated
corresponding to bonded, disbanded and for 24 seconds. All of the disbands, the
single thickness aluminum. The histogram smisliest being 2.54 cm wide, are discernable
overlap is a measure of the ability of the. in these images. In these images the contrast
technique to detect disbands of a given size. between the disbanded and bonded regions is
Therefore, a comparison of the histograms for greatest at the beginningof beating and
different heating times and of the time immediately following the heating. As the
derivatives at different points in the time heating or cooling progresses, the contrast
series is used to establish the optimum decreases corresponding to lateral beat flow
heating protocol and data reduction technique equilibrium. The effect of random noise on
for eacht disband size. the time derivative images is also clearest at

the earliest and latest times of the time series
A comparison of the histograms is done by used for the analysis. The increase in noise
defining contrast in terms of the moments of results from the time derivative being
the histograms. The first three moments of the calculated at extreme points of the time
histogram are defined as series. The interaction between the increased

noise and increased contrast determines the
m optimum condition for analysis and

M0m I counLsi (1), measurement protocols.

The computed contrast, as defined in equation
5, is calculated for each of these images and

In is shown in figure 7. The trends of the
MI=I i countsi (2), computed contrast agree with visuali-! perceptions of the relative variationslin

contrast between images. There are slight
and variations in the computed contrast which are

visually difficult to differentiate. An example
m of this is that the largest computed contrast is
M i2 Wti observed in the first post heatatt time

M2'm (3) it comai (3)
derivative image, yet this variatioln is

iWl difficult to discern visually. Another
where m is the number of channels in the advantage of this representation is that it
histogram and countsi is the number of counts allows a relatively simple comparison of a
per channel. For a gaussian distribution Ms/ large number of time derivative images.

Figure 8 shows experimental data oftheM9 is the locationt of the peak of the contrast variation Tor different heating rates.
distribution and the half width at half The contrast between the bonded and
maximum(w) is given by unbonded regions of the image are shown for

all the times corresponding to the acquired
images. The effect of noise is clear in this

A comparison of the widths of the histograms figure, where the shorter heating times have
to the separation of the peaks far the diatrent smaller signal to noise ratios. Tlierefore the



CONClIllMON

Sgnificant advancements have been made in
quantitative NDE which offers new capabilities of
inspection of aging aircraft. In particular, imaging
tchtnliques advance possibilities for more reliable

inspections at reduced cost. Current efforts are
being aimed at realizing those possibilities.
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Recent Fracture Mechanics Results from NASA Research Related to the Aging
Commercial Transport Fleet

by

Dr. Charles E. Harris, Head
Mechanics of Materials Branch

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665

USA

Abstract been ongoing at NASA Langley for many years. All of
these disciplines have been brought to bear on the

NASA is conducting the Airframe Structural Integrity problems facing the aging commercial transport fleet.
Program in support of the aging commercial transport NASA has developed the ASIP in coordination with
fleet. This interdisciplinary program is being worked in the FAA and the U. S. airframe manufacturers. The
cooperation with the U. S. airframe manufacturers, air- ASIP has two key program elements. They are the
line operators, and the FAA. Advanced analysis development of advanced analysis methodology to
methods are under development to predict the fatigue predict the fatigue crack growth in complex built-up
crack growth in complex built-up shell structures, structure and innovative NDE tbchnologies to detect
Innovative nondestructive examination technologies fatigue cracks, corrosion, and disbonds in adhesively
are also under development to provide large area bonded joints. The near-term focus of the program is
inspection capability to detect corrosion, disbonds, and MSD in lap splice joints. However, the research is
fatigue cracks. This paper reviews recent fracture generic in nature and the developed methodology is
mechanics results applicable to predicting the growth expected to be applicable to many other structural
of cracks Initiating at the rivets of fuselage splice joints, components that may be fracture critical.

1. Introduction The objective of the analysis methodology program is
to develop and verify advanced mechanics-based

On April 28, 1988, an Aloha Airlines Boeing 737 prediction methodology which can be used to deter-
experienced an In-flight structural failure when the mine inservice inspection intervals, quantitatively
upper fuselage ripped open and a large section of the evaluate inspection findings, and design and certify
skin peeled away. This failure was precipitated by the damage tolerant structural repairs. This objective will
link-up of small fatigue cracks extending from adjacent be met by developing an analysis methodology that
rivet holes In a fuselage lap splice joint. This event, integrates global shell anayss with local fracture
brought about by multi-site damage (MSD), helped mechanics analysis to predict fatigue crack growth In a
locus the attention of the industry on the problems of fuselage structure. This can best be accomplished by
operating an aging commercial transport JeIt. developing and exploiting giobal/local strategies for
Currently, approximately 46% of the jet airplanes in the combining the necessary levels of modeling and
fleet are over 15 years old, with 26% being over 20 analysis. These levels awe •hown schematically in
years old. During the past two year the industry has Figure 1. A sufficently detailed local analysis is used
acted to ensure the continued safe operation of the 10 obtain the bounday condlions for a physically
aging fleet. These actvties included Increased meaningful yet cop trat" crak prob-
emphasis on mainternanc, Inspection, and repair as ism. Then a fracture mechanics analysis employing
wet as mandto modfi•alloris to various models in crack closure concepts Is used to predict crack growth.
the fleet. Addiltlonal ways of ensuring safety are being The e of the crack growth must then be Integrated
- r-,* ursued for beth the wrert fleet and air- upward to the globil structural tevel to inr that

next-generatl fleet. This paper correct load transfer paths and Internal load dlstbu-
describes t• h resee rsch iMies of the NASA Airframe tions are calmulated. Of course these analyses may
Structurel nt"eg nPqrai• (ASIP) Whic has the goal have to be performed in an e'aelve faho to achieve
of develoi tehnology to ,po the safe correct results.
eop Of the urrent fleet and the deg,, omore
Sdenige-toMlai aiurafli for the netgonareraton Nleet. The program logic Is shown chemar l in Figure 2.

The individual program eemnte du a e n
salw re reme to the tpme and fraure of more detail In the following sectons A brief owview
mal omplW frMWe r mechani. a ural of the dircton of erch Er each smeWt wUl be

i m f U &Sd and nordeeutru exoairan on Iokawed by a sunmtary of the Aeus of the work In
for materi dee chapadiselton has proress. Reaint results will be dWused in areas

M,
S-4
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where the research is sufficiently mature for lion of Mini-TIVST was used to create the charactens-
presentation, tic plastic wake for the spectrum. The average open-

ing stress was calculated from the closure model
II. Fatigue Crack Growth Closure Model opening stresses during the second time through the

Mini-TWIST spectrum. The average value was then
The concept of crack closure to explain crack growth used for the repeated spectra until failure was pre-
acceleration and retardation was pioneered at NASA dicted. This approach makes the closure model com-
Langley almost two decades ago [I]. The closure con- putationally cost competitive with empirical crack
cept, illustrated schematically in Figure 3, is based on growth models presently used in the aerospace indus-
the postulate that the wake of plastically deformed try. A PC version of FASTRAN is under development
material behind an advancing crack front may prevent which will result in even further computational cost
the crack from being fully open during the complete reductions.
loading cycle. Therefore, only part of the load cycle is
effective in growing the crack. A plasticity-induced clo- Il1. Fracture Mechanics of MSD
sure model (21 employing fracture mechanics princi-
ples was shown to be quite accurate in predicting the A rigorous fracture mechanics treatment of cracks
fatigue crack growth in aluminum alloys for a number initiating at rivet holes and MSD will require stress
of basic crack configurations for both constant ampli- intensity factor solutions for three fundamentally differ-
tude and spectrum loadings. The closure model has Ont levels of crack sizes. For very small cracks below
also been successfully used to explain the small-crack the damage tolerance regime, the finite element
phenomenon exhibited by many aluminum alloys. The method will be used to generate solutions to three-
crack growth rate data must be correlated with the dimensional (3-D) crack configurations such as sur-
effective stress-intensity factor range rather than the face and comer cracks initiating at countersunk rivet
full range to yield meaningful predictions of total crack holes, as shown in Figure 5. The anticipated results
growth. The successful coupling of the closure from these analyses will be a compendium of analyti-
methodology with the small-crack growth rate data cal expressions for the stress intensity factors for
base has resulted in a total Uife prediction methodology several basic crack configurations. After the cracks
which treats initiation by predicting the growth of extend through the wall thickness and beyond the rivet
micron size cracks initiating at inclusion particles in the head, the cracks will be in the detectable range and
sub-grain boundary microstructure (31. This type of amenable to the damage tolerance philosophy. The
methodology is necessary to predict the fatigue crack two-dimensional (2-D) boundary element method will
growth of small cracks initiating at a rivet hole before be used to generate stress intensity factors for MSD
they grow to a detectable size. Furthermore, this crack configurations prior to extensive link-up, as
methodology may be used to predict the necessary shown in Figure 6. A PC-based computer code will be
inspection intervals to monitor crack growth before developed which will compute the stress intensity fac-
critical sizes are reached and link-up of adjacent tor for each crack tip for an unequal distribution of
cracks occur. straight or curved cracks at adjacent rivet holes. After

MSD crack ink-up, the cracks are quite large and
Recent Result Of Work-n-Pro grs rJack growth will be rapid. The stress intensity factor

for these cracks will be strongly influenced by the
A computer code, FASTRAN (41, has been developed geometric nonlinear response of the stiffened fuselage
for predicting crack growth using the NASA closure shell structure. A geometric nonlinear finite-element
model. The present version of FASTRAN, available in shell code will be developed that will model the stiffen-
the public domain through COSMIC, runs on a main- ing effects of longitudinal stiffeners and circumferential
frame computer. An example of the accuracy end frames. The crack-tip stress intensity factors will be
computational efficiency of this code was demon- calculated by employing special crack-tip modeling
strated recently by comparing predicted results to and an adaptive mesh strategy to properly model the
experimental Wife resuls obtained from tests of center- trajectory of the growing crack. Research is underway
cracked tension coupons subected to the Mini-TWIST at NASA to develop methods to rigooaously and
spectrum, a standard transport wing structure spectrum efficiently address all three levels of crack growth.

of about 64.000 loading ampitudes (5). At a low mean
stress, Sm - 20 Mpm. the experimental life (average of NASA has developed several computational methods
two tests) was determined to be 3.230,000 cycles from for computing srs Intensily factor solutions to coin-

a 6 mm length crack to failure. The craak length is plex crack configurations The boundary force method
plotted versus the o1 , strmss calculated from (8FM) (61 is well suited to 2-0 iroblems such as
FASTRAN In onI -4. predifctdlife was 2o% through cracks In thin sheat material. An example of

1ghr t-en tH- eo rl.menat va"ie. A a high mom the e of problem tht can be eftclently treated by
st , Sm, -60 Mha, the experimental le (average of the OFM method Is Illustrated In Figure 7. For more
two lt) was determined to be 15Z?,,000 c . In this complex problems, the finite-element mlthod and the
tase. thests) wadetemned to was 2 cycl theis~women- vtu lack-csure technique (VCCT) (M have been
Om. the Pvlue. d lTh e w 2% below the NO mo sucoessfully employed to obtain solutions to 3-D crack
camt roo d 20ue &W low mean elms igh respectivetly configurations such a a surface crack emanating from
onama reqared 2O NVd 1.6 CPU mInutes, resctively, a oenikkuiv notchas shown in Figure 8, where theones maInframe (COt4VX) casqufle uding sod aed ~
vecor optimization. Them proet•len mwer based on OVID O at 18 00 at the k-terse:n Of the crak and the

cebilating" The opening fttress Gkn vryanicaku q th opoft w a dft vy arall 81 a reos41' ei been Implementedncremenfts of crack extesion through ot Its, into the NASA lift elemnte itodes This teolwftiqu sHwaver, by uming a dnege-Wed average seds lo 2-0 and 3-0 wack phbem Ivolvg
cPsq111 stressa. ihtoe "reqIred ompdW1enel ti mixed mt ade oift and lmidd Awonenssly. FIr
mwa rdird tolI I minu m&d 1.4 mladis for fte low exampl, th cilie by te e method is
maim stm lenwd •n mean m m1 M @I$ ilgdve. compe t remit e y the VCCT
A amflped a o meeen fti midel -Pauioes sIOd the In i Fiu 9. As Ias Iutd In 9lg.u 9, both
weir s1 opmh mmi is ~M. In F00 4. fthe* idiu1 reuaslicto for &nWeui

ipeded r sm 1% hAiter An% Iswr anm p l 1dt-ge of fte m
the epaermens vsee ftr ftlow nowm win Wn is tha I dme not require fthe @ id elemnt nmes to be
Ng meln smas mes r mpectivet. The Sit qple•- orthogona to the orack eunt In orrW to Oa e ti
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stress intensity factor. Both the VCCT anrd EDI (or in the analysis. This is necessary to predict the
methods have been implemented into a pubic domain crak growth direction and crack opening of laoge
computer code, ZIP3O (91. vailable through COSMIC. cracks ta may result in a rapid dclompression rather
NASA has also developed Salytici equations from than a catastrophic in-rtght Wture.
the finite element numerical results for the stress
intensity factors ior many basic crack configurations. V. Fracture Analysis with AdentivaMh
Reference 10 provides the stress intensity factor equa-
"bons for a number of 3-D crack configurations To predict accurately the behavior of a growing crack
commonly encountered in structural applications. in a stiffened she, structure, the globetrilocal method-

ology must be extended to include an adaptive mesh
Recent Ripsuft of Work-In-Progress concept so that the local refined mesh can change in a

manner dictated by the growing crack. This concept is
The near term focus of the NASA fracture mechanics illustrated schematically in Figure 12 taken from the
research is on MSD prior to link-up to support the work of Wawzynek and ingrafe( (131. The path of the
damage tolerance philosophy currently being imple- growing crack is represented by the heavy dark ine In
mented by the airline industry. An Alternating Indirect Figure 12. The top two schematics lustrate the ele-
Boundary Element (AIDE) computer code 1111, a force ment deletion and refill concept while the lower two
method version of the more familiar boundary element schematics illustrate a crack growth example problem.
method, is being developed for MSO crack conflgura-
ions. The AIBE code will generate the stress intensity VI. Methodology VrIfIcattion Tes roarm
factors for the Individual cracks of a distribution of
unequal, interacting cracks extending from loaded rivet The integrated fracture mechanics and fuselage
holes. Methods are being developed so that In-plane, structural analysis methodology must be verified by a
out-of-plane, and rivet loads can be Included in the test program. As shown in Figure 13. there are various
analysis. The current version of the code can only levels of testing required to achieve a full verification of
model straight cracks. However, a 2-D approach to a structural analysis methodology. The goal of the
analyze curved cracks is being developed using the ASIP program is to achieve verification through the
distributed dislocation concept (121. This method will curved panel and subscale barrel test article level.
also be available to analyze MSD crack configure- This program element will be conducted in coopera-
lions. Additionally, a special version of FASTRAN has lion with Boeing Commercial Airplane Company and
been coupled to the AIBE code so that fatigue crack Douglas Aircraft Company. Each airframe manufac-
growth can also be computed. turer will contribute Panels with riveted spice joints

typical of their mariwacturing practices. Furthermore,
Each new capability of the AIBE code is being verified data from previous fatigue and damage tolerance test
by comparing to available analytical results from other programs conducted by the airframers will serve as
computational techniques for simple crack configure- benchmarks for the analysis methodology verification.
lons. A complete code verifiation will be achieved by
comparing analytical predictions to experimental VIIL. Su ary
results. To date, AIDE code predictions have been
compared to experimental results for the special case NASA is conducting interdisciplinary research combin-
of multiple fatigue cracks growing from open holes in a ing the disciplines of fracture mechanics, structural
thin sheet suijected to remote uniform tension con- mechanics, maiteral science, and nondestructive
stant ampitude loadings. Figure 10 shows the exper- instrumentation sciences for the purpose of developing
imentalty measured distribution of crack lengths along an advanced integrated technology to support the
with the stress Intensity factors for each crack. The continuing airwarthiness of the aging commercial
stress intensity factors are normalized by the stress transport fleet. The objective of the analysis method-
intensity factor for an average crack length assuming ology program is to develop and verify advanced
an infinite periodic array of equal cracks. Figure It mechenic-basd prediction methodology which can
shows the comparison of the fatigue crack growth Cal- be used to determine Inservice Inspection intelvals.
culations for the unequal distribution of crack lengths quantitatively evaluate Inspection findings, and design
and the infinite periodic aay of equal cracks to the and cearify damage tolerant sruc•unral repairs. The
experimental results. it Is obvious from these results program Is coordinated with the FAA and is being
that the simplistic approach of assuming equal crack worked cooperovhely with the U. S. airfrnme m -nufac-
lengthe may not always generate accuree predictions lugres and sirine operators.
of crack growth andc cycles to crack k*-up. Many
additional experimental COMes of cr*k coneigurlone Fracture mechinics solutions to cracks extending from
and loading condlions are being conducted in order to the rivets in fuselege spioe joints we beig developed
reline the AWE code and more fully verlfy ft accuracy. which wi be appliable to moul-she da (MUD).
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STRUCTUJRAL AIRWORTHINESS OF AGING BOEING JET TRANSPORTS

by
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Seattle, WA 98124-2207
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ABSTRACT
Structural safety is an evolutionary accomplishment. and alien- Iearn
lion to detail design features is key to its achievement. A multi--
tude ofidesign considerations are involved in ensuring the struc- ,an-
lw-al integrity of Boeing jet transports that have common design
concepts validated by extensive analyses. tests, and three decades nnai.I
of service. The active service life of commercial airplanes It-s

delivery times for fleet replacements. As airplanes approach their I *

design service objeciuves, the incidences of fatigue and corrosion 1- -W I t
may hetroine widespread. Continuing airworthiness of the aging 0
jet fleet requires diligent performance (rmi the manufacturer, the
airlines, and airworthiness authorities, Figu-i' I Hull Loss Accident Rates-Worldwide

Boeing continually reviews reported service data and other first- Co'mmercial Jet Fleet

hand informatfion from customer airlines to promote Safe and where fatigue and other types of damage have hero detected and
economicul operation of their worldwide fleets. Standard prac- repaired. The question debated. between industry experts is
tices of ensuring contitnuing structural integrity include basic in- whether the fail-safe design practices, used in the 19141, and 19ti~s.
spection and overhaul recommendlations contained in malinie- are adequate as these airplanes approach or exiceed their original
oance manuals and Service bulletins. Aging fleet support includes design objectives. Figure 2. Boeing jets are designed for conser-
timely development of'supplemental strrictural inspection docu- vative flight cycle and flight-hour objectives over a minimum 20
meimt applicable to selected older airplanes. teardown inspec- yeats of ecnontaic, operational service. There is no Service limit
tions of high-time airframes retired fromt service, fatigue testing to the daanage-rolemnrde~signedairptanesrrucrures. provided rhe
oif older airframes and structural surveys of more than Itti nec-essaty inspections are performed along with timely repair
airplanes operated throughout the world. Lessons learned from and/or replacement of damaged structureor preventive modilica-
these activities are incorporated in service bulletin receminenda- tions.Operaitionaleffieiency isuffected bythecostand frequency
turns. piroduction line modifications, and design manual updates, of'repair. Structural durability may therefore limit the productive

Stractural maintenance is, a cornerstone of continuing safety in life of the structiure.
commercial air transpocrts. Aging fleet concerns base focused
unprecedented industry attention on additioinal requirciement and
maintenance aitions to ensure continued safety. These are fo-
cused on mandatory modification rather than continued inspec-
tion: development of improved mandatory corrosion preveniion II.III IIIIII IIIIIIIII
and control programs; consolidation of basic maintenance pro-'b I

grams; updates of sapplefnrutal structural inspection pirograms: usa vn mu a0,usa t

and dlevelopment of guidelines to determine the adequacy irf 'g &0rn nos i 1satn inu mo

stractural repairs. These preventive maintenance recommenda- 707 'A mvm, W"w 3&w aa
tions will enhance continued safeoperation of'agingajet transport iM 153 Wan wren0 52ista W=

727 '1 u = wa s.an aiim 74 IM
until their retirement fromn service.Virtually all commercial atr- 137 .We 'san SIMn wan W .AX
plane manufacturers are involved in similar proigrams. ?7 O's MM s, wren0 27.7w wa

BACKGROUND n - ,, ot- rannny sn

Diligent atrention to detail design, manufacturing, maintenance.
and inspection procedures of the last three decades bave producd Figure 2, 6oeing Crommercital Jet Fleet Summai-i--
long-life damaget-tolerant structureswith acredible Safety record. Jantary 1991
as shown in Figure 1. The primtary cvase of bull losn accidents is

attributed to hustatn faiclors and weather with abaus 10% cou~pled TOM Vff algkfif
directly to the akeplarte. systemn or propulsion enniontemt or it is htqtact icall to conduct svetification testing for all ctritcal
how they were istaituaimed- Aweoaititaftly 3% of hull loss loading conditions andl portions of the airplanle stnucture Analy-
accidents wte caused by aieptatt structare failures. The -Yatem, sin medlods and allowahles, verified by was am therefoeneused for
used to etallae iku the fleet u~of tom ecal jet transport ts kept taiwordlnessn certification. Verification lawts cinplvar siall
flying sW I deIII doeir nervice fife hall Oma major partici- laborantoy lam spacilaine large pansels. maajorcttatpmansriilsrepre-
ponws dtemiftam who design. bWill, and sn m aie- serting wing. arapaearta. and fuselage smictre; and MIl-scale
plmien In a irlr & k aidinet whic egrat. tLtet.atiMit- 2irfLhun.n
vaint do pl I - id the airoltt nvl audiona wbl@A Full-scale, mt wling ofqmnew models iscorlaailduc ltove* O'mit
tishtullallaltl g -app~oweduasinaproill IoISKMlgaaill tatsyetflgmetemm.I

nb p ialliantece Avirslin~ddndpm u so n la-arlgosltailby elai- aI
di~maoft OK* Iac pm Ie "a~ SYtS. my indlireaay fove prillkim. u hmat~e~am

~~~ ~ fiettinml of demil tha agigh eahlibt eauty wal~me to
receately an iedI Ita-noleran desugtfrs. ServiceRepeienv dermonstate corniptiattrae with fatigiat design objedctia Fall-
with fail-safe designs has worked well in thousands of came saea fatigst esawnae also uselillodvelop and verify inspection
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and maintienance pricedures. Fatigue tests are not intended to cracking at typical frame splice% below the aft entry door. A -
derrinstrate "sate life- limits of structures cerltifed as damage structural advisory was released to all operators, who subse-
tolerant. sir are they an alternative to the inspections req~uired for quently found similar cracks in the fleet. A sersice bulletin has
covitinued sate operation of aging airplanes. been released to monitor and rectify the problem.

Testing of nesw airplane structures does notiincorporatecorrosion The extended 747 fuselage testing produced timely additional
andlor accidental damage that can accelerate fatigue cracking. data to define inspection requirements for airplanes operating
Similar testsare conducted on older airfiramcs togain insight into beyond 20)1tft futl-pressure cycles. Soniclocal cracking was
thc problems that might be- experienced oni high-time airplanes dletected in lap splices past 311,1gm cycles. Sersice bulletins for
%ibh repairs and service-caused defects. Extensive pressure test- these areas and soite floorbeanis and fuselage frames will be

ing sa~scoodnctedon 717aitd747 teardown airplanes iosimulate issued in 1991t. The teardown of the 747 test fuselage is now in
the effects at additioimal flight cycles. The 737 test extended the progress, after which all test results will be asessed forappropri.
liressurecyling from 59.tiXXcyctesat retirementto I 29,0011toal ate follow -on fleet actions.

cylsat lest ciimpletion. Figure 3. Tbe 747 test estended the Tosnupplement airframe testing. twogenencrcpressure testtfixtures
pressure cycling from 20,MIKX service cycles toi 4t.tXXt total were fabricated in 1999. One fixture has a radius of curvature iof

cycles. igore ~74 in lA9mltormatch nafrow-biny 727. 737. and 757 airplanes.
The other has a radius of 127 in 0.2m) it) mttach the widebody
747,767. and 777 airplanes.as show n in Figure 5. Remosvable test
sections are inserted in a cutout in these test tixtures and can be
tised for fatigue, fatigue crack growtht. oir residual strength tests.
Tests are conducted under pressure loading only. using air as the

-. pressuriting medium. Where appropriate. iine crack will be
inserted in the test article at a time, and repaired before conducting
additional tests.

Test sections arc modleled using finite element techniques, and
analysis results are compared with a comtprehensive set of

- strain gaugeandcrack opening displacement measuremenms. The
stcrcural modeling of crack behavior is refined, as necessar. toi
provide a validated tool for future coimmercial airplane desigtt.
Comparisons of the stres~s output frott initial investigations w ith

iN the results of the test panel cxperimental prograni base shown
1E good coirrelation. as show n in Figure h. The initial investigations

Fiigure 3. Retired 7.37 Aft Fuselage Test Article are now being refined todeterotinetheefifect ot crack liocation and
trajectory and material nonlinearity on the residual strength at the
test panels. An effiir is being made to predict the trajectory of
cracks that forum along fastener lines. as shorwn in Figure 7.
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Future 4. Retired 747 Fuselagte Test Artuicle and New0
Mordel Test 1 2 3 4 5

Frame number. 20-in spacing

The 737 test resealed no major new economic- or safety-related Figure ft. Test Panel Stress Crsmporisiinfirr Crack
fatigue findings.. The structure was tortn down at test conclusion MidlraY Between Stringerst-14-in Lmmngitudi-
and examnmed in detail. The imost signtiftcant new finding was ,tal SkiMi Crack

Fiwre 5. Nwmmr aid W ~dtid Fuseiig test Ftaure and Test AWMl Wodt S*e Dftvcmprenof .20 in (00cm)
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Teardown Inspections

lnaddiittn itisupporting the inservice fleetý Roern' his instituted
a numrlerif i~ihcrefloris ii gain flatre insight into the prevent and
future hehas iiirifa.gtng structures. Figure 9. Such effctrv include Fit/nre 9. 737 Structural Teeardrtu-, of 737 Winj.
extensive teardtiwns intl inspection of models 7017 and 72 Emipennage'. anid Forvirurd Fiiselot~'e
retired from service to determine if any previously unknown or
undetecitable damage may be starting tcodesetop.These programs and ihe an=ufaizTure collabOrteI io esiablishi an initial baseline
siartedi iii 1965c and continued ihrough ihe late 197(Ks. In snome structural inspection and maintenanice peogram. Twimdrcuments
caves. tearditwn findings have led to design changes. service are typically developed as pant of this program: the Maintenance
hul lemts mit, andcti enir% itrhiness directisecs. In general the find- Review Board IMRBI document that defines maintenance re-
ings htave conitinuied previoiusl) known iir anticipated behasvtar quirements and a Maintenance Planning Document IMPDJ zhat
tint has-e addied cionfidence in both the structures and mainie- suggests; means and procedures forcomplying withthose require-
itatcc proigrtms scheduled furciimpletioit in 1991t. intentv. The MPD is freq~uently adapted in total by the airline, at

least until sufficient evperience is gained to warrant piograni
moiidficatiton that is compatible with its specific operating ensi-
rimnmcnt and usage. It is accepted that the airline has the b~est
kniiw ledge of particular needs to maintain the integrity of its fleet
of airplanes. Boeing has in place a numher of perigrams. listed in
Figure 1tt. that help support the operation of commercial jet

/ ~~transpiirts and promote a high level if airworthiness in the fleet.
~~~m t-. Ie tably . structural discrepancies are discovered during inspec -
niin and mnaintenance, and well-defined procedures exist to

n~xn. .~i- n handle these problems wherever in the world they occur. In the
United States they are reported to the manufacturer and/or the

figmirm' A .t.ine Fliet .Stiyioi Ait Ii i no FAA. The manufacturer in turn informasall operators to determnine
if other operators have experienced similar problems. In many

Ai 717 a ibh 590K)tt flighis accumulated during 18 %cariof sen ice caves, the manufacturer% wIll make a design change in production
%msilanagvvmlbeyonilccOnOnnicrepairin late ilfhand purchased and/or issue a service bulletin that describes the problem and
by Breing lor pressure testing of the aft fuselage sectict and background and suggests means ofecorrective action for airc-raft
teardow n of the total airtramne. Figure 9t. Itnspected stracture was in venvice. For the majoeitv of problems there is no safety issue
fittnsl in goodmi ciinditiont with little corrosion and with mast and therefore no requirement forithe operator to follow thesersice
diverepanwci in previously known problem areas. While of no belletinrecormmendations. However. foreconornic reasons. many
immediate safety conicern, some new findings emerged that have operators dii follow them. -ither by inspection or tertninating
been corrected in aubsequent derivatives and reirrifit kits. A 747 modtification action.
retired ftissm service in 19911.t with over 20)1.t~ service flights hats If the problem has a possible effect on safety, the FAA will
been disassembhled for detailed wing and empennage inspeciotim ciinsult with the manufacturer and issue an airworthiness direc-
w ith nii significant findings requiring fleet actions. The fuselage tive iADI that mandates either the corrective actions listed in the

is urrntl beng tisecid aterciipletonof yclc Pessre service bulletinor an FAA-nppmoed alternatise. Typically ontly
testing in late 1")i. 1` will become the subject of ADs that u~sually are adopted by
Fleet Support Act ions other airworthines~s authorities.

For ecah new airplane model introdluced in the Unitied States, the These cooperative effirtrs hetween operator. maniufacturer.
airline operators, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA I. and the authorities to muintuin knowledge of aircraft fleet

Soeing customer SSID and airier Aunpiente Fieet Auitwurthiness Structurres Operator
Spotactiithes SuVyProga Asnsurtnce Tasih Forcee Support Program

" artesne Engineerting and Engirieering arid FMAIATA'IAA Sevcegneig custnotet services csomerset vi~ces ConSersiica

" oeeM enginering creersgh
"_________ Spares______ Induastry program
Service problems 0 stupplremerat 5- a al * iaey individhutl & Agig alpilarmes * Field nutervie emphatisis

Set-vice builentrs insetfi)ontt ttrngnvnts airplanes & Stutt orene ott shrtactiare;

Nhatrmitnr"~ programns " Fatigue testing * Aging and Curreent * AN *ailtor Region locam points
Reer sTad sfleet leaders is Chrtntei to enpedite

* Structures and customer nefeds

Fitture 10. Fleet Supporw Frograms
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; • 47 371
performance and to take the appropriate action enhance comtin- 727
ued fleet safety. 707

Supplemental Fatigue Inspectioms ume

During the mid- and late 1970s, some airplanes of the jet aaes . c,,
troanspurt fleets began to approach their original service goals in
flight-hours and flight cycles. The need was recognized for
additional directed inspections to supplement existing mainte-
ntance actions to monitor high-time airplanes for the potential
o of fatigue damage with increasing age. 0 5 02 5 4 5

Yea
A collaborative effort between the manufacturers, airlines, and
the airworthiness authorities resulted in supplemental structural Figure 12. Pro jected Number oj'Boeing Airplanes
nspectiondocumentslSSIDl. Foreachairplanemodelapproxi. Ei eeding Design Goal in Flights

mately 50 principal structural elements were selected for moni-
loring. No test or service fatigue damage had been experienced resulted in expansion to include new Production airplane models
in any of these areas; their selection was based o: he potential such as the 717-300. 757. and 767. sonic of which have already
conoequences of undetecited cracking. scen 8 years of service. By reviewing the structural and systems
These SSI Ds for the 707. 727. 737. and 747 are mandatory. apply perlormance of these airplanes during their early and maturing
r high-time airplanes at spec-ific thresholds, reqatre specified years, it is believed that Boeing and the operators can take the

repeat inspectios, ar,! have been in place for approximatety 10 right actions to preclude the majority of aging fleet problems I0

years. Figure . f at. '- image is found. the appropriate correc- years or so from nmw.
tive action is taketn through relea-se of an AD-mandated sen-ice The specific objectives of these surveys are:
bulletin applicable t)all airplanesoftheaffected model. Periodic • Models 7107. 727. 737. and 747:
reports are provided to the manufaturers and airworthiness
authoriees regarding findings and their disposition. * Gain an etgineenng assessment of the condition ofolder

airplanes with emphasis on structures and systeni,
Observe the effectiveness of Boeing corrosion prevention

Anapane srvo, features and other corrosion control actions wt
t 

en by
a- see yaa-,s operators.

-i ----- .'.quire addificnal fleet data to improve maintenance

"JiX -recommendations and design of new airplanes.

wModel, 737-30(. 757. and 767:

* Avoid large-scale aging fleet problems beyond design
service objectives.

* Gain an earýy identification of problems experienced in
Desiign nnnved service. pan ticularly for new model features.

Survey Procedures
75% devin on Boeing survey teams are dispatcbed to observe airplanes d-ng

r o s•scheduled heavy maintenance checks. Six experience.. :c-
rirarane tares. sy,scmn, maintenance, and service engineers record their

observations in survey documents covering up to 350 stractare-
and 150 systems it. its. Typically. 70% of the items are surveyed

50.5% Ons~es oOrtn lV "Fleet stats-a, since access is not available to all areas during the visit. Each
tev of SSIP survey includes a review of airline practices regarding airplane
di-eiponeo use. maintenance programand dispatch reliability. Theoperator;.

I -I are briefed by the teams on their findings.
Flight cyces Airline acceptance of the program and cooperation with Boeing

F iglure I I Stapplfemental Strut -ural Inspec-tion has been positive. Observing a significant number of airplanes in
Progrants a variety of operating and climatic environments around theworld provides a composite sample of each model and a better

FLEET SURVEY PROGRAMS understanding of common and unique as 1ý.ts within and be-
Reportled •rvice data and other firsthand informatiofrom tween model fleets. As of March 1991 127 airplanes owned byReoted•- aereie datar andaotherefirsthand informatit from 67 operators have been visited in 33 countries around the world.
customer atrlinies are continually reviewed to promote so'. ad-
economic operation of the worldwide fleet. As a result of increas- Figure 13. Although the number of airplanes observed is a small
Ing costs and delivery times for airplane rephtiaremees e a percentage of the total fleet, it does represent about 15i of the

service usage for commercial airplanes has gradually been ex high-time airplanes.
tendled. The average age ofthe world airline Jet transport fleet has All significant Ihndings pertaining to a specific visit are recorded
increased from 8 to 12 rars over the last 10 year This upward and assigned to appropriate organizalions for necessary fleet
trend in airplane operating age is likely to continue. Boeing action. The collected data have been pooled for flee evalualtions
design goals have traditionally been established for a conserva- to determine if there are trends requiring additional actions by
live number of flights over a 20-year period. Thrs tisnefiraw Boeing and/or the operators. A number of detailed action items
seemed mote than aequate in the 1960Is to canry these airplanes ha%e resulted from the surveys, and their applicability has been
throughout their pasenier-caffying years. Todaytherearemor reviewved across all Boeing models. To ensure annayrnity, all
thun 1.000 Boeing airplanes around the world that are over 20 Identifiable operator/airplane data are treated as confidential.
year old. and this number will double by 1995. Approximately S y
1S5 Boeing airplanes had reached their design flight cycle goshs
in 1990. and this nmnber will n'crease to about 50i11 by 1995. This section focuses on some, : the signuificant findings chnr nelate
representing about 10% of the active Boeing fleet. Figure 12. to airplane structures and syste•s. Corisiderale variation hbla

be-n observed in boh airptane condition ad airltine nainuenm-"
Recognizing this trend. Boeing implemented a prncedsursschastintiprion ntnvanlddorroion prevention
tu• program to her uarrndein the conditin of o r- measures. The condition of the staro•re win generally good but
plses, 1hi Ag•g Peet Survey Prgam was developed dinag considerably below espesmaw. at a km eease The follawing
I s • i nqlne d ineuly 19e17. lhit ces-s of tle petlarn findings me washy of nOe to itllunew oerv.ved vmnartions:

40f
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Figure 13. loejntg Fleet Sur'vey Progranm Participants and Airplane Model Surr'ey Distribution

The incidence and extent of discrepancies. particularly industrywide procedures for classifications of repair to
corrosion, were more than would be expected on well- ensureconminuedairworthinessby prompt actionsdepend-
maintained airplanes. There is evidence that repair action ing on repair circumstances.
was not taken in atimely manner. Asaconsequence. repair Some airplanes subject to short-term changes of owner/
action wasisometimes extensive and very timeconsuming. operator do not appear to receive adequate maintenance.|
Figure 14. Many operators anticipate this likelihood and Lack of continuity in maintenance seems particularly
plan considerable corrosion-related repair activity at ma- prevalent for leased airplanes. With the steady increase in
jor maintenance visits. There is a general acceptance that leased airplanes in worldwide service, the average condi-
airplanes typically require increased maintenance activity tion of the fleet could worsen unless steps are taken to
with age, and many operators have elected to shorten ensure that these airplanes receive the required levels of
maintenance intervals, maintenance. Adoptiorvof the previousoperator', mainte-

Corrosio- prevention and control measures must be ag- nanceprogram, which isoften thecase. may not always be
gressively pursued both to reduce the need for extensive appropriate, particularly iftherearesignificant differences
repair and to promote continued airworthiness. New in the type of operation. Consolidated maintenance
mandated corrosion controls and prevention programs recommendations tailored to aging airplanes are
developed in cooperation with airline working groups will currently underdevelopment inconcert with industry task
enhance future condition of aging airplanes. force initiatives.

Most observed fatigue cracking was previously known * Observed airplane systems generally appear to be in good
and action already identified to the operators by means to serviceable condition, However, portions of some sys-
of service bulletins. While a few new fatigue terns, especially those where performance of function is
problems were identified, none were of immediate safety- not dispatch critical, were observed to be in unsatisfactory
of-flight concerns, condition. Similar discrepancies were reportnd on a num-

The accomplishment of service bulletin action varies with herof surveys. and it was obvious that these discrepancies
airline maintenance practices and ranges from 20q' to existed for a long period of time.

SM4.. Service bulletins often give alternative compliance Significantcoerosionofsystemcomponents was limited to
procedures in the form of repair or additional inspections, control system cables passing under or near lavatories.
It was observed that airlines frequently chose the option to Minor corrosion. which had no effect on component per-
continueinspection ratherthan performtthe specified repair formance, was found on some accumulator cylinders and
action that would permit a return to normal maintenance landing gear hydraulic components.
inspection procedures and intervals. Mandatory service The flect survey program is continuing with 30 airplanes oh-
bulletin modification programs have been developed by served in 1990. Recent findings indicate the condition of the
industry task forces for aging Boeing models, airplanes generally is good and that they are receiving adequate
There is concern over the number of repairs found in close and conscientious maintenance. Most discrepancies noted by the
proximityon some airplanes.Thedamagetoleranceofthe Boeing teams had already been recorded by the operator and
structure may be impaired in such circumstances er-en corrective action was underway. Recent surveys have confirmed
though each repair may he satisfactory in isolation. incom- our belief that the aviation industry is more aware of the necessity
plete removal of corrosion damage during repair is also of applying timely corrosion control and installing well-engi-
frequently encountered. Unless extreme care is taken neered repairs and. generally. has a more heightened awareness
daring cG-rosion removal, it is inevitable that the problem relative to sound maintenance practices.
will recur. INDUSTRY AGING FLEET INITIATIVES
A number of airplanes were found with imp er modifi- While aging aircraft issues have been the subject of considerablecations or repairs. Examplesineludeexcessive use of blind attention by industry and government for years. the 1988 explo-

rivets and improper rivet patterns in primary sructure. sive decompession of a 737 focused public attention on older

Recent industry task foree activities have iesulted in

Figure 14, Fleet Survey Corrosiom Findlngs on FuselaRe Lower Lobe and Rear Spar Details

IL _.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, _.__"__ _
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aurplanes as never before. As with any other accident. it was the Aerospace working groups followed shortly thereafter. For each
result of a combination of factors including design, inspection. Boeing model, the working groups comprised representatives
and maintenance. Boeing had recognized the design problem for from approximately a dozen airlines around the world, Boeing
early model 737 airplanes and provided service information to specialists, and observers from the FAA and the Australian and
their operators based on recent findings which would normally British civil aviation authorities. The selected airline members
have been adequate to maintain safety. The FAA also recognized operate a high percentage of the older models in their fleets. For
the importance of this problem, and issued an AD making example. the 727 is represented by I I airlines who operate 923 of
compliance with this service infortatton mandatory. The airline 1.766 airplanes in service today. The industry working groups
claimed compliance with the AD and all the criteria of "properly have continually demonstrated a cooperative determination to
designed, inspected, and maintained" had seemingly been met. make the right things happen-within models, across models.
yet the accident still happened. and throughout the industry. There have been impressive accom-

Aging fleet concerns have resulted in both specific Boeing plishments on the Boeing models as described below.

initiatives and joint industry. airline. and airworthiness authority Service Bulletin Reviews
actions. Boeing formed a special Corrosion Task Force and held As airplanes age, the incidence of fatigue increases and corrosion
meetings with airline maintenance executives as a result of fleet becomes more widespread. Problems are often addressed in
survey findings described above. A conference on aging air- isolation during the early service use of airplanes. With age, two
planes was held in Washington. D.C.. in June 1988 that resulted or more problems in an area may degrade airplane structural fail-
in specific recommendations by the airlines and manufacturers. safe capability. This increases the need to incorporate preventive
TheserecommendatironsincludedtheestablishmentofaStlertng modifications in areas with known problems. The criteria for
Commitree to guide the international aviation community actions selection of service bulletins for high-time airplane modification
with regard to aging aircraft. This Steering Committee is cor- are basedonconsiderations suchas safety problem potential. high
posed of manufacturers. operators. and regulatory authorities, probability occurrence, and dtfficulty of inspection.
This combined activity represents the Airworthiness Assurance
Task Force (AATF) that isorganizedand run by the AirTransport A candidate fist ofservice bulletins was established by Boeing as
Association (ATA). a baseline after a thorough review of those applicable to long-

term operation. These service bulletins were reviewed by the
The ATA, in concert with the Aerospace Industries Association respective working groups for recommended terminating
IAIA). is managing AATFactiviies since responsibility for safe actions. The thresholds for these mandated repairs and modifica-
design. operation. and maintenance rests with each manufacturer tions were typically selected as the design objective in flight

f and airline. The FAA and other major airworthiness authorities cycles for fatigue-related problems. Earlier calendar time thresh-
serve as guardians of aviation safety. monitoring the olds were necessary for items driven by corrosion or stress
manufacturer's or airline's performance through inspections, corrosion considerations. Figure 16 shows the resulting service
providing uniform standards and guidance, and ensuring cornpli- bulletins for which mandatory modifications are recommended.
ance through specific enforcement programs. While these agen- These selections were guided by a rating system developed by
cies are directly involved in the Task Force, both from the design working group members to reflect their own experience.
and maintenance standpoints, and is accountable for mandatory
changes. the final responsibility for safety lies with the manufac-
turers and airlines.

The AATF charter is to develop all measures considered neces- MOuM Ca n aridot raunge

sary to augment the existing system and ensure the continuing M0del Cudn4t t nat
7071720 run 141 24 3tsafety ofaging airplaunes. To accomplish this objective. the AATF 727 113 / s 7 am tn/in 2325

sponsored industrywide Structures Working Groups for each

airplane model in service. These working groups have five major 737 nuns 58,6s 17120 5s
tasks, as shown in Figure 15: 747 63'90 31 32 27/30 25s2s

o Review existing service bulletins and propose mandatory Strucnurem Working Groups Recornn dalons OnglnaJ/1990
terminating modifications to replace continuing inspec- Figure 16. Recommended Mandatory Service Bulletin

on opions.Modifications

* Develop mandatory corrosion prevention and control
programs for each model. Usingthe727asanexample. 113candidate servicebulletins were

reviewed in detail. The working group initially selected 74 bul-
* Update the supplemental structural inspection programs letins for mandatory modification action. Another 16 were se-

tio detection of new fatigue damage locations in fleet lected to receive more stringent inspection requirements. Comn-
leader airplanes. pliance involves a major investment in operator resources-ap-

* Provide industrywide guidelines for repair evaluations proximately 22,000 man-hours for each of the early production
and corrective actions to ensure continued damage lineairplanes.asshown in Figure 17. Laterairplanes. particularly

tolerance, after line position 735, incorporated many of the changes during
SDevelop guidelines for establishing specific aging air- prodaction. and therefore require significantly less modification.
Develoe guideintesfe estabishg sCompliance is required when the airplane is 20 years old or
plane matntionane requtrements. reaches 60,000 fligln cycles. About 940fmodel 727 airplanes will

The BoeingworkinggroupswerefomaedinAuguat 1988. Forma- requie partial or complete modification hefoe March 1994.
tion of the Douglas and Airbus. Convair. Fokker. aid British Sutndar conmittrnones will he required for other Boeing models.

25

20 L_ Nst 545
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Figure 17. 727 Serwce Balkleti MArtficaion Effort fo-
Fitgure 15. Structures Working Group Tasks Airplanes E-'rcwlng 00.000 Flights
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"Aging fleetservicebulletinsummarv documentswerereleasedin The working group% have recognized the need for a universal
1989 tor each model formalizing Struicures Working Group haselineminimumrcorrosiontcontrol program forall airplanesto
(SWG) recommendations for mandato,' modifications or in- prevent corrosion from affecting airworthiness. Furthermore.
spections. The details of each modification or inspection and the they are working toward maximum commonality of approach
affected airplanes are descrihbed in applicable service buliletins. % ithin and hetweeneach manufacturer's models toensureconsis-
The sunmnary documents serve as a record (if SWC recommen- tent and effective procedures throughout the world.
ldations and as a reference for the airwtorthiness directive actiions. The Bteing programs were developed first and presented Ito the

Airworthtnevsdirective% were issued in 1990 forincorporatiom of FAA in late 1989. and model-specific ADs were released by the
structural modifications listed in these documents upoi reaching end of 1W)t. Meanwhile industrywide working groups am con-
the thresholds specified or generally within 4 years after the ferring to ensure a common approach is achieved in both the
effectivedate of the AD. whicheveroccur, later. Annual reviews mandatory and ads isory (guideline) parts of the implementing
are conducted to update the existing program and evaluate any documents. The program requirements apply to all airplanes that
new candidate service bulletins released since the last SWG have reached or exceeded the specified implementation age
review. The first annual service bulletin review theld in June threshold for each airplane area. The specific intervals and
through August 19](10 resulted in 16 new modification reiom- thresholds vary between models, but all programs fellow the
mendations. After each anp:':d review it is anticipated that spa- same basic philosophy and typically contain the following:
rate airworthiness directives will he issued against new recom-
mended actions contained in updated summary documents External and internal inspections of all airplane structural

areas are required at specified implementation times and
Corrosion Prevention and Control Programs repeal intervals. The program will require major opening

While corrosion has always been recognized as a major factor in up of the structure at these inspections, Figure 19 illus-
airplane maintenance, each airline has addressed it differently trates the required access it) the 727 fuselage). It further
according to its operating environment and perceived needs, details preventative measures including repair action
Manufacturers have publishedcorrosion preventionmmanuals;,nd and assurance that drain paths are clear, protective
guidelines Io assist the operators. but until ntw there have never finishes are reapplied.and corrosion inhibiting compounds
been mandalorv corrosion control programs,. arn applied.

In the late l97tls. when Boeing was developing fatigue-related
SSIDs. a basic assumption was made that the existing approved Fuselage enternal
maintenance programs were controlling corrosion below levels
that cosuld affect airwtorthiness. Therefore, the resulting 5511)
programs centered around conirolling the anticipated increase in
flatigue damage that would soccur as the fleet aged. However. the 5 u.v v-t, st, bun- Ur ,gt

BHiing fleet surve s revealed that sonic operators did not utilize useoawfsie, av .wq

proven or effective corrosion presention measures. In addition. Fuselage ierlaI
somse instances of vecc severe corrosion were observed reflecting unes, I an 5,-s, , sw 46

improper or delayed prevention and repair actions.

It became apparent that without effective corrosion control pro-
grams, the frequcncy and severity of corrosion were itncreuxsinxg .3W - x a'
with airplane age and. as such. corrosion was more likely to he 66.
associated w ith other forms of damage such as fatigue cracking. , eos,, i-uori, '•s o-rva

t
s

This, if allowed to continue, could lead to an uar-.Cepxable Figure 19. 727 Corrcsion Contriol Protgrant Ecample
degradation of structural integrity, and in an extreme instance,
the loss of an airplane. As a result. Boeing formed an * Corrosion damage must he controlled between mainte-
inhouse Corrntoitm Task Force in NO8) and the AATF chartered nance visits to a.cepuable minimums that will not ad-
the SWG to develop mandatory corrosion prevention and versely affect salety. The baseline program must he ad-
control programt. justed if necessary to achieve this standard.

The Boeing Corrosiin Task Force reviewed all Boring soureesof * All cases of corrosion exceeding the minimum level must
information related to known corrosion problems. All problems he reported, with particular emphasis on corrosion that
relating to principal siructural elements IPSE) were retained and raises an immediate safety concem. This will enable rapid
segregated into selected general areas on the basis of having response throughoult the fleets to inspect and correct uny
similar corrosion exposure characteristics and/or common in- potential problemts.
spection access requirements, Figure 18. Problems found to he * Intervals and impkltentation thresholds are based on
significant in relation to continuing airworthiness were included area- and model-specific calendar timees, Figure 20.
tn the program as specific tasks unless already covered by an The maximum period for implementing the program
existing airworthinessdirective. It was recognized that corrosion neetwide in a given structura area is one repeat interval
growth rates varied widely and it would he unduly conservative
to establish a program based on the most severe operating envi- mniu te ears to oner 2 e year ).
ronment. Thereforethe approach taken was todevelopabaselior minimum rate equivalent to one airplane per year).
program that represented minimum requirements for typical Many operators are already incorporating several corrosion pro-
operators. Individual operator, who wouldexperience significant gram features in their current heavy maintenance visits or when
corrosion after applying the baseline program most then modify accomplishing the service bulletin modification described tat-
or improve their program. The Boeing Corrosion Task Force lier. Such preimplementation provides valuable early feedback
developed a pr.oposal for the baseline program based on existing about the effectiveness of the program and further demonntrates
remcommendations, modified Ivy current experiene and knoul- the operators res•onsiveness andcommitnelentnothetrueslpirt of
edge gained by their review of'available data. safety. Boeing has alsoinitiated extensive training progrrarm that

will he avilable to airline and airworthiness authorities personnel
[ 1--. alike to ensure efficient corrosion prevention and control pro-

gram implementation.

n~t rsunn Ew~sn ~ Supplemetatil Inspectiouta rgra. RevIew
*r'w-o.- *na, c t.a. *.m,.=t,. *.w su•,e SSIDs were initially released between 1979and 1913 for models
* 5***4•,-t,�'�. .i, * ifl*a.•, t.i , 707. 727. 737. and 747, Their purtpse wan to ennaure coninmed

* ,,i.+n,,•,, wuea, • .+.,.*, iq ,, -" sfe°qop'ationoftheagiogfleesbytimetylIeanetionofnewfifage
W ~f. n u damialge locations. These documnents have been alfdlaamed on a

' ~~' ~'regular basis ao reflect seevuce experience mid openiana iputs. In
Figiure 18, Corrosion Program Area= the ligh of current aging fleet sens, the AAW e the 'k , .= .m glrbssi fe, srieelmnem lttr•t.i
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G707/720 727 737 747

Threshold Repeat Threshold Repeat Threshold Repeat Threshold Repeat

Outer-external 10 4 10 5 8 4 10 2
or Leading edge interior 8 2/4 10 5 8 4 6 1.5
SOuter-main box-interior 10 8 10 10 10 10 20 10
= Trailing edge interior 8 2/4 10 5 8 2 10 2

Center sectioninterior 10 8 10 8 10 8 20 10
External (including doors 6 2 6 1.5 518 1.5/2 10 upper 5 upper
end landing gear bays) 5 iower 2 lower

Flightcrew compartment 10 8 10 8 10 8 15 8
Upper lobe interior 8 8 10 8 8 8 15 8
Lower lobe interior 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6
(except bilge)Lower lobe - bilge 6 3 6 3 6 2/4 6 4

Section 48 interior 10 5 10 5 8 4 10 5

External surfaces 10 2/4 10 2 10 2 10 5
Z5 Leading edges 10 8 10 8 10 8 15 8

xMMainsbox interiors 10 8 10 8 10 5 15 8
Z. Trailing edges tO 8 10 4 10 5 10 5
6S Center section 10 5 10 5 8 4 10 8

Center engine inlet duct 10 8 - -

Nose and main landing gear Landing gear overhaul Landing gear overhaul Landing pear overhaul Lanhig gear overhaul

Powerplait and strut 4 2 5 2 II 1 5 7,/ 3,15
Note Some spelfic areas/ierns within the general areas have independent thresholds and repeat intervals

Figure 20. Corrosion Inspection Thresholds and Inspection Interval. Years

SWGs to review these inspection programs to ensure adequate in 1979 and therefore provides less sophisticated inspection
protection of the aging fleet. The major focus of these reviews options. Howevershe basic information andapproachare similar
conducted during 1989 and 1990 was: to those for later models. Revisions to this SSID that incorporate

* Adequacy of the present fleet leader sampting. service bultetins for areas with known fatigue cracking will also

* lnctusionldeletioniofPSlEs. he completed in 1991.

Structural Repair Assessmeats
The initial candidate fleet leader samples comprised those air-
planes exceeding 50% of the design ofjhective in flight cycles Inevitably, airplanes accumulate repair. For each model, struc-

when the typical fleet leader reached 75%. These criteria resulted turn repair manuals (SRM) assist the operator in ensuring that

in 450 model 727, 123 model 737. and 117 model 747 subject to ypical repair action maintains the airframe structural integrity.

SSlDcompliance.Boeingperiodically reviewsthecandidateair- Other larger repairs are handled by individually prepared and

plane list for any significant changes in fleet distribution, approvedengineeringdrawings.Traditionally. theserepairshave
composition, or utilization. To date, only minor changes have primarily focused on static strength and fail-safe aspects of the

occurred in the active candidate airplane fleets, although sone structure after repair, with common sense attention to durability
nion-candidate airplanes with higher flight cycles have overtaken considerations. For several years, however, there has been ancandidate airplanes. additional emphasis on the need for structtres to be damage

tolerant. Achieving damtage tolerance demands knowledge of

Some PSEs were not included in the original SSID on the basis poettiallycritical stwraratuelemetmsanundemtandingofdamage
that damage would he obvious before safety was affected. A growth and critical size, and an inspection program to ensure
reviewofthose items resulted inaddingseveral itemstotheSSID, timely detection.
primarily some hidden wing structure previously deleted on the
basis of fuel Ie~s to signify fatigue damage. Repairs may affect damage tolerance in different ways. An

external repairpatchon the fnselage can hide pimary strucure to

ThingougefuselagestructurewasnouincludedintheSSIDonthe an extent that supplemental inspections may be required. as
basis of test and service evidence that skin cracks would turn at shown in Figure 21. Other repairs may interfere with obvious
frame locations and result in a safe decomitression: see FigureS. means of detecting damage such as skin repairs on the lower wing
Consideration of aging fleet damage in adjacent bays prompted with selam that prevents fuel leakage. Repairs located in low
coverage of thin gauge fuselage structure,0.056 in (I 4 mm) thick stress areas witN slow crack growth rate can have damage toter-
or less for models 727 and 137. The 747 fuselage skins were ance provided by existing maintenance.
already included in the initial SSID because of thicker gauges.

Much concem has been expressed recently regarding possible oIn" - .
widespread fatigue cracking, a phenomenon where a patch or a-- ra_.
group of multiple small cracks of varying sizes in adjacen Woes " '

simultaneously joint to form a single crack of longer combined o rq

length. This results in a nubtantially reduced timefhume to safely . . . . .

detect the cracking. The SWCI concurred that the SSlDs should ;-rrm -
include considerations for stracture suascepible to that form of

cracking with appropriate changes of damage detection peinods . z n.rr
and inspection intervals.
The original SSlDs allowed credit for detection opportunities
based on secondary cracking. Allowing delection credit for
secondary skin cracks may be unconserviaive, especially if the sane' Xx
majority of the detection credit were to be derived from esternal
iarpectionofthe skin. Ftrexample.whenasftselageframecracks Figure 21. Typical Fuselage External Skin Repair
tle nest crnck may• e ladle adjacemt ftame Ies n the
skin ws waitnd. It wai agnd that the SSID suMd be The ob d ofthe SWO repair review proces is t provide t
revined ml md doem'adoasmeMt rmackist ipamtern ortifm with a practc guidance material (bued on demage lot-

sm they w likel - o , eyaale principles) that adlowsrepntartobeevalmad by epa-wo

Rewvitdimo27,.37, wll 74SlSMDawlllbeissuedbymid.1991 without complex unulyst. This process I directed laws
sad inaIaI coraqee to It h ly 10 sig•tficant snonnsctr showing that - insled rafl n wir, l wi nh mothers atreno ad
aleachael, The SSS)ferndels 707 w e rebated thatiliy of the orMginal dractrue, Ia 1euS tcm- m If the

-: ! .1!'
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as today's airplanes have benefited from previous ou ssom; learned. To help identify potential problems associated with the aging jet
so must the knowledge aid experierce gained from today's transport fleet, Boeing has implemrrented additional activities:
efforts be used to improve the quality and performance of future Supplemental strictural inspection programs that require
airplanes. There will certainly be even more emphasis during ai-lines to regularly inspect structurally signifiant items
design and construction on reducing the potential for corrosi.n on slected oldereairplanes and report defects to Boeing for

Specific design goals include improved corrosion-resistam al- prompt fleet action.
loys and finishes, improved sealing and drainage, and increased
attention to accessibility and inspectability. These goals rank Teardownofolderairframestohelpidentifycoffosionand
equally with strength, damage ti'-rance, durability, and cos other structural service defects.

weight efficiency. - Fatigue testing of older airframes to determine structural

Boeinghas recendy developedacornprehensiveCorrosion Design behavior in the presence ofservicc-induced problems such
Handbook reflecting fleet experience to provide the structural as corrosion and repairs.
engineer with the same corrosion prevention expertise that paral- - An engineering assessment of the condition of a represen-
leis methods used to develop producible, durable, and damage- tative sample of older Boeing airplanes to observe eftec-
tolerant structures. Figure 24. Similarly. improved structural tiveness of corrosion prevention features and acquire
arrangements and concepts will enhance the inherent robustness additional data that might improve maintenance recom-
and forgiveness of the stracture. facilitate simpler repairs when mendations to the operators.
damage occurs, and facilitate accessibility and inspectability. Agingfleetcoocernshavealsoresultedinjointindustry, airlines.
The knowledge gained in the past 3 years will also enable betterfocus ort the initial and continuing maintenance needs onw aad airworthiness authority actions, Task forces consisting of

focs o th intia an cntiuin manteanc nedsof new representatives of airlines. Boeing. and the FAA have addressed
airplanes. In tarn, this will allow the most effective and timely the following:
distribution of airline resources to maintain theirairplanes indeit
nitely to achieve continued safe and economic operation. ° Selection of service bulletins for which structural modifi-

cations should be made mandatory at some threshold.
* Development of mandatory corrosion inspection, preven-

tion, and repair programs.

*Reviews of the supplemental structural inspection pro-
grams for completeness and clarity.

Development of guidelines todetermine the damage toler-
ance adequacy of structural repairs.

* Development of comprehensive maintenance guidelines
for older airplanes in the fleet.

These initiatives have provided timely preventive structural
maintenance recommendations and permit continued safe opera-
tion of aging jet transports until their retirement from service.

The design. construction, operation, and maintenance of air-
planes take place in a changing and dynamic arna, with new
technology, new needs. and new players. The structural safety

Figure 24. Structural Damage Technology system may never he perfect, hut has produced an enviable record
Docrumentation and the aging fleet initiatives will measurably improve that record.

If the lessons being learned today by the manufacturer, the
Finally. the FAA and otheriairworthiness authowities will be better operators, and the authorities ae properly reflected in our next-
prepared. informed, and trained as they establish standards and generation airplanes, they should fly longer and safer with pro-
monitor fleet performance. The growing commitmnem to'-hands- gressive maintenance that ensures continued structunl air-
on" airplane monitoring will strengthen and cememt the three- worthiness until retirement from service for economic ressons.
way partnership in structural safety assurance. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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"AIRCRAFT7 FAT1GUE MANAGEMENT IN THE ROYAL AIR FORCE"

Presentation to the 72nd AGARD Structures Specialist Meeting

on "Fatigue Management"

by
Sqn LAkM E JRender Sqn L~kJ EStevens
MOO AD) SM(Air Eng)17b(RAF) Fatigue Development
Ministry of Defence The Logistics EstablIishmient(RLAP)
Lacon House Maintenance Analysis and Computing Division
Theobialds, Road Royal Air Force
London Swanton Motley
wcix 8uiy Derehurn

Norfolk

OPENNG RMAMaircraft in service for much longer than was intended atthe design
stage. We cannot afford always to buy new ones and so we keep

Inihatin them operationallyviable by updating their avionics. Usuaflyour
aircraft are scrapped only when they run out of fatigue life rather

Good ladies and gentlemen. I am Squadron Leader Mike than when they become obsolescent. Fatigue mansagement is
Render from the Royal Air Force currently serving in the Ministry therefore something that we are putting considerable effort into
of Defence in London. The presentation today on 'Fatigue at presenlt.
Management in the Royal Air Force' is intended to give you an
overview of how fatigue is managed for all our aircraft flats CAWe SMOmar of Selected Fleets
(see Figure' 1) Much of our fatigue management policy affects
my colleague - Squadron Leader John Stevens of the uiainite- We can quote 3 exansples of where we have failed to meet the
nance Analysis and Computing Division at RAF Swanton Mar- objectives of our structural integrity policy.
ley - so we felt is only fair that he too should say a few words as
part of this presentation. You will note that we use the Tomnado Frirsly. the Buccaneer after the 2catastrophic accidents about 10
aircraft uour main theme. relevant in thattdieaircraft repeesents years ago the Buccaneer fleet was grounded for 6 months; one
the largest proportion of the capital value of our inventory. third of the fleet was scrapped; and the techncians still facesa

massive penalty in the form of frequent time-consuming inapec-
Resn a t RAF ~h Aircraft FguMg gfnLa tionts of the structure.

We set ourselves 3 objectives within the Royal Air Force for our Secondly, the Hawk: we are having to re-wing all the Hawks at
aircraft structural integrity policy (see Figure 2)tomakeaitcrft only two thirds of the way thriogh their designed life. That will
operations as asaf as is reasonably possible; to ensure that the cost £10 million without considering the down-time of the fleet.
aircraft are available to the front line; and to minimise the costs
to the United Kingdom taxpayer. Thirdly, the Tomado: there ase some substantial fatigue-related

modifications which were not bargained for at the time of intro-
Let me just dwell on these objectives to put them in conmtext for duction. The tota down time for these is over 200 wotrking days
Wilda's presentation. You will note that they are inter-relaed. - that mensls that every single Tomado will have apent a year on

the hangar floor. over and sabve the time apent on non.al

3gfgt servicings - and that is before the aircraft have reached one sixth
of the way through their life.

Clearly, safety heas always been paranount and in peacetime we
must adhere to strict rulesa - not just on static strength bit on hlbfrat
fatigue life too. Accordingly, our senior engineer, the Chief of
Logistics Support - or CLS(RAF) - lia a remit s a m our We have atieradnianagement stucturefor the inplementationof
Controller Aircraft that we in the, RAF are guaranteeing thme policy (We Figure 3) At its peak~ the Fixed Win Stucmtural
airworthiness of our fleets. In turn. CLS delegates the airwortli- Integrity Working Pasty. consisting of one-star offices, or their
inea requirement to these who are capable of managing the Civil Sinvice equivaidntsa - -ct the policy on behal of
airworthiness of their fleet on a day to day basis. CLSOLO). At the lend below am Struictural Integrity Watkiing

Group~ - ame forsseh aircraft - is which the detiesil isiaclaujons

gAflMAIjj3igX on the Wattchera beakh of the Ales tdc gass.bte aichsigt a

To failooaktisasakrcab available titbeopvat-eatthe frnt line to do 08641at 1 111tbe Specialist aftasies at the Gtoiap
is a slooetosiiiagwhich we cannot, Ioar. Quite splart frm. the which ass dashed by the MOD Prjeoiwmin Exacuutive Psojact
oasdibililty of RAF itisgiaiera ind eysa of our aiterew. it is OEICS inceude: this Designs Authority; thet Supportor Begin=-

0=044ia wiA frON line jobe costing CMS (US SOWM spses., meg Authority; the Air 115* laid the Matnisla mi ktuctum
that we make beat weof the Defence Bludget. Delaateissua of do Royal Acual- Bstab lisasusit. Punbor-

oegh. As- m )y Voigeelaiab foes essir hm I e.Assiyiek
sedCowd ftiom sswdows si ti ehiglq owla pmsat
Ed~lshIIIII Afa ato~ aft abyise P h Mw mwy of

Pisamw lemui arrinevsevat1banheinmo sib D455 pdkyC Imraicli for alson acdhism iy
so we ase flwaides heft d isathh - a Wimstd - ouom- (Air &W 1at &mMhIee.lek p i
leaese. We have bus Iea to baq mamy of our hoot gon Gttiq-adtl 1 *eifadk-mmqapmWeIssP"
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a thorough airing by all interested parties. It is importaing go note am is undewritten by a main airframe fatigue teat, the IDS test at
here the objective viewpoint that die structural integrity policy IABG in MAunichi and the ADY At British Aerospace Wartoin. All
branch holds since we are not responsible for the day to day 3 partner nations of the Pmsaviaconaoetmiu draw results from the
management of the individual aircraft and therefore ate not IDS teat. Genrinny and Italy have no direct interest in the ADV
clouded by the shiout term peioritiea the Support Authorities may results since theUK aloneoperates this variant -although theother
face. Such a philosophy continues to be endorsed by our tenior nations still have responsibility for the ADV test under die terms
management even in these times; of staff cuts. of the Panavia contract. The fatigue safety factors adopted by us

differ from those of our partners, as do the fatigue management
Statements of OpgrAuin Intent (SOlsi principles. That said, it is not my place to dwell on the matters

relating to our partner nations. Suffice to sy that we adopt 3.33
In orderthatthe Dsgn Authoritycan usslerstantifully how we are for monitored structure and 5 for unmonitored structure. Moni-
operating the aircakt we produce aStatement of Operating Intent tored structure is that whose damage can more easily be aligned
or SOI (see Figure 4) one for each type. This publication gives to the readings on the fatigue meter and is therefore hifed in Fl
a detailed account of each of the flying profiles(see Figure 5)we terms. Unmionitored structure is that whose life is usually assessed
expect to use in the following 2 years, supplemented by relevant purely by the number of hours flown. In peacetime the safety
information on for example. fuel loadis and stores configurations. factors are those whinch we must adopt in oeder to retain the
The Design Authority will therefore be able to unmderwrite the acceptable probability of failure from fatigue arising during the
structural integrity of the aircraft with a real rather than assumned life of the aircraft Hence, in all but the extreme circumstances, we
knowledge of how the aircraft are flown, cannot fly beyond the limits that the safety factors dictate. If we

do, we are usually faced with a fly-by-inspection regime until we
2UNIAgglmxting can reach the next servicing opportunity. I must emphasize that

such events are rare - not even during Operation Desest Stormn did
By monitoring the parameters most related to the fatigue damage we face such a situation. I should also add that owr Air Staff are
we can attempt to assess the fatigue life consumed in each sortie quite content with this approach - providing we do notchange the
Our most universal way, for the next few yewl at least, is bymeans rules, they are happy to take them at face value. Bearing in mind
of a fatigue mete fsee Figure 6) This mis-named device is but a the safety factors, we have cleared nearly a full life for the I1)S and
counting accelerometer measuring g levels in the pitching plane about half a life for the ADV. partly due to the shee size of the
near the centre of gravity. The shortcomings of such a device are fleet andpartly becatuseofthe complexity ofstiucture on what are
well known. of course, hirt with care we can make reasonabl es- our foremost fast jet aircraft, the fatigue management aspects on
timstionts. the Torsado represent owr most advanced thinking across all the

Royal Air Force. SufficeSo say, ifWe get it right WithTornado.
EMEnlgant WKu thendihechances are goodwith anyother aircraft. Insdeed, weoften

us Tornado as a prototype for any new ideas we wish to develop.
It is from the deail[ within the SOI that the Design Authority will
be able to determine the relationship between the fatgue meter Having set the scene, then. I will let John Stevens take up the
readings and the actual fatigue dantagecaused by the manosusres. discussion and explain how we track our aircraft and component
This relationship is expressed by means of a formula (see Figure fatigue data.
7). perhaps a nmnber of them to account for different stores con-
figurations. Each formula is so constructed such that the cleared ORN
life of the aircraft - either anticipated or already underwritten by
fatigue testing -equals 100 fatigue index or 100FI ADlconcerned Good I.. adies and Gentlemen, I am one of the five Systems
can thereforeessily relat the life used so faras apropoitionof die Analysts responsible for Aircraft Fatigue Systems at the Mainte-
cleared life. Simplistic of course but it does afford a greater nance Analysis mnd Computing Division (MAWD) which formus
visibility of the fatigue issue to all parties. pan of the Royal Air Force Logistics Establishment (see Figure

9). Ow aircraftfatiguesyssesniscenuallycosurollerbyMODAir
~~alnfu~u~MumnlLL LM~ggau~gEng 17(RAF) as the sponsor branch responsible for aircraft

structural integrity and fatigue policy. In conjunictiont with die
No matte how accurate die SO[ may be and how thoroughjly the appropriate Support dDesignAuthorities. they ppovide.MACD
fatigue formula may have been derived, dieme will alway be a with fatigue calculation formulae. approved by RAE Faruhor-
difference between the aismned fatiguedasnags and that actually ough.

inwed or the last 15 years we have driesuhre had Operational
Imlo Measurenment (or fiLM) psuganonesa wherein aircraft wre The objectives of the MACD aircraft fatigue systemn we twofolkL
finted with strategically placed swine g ssto determine the Firstly. to maithor the damsage experienced by individuial service
loalds uctly(seeFgure 8A hIunfrawitiandma drivedit usead to aircraft each tine they fly, and secondly to idsnti any buands m
squpplement die fatigue formsula semdte and we can adjust ther operatioinal fleet ouq which deviate fromn the profilesdefinedsin
calaslations as neceusay. Ptnovidiigl the fiLM progromuss we die Statement of Operating Intent
peoparly eussaps!a the beaefift at well worths the investmsenit As
a vury =M witra. dielLM resuhe castl10 as knew die dussage Some 12 aircraft types wecurrendy proceassdiat MAcD(see Fig
cosed 10 - -1 1 which could no otherwise be dkammbsed -ue lO1. Undwprpe policy allfaigueADPpaneBamiogltbe
Fatiguse dmqs in Soe tel and flia, for momststee Gofen lu im Be ceatralistedat MACD with priority bein given to fist jet a-erf

indviua flgh c vern m 12W ft d mni

Dellsse Variant (ADV). Sasuemully the vaosa .aa
-omm domlwMb~onbe~dfteomaan fodeoi h

ADV. b~ m i a i u fd~na.Ahbs Teesdsrawle by far1 Usa OWN complicatad ofe on ia
the, n em avin vdtia pam a" amh "vmi- aswtee
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Emim• agencies apropriate to the relevant aircraft type(see Figure 15).
We have aisodeveloped automatfic analysis ofdata such a ai~rcrf

The Tornado IDS has no leas than five independent formulae i .weapon configuration andg sq•ectra, in order to review the
asaociated with critical m ofstructure (see Figure 11)each of accuracy of die Statement of Operating Intent. Ad hoc analysis of
whichmay dictate the fatigue lifeofan individual airframe. Three fatigue data is also carried out in response to requests from users.
formulae relate to the fuselage frames, the remaining two formu- Detailed interrogation down to individual aircraft sortie parame-
lae apply to the wing pivot and inboard pylons. ters is available. Our customers are no longer restricted to RAF

support authorities and operational units. Many of our ad hoc
Configurntn Cases intlgasiosa support OLM data analyses or fatigue formulae

development work at Design Authorities and RAE Fmnborough.
Each of these 5 formulae is further divided into 4 "Configuration Forexample, during Operation Desert Storm, the Design Author-
Cases" to reflect wing load distribution (see Figure 12) As ity were concerned at die high flying hour usage offTornado ADV
Tornado OLM data analyses are completed. factors are appliedto in relation to the cleared life of a particular weapon launcher. By
adjust these formulae; we are then required to reprocess all analysing all Desert Stm Tornado ADV weapon configuration
Tornado archive data, applying the revised formulae and factors. and fatigue meter data, MACD demonstrated that the actual

operational g' spectrum war more benign than the design criteria
CDmnnnt Fatigue and the integrity of the equipment was no longer in doubt This

was achieved within 24 hours of the original request.
In addition, the Fatigue Index consumption of individual critical
components is also calculated (see Figure 13A Tomadohasessen- Gubi~al luWv
tially become modular in concept for component management.
There are presently nine major Tornado components each of In order to assist fleet managers and other users in identifying
which may migrate from one aircraft to another and we must trends more rapidly our system development was aimed at ira-
therefore transfer with it the complete previous fatigue usage proving the analysis and WulAWn of fatigue data. We have
history in order that subsequent fatigue formulae reprocessing therefore developed outputs in graphic form (utilising ICL soft-
exercises are applied to the correct component usage data. Tor- ware) tofarilitatemorerapididentificationandanalysisoffatigue
nado wing management is further complicated by corrosion. trends than is possible with tabular data outputs. Graphic data
repairs to which generate increased fatigue consumption rates for presentation not only presents data in a format that is readily
individual wings. assimilated by the recipient but has the additional benefit of

significantly reducing the volume of our reports. (For example. a

AIRCRAFT AND COMPONENT TRACKING single graphic of g' spectra has replaced 200 pages ofreport text).

Mo Fom 725 Micrsvistem Interface

AttheendofeachsortieFatigueMeterreadingsareenteredonthe We have developed data formats which are compatible with
MOD F725 "Flying Log and Fatigue Data Sheet"(see Figure 14) external microcomputer systems such as that used by the MOD
together with other flight details such as fuel load, weapons Tornado Support Authority (see Figure 15); mainframe data,
configuration, and so on. In order to track individual aircraft and transferred via floppy disc, enables Tornado staffs to manipulate
components. identification of the aircraft and its major compo- data locally and to present outputs in whatever format they might
nents is included withinthisF725 data. Whilstoperational flying require. Similar interfaces are being implemented on other
data is predominantly captured at unit level by such manual aircraft fleets.
recording on the F725. we are increasingly converting to magnetic
media capture utilising microcomputer terminals; Development In summary, it is this combination of graphical presentation,
of interfaces with automatic "on-board" aircraft fatigue data together with the use of relatively powerful microcomputer sys-
capture systems is also in hand. tems atopertional units mdSupport Authorities whichoffers the

greatest potential improvement in RAF fatigue monitoring and

EMA analysis of aircraft usage .... indeed without such improvement
fleetmmaagementofTomadoforexamplemigheweflhaveproved

Where flying stations have local microcomputer systems, such as impracticable.
the Station Engineering Management Aid (known a SEMA), the
equivalent F725 flight data is captured directly by input to the Having described our current fatigue systems, I will ask Mike

local terminal and subjected to validation to achieve a high level Render to conclude with an outline of the future way ahead.
of data integrity (sec Figure 15). At the Tonado units SEMA
system provide fatigue calculation and generate local manage- DISSEMNATION OF FATIGUE MANAGEMEN If LI=
meri information prior to data transfer on magnetic disc to the
MACD mainframe system. Towardse Funture

I mentioned earlier tha the fatigue oeter is the beat system we
have for a while, albeit supplmented by out OLM progframmes.

Data fhtm all Tomado flying units is then aggregated and the In 3 yesam time we should have th beginnigs (& a fleetof aircraft
fatigue life consumed daringeach flight is caltuiad utilising the fittedwithatmain gouges. TeHorierGI, avwiatAoftheAVaB.
design authrity formulae; global fleet management data is then will be retrefitted wit the Fatigue Monitoring aod Camputing
Igna seithoiahrdcopyformioron magnetic disc foetrWurfer Syatem or FMCS. The measmemnent of fatilue damge uing
to external maictconspter systema(see Figure 15) FMCS is no different a philosophy to tht on the OIM pro-

granmes, except that every amcraft will be so fined; caklation
Eg ga of the damage is done on buwd an is thuefo ara~let to die

staff at the operating units. We favoor a"h a system for the
Faigue systm outputs in tabular mad graphic printout form we Eumpean~ihrrAircaftardwemayrew-fitTomsado- athough
fIrws d n a mosithly and sannl basis to those external with such a mature anraft there may be imnsuffciast time to
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amortize the costs. We still have difficulty in convincing our 10. Aircraft Types on the MACD Fatigue System.

seniors thaFMCSdoes notredue the amountoffatiguedamage. 11. Tornado IDS - Fatigue Formulae.
rather it allows a better assesament of it to be made and therefore. 12. Tornado IDS - Configuration Cases.
indirectly. may afford the fleet managers the information to decide 13. Tomado Compownnt Management.
how best to consetve fatigue to within the budget 14. MOD Form 725 Flying Log and Fatigue Data Sheet.

15. Tornado Fatigue System - Data Processing.

Improveaentinourtnnagement-informatinmethodssaworth-
while objective in itselL We believe that they can help overcome
the disadvaitages inherent in our fatigue system ofearlier eras of
technology. We started to use colour graphica outputs for the
procesaed fatigue data about 5 years ago thus making the infor-
mation readily digestible. Sinue then, there has been a sharp
increase in the interest shown by all fleet managers - engineesm and
aircrew. The transfer of fatigue data by modem to Command and
Ministry staffs is also under consideration. We are maintaining
considerable momentum in these aea since there are vast poten.
tial savings from giving the managers the right information in the
right format.

Education to Air and Engineerinw Staffs

We have embarked on a major programme of education, tailored
specifically to fatigue management. Our efforts have been well
received especially on the fleets that have stringent fatigue budg-
ete. Our audiences forour lectures vary from senior aircrew to our
engineer contemporaries who may be about to fill a Support
Authority post. We are keen to maintain the 2-way dialogue and
strive not to be misunderstood as a policing function, a mistake
made by our predecessors with a consequent diminishing of trust

between engineer and aircrew.

Manual of Strucura Integrity

We are conscious that much of the good work may be lost over
time with the inevitable personality changes. A Royal Air Force
Manual of Structural Integrity is therefore in courseofproduction.
This will not only document the techniques which we have found
favourable but also itemize, in considerable detail, the necessary
management structure to cope with the fatigue management task.

So. ladies and gentlemen, in the short time available we have
attempted to give you a flavour of how we in the Royal Air
Force are managing the piecious resource of aircraft fatigue.
We do not daim to have the best procedures, and certainly not
the most advanced aircraft systems in service. Nevertheless,

the combination of our available technology together with a
commimnent by all those concerned with the structural health
of our aircraft has enabled us to appraca aircraft fatigue
management with confidlence.

Figures:

I. Title.
2. Aircraft Structural Integrity - Objectives.
3. Orpginasion - Infrastructure - Fixed Wing Structural

hinspity Working Pety.
4. Sueaerriei of Operat Intent.
5. Stailerstof Operal Inuimt - Flying Profile.6. P64W bider.
7. Fa-igin tarmise.
s. Opestion Loa, Meaaenirmnrt.
9. ThU Loitc 3iablifdne

Irt.-
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Aircraft Fatigue Management

In The

Royal Air Force

Squadron Leader M.E.J. Render RAF & Squadron Leader JE. Stevens RAF

Figure I

Aircraft Structural Integrity

Objectives

Flight Safety

Aircraft Availability

Cost

Figure 2

L
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i I CLS (RAF)I

Fixed Wing Structural Integrity Working Party

Structural Integrity Working Groups

Figure 3

Statement
Of
Operating
Intent

Tornado F3

May 1989 By Command of the Defence Council

Sponsored for use in the Royal Air Force by D Air Eng 1 (RAF)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

Figure 4
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Fatigue Formulae

Fatigue Index (FI) =

f pg' Levels, Mass, Configuration, Landings]

Figure 7

Fatigue Data

Operational Loads Measurement
Figure 8
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Royal Air Force

The Logistics Establishment

M aintenance
A nalysis &
C omputing
D ivision

Figure 9

AIRCRAFT TYPES ON THE

MACD FATIGUE SYSTEM

BULLDOG JETSTREAM

CHIPMUNK PHANTOM

HARRIER GR3 SEA HARRIER

HAWK JAGUAR

TORNADO GRI/1A TORNADO F2/3

TUCANO HARRIER GR5

NIMROD, SENTRY AEW, HARRIER GR7

Figure 10
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TORNADO IDS - FATIGUE FORMULAE
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Figure 11
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TORNADO CONEIGURATION CASES
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TORNADO COMPONJENT MANAGEMENT

STBD TAILERON
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Figure 13
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TORNADO RST OARtL F1TXAG LFX AaiZ
0! GEIMAN AIR FORCE

by
Paul Frass, BWB-NL, Dachauerstr. 128,

. 8000 Munich 19, Germany and
Ambros Gollner, IABG, Einsteinstrage

8012 Ottobrunn, Germany

TORNADO was developed as a tri-
The structural development and the national European cooperation
fatigue verification of the TORNADO programme. For the design purpose,
programme has been completed. The the formulation of common fatigue
majority of the aircraft have been design requirements and verification
delivered to the German Air Force principles among the participating
and some of them have been in full Nations was necessary. Having passed
operational use for a period of one the design and structural
decade. This is considered a verification process, the emphasis
suitable time to review the approach has changed and is now focusing on
for ensuring the long-term the in-service considerations. These
structural airworthiness, from the tasks have to be established for
users point of view. each Nation according to their own

national maintenance procedures.

1. IETRODUCTIXO In Germany, as in other countries,
there are several authorities and

The TORNADO fleet forms the backbone organizations involved on the
of the German Air Force air attack subject of military aircraft
capability. Therefore, the long-term structures.
structural integrity of this
programme is of paramount
importance. Under the increasing The fatigue life assessment for the
constraints of available resources, German TORNADO's described here is
in terms of military budget and presented from the view of BWB-ML,
manpower, effective fatigue which is the national airworthiness
management, which enables the authority responsible for all
airworthiness to be maintened at the activities involved to provide
required level, boomes a vital
element of the overall maintenai -e
programme.
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Sstructural integrity of the German TORNADO was jointly developed by the
military service aircraft and IABG, partner countries United Kingdom,
which conducted the majority of the Italy and Germany. The national
TORNADO fatigue tests, performing workshares were 42.5:15:42.5 % for

* all fatigue life tracking on German the companies BAe (UK), AIT/ALENIA
service aircraft and monitoring, on (IT) and MBB (GE).
behalf of the German Ministry of
Defence, the structural matters on
TORNADO during development and in- 3. REZVUW OF FATIGUE DESIGN
service phase. PRINCIPLE8 APPLIED

The major fatigue design criteria
2. PRESENT TORNADO PF ý MMTAT for the development of the TORNADO

airframe are summarized in Fig. 2.
The TORNADO aircraft is a two
seater, twin engine, variable sweep This is history now. However, in
wing, Mach 2 fighter bomber. Its retrospective, at a time when most
development started in early 1970. of the aircraft have been delivered
The maiden flight of the first and are in service now, it is
prototype was in 1974. The first considered useful to review the
production aircraft has been applied design goals:
delivered in 1980. Currently more
than 900 aircraft have been built. Design Spectrum and Service Life
Pig. 1 shows the major milestones For the design a common spectrum was
history of the TORNADO programme. defined, which covered as an

envelope the most stringent
Three different variants of the requirements of the participating
TORNADO exist: IDS (Interdiction/ Nations. From the very beginning of
Strike), AD (Air Defence) and ECR the development it was obvious that
(Electronic Combat/Reconnaissance) this severity in the design spectrum
aircraft. Germany has ordered for gives, at least for the GAF and GNY
its Air Force (GAP) and NAVY (GNY) missions, a considerable margin for
322 IDS aircraft and 35 aircraft of a structural life extension beyond
the ECR version. Most of them are the 4000 design service life hours.
delivered to the air force and navy
squadrons. Since entry into service Fatigue Safety Factor
more than 600,000 flying hours have To cover scatter in endurance life,
been accumulated by all TORNADO a factor of 4 was established. So,
customers. for fatigue qualification, a life of

.iUsLb& •ieu.Ip
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4000x4 = 16000 test hours had to be Material BXrak Down
demonstrated. However, it was not The airframe basically consists of
explicitly specified to which level metallic design. As major materials
of strength degradation this factor the convential Al-Cu alloys (2024,
has to be applied: factor of 4 2014) and the advanced AI-Zn alloys
against what? Generally, there can (7050, 7475) have been used. Also, a
be expected a wide range between the significant portion of 19 % of the
time of local crack initiation and structure has been made in titanium
the point of total collapse of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V (mainly for the wing
airframe. Typically for TORNADO carry through box and the wing sweep
fatigue test results, there was diffusion area).
often a factor of 2 between the two
extremes. Up to now, no service problems are

known, which could be related to the
In cases of premature failures a material selection.
factor of 4 against crack initiation
has been used for all those fatigue
design improvements which could be 4. PATIO= VZRIVICAT!OU TYET
implemented during in-line PROGRAI
manufacturing. For those aircraft,
which require a retrofit The results of fatigue verification
modification during in-service, GE testing provide the basis for any
applies the rule: The lower value of fatigue life assessment in service.
either a factor of 2 against crack A brief summary of the TORNADO-IDS
initiation, or a factor of 4 against tests is given in Fig. 3. Additional
failure (where the residual strength tests conducted for the AD variant
is expected to fall below 80 % are excluded here, because of GE's
residual strength). non-involvement in this task. The

ECR aircraft is, with respect to
Residual Strength Requiremnt fatigue, identical to IDS aircraft.
The guideline was 80 % Ultimate
Design Load at the end of the The fatigue verification process for
fatigue life i.e. at 16000 test TORNADO-IDs is basically completed
hours, now. Only the Full Scale Fatigue

Test (MAFT), having reached 16000
However, this goal was not test hours, will be continued to
considered as a real design driver explore the fatigue strength
and test evidence was shown in a few reserves beyond the design
cases only, so for instance for the requirements. Generally, this
outer wing. In general, having approach was applied on most of the
successfully reached the 16000 test component tests and in many cases
hours, all the Nations favoured the there was a considerable margin in
options either to continue fatigue service life.
testing and/or complete the test by
a thorough 'tear down' inspection.

S. *SERICE LIME CONTROL AND PATIGUESafe Life Philosophy end Structural RZLLM M&INTSMNCE
Inspection Concept
TORNADO is strictly designed to the So far, the TORNADO fatigue life has
safe life principles, i.e. a full been considered from the design and
crack-free life (under the specified verification point of view. of
design spectrum) has to be assumed course, the real in-service fatigue
and consequently, no dedicated behaviour will differ in a wide
structural inspections due to range, for a variety of reasons,
fatigue would become necessary. although the design criteria were

tailored to the expected later in-
GE has applied this approach as far service usage. The major reasons for
a possible, because it is believed those deviations result from:
that this will minimize the
structural maintenance effort in - differences in the actual GAF/GNY
service, usage spectrum, compared with the

trinationally agreed design and
Good damage tolerance behaviour was test spectrum
provided in general term only, as
by structural redundancy or for the - influence of environmental and
material selection process. No accidental effects, not covered
specific damage tolerance by fatigue testing under
verification tests have been carried laboratory conditions
out.
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- simplified test load conditions fatigue test results to derive the
which do not simulate all actual allowable service life limits.
service loadings, e.g. vibration
induced phenomena Additional measures are required:

fatigue load monitoring, structural
- differences within the build inspections and, where applicable,

standard of the test article and fatigue improvement by design
the individual service aircraft. modifications or replacement of

components after a given time limit.
The presence of these effects cannot
be ignored. Only partially are they In the following the methodology of
covered by the fatigue scatter controlling the service fatigue life
factor, which is applied to the is described. The principle is shown

in Fig. 4: The control tools are
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Fl". FATIGUE MON1TOU1NG SYSTEM TORNADO(GP

twofold, by fatigue load monitoring due to several aerodynamic wing
and by inspections. Both methods configurations.
complement each other: fatigue load
monitoring is based on calculated For these reasons, for the GAF, the
fatigue damage (relative to the fatiguemeter has been replaced by
fatigue test result) and cannot be the OLMOS (On-Board Life and Event
made visible or verified - until Monitoring System) device. This
cracks occur. In contrary, proper system allows, beside the cumulative
fatigue inspections will demonstrate g times flying mass recording, the
that a certain fatigue limit has not registration of additional fatigue
yet reached and therefore, the relevant flight parameters as
structure is still safe within a external store configuration, wing
given inspection period (a moderate sweep angle and flap and slat
crack propagation is assumed). position. Furthermore, OLMOS is a

multipurpose device, which also will
be used for engine health monitoring

5.1 FATIGM LOAD MONITORING and structural limit exceedance
monitoring.

Initially, the early GAF TORNADO's
delivered were equipped with a In addition to OLMOS, selected GAF
socalled 'fatiguemeter' which aircraft are equipped with a
records the cumulative g's within 3 Maintenance Recorder System, which
wing sweep ranges. Soon, service enables the registration of further
experience showed that this system parameters and strain gauge
could be further improved to gain measurements.
the full benefit of fatigue load
monitoring for an effective A suznmary of the GAF fatigue
structural maintenance programme, monitoring system for TORNADO is
allowing the fatigue reserves to be given in Fig. 5. More details are
exploited by the correction of too described in Ref. 1.
conservative assumptions for the
calculation of the fatigue The results of the fatigue load
consumption rate. monitoring will be used for:

It is typical for TORNADO usage that control of fatigue life of the
fatigue loading will vary more than individual aircraft components:
usual for other GAP aircraft, fatigue damage consumed and
because of large variations of extrapolation to the expected
operational parmters as extended remaining life in flights hours
flight envelope, external store and calendar time
combinations and flying masses, and
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FIG.I FATIGUE RELATED STRCTURAL MAITE]4KE PROGRAMME TTORADO (GA0)

- derivation of the need and time during in-service for the
schedule for the implementation rectification of the fatigue life.
of retrofit modifications The time of incorporation will be,

for the German TORNADO's, controlled
- adjustment of the fatigue related by the LEDA fatigue management

part of the structural inspection programme, individual for each
programme, depending on the aircraft and for each location. It
actual usage is GAP policy to embody, as far as

possible, retrofit modifcations
The principle of fatigue life depending on the flight hour related
control and the interactions with maintenance programmes, i.e. at the
fatigue test results and fatigue 'major' depot inspection or the
related maintenance, as applied for 'minor' periodical inspection. A
the GAP TORNADO, is described in preference to the depot inspection
Fig. 6. for implamentation time will be

given, because of manpower,
equipment and test facilities

5.2 Z=ODINMT OF RETROFIT available, and the higher degree of
MODXIFCAT&OXB accessibility involved.

As explained already, design The fatigue consumption depends on
improvements have been derived from the individual usage spectrum, which
the fatigue test results and, as far in general does not follow a simple
as feasible, implemented during correlation with flight hours.
manufacturing of production Therefore it is necessary to convert
aircraft. However, due to the the fatigue damage in individual
overlap of fatigue testing and flight hours for the derivation of
aircraft manufacturing, this has not the point of embodiment for the
always been possible. Also, it has retrofit modifications. Also, from
to be realised that not all fatigue the economic point of view, it has
problem areas for service aircraft been shown useful to group certain
can be identified by ground testing modification measures, within a
- a matter which probably will be given time range, together for
experienced for any aircraft simultaneous implementation.
programme. Fig. 7 shows for the major

structural modification packages
Consequently, @ome retrofit applicable for the GAP TORNADO fleet
modifications have to be embodied

'N.
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the corresponding life limits, this inspection programme consists
referenced to the design spectrum. basically of visual inspections,

looking for environmental and
The resulting range in flight hours, accidental damages only, rather than
expressed by the 10 to 90 % values a fatigue dominating inspection
of the fleet, is also given in this schedule. With respect to fatigue,
figure. For the purpose of fatigue these inspections are Aimed at
load monitoring a 'lead, controlling possibl- d-Ltimental
modification per modification effects, which c ild negatively
package has been chosen, which influence the fatigue life. The
dictates the latest possible point fatigue life itself plays a
of embodiment. Also, the secondary role only: to define the
differencesin build standard within criticallity of the individual
the fleet have to be taken into locations and the acceptance
account for that task. thresholds for damage limits.
Fig. 7 also indicates the fatigue
life potential for a service life In addition, a few dedicated
extension exercise (see 6.). 'fatigue control inspections' will

be applied. The objective is to
provide further confidence, that the

5.3 STRUCTURAL INSPECTION PROGRAMME fatigue limits have not been
reached, yet: fatigue control by

Neither fatigue testing nor fatigue inspections, where applicable.
load monitoring can fully provide
the required assurance for the The amount of these inspections is
structural integrity of the service limited to a few 'pilot areas' and
aircraft: not every fatigue prone involves thorough NDT inspections
area can be revealed by fatigue (by eddy current or ultrasonic
tests, not for every aircraft aids). The philosophy behind these
location the fatigue consumption can 'spot check' inspections is the
be adequately monitored, environment assumption, that a local reference
effects could interact the fatigue area can be used as an indicator for
life, etc. These gaps have to be the actual fatigue life consumed on
filled by the application of a surrounding large areas as well. If
structural inspection programme. there are no signs of crack at these

'pilot areas', no cracks are to be
According to the safe life principle expected in other regions, too.
adopted for the derivation of the
GAF inspection needs for TORNADO,

A!
! -
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However, the adoptibility of this related servicing, the actually
principle is restricted by: applied factor scatters something

for the individual aircraft.
- good damage tolerance

characteristic at that location
is required 5.4 SURVICE EZPURXE so PAR

- test evidence has to be provided, The GAP fleet leaders, in terms of
that cracks always emanating from flight hours, have exceeded 2000
the same location, far before flight hours, whilst the latest
other areas are affected aircraft have just been delivered to

the squadrons.
- a thorough NDT inspection should

be easily feasable at the pilot Certainly, it is too early to derive
area definitive conclusions on the

effectivity of the fatigue control
As an example, the applicability of programme applied for the GAF
this concept for the outer wing is TORNADO's. However, at least some
demonstrated in Fig. 8: Early signs indications can be given on the
of crack initiation (crack length present experience available:
below 0.5 mm) occurred at 30 % of
the overall wing life, at 56 % the (a) Up to now, no serious fatigue
lower flange of the front spar damages or other structural
failed locally, without a reduction events have occurred in service
in strength below 150 % limit load, use, which would have been
and finally at 100 % of the test directly affected the structural
life numerous fatigue cracks airworthiness.
developed at the lower skin, which
terminated the life of the wing box (b) For all fatigue critical
structure. This sequence in fatigue locations, identified by Full
crack occurances has been confirmed Scale Fatigue Tests, after
on several test articles, embodiment of design

improvements, the service
For the derivation of the fatigue aircraft do not show any signs
control inspection interval, a of fatigue deterioration,
safety factor of 3 was applied indicating that the fatigue
against crack initiation time. sensitive areas are effectively
Because the inspection will be eliminated.
performed during regular flight hour

F 2YtCpw
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¢c) The general In-service occurred, caused by
behaviour of the TORNADO aerodynamically induced
structure appears to meet the vibrations on thin skin panels.
expectations. So, it was Solutions in form of design
possible for the GAC to extend, modifications have been prepared
after some updates, the initial to overcome these problems.
inspection intervals, proposed
by the comrpanies, from 300 to However, this situation is not
500 flight hours for the considered as peculiar to
periodical inspection and from TORNADO structure.
900 to 2000 flight hours for the
depot inspection. The potential
for a further reduction of the 6. SERVYZO L1FV 31TUVBZON
structural inspection effort is
currently investigated. However, The majority of the GAP TORNADO
the amount of fatigue related fleet is in the early phase of
maintenance is only a minor serive use. However, it is becoming
contribution to the overall increasingly apparent that the long-
programme. term strategy shows there will be a

probable need to extend the service
(d) The severe fatigue design life of TORNADO beyond the original

spectrum applied for the design design goals, both in terms of
and verification process of the flight hours and in calendear time.
TORNADO airframe offers a The amount of life extension and the
significant potential for way ahead is presently in an early
stretching the maximum service stage of consideration. The
life. Presently, the GAF is structural disciplines involved in
flying, as an average figure, this task are briefly described
only 25 to 40 % in severity of (Fig. 9):
the design spectrum.

Fatige Test Continuatiom
(e) A somewhat disappointing feature The Major Fatigue Test (MAFT) will

is the fact that service use be extended beyond the required
demonstrates, once more, that design life to show up the actual
fatigue testing and fatigue reserves in fatigue life. For some
monitoring cannot fully prevent other component tests these reserves
all fatigue and wear related are known already, which can be made
problems. So, some minor damages available for life extension.
on secondary structures

uo Fo p 0

S . .. .. . . .. .. .... . . . .. . . .. . .. . N i l l n m io

_ _ _ _ _ _F__ _1, k~1
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Fatigue Load Monitoring and Life ztension bVy Aspecti•n
Structural modifications As a measure for expanding the
The amount of life extension allowable service life, the
potential for the individual application of a supplementary NDT
components of each aircraft and for inspection programme for the late
the whole fleet will be controlled in-service phase is envisaged. This
by the LEDA monitoring system. Also would allow, in combination with
the need for structure modifi- other measures, to extend the
cations, depending on the fatigue service life for a limited period.
life consumed, will be determined. The inspection need would be derived
Fig. 7 gives some indications on from a damage tolerance approach,
this subject (for instance, modifi- i.e. considering the remaining life
cation package No 3 includes during the crack propagation phase.
extensive cold working of wing
fastener holes).

strain Gauge Mleasurmente cc service
Aircraft it has been attempted to provide a
The fatigue load monitoring controls brief summary of the overall fatigue
basically the fatigue life limits of control programme for the TORNADO
the g-related components as wing, aircraft of the German Air Force.
wing carry through box and centre The approach described is based on
fuselage, which are regarded as the the interactions of the key elements
most fatigue sensitive areas. fatigue test results evaluation and
However, for the life extension the fatigue consumption control on
overall airframe has to be service aircraft by fatigue load
considered: How much fatigue is monitoring and structural
consumed of the remaining inspections.
components, where for the fatigue
life other paramters than g's are The principles applied probably do
dominating? Certainly, it cannot be not significantly differ from those
assumed that for fin, taileron, for other aircraft and other western
undercarriage and large areas of Air Forces practices. However, the
front and rear fuselage the fatigue emphasis on the detailed features
rates will follow the same rules. In involved might vary, depending from
order to gain a more detailed the particular individual
picture of the overall fatigue engineering, operational and
situation of the aircraft, long-term budgetary situation, and the
strain gauge measurement for these maintenance resources available.
non-g-related components are
intended. Presently these strain
gauges will be installed on several MYRRUCE:
GAF service aircraft.

l.Neunaber, R.: "Aircraft Tracking
Aircraft Rotation and Operational for Structural Fatigue'
Factors presented at the 72nd AGARD
It is obvious, that some aircraft or Structures and Materials Panel,
some squadrons will fly more Specialists' Meeting on Fatigue
severely than others. Rotation of Management, 29 April - 1 May 1991
aircraft, i.e. mixing high fatigue in bath, United Kingdom
missions with low stress missions
will enable to delay early
retirement of the TORNADO fleet.

'-4
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FATIGUE MAJIAGSKIT FOR THE A-7P

Cap. Daniel Santos

Av.Leite Vasconceloe ALIIEMIDE- 2700 AKNADA

.~EI "Threshold Stress Intensity Range belowi which
no crack will grow

One obJective of an Aircraft Structural j, Critical Stress Intensity for Plant

Integrity Program (ASIP) in to ensure that all Stress Failures

Primary structure is both durable and damage KIC Fracture Toughness for Plane Strain
tolerant; that is, it is able to resist both Failures
cracking and failure due to cracking. The kf Forama Equation Material Constant

beart of anyl durability and damag tolerance KSI Thousands of Pounds/in2

assessment is crack growth predictions. This Ln Natural Logarithm
requires a crack growth program, accurate LUS Lover Wing Skin
stress intensity and load interaction models, a Wheeler Retardation Exponent

and reliable material properties. With these N Mach Aimber
tools both durability analysis and damag n Forman Equation Material Constant

tolerance analysis can be performed. All 11kg ll exceedances normalized to 1000 FN

potentially critical locations vere amssued to at k= 5,6,7,8 g's

exhibit slow crack growth. No fail-safe n5  Aircraft Normal Load factor

concepts were used, although many locations t ~ Peak n
have alternate load paths that carry limit OlP Outer Wing Panel
load. POAF Portuguese Air force

R Stress Ratio

LIST OF SYNW RAN Reliability and Maintainability
SWAN Sequence Accountable Fatigue

&K Stress Intensity Range Analysis Routine

An2 Aircraft Incremental Normal Load SLA Structural Life Assurance
factor 5CR FLISPE Spectra Ordering Program

&a Stress Range to Time for an 0.05 in. flaw to grow to
e0 Peak Stress a critical crack size of 1.21 in. at

ASIP Aircraft Structural Integrity VS 32.2 (Loc. AD)

Program USN United States Navy
BL BtLieUSAF United States Air Force

BTAB Computer Prop.o for Stress V Weight
intensity factors VCS Wing Centre Section

C Forama Equation Material Constant VS Ving Station
c Crack Len gth FS Fuselage Station

CA Counting Accelerometer FEN Finite Element Nodel
Ccr Critical Crack Length LUE Love Wing Station
CfH Functional. Impairment Flay Size NDI Nondestructive Inspection

O & Of Durability and hemage Tolerance
dajdK Crack Growth Rate 1. 1EIOEIM
D. 1. Plamae Index
a Bas Of Natural Ssltem of Logaithom Simc Its design and developement in 1%64,

a pivaleat Baseline Hoors; the A-7 has consistently doom aintratd superior

SIM1 LTV Crack Grooth Cequtar Prepn maltalabillty and reliability. The A-7

K-4US WUSW h1ativarlable Load- airfrue ham been especially noted for its
Mavirua~t NOdel durability, mith many aircraft reaching ad

IN Flight Norn exceeding their poarmtled service lives.
FlawF wev' Fligt spectra evolopmeni

methodology flthoug the durability of the A-7

9 Acceleration he to Gravity structure sms sell established, high-trengh

I Altitude metal fatigue failure in other aircraft bid
beoome videsprea.
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2 - In repo nse to this probl em , the United Phase 1I progra m tasks va n -

States Air Force initiated an Aircraft
Structural Integrity Program (ASIP), wish A. A-7P Usage Determination - Nission
required aircraft to be designed to operate Profiles
under projected service loads, and analyzed and B. Critical Structure Selection
tested to demonstrate a safe fatigue life. In C. Critical Location Evaluation
1972, later revised in 1975, these ASIP D. Operational Limits and Inspection
requirements were documented in NIL-STD-1530A requirements Definition
and the concepts of durability, dama tolerance I. Structural Damae Nonitoring Program
control, and fleet smangement were Introduced. Development

F. Documentation and Reporting
In September 1974, Vought Aero Products

Division, under the authority of the Air force, Phase I
began a Dmage Tolerance and Fatigue Assessment
Program to qualify the A-7D for HIL-STD-1530
ASIP requirements. This Program effort concluded Phase I of A-7P ASIP consisted of
in January 1977, with the qualification of the Vought's delivery of a data package to Nil to
A-7i1. A result of this program ws the define CA Installation of CA's. Also included
establishment of inspection and aircraft under Phase I is a six month CA flight survey to
modification requirements desigred to extend the establish Pi usage.
life of the aircraft to 8000 flight hours and
beyond, when proper inspection and maintenance Phase 11 provided the FOA with a Damage
procedures are observed. Subsequently, several Tracking Computer Program and information
program were conducted to enhance and update necessary to establish the mmintenance and
the basic effort. inspection requirements that will Improve the

service life and airframe reliability of the A-
The extensive A-7 ASIP data base provided a 7P for Portuguese usage.

firs and very cost effective foundation for
development of a Portuguese A-7P aircraft Current damage tracking of A-7P aircraft
inspection and maintenance program. •ile the A- require monthly inputs of individual aircraft
7P will comfortably attain its guarantied usage data in the form of counting accelermeter
service life, the structural Integrity potential nZ counts and logged flight hours.
of the airframe will he greatly enhanced if The current method of tracking fatigue
properly maintained and monitored, damage (crack InItiation) In individual A-TP

aircraft is based on early fatigue analysis
The rurrent usage of the A-7P aircraft techniques coupled with the results of a full-

indicate an average service life of 16.000 scale wing fatigue loading consisted of positive
hours. The A-7P have now an average flight hour manoeuvre loads that were related to one severe
of 4500 1KI112950 IN, W:5M00 1M). (limit load) flight condition. Loads associated

with landings and negative flight sanoeuvres and
2. 1-7f ASI the effects of chemical enviroment and flight-

by-flight sequence effects were not included in
The program consisted of two phases the test. The damage tracking method is

spanning tventy-seven montha. Phase I dealed insensitive to deviations in n, us spectrum
with 1i0 A-7P CA Installation and a Wl CA shape, the chemical environment and the landing
flight survey. Phase II provided for those tasks usage spectrum.
consistent with NIL-STD-1530A to perform
durability analysis, damage tolerance control The current method of tracking damage on
and fleet management. Results of this program individual A-iP aircraft involves a fracture
were included: (1) A-7P airframe mlatemece and mechanics approach. Tet is, the dama index
lnpection requirements, and (2) a structural 0.1.) Is defined in term of the umber of
damage mniterlg prram for 1i0 to flight hmrt It tam for an 0.006 Inch mostmnd
contimm ly track an update aircraft damage. initial crack at LUS station 32.2 to go to a

critical aim. This cna ck mth time is a
Phase I piam tat mw: function of acrued CA-% counts and londflight hour.
A. CA ltalation
8. A-7A flightk rvq 2.1 i tia Iba.. ..
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During the A-7 AIP the Initial Critical Areas ame Identified by reviewing:
manufacturing uality macmast of the A-7 service history, material type and thickness,
structure Vag conducted to determine the maximam tress analysis wurgns, fatigue analysis
size of initial flis that could be expected in margins, static test results, fatigue test
the fleet. Rigt coupons ctainig a total of results, stress concentration factors, test
'A holes ure cut from the Iouer uiol skin of a failures, critical load paths, critical crack
iou-tim (690 flight hous) A-7. Iach coupon ua lengths, fastener type, lgu, stress corrosion
fatigue tested uming a modified constant and non destructive inspection prora results.
amplitude spectrum ,til flaw developed and Theme potentially critical arms for the A-
propagated to failure. Each hole - broken open 7 were systemtically reduced by retaining only
after failure to revel subcritical cracks. primary structure, structure that i
fractographic analysis tracd the grouth of each uneconomical to repair or replace, and structure
crack back•ards in time to obtain its initial that uea deemed safety of flight, and
size. A total of 85 initial flew sere eliminating areas that did not lead to cracking.
identified and fractographically measured. They These locations are defined in table I and are
resulted from both mechanical and chemical pictorially located in figures 1.1 through 1.3.
processing. After initial fla sizes va (Fig. 1.2 - appendix Ali
determined, the data uere statistically
evaluated. A iog-noraal probability distribution
mun estimated fris the initial flu site data. lMnulCii O Cd*A tMs
Seven hndred holes per aircraft uere located in
potentially critical arem, with approximately
500 A-7's in the fleet. Therefore, the maxim
flau in a•y one hole in this fleet was assumed uTffA toAOFNON AND joiN.s

to be that which occurred less than once in the LowIg WING Wa

350,000 holes. Based on the statistical
distribution and a 952 confidence bound, the . • IWSC AND 0wP

flaw aize was estimated to be 0.0015 inch. This
statistically derived fla size wia
significantly lass than the Air force 0.0050
inch initial flaw size used for crack grouth
evaluation ad provided the confidence that a
conservative fluw size criterion had been
selected. The choice of the 0.0050 inch flaw 0 0 ATP 9N6 Af0 AC. IWO

size criterion during this program will maintain
confidence that A-iP safety of flight will be
assured by use of a sufficiently conservative
criterion. Figure 1.1

2.2 Critical truc selectio

2.2.1 Critical location Selection

Of prima importance in the durability and
damage tolerance cotrol of structure IS ay
vehicle, whether it is newly designed or updated
as in the cue of the A-7. Is the identification
of potentially critical locations. The selection
procmes for this updat is a combiatlon of
choosing thse previously picke duing the
original AIP and choosing dditional locations
baed oa current terdom results, Air Force and -,

Navy field imnpecti results, M, ad A-7
Service history. A

2.2.2 Okiimal locations

The initial selectift Pm bo with Flen 1.3

the original A-iD UI whom over 20 potentially
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To"l I A4Punm ftW UL C amum 3 (mmUIRA n FO E DUANM ITUNW

Cl Mon' &.M~mThe effectivenes of say military force

_ ~depends in Wpaton the operational readiness of
the weapon system. The military airplfle Is &

3 ~weapon systn, and one of the major items in

that system is the structure. The structure of
thILEirla ast eevlae. u ol
the engineer bas available to help perform this
evaluation are Durability end Damag Tolerance
(D & DY) Asessments. Using tailored criteria

,~ ~, ~based on 1-7 characteristics, mne can be assured
that the airplane will be both economical and

-. safe to fly.

2:1:.In V-= 10Durability addresses economics. As it
kgm= I=considers average usage, average environment and

'W aveag types of crack growth, it predicts the
.~~~ economic lI fe of an airplane or fleet ofy.A

airplanes. Damage tlrneadesssft.A
it considers severe environemnt and room types
of cracking, it predicts Inspection intervals
with safety factors included.

2.2.3 Additional Locations 3.1 1-7D Cack Tne

Based primarily on the teardown results and During the teardo. inspection three
field inspections, additional potentially different types of cracking were observed.
critical locations have been selected. Figure 2 Figure 3 depicts these (appendix Al). The
(appendix Al) sminsizes the teardown results. average type of cracking was the single point

cracking locations fell in three categories. lcritiatiom, followed, by slow Cack grwth to
The first category are locations where high failure. Occasionally there were sulti-point

bolt load transfer occurs. As spar caps endl, the initiation of a few points that eventually
cap axial load must be transferred into the skin coalesced into a thru flaw and gre to failure
and a fastener load peaking effect occurs at the somewhat earlier. On a few holes there were
end fasteners. Eac of theme locations mere miti-point initiation of many points that
added to the potential critical location list, coalesced vey early into a thru flaw and

The second category are locations of high exhibited rapid growth and early failure. In
stress. Theme hot spots were also identified by addition, from the A-7 teardown inspections,
M3 and lie pliarily in the rear spar near wing there wer twice as many holes with two cracks
station 50.0 through 53.7 and at fastener boles emanating from them than with only one crack.
in the third through the fifth Intermediate
spars sar wing station 32.2 . locations in 3.2 rkCtuhtadlm
theme arems mum already selected in the
original SIII, however, additional locations In To amess the Durability and DOWp
these zomen were added to the list for a more Tolerance of a structure, crack growth
complete coverage. methodology mat addres bot extremes of the

The last ca~gr of cracking idmuti edb crack $rmth type. Fiore 4 Ilantrates this
the auron ama htbudt ih(ppeedhxA2). A strawsspetawihIcue

stress area and are entitled secondary critical the effects of buffet vat be generated for each
locatimt. Olti lsweedtcdinpotentially critical location. Stress intenity

101. Aditona poenialy citial ocaio 106. stadatnparameters whichinld h
wer identified In these zoo so that the effect of buffet must be obtained by test.
e~en of cracing coul be boudin Theme, togmther with a crack grofth prora,
sanaytIcally, should acorately predict crack growth from
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initial quality to failure for both mlti- pair as it pases through the stress sequence, :4initiation thru flas and single point makes adjustments according to the retardation
initiation part thru fie.. Only then, with load interaction model if a plastic zone exists
defined criteria, can ecoomic lives and safety from a prior overload, and then determine the
limits be established. incresental crack growth using established

growth rate property for the given material.
3.3 DbilityCriteria This process is automatically repeated until the

critical size is reached.
The followiat criteria has baee established

for the durability assessment for the 1-7 ASIP 4
update. For each potentially critical location,
calculate the tim it takes for two part thru Naterial properties required for a crack
flaws to gaoe from am initial quality size to a growth analysis are growth rates, fracture
functional Ilpairment size under baseline usage toughness (or critical stress intensity values
with buffet in a lab air enviroument. This will if the failure is in plane stress), and
establish the economic life of that location, retardation parameters (for use in the load
for a typical hole in the lower ing skin, the interaction model).
functional impairment flaw size is 0.06 inches,
the theoretical size fuel leakage. This size is 4.1 C
also economical to repair.

Crack propagation behaviour for metals is3. �o�normally defined in curves plotting the growth
rate (dali) versus the stress intensity range

The following criteria has been established 1k). The growth rates used for the A-7 ASIP
for the duesge tolerance assessment for the A-7 update are the sam as those used during the
ASIP update. for each potentially critical original A-7 ASIP (Reference 4). Years of
location, calculate the time it takes for two testing a60 correlation have verified these
part thru reale flamr to grow from a detectable curves. Recent testing during the teardown phase
size of 0.05 inches to failure under baseline have also verified theme curves. The data is
usage with buffet in a severe eviromment. Also displayed in appendix 51 and 82 . r needed
calculate the time It takes for too thru rome curves are also provided for different values of
flaws to grow from a detectable size of 0.02 critical stress intenesities (Kc), as this value
inches (should have high comfidence of changes with thickman for the various
detectability) to failure under baseline usage locatioms. A curve is also provided for the
with buffet in a severe svirooment. The steel strap at M2.6 (Location AO). The growth
calculation that gives the shortest life will rates med for severe environment were
establish the safety limit of that location, established by defining a curve half say between
Dividing this by a safety factor of two will lab air rates ad rates for Imersion in water,provide an impaction Interval shich mill allow a precedet set during the original A-7 ASIP.at least two opportuitles to detect the flaw The crack growth prram utilizes the

before it becomes critical. Formn Squation to define the growh rate
3.5 -- curves:

3.5 GLkMkhuma
The compter p . *NW m e d to

perform crack oub.t prediction. It un wmr C, a, aM kf arn contants for each curve.
origimllY obtainsd from the Air force In the T Is the stress ratio wiich the oraw
early sevetles wi ho beesashami ed iu-house equation uses to vary the growth rate for
over the yes as the state of the art has different conbimatlons of ain/ax stress pairs.
progr sd. This p, V ee hes beet end For a better fit, requires to Nes of
.xclum ely am all 1-7 lpamnu, the crack the above cormtaet; on for the low am on
VONt data aes for A-7 parts and ompomts for the oPr portion of the curve. Also shew
sps t ove fiftm yen. are values for k jld; the stress

O mm i ms ta d pm oM ddck intesity ramp below abich no crack growth mill
predicts the iIW o f aT uriM fl is occur.
Is strectsi sl mis Si able aplitaef
spectral lamin amiruna. IM ibm 14.2 BXnIMM
elastic fractor meh al" eoh callates
the srs latemity for sad mi-i strems
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Toughness is a property which is a measure this program. For those that have not, closed-
of a mterial's ability to resist failure. It is form solutions for stress intensity factors mere
a vali required in a residual strength analysis obtained uing the computer prgram DTAB
for determining the critical, or failing, flaw (reference 6). For the simple cam, these
size. Fracture toughness (KIC), for plane strain solutions are quite accurate. For more complex
failures, and critical stress intensity values cases with load transfer, these solutions are
(9c), for plane stress failures, were obtained extended by the computer routine using the
from the original A-7 ASIP (reference 4). Data method of superposition and tend to be
is shown in Figure 5. Critical stress intensity conservative since no load is amumed
values for steel wer obtained from the Damage transferred by friction. Significant life
Tolerance Design Handbook (reference 5). incrses were demonstrated by clamp-up

resulting in load transfer by friction during
the 2od Intermediate Spar Testing. Output was
then plotted in the form of unit solutions.

-- --1 I 5 MWILfITYAAYIXS

iH ]Durability addresses the economics of the
- --- structure. It is the ability of an airframe to

-- resist cracking for a specified period of tim.
This cracking can be brought on by stress',, o, • . .. u o ., . o ,. cor rosion , hydrogen embrittlement, cor rosion ,,

m~me•mm• ear, etc. for which established manufacturing
controls or good design practices are in-place

Figure 5 to prevent. Cracking can also occur from small
fla inherent in the material during

4.3 Readto .manfacturing, often called initial quality.
The economic life of a component is the

The effects on crack growth under the tim it takes a fla to grow from initial
influence of variable loading have been material quality size to a size causing
investigated for amo time. It is known that functional impairment of that component.
peak overloads will blunt the crack tip and
retard crack growth. UM uses the 11heeler 5.1 Initial gualitv 5i Futioma lmairmat
Retardation" model to mathematically represent
this response. In essence the "del lowers the As discussed in the durability criteria in
growth rates for cycles following an overload Section 3, the initial quality used for existing
until the flaw groe through the zone yielded by structure was 0.005 inches, a value resulting
the overload. The amount of this reduction Is from an evaluation program conducted during the
characterized by the Wheelr "V" prameter. This original A-7 ASIP and verified during the
mast be determined by test, since it is a testing phase of this program.
function of both spectnm type and material. The Functional impairment refers to a loss of
retardation curves for 7075-T6 alusinim that function, such as fuel or pressure leakage,
were developed during the testing phase of this compressive instability, significant load
program are Showr is Fire 6 (appendix A2). redistribution or in asme caes failure. For
Data points from both the second Intermediate instance, the functional impairmt flag size
spar tets ad rear spar t are plotted. the for location AD is illustrated in Figure 7
curves are well definmd lad will be used for
each location the lower wing skin. As shovem, the C9 - G."In
Wlmeler V varies with the =aima stress in LWO
the spectrum and flaw shape. ft retardation sam
atmred for amy componts made sith steel.

Stress Iltensity Ies for mt r
potentially critical locations In the A-7 have A) tI. V-3.2 SO lmt ~ &U 'pr

been developed ad verified I aeape. od/r
compsnent testing dring the origimal £-7D *1IP Lctive At

(refer ce 4) Andering the testing pmine of liWe 71

-4{
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can be detected before they beoetoo iarg to
repair.

The following location exhibit economic
lives less than 6000 PH. They represent the

0 u,, f •,,,highly loaded rear spar wet holes and the 2nid

through 5th intermediate spar ends.

8) Ory (tab) hole at Rear Spar Rear SparS~Location A7

Figure 7B Loc on Life Hole Number

At this area the wing is wet (form the AS 5900 1433-1"2
lower portion of an integral fuel tank). The AP 5325 1433-1"2
hole in the skin is countersunk, and at the AB 5475 1418-1432

bottom of the omterskin is a counterbore which ANO 5300 1418-1432
contains an 0-ring to prevent the fuel from 25 Holes
leaking out of the wing. If a flaw grew from the
counterbore-to-shank hole interface, fuel could Spar Ends
possibly seep around the 0-ring and leak from
the wing and the skin would then have lost its Loc Soon Life Hole Number
function of preventing fuel leakage. For this
location the functional impairment flaw size was A2 4175 44A-448B
set at 0.06 inches. This flaw size is the A3 5995 542-544
theoretical minim for leakage and is probably 5500 619-621
conservative. Another exmple is the functional A5 54M0 698-700
Impairment flaw size for the dr,' 'a! bole at 11 Holes
the rear spar, figure 7. It was set at the
critical flaw size, a poi- I.tween the fastener A minimum expense for enhancing 36
bole and edge, when the flaw ant unstable and holes/side, along with scheduled inspections,
the ligament was lo, This is also conservative can result in an airframe economic life in
in that function" of the tab is not lost even excess of 8000 II.
at this size of flaw.

5.3 a Tolerance Analysis
5.2 Crak Growth Anlysis

Damage tolerance addresses the safety of
During the original A-7 ASIP, all crack the structure. It is the ability of the airframe

growth predictions for the durability analysis to resist failure due to the presence of flaw,
were performed using lab air growth rates. This cracks or other dame, for a specified period
assumption was considered justified since the of unrepaired usage. These cracks can be brought
economic limit is an average situation rather on from Initial material quality flau through
than a safety of fllit or extrme situation. norsal usage or roge flaw such am nicks,
For the update, this precedent - followed only scratches, go~ue, and corrosion, through
at location with very small functional aintesanc actions. Mliatever causes the onset,
impairment flau mim (( 0.06 In.), where the structure mat be damae tolerant. Damage
environment should mnt signlficantly Impact the tolerance analysis determines the safety limit.
grsth rate. At locatlon with largw fuctional The safety limit of a component is the time
impairment flaw sixes ( 0.06 in., such am the it takes a rogue flaw to gm to the critical
wing fold rib or wing attach lug), analysis mere fla size. The recommeded imnpection interval
performed In a sea se smvlrm t. to insure the safety is usually set at on half

immry of Durbility Alysis Results cam the safety limit. This will provide two changes
be seen i appmedi C. to detect the fin before it reaches a critical

lUaticn with mor t 6000 M 9 ba lesm length.
than M0 IN of emmosle life are D with 7400
• and A14 with 775 IN. At ean of then 5.3.1lnitial eoM Types and Sim Wl Imidual
locatit n, it taks er 200 N for fins to Strength
grow from a detectable smi (0.02 In.) to a
reairable Sin (0.06 le.). Uf lmPIct N are As discussed it the criteria Ia Section 3,
performed at intervals len tha M M. flam there ae to flI tips (part thru from single

point iaitiatlon and tin from mlti-point

--
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initiation). The rogue flaw sizes used for the AN 2270 1433-1442
damage tolerance analysis are 0.05 inches for Ah 2100 1433-1"2
the part thru type and 0.02 inches for the tbru AB 2180 1418-1432
type. These are considered detectable sizes at AIO 2040 1418-1432
inspection based on the geometry and location of Enhanced for hur.
each potentially critical point and the
inspection techniques available. Rear Spar Dry Holes

Residual Strength refers to the ability of
a structure to withstand failure in the presence Loc Safety Limit Hole Number
of an unusually larIe stress. For this update,
this is defined as the stress due to a load that A7 1920 1546-1552
occurs once in twenty lifetimes (one lifetime A9 2050 1525-1544
was assumed as 8000 FH). In other words, only 27 Holes
one in twenty airplanes will see this load in
its life. This requiremnt is used for structure The minima safety limit is 1800 li defined
considered in-service non-inspectable. This by location AC, rear spar skin boles just
stress need be no larger than 1.2 times the outboard of the attach rib. Using a safety
design limit stress, however, it shall not be factor of two yields an inspection interval of
smaller than the design limit stress. 900 FP1.

5.3.2Crack Growth Analysis Assuming the rear spar wet holes are
enhanced for economic purposes, enhancing only

During the original A-7 ASIP, all crack 40 additional boles per side can increase the
growth predictions for the damage tolerance safety limit of the airframe to 3800 FH1
analyses were performed using a severe (Location AD); resulting in a minima inspection
environment (i.e. growth rate assumed half way interval of 1900 PH. The cost avoidance by
between lab air and immersion in the water). eliminating a 900 PH inspection interval mould
This assumption was considered justified since justify the enhancement.
these calculatiom considered safety. For this
update that precedent was followed. 6 1MI STETIAL NIIINTVAUI aOSIDERATIMS

Dampe tolerance analysis reoiretd
generation of crack growth curves from the rogue The major objective of a damage tolerance
flaw sizes to the critical flaw sizes for the analysis is to identify the structure that needs
baseline usage. The shortest safety limit for to be inspected, and then recommend inspection
the lower skin at 1524.6 at the rear spar is intervals and techniques to ensure that
1800 FH for the thru type of rogue flaw. structure is safe to fly. These recommendations
Applying a safety factor of two yields an form the basis of the Force Structural
optimum inspection interval of (1800/2) = 900 Maintenance Plan.
Fd. This should give two opportunities to detect
the flaw before it becomes critical. 6.1 Critical J&,,tim S ,mm

Summary of Damae Tolerance Analysis
Results can be seen in appendix C. A critical location smummy is talularized

in appe•dis 0. Tbh locations will require
The following locations have safety limits intermittent inspection to protect the safety of

less thin 38M PH. These are all located along the airplane. Also included iS the Table am
the rear spar. critical flaw sizes. The crack growth for all

location transition to thru flams before
ear Spar Attach Rib Holes critical leqnth are reached with the exception

of location AC, the skin at the rear spar near
Ioc Safety Limit Hole Ner 1S24.6, the wlngfold rib ad the wing attach

1g. The skin amd wingfold rib can fail as
AC 1800 140o either a part thru or thru fIes, depending on

1406-1417 mhethr mlti-lultiatiom occurs. The sing attach
13 Holes lu shonld always fail am a part-thew flow a.

desotraed by several fall scale tat du'ri
Rear Spar Net Holes the original ASIP and related MW pioram.

Loc Safety Uiit Hole limber 6.2 I -t1 I-ewls / I,-h.,i
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Bach A-TP phased to depot maes an ASIP
inspection at all potentially critical Composite of all A-7P aircraft can be seen
locations. A schem have been made to identify bellow:
those airplanes with the largest risk and phase
these into depot first. After this, optimum CO•O -T or Am AIRCRAF

intervals are defined to subsequent inspection TO ouMs - 35091.5 Goon HUmRS • 2GSs3.8

to control safety. It mnst be stressed that coon DM€A t
these intervals are in term of Updated Baseline s3 5 5 2 5362 638 861t 254

(UB) Flight Hours. The A-7P tracking program

must be able to convert individual aircraft GOOD DAMA EXCaMN c PER 1000 HRSSo 6G 7G 9G

usage to US Flight Houn. 1142.68 223.48 30.12 10.29

An optima inspection interval for each
critical location was obtained by dividing the
shortest safety limit by a safety factor of two. 8 AICRAFT RICEII DATA
This gives two opportunities to detect the flaw
Wefore it becomes critical. These are tabulated The aircraft exceedance data can be seen in
in appendix D. Also included for information are appendix F.
surface eddy current inspection intervals, based
on a surface detectable flu size to failure. 9 AIRCRF DANRI BY YEAR
The shortest optimum in-hole eddy current
inspection interval is defined by a rogue thru The dama Index (DI) by aircraft and year
flaw for the lover wing skin at the rear spar for the next seventeen years can be seen in
outboard of 1S24.6, location AC. The interval is appendix G.
900 FH. Choosing the nearest interval for other
locations without going over the optima 10 OCUSIONS
interval yields the recommendations shown as
Option I in appendix I. A major inspection with I A size of 0.005 inches is still
wing reonval every lIM0 FH with intermediate representative of A-7 initial quality.
inspections of the rear spar every 900 FH is
required. 2 There is higher probability of flaw growth

If the enhanc• ents defined in Sections 5.2 from both sides of the hole than from one side.
and 5.3.2 are incorporated, the safety
requirements reduce to a major inspection every 3 The probability of multi-point initiation
1900 FH as defined by Option 2 in appendix D. is sufficiently high that it should be accounted

for in aircraft safety. Nalti-point initiation
Also included in appendix D are the is highly likely to occur from damaged holes,

recommended inspection procedures found in the especially scratches from fastener installation.
IA-71D-36 NDI manual. It is recommended that This has been verified by test.
these procedures be updated to reflect the
latest state-of-the-art techniques. In final 4 Buffet cycles were identified during the
review, the ASIP inspection plan for the A-iP flight strain survey, especially during
has changed very little. The nmaber of holes has manoeuvres at high angle of attack.
increased slightly to include the intermediate
spar e where high fastener loading occurs. 5 Buffet events in the stress sequence can
Also, holes to be inspected around the high reduce crack growth life by as mch as 30
field stress locations have been expanded percent.
somewhat. The major inspection interval has been
lowered from 2000 FH to 1800 IN with an 6 Testing provided increased confidence in
intermediate inspection of the rear spar. If analytical predictioon.
enhancements are performed, the major inspection
is only reduced to 1900 1M and no intermediate 7 ulti-point initiation leading to thru
rear spar inspections are required. crack growth can reduce the life by over 50

A thorough dange tolerance analysis of the percent.
structure on the A-7? airplame coupled with
pmvem inspection tachniques esure that the 8 Proper length fastemnrs are essential to
airplame can be fio. safely until the service good airframe life. Clm-up can increase the
life of each is cmplete. life by a factor of two over non-clamped joints.

7 1Th l ALL alwRtf
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9 Additional critical locatio, have been *2 Figure' - Crack Grouth Methodology
identified. Theme are primarily the intermediate Figure 6 - Iheeler Retardation
spar ends. Exponent for 7075-1351

10 The minimal economic life is 4173 PH for Dl Grouth Rates for 7075-1351 is Lab Air
the secomi Intermediate spar end holes just Grouth Rates for 7075-1351 in Severe
outboard of the attach rib. Enhancing 36 holes Enviroiment
per side and performing schedolal maintenance
can increase this to over 8000 PH. 82 Groth Rates for 4340 Alloy Steel

11 To enure the safety of the airplane, a C Siinary of Predicted Economic Lives
major Impaction Interval Ii required at 1800 PH Seinary of Predicted Safety Limits
vith intermediate inpections of the rear spar
every 900 PH. EnhancIng 40 additional holes/side 0 Critical location and Optima
can eliminate the 900 RI liapection and Increase Inpection Intervals
the major Impaction Interval to 1900 RI, only
slightly less than originally defined for the A- K Reccmended Inspection Plan
iF.

F Aircraft Exceedance Data
12 The dump tracking progras mast convert
itvilvlhal airplane usage to Updated Baseline G Aircraft Damage by Year
Flight Hours so that airplanes can be identified
for Inpection as required.

10

1 Report No. 9-51236/3-020, A-iP/TA-7P
Aircraft Structural Integrity Program, datai
April 1989.

2 Report No. 9-S1�/W-O33, A-7P/TA-7P
Structural Life Monitoring Compater Prop.
Umers Mmmaal, dated 25 AprIl 1989.

3 Report No. 9-51220/91-114, A-iD ASIP Update
- Volim I Scope, Nathodolop, Results,
Cemolulom, Imcnmamdatlcu, dated 22 Dec�er
1989.

4 Report No. 2-53440/71-8036, Vol. 1, �age
Tolerance and Fatigue bseminmmmt, dated 31
Jamasry 1977.

5 EIC-IS-01, � Tolerance Dasiga
NMeI, Med Nay 1964.

6 WI-lOU, Practical TeclaIques for the
DaveInput ml Nods I, Liam Elastic Strew
Isteulty Solutinme for Typical Structural
Ditails, dated 19 My 1985.

Ii US! 3 inic.
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Appendix A2
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Append-x D
CRITICAL LOCATIONS AND OMPTIMUM INSPECTION INTERVALS

B- ASELINE USAGE -

Safety Lunltt2 (1ln ogtln Interval I Critical
S E nv -#~mnn (us PH) Site

In-hol& 9d" Current surface Eddy Curfent Ccr"

coos 00scriliotn (PTO$5X)12 (M-01-~2 (PdtI-x)/2 (TEot-01)I (in.)

AA LWS. k 111- l t ntermediate SW0 AM37 )291m- 0.92

All LWS, K-0 0floorSW 137S 231 - 0.92
AC LWS. WS-24.S1 0 lw SW MOO 90 - 33(.39)
All LWS. WS-32. 2 OF11 Slo erIOM141416 Spar 2900 1911 731 1323 1.21

At LWS, wS-S3.7 0for Sw (We# hole) 2410 1135 - -- 0.10
AN LWS, tenter Pylon Aft Stub West )44S0 ý2000 -- I.t

Al LWS. Canter Pylon Fvd Pool Mole %44S0 )200 1. 10
AJ LWS. lnW$ Pylon Aft Sit* tle 4410 2000 1.10

All LWS. Inad PylonFwd Past Nse M1410 t200 - 1.10

AG lomo bng lwveSto. WS-24.SCea See flow S04 -2 lo 0.30
AV Lover Ie~sW 1. 5 14000 low* -- 0.47

II£ LwugSliO5.Wbtogld 1111,(0110P 15 210 -- S(211)
of Luq flove. WInfold Rob tWOW) 510 )2650 M-l.219)

CA F3400 llulkhleod Wing Aft Atteet Lug 7310D IA - (0.449)

Al LW.M.W524. O *I of 1-0111vrtotOlSW ow1 S6941 31131 4671 4.00

A2 LWS. WSMS.9 2nd 10te1finditeISpar 3050 2180 130 1700 1.55
AS LWS. W524.6 9 3rd lnferwtmefte Swer 1650 230 1050 172S 1.47
&4 LWS. W924.10 41h lntor11,eEIt 91W 7311 2110 1050 !,?is 1.19

as Lull. wS2a. 6 + t1 Intermeebln "01)O 90-r V1 !isI 1.19

AS LWS. nOredPylon 0 2ndlI6101flWIVSteSW saw0 3110 tOG 2940 2.62

A7 LWS, WS-S3. 7 9 foo W1W(11" h ) III's "00- 0.31

AS LWS. 111-111.0 901141W SW Met hole) 2310 1090 -- 0.47

A9 LWS. WS-141. 09S * p kw W y h1010) 1210 102S -*- 0.34

All Lover SW Car. WS-10. 0OF~eSe 1310W . 102' - 0.47
All LWSI. WS-32.2 041th lIItetfi4110elOSPS 317S 2z60 9225 f1470 1.29
At? LWS, Cntv Pylon 0 lot Internedlte SW C672 411601 260 3m0 2.74

Al3 LWS, WS-32.2 020d Intormettlele SWe 2950 22I1 1169 170 1.5$

A14 LWS. M-0.0 04th1 lnt~rmedkfto Spe 25 2020 915 1400 1.29

00*0 in two m intset to Pert ThuV critical flew sIne
All B*lwe re T hr Critical flerw signo
Surso fat ado rrenl loopeteltdon net epply

a POO - "liated" IV 040.1 m 11 N"~

PT par Moft~ar

VO lbs. ý Greek
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Appendix E

- micosMNsmo INSPECTION PLAN
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MANAGING AIRBORNE ASSETS THROUGH LOADS MONITORING

by

R.Mach
Structures Division

ASD/ENFSL
Wright-Patterson AFB

OH 45433-6503
SUMMARY United States

Loads monitoring was a cornerstone of the Air Force Structural Integrity Program from
its inception. But the high cost of new systems has provided a new need for the
program. It provides the hard data that is required by the systems manager to
determine the economic life of their aircraft and the most efficient allocation of
aircraft to maintain optimum operational capability. Continued advances in solid state
microprocessors and integrated software along with advances in storage media should
enhance the capability of the overall program.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a result of a rash of fatigue related failures on aircraft structural components in
the late 1950's, the U.S. Air Force developed an Aircraft Structural Integrity Program
(ASIP). It was established as a requirement by the issuance of Air Force Regulation
80-13 in 1969. This regulation establishes the chain of command for the management of
the ASIP program for the Air Force Fleet as shown in the Figure 1. The regulation
outlines the entire program in terms of responsibility such as purpose, funding,
required ail-specs and data to support this type of effort. The technical backbone of
this effort is contained in MIL-STD-1530A and AFGS-87221A which describes the effort
required for the program. Table I illustrates the scope of this effort. Performance
of these tasks will identify the critical areas of the airframe and establish the
inspection/modification requirements for them. This information is necessary for fleet
management. However, it is the Individual Aircraft Tracking Program (IATP) and the
Load Environment System Survey (L/ESS) that provides the actual usage data that
establishes the schedules for managing the force for using commands such as Tactical
Air Command, Strategic Air Command, Air Training Command, and Military Airlift Command.

The paper will cover the following topics related to the management of Air Force fleets
such as replacement costs for current assets, installation of new recorders on old and
new aircraft for loads monitoring, standardization of loads recorders, data
presentation, design consideration and future recording systems.

2. ASSETS

The ASIP has reduced the number of fatigue related failures but time and events have
increased the replacement costs of aircraft through inflation and technology
enhancement. This fact has increased the importance of extracting as much useful life
out of airframe structure without reducing safety of flight because of high replacement
costs. The following two examples, one of a cargo aircraft and the other a fighter
aircraft will be used to illustrate the increased cost factors. The first example is
the C-SA manufactured in 1971 at a cost of $36.5M per copy for airframe and engines.
Later, the Air Force decided that additional aircraft were needed for the airlift role.
The production line was reopened, and in 1988, the C-SI airframe and engine costs were
$111.7M per aircraft. This effort did not include some of the typical tooling and
development cost associated with a new design but did include a new wing. The avionics
were also upgraded at a cost of $25K. The product improvement presents a delta $100.2m
increase over the original cost per aircraft. The second example of this cost increase
is illustrated in the production of the P-16 from 1975 to present. Table II represents
the USAF production costs for the P-16 with product improvement. The chart shows a
base line cost of $4.1M for the F-16A in 1975 and a current cost of $11.3M in 1990.
The delta cost increase in the production of the F-16A is $7.2M along with attendant
product improvement. Cost increases such as these are putting increased pressure on
the Air Force to extract as much life out of these systems as possible through use of
the ASIP.

3. LOADS MONITORING

Loads monitoring is used by the ASIP program to record the actual usage of aircraft so
that the life of the airframe can be measured against the original design parameters.
The program has worked well, but some of the recording equipment has become obsolete
because of the extended life of the airframes. Two examples of this are the Whittaker
Recorder used on the F-111 and the more commonly used Conrec 1U S333A. The
manufacturer for the F-Ill recorder went out of business and mo spare parts are
available for repair. Air force Logistics Command (AFLC) maintenance has kept them

Z working, but the recorder life is limited through attritiom. The F-Ill still is an
active operational aircraft that semds leads monitoring because it bae unique
capabilities that are ecenomically difficult to replace with a mow aircraft.

The other exasmplo to the NXI 533A which is need em the A-l0, 1-3, C-130, 7-5, F-15 sad
P-16. It baa the cepability of storing 12 megabytes of continuous data on as S track

. . .... .. . ... ... ..
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tape. The data on the tape has to be transcribed and reformatted to be .ompatible with
AFLC computers where it is compressed to a ratio of 30 or 40 to one using special 1
programs depending on aircraft type.

The recorder was originally intended to operate in a 
7

.
3 3

g environment and was not
redesigned to operate in the expanded 9+g flight envelope. The recorder tape drive and
recording heads were not capable of recording data consistently in this severe
environment. Its major faults have been short frames (data lacking on the tape),
parity errors (timing was off and data could not be transcribed from the tape) and the
recorder may be broken for six months before being removed (AFLC takes three to five
months to process the data). This has given the Air Force the impetus to investigate
the use of solid state microprocessor recorders on new aircraft. The first major
system to develop a solid state microprocessor recording system, was the B-lB. It is a
10O0 8-bit microprocessor with Electronically Ersasable Programmable Only Memory Chips
manufactured by Electrodynamics. The recorder currently handles 120 L/ESS, 28 IATP,
128 Mishap and 5 engine parameters. Software in the computer compresses the data so
that only useful data is stored in memory. Once the memory is filled, the data is
extracted, placed on a floppy disk and sent to AFLC to be reformatted and analyzed.
The advantage of this system is lighter weight, solid state reliability,
reprogrammability, and low power requirements. A derivative of this recorder was
developed for the T-46A but the program was cancelled. Many recording systems are now
available for use on aircraft and have similar capabilities.

4. STANDARDIZATION

In order to prevent a proliferation of solid state microprocessors on aircraft, the
F-16 SPO and the Avionics SPO started a program to develop a standard flight data
recorder which would replace the MXU 533A on the F-16 and provide a replacement
recorder for sixteen other aircraft which currently have obsolete recorders. The
original concept was to use F-16 design requirements and a draft Trn Service
Specification to design the Flight Recorder. The program turned out to be very complex
due to the age of the aircraft involved, local environments for flight recorders,
instrumentation available and method of analysis. Two major studies had to be
performed to resolve the issues on vibration environments and parameters. The
vibration study consisted of surveying the recorder location on the aircraft and
comparing the local vibration spectrum to that for the Standard Recorder. One example
of this deviation from the standard vibration spec can be found in the A-7F vibration
spec at the flight recorder location which necessitated use of shock mounts to reduce
the PSD spectrum to design requirements (see Figure 2. Endurance vibration requirement
SAU-YA-YF). The A-7F was not an isolated case, so the recorder had to be modified in a
similar fashion for the other aircraft. The other issue related to the number of
parameters and their associated aircraft instrumentation which was the result of having
16 individual ASIP programs of varying complexity (see Table II1. Number of signals
versus parameters and Table IV. Parameter errors versus aircraft).

The span of these parameters range from 240 for the C-17 to 7 for the T-43. The tables
show some of the technical difficulties present in the old system that had to be
compensated for in the new system by software. Also, the data had to be collected in a
format suitable for use by the system managers.

5. DATA PRESENTATION

The collection of data is very important, but the presentation of the data allows the
managers instant access to the status of the particular Mission Design Series aircraft
he is responsible for. Two reports are generally available, the L/ESS and the IATP
report or a single report called a Service Life Monitoring report. The IATP is a
technical document which describes the areas where cracks will occur, describes the
analysis approach used to mathematically grow the cracks and contains crack lengths for
various location. The L/ESS is a useful to the managers because it shows how the
aircraft are being used. It has numerous forms of usage data (see Figures 3 through
5). It allows him to assess usage by air base and mission and make recommendatons for
on aircraft inspection, rotation, maintenance, and operational usage. The data in IATP
quarterly reports can be tailored to meet operational and maintenance needs. In
reviewing US Air Force reports, you will see variations in the data presented in these
reports based on the command and mission of the aircraft. The format for the reports
are developed during the early production phase of the aircraft. It is a coordinated
effort between Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD), AFLC, and the contractor to develop
the format, analysis, data storage and data retrieval for the reports. Even though the
data has historical value, it is used for other purposes than loads monitoring.

6. DESIGN

Loads data is not only used to evaluate current aircraft, but can be used to develop
design criteria for new aircraft. Generally, data is provided in AFGS-87221A for the
various type aircraft, e.g., cargo, fighter, bomber and trainer. The information
available is this guide is based on compilation of generic data obtained on aircraft
type and may not be suited for a specific system. The criteria may not be severe
enough, or too severe depending on mission requirements. In the case where the mission
is rather mundane, the files are searched for data, e.g., design handbook, or actual

S.. .... ..... .. ... .
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L/SS reports generated for a particular system. The data is reviewed and compiled to
geoerate usage data for the new system. As an example of how this information ia
applied, just recently in a Class 1I mod for the KC-135 the contractor needed
loads/service usage data. The University of Dayton Research Institute reports vintage
1968 had the appropriate usage data but lacked landing touch and go data. We
recommended the contractor use C-141 landing touch and go data on a similar mission
provided in the Design Handbook to fill this data gap. This satisfied the immediate
need to establish requirements. Based on actual usage, it will be determined later
through L/ESS and IAT how correct the original design requirements were. Another case
where aircraft requirements exceed previous technology, the loads data has to be
projected beyond current design limits, e.g., going from 7.3g fighter like an F-4 to a
9S fighter like an F-16. Fighter usage data (see Figures 6 through 8) is reviewed from
such exercises like Red Flag, or southeast Asia combat data or the most severe usage
data from air bases known to have aggressive missions. This data is tabulated and
extrapolated to project future usage of such a high performance aircraft for design
purposes. This data has to be verified by actual L/ESS and IATP data. Generally, it
is easier to use the set criteria in the specs because it's use through the years has
been proven and there is a general acceptance of the data. The use of more severeenvironment from a loads standpoint pushes the state of art which affects fatigue life
of airframe, functioning of internal systems, moving parts, bearing lubrication, etc.

and even pilot physiology. Detailed data is necessary to understand this environment
and how it affects the man machine interface.

7. FUTURE RECORDING SYSTEMS

The transition from mechanical tape recorders has been made to the use of solid state
microprocessors. These have many advantages over the tape recorder but will suffer the

* same fate as it's counterpart, e.g. becoming obsolete through technology advances and
excessive replacement costs due to lost manufacturing technology. The current
preferred approach is to integrate the Flight Data recorder function into the newer
multifunctional computers found in modern avionics. Instead of a separate piece of
avionics, it becomes a software function on one or more of an aircraft on board
computers. The advantages to this approach is elimination of the need to procure a
separate piece of avionics and the attendant impact on Environmental Control System,
tech orders, maintenance and training. As part of flight avionics, reliability will be
greater because it will be located in the more desirable location in the aircraft. The
system, when integrated with maintainee data collection, will be current because the
dates will have to be collected everyday and will be updated every time the avionics
suite is changed.
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TABLE I

USJ aiciraft stCct-1 intagoity pFrqom tasks

TASK I TASK 11 TASK III TASK IV TASK V

DESIGN DESIGN ANLLYSIS FULL SCALE FORCE HGNAGENNT rOtCE
INFVS!ION A DsvmLOPiaN TESTING DATA PACKAGE r

"I, MATERIALS AND STATIC TESTS FINAL ANALYSES WADS/ZKVIROWNET
ALSTZR PLAN JOINT ALLINA S T SPECTRA SURVEY

- ~ DURABILITY TESTS-
ALOD ANALYSIS STRENUGTH SiouAtyT

STRUCTURAL - AMAGE TOLERANCE INDIVIDUAL AIRPLANE
DESIGN CRITERIA DESIGN SERVICE TESTS TRACKING DATA

LOADS SPECTRA FORCE STRUCTURAL
PFLIGHT a GROUND 4&ZNTENXACE PLAN -

DANOGE TOLERANCE DESIGN CHEMICAL/ OPERATI•NS TESTS INDIVIDUAL &XRPLANE
& DURABILITT TNERUL ZWVIflt rT - NINTENAJNCX TflUS
CONTROL PLANS SPECTRA SoIiC TESTS LOADS I(NJIRONG•RT

-- - SPECTRA SURVEY -
STRESS ANALYSIS MLIGHT VIBRATION STRUCTURAL

SELECTION OF - TESTS -H rT ENANC
NAT' LS, PROCESSES, DA E TOLERANCE XIDIVIDUAL AIRPLANE RECORDS

& JOINING SUTBODS ANALYSIS FLUTTER TESTS TRACKING PROGRAM

DURABILITY ANALYSIS INTERPRETATIOn
DESIGN SERVICE - EVALUATION OF

LIFE AND SONIC ANALIS31 TEST RESULTS
DESIGN USAGE

VIBRATION ANALYSIS

FLUTTER ANALYSIS

NUCLEAR WEAPOWS
EFFECTS ANALYSIS

RON-NUCLEAR WEAPONS
FTFECTS ANALYSIS

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
TESTS

TABLE II

MULTISTAGE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
UNIT COST TRACK

F-16A F-16A F-16C F-16C

BLOCK 15 BLOCK 30 BLOCK 40 BLOCK 50

TY$ $8.8 FY82 $10.6 FY66 $13.0 FY66 $15.6 FY93

COST

FY 901 $11.3 $11.5 $12.4 $13.0 OF

INFLATION

BY 75$ $4.1 $4.2 $4.5 $4.7

COST OF NPROVEMENT

A
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TABLE III

Numbers of signals versus aircraft

Signal Type

Aircraft Digital Analog Discrete Total

YA-7r 22 11 3 36
A-37 0 12 11 23
9-52 2 26 12 40
C-17 233 7 0 240
C-130 0 18 4 22
C-135 13 14 7 34
C-141 0 23 6 29
"9-3 0 6 7 13
r-5 0 14 8 22
F-SN 0 8 1 9
F-15A-D 34 24 27 85
F-153 89 11 9 109
r-16A/B 39 13 38 90
r-111 55 18 18 91
T-37 0 13 5 18
T-30 0 12 3 15
T-43 0 6 1 7

TABLE IV

Parameter errors versus aircraft

Aircraft

Parameter C-130 C-135 C-141 3-3 F-15 F-16 T-37 T-38

Altitude A-2,1 A-2 A-2,1 A-1,2 A-2,1 A-2,1 A-1
Airspeed A-2,1 A-2,1 A-2,i A-l,2 A-2,1 A-i A-3,2
Taxi speed A-2 A-2
Long acceleration A-1,3 A-3,2
Lateral acceleration A-i A-3 A-2 A A-2
Vertical acceleration C-2 B-2,3 C-2 B-3 B-1,2 A-2 3 3
Roll rate A-2 A A-i

Pitch rate 
A A-i

Yaw rate 
A A-i

Roll acceleration 
C A-2

Angle of attack A-4
Power laver angle A-3, 2,1
Aileron position 3-1 B-i C-1,2,5 C-2,1,3 C
rlaperon position C-1,3
Elevator position 3-1 8-1 C-2,1,3
3or. tail position 9-1,3 C
Rudder position 3-i B-I C-l,2,5 C-3,1 C-2,1,3 C
lop position 3-i 8-2 3-1 A-2
Fuel quantity A A-2,4 A
Strain C-1,2 C-2,3 C-1,2 C-3,1,2
Weapon count A-3
8pedbzrak position A
Lading gear position A
Autopilot switch 3-2
aigift on wheels A

The letter code denote. the frequency of failure:
A-Onceinoe, 3-Occasional, C-Commn
,The mbercodes domote the failure modes:
1-Sis, 2-rrosen, 3-Erratic, 4-Out of mange, 5-ewaesed

t _ _
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TOTAL FLR DATA ACCUMULATE TO DATE
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TO)TAL FLR DATA ACCUMULATED TO DATE
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TOTAL PLR DATA ACCLIMLATED TO DATE
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APPROACR TO CREW TRAIUINZ IN SUPPORT Of THE USAF
SIECRAFT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY PROGRAM (ASIP)

Alfonso G. Aponts
Loads sad Dynamics Branch

Aeronautical Systems Division
AgSD/3PSF, Uright-Pattarson Air Porcs Base OR 45433-6503

SUMMARY

Maintaining the safety and strenSth of an aircraft is dependent upon the capability of
appropriate Air force commands to perform maintenance and inspections throughout the
service life of the aircraft. One of the maintenance action involves the collection
sad reporting of operational usage data to support the Losds/lnvironumnt Spectra Survey
(L/9SE) and Individual Aircraft Tracking (IAT) programs. This paper presents the Air
Porce Approach to training operational flight and ground crews about their
rasponsibilities and thae importance of this task which is en integral part of the
Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) required by APR-80-13 and NIL-STD-1530A.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major reasons of an airplane system affecting its operational readiness is
the unforeseen structural fatigue problems encountered throughout the airframe service
life. The objective of ASIP is to prevent these problems by diagnosing potential
structural failures in the design phase, providing a basis for corrective action, and
predicting operational life expectancy of the airframe on individual aircraft. The
program consists of five tasks (table 1) which are: a. Task I - Design Information, b.
Task II - Design Analysis and Development Tests, c. Task III - Pull Scale Testing, d.
Task IV - Porte Management Data Package, and a. Task V - Porce Management. To
accomplish task IV the effect of changes in usage on aircraft service life must be
assessed. Therefore, the following actions are required:

a. Obtain time history records of parameters necessary to define the actual stress
spectra for critical areas of the airframe. These data are processed and analysed to
assess the applicability of the design service life end usage spectra.

b. Develop en individual aircraft tracking program to establish and adjust
inspections end repair intervals for each critical area of the airframe based on the
individual aircraft usage data. These data are utilised in tracking analysis methods
to predict the service life of each individual aircraft.

Dedicated instrumentatiou and recording equipment must be installed in the fleet
aircraft to acquire these date. In the structures community, the recording equipment
is typically referred to as the flight leads dae. recorder. Even though these
recorders ere designed toward a unique wespou sy tem, most of them require some kind of
interface with the fligbt and ground crew to be skis to accomplish its intended
function.

Establishing proper methods of traisiag and emphasising the crew responsibilities is an
important task towards the goal of a successful integrity program.

2. DOCUMENTATION

One of the methods the Air Force uses to educate the crews is through suitable
documentation. A technical manual/techmical order is writteo for each weapom system to
provide the mecessary guidance is regard* to the responsibilities, objectives, date
requirements, and general procedures for collecting &nd reporting operational usage
data in accordance with the AlSI requirements. This manuel typically includes but is
not limited to the following:

a. Program Description -- Includes a brief description of the program bsckground,
objectives, overall tasks associated with ASIP, interaction with other programas and
applicable refereaeos.

b. Force Management Operational Progresms -- Includes all the programs that utiliae
the usage data, such as the Individual Aircraft Tracking (IAT) program and the
Loads/Eaviroumeat Spectre Survey UL/E15) program. Also systems/date bases that support
:ad update these programs should be defined. such as maintmenace and status accounting
systems.

C. Hardware Description -- Includes a descriptieo of the flight loads data
recorder, all iestrtentoation dedicated to the recorder (e.g., strait gages,
acceleroueters, etc.), support equipment suck as date ettraction snd processing
equipment, and all parameters mositorsd by the recorder, iscluding analysis methods,
sampling rates sad data sources (table 2).

d. Date Plow -- Iocludes a description of the various elements of the force
management program such as input aod data collection, date procossiog, data analysis,
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and force management reporting.

t. functional/Management Responsibilities -- Includes a brief description of the
organizations and offices interfacing with the program, and their responsibilities.
Includes orSanisations with overall ASIP responsibilities during and after acquisition
of the system, air commands, operating bases, depot maintenance organizations, and
associated contractors.

f. General Procedures -- Includes the criteria and procedures for
extracting/downloading data, data transcription, disposition of data, data retrieval
and reporting from maintenance and status accounting systems, and maintenance of ASIP
hardware.

3. AUDIO VISUAL

Audio visual presentations are another method used to instruct and prepare the crews
towards their responsibilities and proper procedures. Training films have bean
produced depicting crews performing the step by step tasks associated with the
collection and processing of flight loads data. These videos could also be used to
describe the following:

a. Summary of the technical manual/documentation contents

b. New equipment and procedures

c. Benefits of new systems

d. How is the loads data going to be used an how it relates to maintenance

An advantage of creating video presentations is the re-education factor. Since crews
are often rotated to perform different maintenance tasks, personnel unfamiliar with
their new responsibilities can be brought up to speed relatively easy by showing them
the training liles.

4. MOTIVATION

Maintaining a positive attitude within the aircrews towards the collection of flight
loads data is another important factor that needs to be considered. Maintenance
personnel are often discouraged by some of the problems that tend to plague some force
management tasks, such as the reliability of the recorders, inoperative
sensors/instrumentation, and unavailability of supplies (e.g., blank tapes/disks,
forms, etc.)

An approach used by the Air Force to motivate and maintain the crews informed is
through feedback. A status report is provided regularly to each operating base on
items of importance found during processing of the flight loads recorder data such as
data collection statistics, recorders malfunction, and faulty sensors/instrumentation.
Figure 1 and table 3 are examples of how these date are presented. The report can also
be used to provide information about flight envelope excursions (fig. 2), and requests
for maintenance actions on recorders and sensors.

Another technique used to increase crew interest and get them involved is through
active participation. Periodic force management meetings are held to discuss topics
such as hardware and software status, data collection performance, program
modifications, and documentation status and changes. Field personnel are encouraged to
attend these meetings in which they can provide valuable feedback in regards to the
procedure and potential problem areas. These meetings can help them realize the
importance of their work to the purpose and overall objectives of ASIP.

5. RSCOMM9RDATIOX

The collection and reporting of operational usage data is one of the most important
tasks towards the validation of the aircraft design service life and usage spectra.
and prognosticating the remaining structural life of major componenets of each
aircraft. Training methods and motivational techniques should be established and
available at the time of operational readiness and should be continuously applied
throughout the aircraft service life.

6. RRFRRRSCRS

i. Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) Military Standard, MIL-STD-1530A, 1975.

2. Aircraft Structural Integrity Program Technical Order (T.O. I5-15-35), USAF/Rockwnll
International, 19a5

3. S-IS Notivatiom/Training Videotape, USAF, 19S5

4. ASIP Status Reports, Air force Logistic Cester (AFLC/LASR),1990

S. F-3 ASIP Video Tape, USAF, 1974
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USAF AIRCRAFt STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY PROGRAM (ASIP) TASKS

TASK I TASK II TASK I TASK IV TASK V
DESIGN DESIGN FULL SCALE FORCE FORCE

INFORMATION ANALYSIS AND TESTING MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT DATA PACKAGE

PLAN

ASIP MASTER MATERIALS AND STATIC TESTS FINAL ANALYSIS LOADS/
PLAN JOINT ENVIRONMENT

- ALLOWABLES DURABILITY STRENGTH SPECTRA
STRUCTURAL TESTS SUMMARY SURVEY

DESIGN LOAD ANALYSIS
CRiTRA -FLIGHT & FORCE INDIVIDUAL

DESIGN SERVICE GROUND STRUCTURAL AIRPLANE
DAMAGE LOADS SPECTRA OPERATIONS MAINTENANCE TRACKING DATA

TOLERANCE& TESTS PLAN
DURABILrTY DESIGN ..... -------- INDIVIDUAL

CONTROL PLANS CHEMICALI SONIC TESTS LOADS/ AIRPLANE
THERMAL --- ENVIRONMENT MAINTENANCE

SELECTION OF ENVIRONMENT FLIGHT SPECTRA TIMES
MATLS. SPECTRA VIBRATION SURVEY

PROCESSES, & -.....---- -TESTS STRUCTURAL
JOINING STRESS INDIVIDUAL MAINTENANCE

METHODS ANALYSIS FLUTTER TESTS AIRPLANE RECORDS
TRACKING

DESIGN SERVICE DAMAGE EVALUATION OF PROGRAM
LIFE AND TOLERANCE TESTS RESULTS

DESIGN USAGE ANALYSIS

DURABILITY
ANALYSIS

SONIC ANALYSIS

VIBRATION
ANALYSIS

FLUTTER
ANALYSIS

NUCLEAR
WEAPONS
EFFECT

ANALYSIS

NON-NUCLEAR
WEAPONS
EFFECTS

ANALYSIS

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

TABLE 1

Lk
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PARAMETER MODES

PARAMEIt ~ MIODE ANALYSIS SAMPLE DAT A
_________________ LESS IAT MEHOD RAIWBSC SOURtCE

MOWUN X X TH 2 ACI
CBNEU OFORAVITy x -- ii 2 ACI
ALIM11DS X X TH 2 Act
________________ X TH 2 ACt-
MACH NUMUR x X TH 2 ACI

ARA71 AM PA to UTER
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YAWALC II*UcNTx CALCULATED
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SENSOR STATUS

TAIL BASE ACCELROMWESRS SMRAIN GAGES
NO.

-Nz Nf Nx DI D2 D3 D4 D5S1 A * * *Z *. *~. *2 *L. _

2 A * * * 5 * *

3 A * * * *

4 A
5 A * * + * * *

6 A
7 A * *

8 B * B * * *

9 B * * * * * * * +

10 B * * * *
11 B * * * * * a

12 B
13 B
14 B
15 C * * * * * * *

16 C * * * * * B * *

17 C
18 C ___ ___ ___

19 C
20 C * * * * * *
21 C

*sensos operging normaly

Binoperaive sensor

•sensor biasclow

TABLE 3

k
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USABLE DATA RETURN - FLIGHT HOURS
BASE X
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FIGURE 1
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION - ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

by A P Ward

Head, Fatigue & Fracture Technology
British Aerospace (Military Aircraft) Ltd

Warton Aerodrome, Preston, PR4 lAX, England

1. INTRODUCTION locate gauges away from joints was
noted.

Following the presentation of the
formal papers there followed an active One study had shown measured strains
discussion period devoted to Issues in a theoretically uniform stress
and Recommendations. A summary of field to be 60X greater than
the discussions is presented in the predictions, with very large
following, variations in stress gradient. Such

studies reinforced the need to ensure
2. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS that gauges must be precisely located

(to within lmm in that particular
The Round Table discussion period was area).
led by the author with assistance from
the five Session Chairmen, Mr P D There was extensive discussion on
Adams (UK), Mr J B de Jonge (NL), Mr C "calibration" procedures, all of which
L Petrin Jr (US), Prof. A Salvetti related to "in-flight" calibration.
(IT) and Mr J Thompson (CA).
Contributors from the audience, were Techniques referred to were
Mr A G Aponte (US), Mr M A Bullock
(UK), Mr S R Hall (CA), Dr C E Harris (i) to monitor gauges and parameters
(US), Mrs D M Holford (UK), Dr L E and to establish a relationship using
Jarfall (SW), Dipl Ing V Ladda (GE), regression techniques. If there were
Dr J V Lincoln (US), Dipl Ing R significant deviations (ie. with low
Neunaber (GE), Dr M K Nygard (NO), Mr correlation) then there may be
J G Reichel (US), Sqn Ldr M E J Render calibration problems and further
(UK), Dr Ing V Schulz (GE), Mr D L studies were then necessary to
Simpson (CA), Ir D J Spiekhout (NL) establish software changes to account
and Major M B Zgela (CA). for these potential variations. This

technique was not always successful.
3. STRAIN GAUGES

(ii) to perform specific manoeuvres
3.1 Aircraft-to-aircraft on each aircraft to provide a

repeatability calibration. To a question about the
repeatability of such manoeuvres, one

It is possible for there to be response was to suggest using the
different responses per unit load for whole flight and then perform a
strain gauges located at identical regression, as in (i) above. However
locations on different aircraft in the another view was that such an approach
fleet. An example was given of may lead to too many complexities and
outputs from strain gauges attached to that specific manoeuvres should be
each face of a simple rectangular chosen to reduce the quantity of i•ta.
section pin-jointed link that had been
used on an airframe fatigue test. (iii) to examine all strain-gauge
Differences in strain response were of responses from high percentage fleet
the order of 10, this equating to fits and identify which gauges are
about 30% on life. biased high, and which appear to be

low. From such an examination
The general opinion was that a form of correction factors could be
check calibration was necessary and established.
that special care was required when
locating the gauges. The need to
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3.2 Change of monitoring be reduced significantly by good
location instrumentation and installation

design. Such systems should not be
Two problems were discussed. The installed in areas where there was
first was that associated with high maintenance activity.
physically locating the new gauges and
checking their repeatability. This The Royal Aerospace Establishment at
task was similar to that necessary at Farnborough offered to produce a
new build, and there may be need for report covering experiences of strain
new parametric work to establish gauge systems in use on UK aircraft.
in-flight "calibrations".

3.4 Corrosion
The second related to the need to
assess the life already used at such a To a question about the possibility of
location. The complexity of this task corrosion occurring at the location of
was dependent on the type of the strain gauge one commentator
information already stored for other referred to such problems on an
areas (processed fatigue consumption undercarriage loads measurement
data, or raw data for example) and programme. However the general
hence changes in monitoring locations opinion was that correct protection
should be borne in mind during the after embodiment of the strain gauge
design of the system. should overcome this problem.

3.3 Long term reliability 4. PARAMETERS

A number of papers commented on Parametric systems can be classified
reliability and maintainability of as:
strain gauge systems, however it was
difficult to establish statistics. (i) systems to determine loads by

interrogating on-board parameters
A false, bad, impression could arise using predictor equations set up from
because of poor application of gauges. deterministic models.
It was essential to have a very
carefully controlled process which (ii) systems set up to give loads
could be aided by making use of a jig predictions from parametric equations
both to locate the gauge and to apply that have been derived by regression
a controlled pressure during curing, analysis using strain gauge data.
There should be a controlled
temperature for the mix of the Some concern was expressed about the
adhesives and there should be very potential complexity of parametric
precise instructions for operators who systems for areas such as the rear
were to embody the gauges. fuselage of modern combat aircraft

with active control. It was suggested
In general users were happy with that in such cases a strain gauge
strain gauge systems, with some approach was possibly more viable.
reporting over 10 years in service
with few problems. A typical comment There was also concern about
was that if there was a problem then statistical parametric equations set
it was obvious and action could be up from regression analyses if they
taken to correct it. did not respect the fundamental

physical process and if they contained
Like any sensor strain gauge systems functions of a number of dependent
required maintenance. Typical parameters. A warning was given about
problems, particularly where there had the dangers associated with setting up
been retrospective embodiment, related equations from a limited number of
to wiring being damaged, problems with manoeuvres, the equations potentially
power supplies and water ingress to not being sufficiently robust to cater
conditioning boxes. for new types of manoeuvres in

different parts of the flight
For new designs such problems should envelope.
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It vas stated that the key element in number of observers noted that they R-

setting up parametric systems vas to had seen differences betveen port and
have a gocd flight load survey at the starboard results. On larger aircraft
outset. If buffet vas present then these differences could be due simply
this should be addressed separately as to the fact that the pilot seating was
a parametric systems could not hope to offset and that circuits were usually
cater for such a phenomenon directly. performed in one direction.
An understanding of when it occurred
could be obtained from the flight load One commentator believed the
programme and action could then be differences were small and that there
taken to account for it separately. might be a stronger need to monitor

other locations, bearing in mind the
Should new monitoring locations be limited number of available channels.
necessary there were conflicting views
on potential problems. One 5.3 Loads/stress/damage
commentator believed that a strain
gauge should be installed at the new Many systems were set up to generate
location and that new algorithms outputs of fatigue damage, life
should then be determined using consumed or fatigue index. One
regression techniques. Another questioner asked whether it would be
thought that there would be a lot of better simply to measure load spectra
work as the original development at various locations on the airframe
aircraft might not be available. New and to compare these with design
strain gauging might be necessary to spectra; provided the cumulative usage
support the development of new spectrum was less severe than design
algorithms. The same commentator then there were no problems. This
reflected on the problems of analysing approach was suggested because of
past flying, referred to in 3.2 above, possible difficulties in arriving at
Another mentioned the large amount of accurate damage assessments (see 6).
data that might be stored on the To a question about dealing with
ground, but a fourth supported the significant differences in spectrum
need to retain the data, it being shape it was suggested that more tests
easier to reanalyse this than repeat a might be necessary.
measurement programme.

5.4 Quality
Finally there was a comment that if
good accuracy could be demonstrated There was a strong plea that there
from parametric systems these should should be a total quality management
be used rather than strain-gauge system in place for the whole process
systems as there would be less of a of data collection, processing and
maintenance problem. delivery of management information to

the user. For every step of the
5. GCI•AL procedure there should be a process to

ensure data quality and integrity.
5.1 Methods

5.5 Sample Rates
Both strain-gauge and parametric
systems have potential advantages and It was noted that pure sine wave peaks
disadvantages. There is no "right" can be detected using sample rates
system to use; the particular problem that were only a few times higher than
should be considered and a selection the frequency. For a complex load,
made (strain gauges, parameters, or a however, with superimposed minor loads
combination of both). a sample rate of at least 20 times the

bandwidth was necessary to detect
5.2 Nouitoril% ort and peaks with IZ accuracy.

starboard

6. LIFE CALOCIATION
Following the observation that there
were some who thought it was necessary During both the formal presentations
to monitor only one side of the and the discussion period the life
aircraft, because of symmetry, a (damage) calculation process was

- --.-~-
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raised as a problem area. One view Designers of fatigue monitoring and
was that "Miner" calculations were management systems must give serious
usually wrong but conservative, consideration, at the planning stage,
However when used for life tracking in to the way in which results are to be
a relative sense to compare load presented. Apart from knowing the
spectra then serious discrepancies life consumed, operators require
could result. Another view was that information on ways in which
Miner calculations were always consumption rates can be reduced
unconservative and that, if the design (change of configuration in specific
spectrum was less severe than the roles, change of operation). Serious
service spectrum, there would be consideration should be given to the
problems. On the other hand if it was interface problem - simple graphical
more severe there would be no problem. presentations were likely to be more

useful than large tabulations of data,
A further comment related to for example.
comparisons of spectrum severity using
cycle-by-cycle local stress-strain For systems that were embodied on only
approaches and, alternatively, simple a limited number of aircraft in the
Miner type calculations from fleet then it was necessary to ensure
exceedance data. Totally reversed these aircraft were allocated in a way
relative severities of spectra could that would give a representative
result. cross-section of the fleet usage.

It was important to build up In providing advice to operators it
confidence in using a particular would also be helpful if indications
method. Reliance should not be placed could be given of the reliability of
on a single method until this was well predictions.
proven. It should be possible to go
to relatively simple basic procedures 8. PROBABILISTIC PRDURES
and obtain the same trends as those
being generated by more complex It was noted that a number of
methods. industries with large, expensive and

critical structures used probabilistic
The main weak link in the whole approaches in their design and
fatigue monitoring process was the clearance procedures. Such topics had
life calculation procedure. There was also been covered during the meeting.
general agreement that there was a
need to devote time to debate this Procedures could be set-up to include
matter, perhaps through an AGARD a crack growth model, randomisation of
Workshop. Such a Workshop should load spectra, uncertainties in
review available procedures for inspection methods, material
estimating damage, fatigue life, crack properties, load, stress analysis,
growth or durability whether applied failure criteria, stress intensity
to Safe Life or Damage Tolerant factors and so on. In addition cost
structures. The need to retain functions for inspection and repair
historical data rather than to use might also be included.
processed (rainflow) time histories
should also be covered. Such procedures enable the risk of

failure to be quantified. They also
7. ADVICZ TO OPSATORS allow an assessment to be made of the

importance of a particular variable.

There were a number of questions that In carrying out sensitivity studies it
had not been addressed in the formal is not necessary to be highly accurate
papers. From the enormous quantity of when quantifying uncertainties of
data generated by fatigue monitoring individual variables in order to see
systems it was essential that useful how a particular variable influences
information was extracted and the overall safety. Some parameters
presented as advice to the operator in may be very uncertain yet have little
a simple form that enabled him to influence on the overall risk. If
realise his fatigue budget and cost functions are included then it is
management requirements. also possible to optimise inspection
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plans that satisfy both safety and inspection, there had never been a

economic requirements. failure in the first lifetime. Therewas a desire not to require
Procedures may also permit the user to inspections during the aircraft

!update predictions based on the lifetime and, from experience to date,

results of inspections and there there was a satisfactory degree of
should be a long term aim to use these confidence in the damage tolerant
methods at the design stage to approach.
optimise life cycle costs.

To a request to see if all present
Despite the developments and aims believed that inspection needs had
referred to above it was noted that been satisfied and that there was no
such methods are intended to be used further need for R & D in this area
not as an alternative to deterministic there was no response!
methods but as an addition.

10. ESTIMATE OF USAGE
One commentator confirmed the belief
that such procedures had their place, Some discussion took place on the fact
but offered a word of caution with that invariably actually usage was
regard to the difficulty of accounting quite different from (and usually more
for rogue flaws in crack severe than) design usage, and that
distributions, and in allowing for most operators wanted to keep their
in-service damage. His advice to aircraft longer than originally
operators had always been that safety envisaged. It was also pointed out
was eroded to some extent when that there were potentially major
probabilistic procedures were problems as structures were more fully
involved. optimised at the design stage and were

therefore less tolerant to change.
They were not yet ready for use as a Usage was also much more complex with
design tool and the benefit from the state-of-the-art developments and the
reduction in the cost of inspections use of active controls.
was not a big enough driver over the
use of deterministic methods. To minimise potential problems it was

essential that there was a good,
It was noted that, for the study of continuing relationship between
multi-site damage problems, designers, qualification
statistical approaches were essential. organisations, operators and pilots.

9. RELIANCE ON INSPECIrION One observer was struck by the large
amounts of money spent on monitoring

In following inspection procedures, usage of military aircraft when there
for a given probability of detection were no such activities in the civil
for a particular technique, there were field. His experience was that, for
other risks to be considered. These transport aircraft, the assumed
related to the need to be sure that spectrum was usually more severe than
the right piece of structure was being the actual usage. Military people
examined and that the right frequency should be more realistic in the first
had been chosen, the latter being place, using a severe spectrum, and
dependent on the fatigue monitoring accept the small mass penalty but save
system generating the correct cost in the long term.
information.

This latter approach received support
A comment was made that, for typical from another commentator but he also
military aircraft structures, whenever pointed out that, in the early stages
inspection procedures are relied on to of a project, designers were often

maintain integrity then safety is driven by aircraft performance to
eroded to some degree. The USAF satisfy customer demands.
damage tolerant approach had nov been
in existence for 15 years and, for
structures designed to carry initial
flaws for two lifetimes without

-- --- -
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11. RBCON•MMATIONS

In general any recommendations
resulting from the discussions are
included under the appropriate section
heading in the text. There is however
one important recommendation for a
follow-on AGARD activity.

In Section 6 it was highlighted that
no matter what monitoring system was
used results were critically dependent
upon the life calculation process. It
is recommended that the AGARD SHP
should organise a Workshop to review
available procedures for estimating
life consumed for both Safe Life and
Damage Tolerant design philosophies.
The link to "design" and "test" must
be included, as must cycle
identification and counting
techniques.
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